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Chapter-1 Introduction to Chilled Water Systems 

၁.၁ What is heat? 

   (heat)                                     ႔                   (temperature)     ႔    
       ႔                     (transfer)                       (form of energy)                            
(temperature)              တ           ႔                                              (thermal 
activity)                          

                    (form of energy)                         (quantity)                  
   ႔              (intensity)                                             (heat energy)                      
                                        (form of energy)                                  ႔                     

                            (thermal activity)                                (molecules) 
                                                                           တ                      
                  (thermal activity)               ႔                                             
(velocity)                                            ႔                                    (thermal activity) 
                 ႔                                                                                  

 

 

                first law               (heat energy)                                
                                                                     ႔                                      first law 
    “law of conservation of energy”                        

HVAC                                                               (remove heat 
energy)                                                                                    
                                                 

                second law               (heat energy)                                    
               (temperature)                 ႔                                 (transfer) 
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၁.၁.၁    (Heat)                            

                            (thermometer)    intensity of heat                           
    (quantity of heat)                            ႔            (quantity of heat)               
   ႔                                                            (quantity of heat)                 
                     

  
    ၁-၁         1 Calorie (4.187J)                  ၁-၂         1 Btu              

 

၁.၂ Unit of Refrigeration 

 

Refrigeration capacity     Inch-Pound (I-P)                  
         “British Thermal Units per hour(BTU/hr)”          HVAC       
refrigeration                                                         
“ton of refrigeration”           

(၂၄)                       (1 ton)                       
                                                              
32°F                                          144 Btu            
               (Latent heat of ice = 144 Btu/lb)                   
               (၂၀၀၀)               one refrigeration ton (1RT)     
12,000 Btu/hr                  

 
 

                 (gram)                                                        
           ႔      1°C                                           1 Calorie [cal] (    
        )                  

                  (lb)                                                                
   ႔      1°F                                           1 British Thermal Unit (BTU)      
          

                           
              

  
               

1 ton of refrigeration (RT) = 200 Btu/min = 3.517 kJ/s = 3.517 kW 
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Table 1-1        (amount of heat)                           
                          (   /  )        (amount of heat) 

Kilocalorie [kcal] 1 kg 1°C 1 kcal 
Joule [J] 1 g 1°C 4.187 J 
Kilojoule[kJ] 1 kg 1°C 4.187 kJ 
British Thermal Unit [BTU] 1 lb 1°F 1 Btu 

၁.၃ Sensible Heat 
Sensible Seat Equation:                                         

          = Rate of sensible heat added or removed from substance (Btu/hr) 
   = Mass rate flow of substance (lb/hr) 
     = Specific heat of substance at constant pressure (Btu/lb °F) 
   =        = temperature change of substance (°F) 

Air conditioning process          sensible heat equation                        Air con 
process                                (temperature change)                                          ႔      
                                                         Refrigeration process          state 
   ႔                                        

    - chiller          chilled water flow rate                        (၅၀၀)                
                   55°F          (chilled water)    43°F                                         chiller   
cooling capacity            Btu/hr   ton of refrigeration(RT)   kW    ႔                 

 
                

m = W                            ႔        gpm    lb/hr    ႔                       

            
         

     
                  

                                                     = 250,000 lb/hr 

                           (1 GPM)    lb/hr    ႔             500 lb/hr                 

          
  

  
     

   

     
            

                                               =-3,000,000 Btu/hr 

                       (heat)                                        ႔              
      (               )          (                     )     Btu/hr    ton of refrigeration    ႔            
1 RT (Refrigeration Ton) = 12,000 Btu/hr = 3.517 kW 

                  
     

             
          

Cooling capacity                                 

                   
    

           
        

Chiller          cooling capacity                                         (amount of 
heat removed from chilled                  
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၁.၄ Air Conditioning System                        

 
    ၁-၃    Air conditioning system                

 
    ၁-၃( ) Classification of HVAC systems 

Air conditioning                                       system                              
                         project                                                                                       
   ႔                                                   system                                       
(perform                          

                                     ႔                                                                
                                 ႔                                                               
                    (construction manager)    ႔                                                          

Chilled water circuit    ႔      chiller water      sensible heat                (transfer)   
            [                ]                latent heat                (transfer)              
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            (value added options)                                        (value-engineered options) 
                          

                                                     system                                  
        
(၁)         (temperature)  

(၂)           (humidity)  

(၃)                                    (air motion)  

(၄)      ႔           ႔                               (air purity or quality)  

(၅)                             (air changes per hour) 

(၆)  Duct       pipe                                         (air and/or water velocity requirements)  

(၇)                           (local climate)  

(၈)                                (space pressure requirements)  

(၉) Load calculation analysis             capacity                 

(၁၀)                                                                             

(၁၁)                                       (spatial requirement) 

(၁၂)                                             (security concerns)  

(၁၃)                               (first cost)   

(၁၄)                                                                       (Operating cost, 
including energy and power costs)  

(၁၅)                                  (maintenance cost)   

(၁၆)  System                   (reliability)  

(၁၇)                                                  (flexibility)  

(၁၈)                         ႔             ႔     system                   (life-cycle analysis)  

(၁၉)                                       (sustainability of design)  

(၂၀)                                                     (acoustics and vibration)         

(၂၁)                                                                      (mold and mildew prevention)    ႔ 
          

                                                                          

Air conditioning system          decentralized cooling and heating system       central cooling 
and heating system                                   Decentralized system                          
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    ၁-၄ Multiple unit systems using single-zone unitary HVAC equipment 

 
    ၁-၅ Packaged terminal air conditioner 

၁.၅ Decentralized Cooling and Heating Systems  
                                                                                     

             ႔        decentralized system                      ႔            

၁.၅.၁ System Characteristics  
Decentralized system          HVAC unit                                                      

HVAC unit                               refrigeration cycle   heating source       air ventilation           
                (components)                                                   fans   filters   heating 
source   cooling coil   refrigerant compressor(s)   control       condenser        ႔            

Equipment               (manufacture)          ႔                                   
configuration                                                              decentralized system       
                  HVAC equipment                        

(၁) Window air conditioners (၆)  Water cooled packaged unit 

(၂) Multiple-unit systems (၇) Self-contained (floor-by-floor) systems 

(၃)  Outside package systems (၈) Water-cooled heat pump systems 

(၄) Air-cooled heat pump systems (၉) Residential and light commercial split systems 

(၅) Air-cooled packaged unit (၁၀) Through-the-wall room HVAC units 
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    ၁-၆ Packaged DX rooftop air conditioner 

  
    ၁-၇ DX unit (Window type) 

  

    ၁-၈ DX unit     ၁-၉ Packaged rooftop air conditioner 

၁.၅.၂ Decentralized System                     (Advantages)  

(၁) Heating       cooling                                         

(၂) Certified rating       performance data                                        

(၃)                                                                             (quality 
control)                (reliability)               

(၄)                                                                                
                                 

(၅)                                                              

(၆)                              
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(၇)                                                                

(၈) System                                                   

(၉) Mechanical       electrical                                        

(၁၀)                  (first cost)               

(၁၁)                                         equipment                                           
           

(၁၂)             (tenant)                air con service                                               

(၁၃) Decentralized system                       air side    ႔      water side economizer         
                  

၁.၅.၃ Decentralized System                      (Disadvantages) 
(၁)  Air flow   cooling coil                 condenser                                        

                               

(၂)                                                   centralized system                    
diversity factor                  equipment                                 

(၃)          (temperature)                 (humidity)                                                  

(၄)                                      equipment                                       
               equipment                  

(၅) Central system                                       

(၆)  Outside air economizer                                              

(၇)      ႔       (air distribution)                                   

(၈) Equipment                                                                       

(၉) Equipment                                                                           

(၁၀)                     (air filtration                                                     ႔               
        

(၁၁)  On/off    ႔      step control                           discharge temperature                     
          

(၁၂)  Air-conditioning unit             condensate drain            

(၁၃) Equipment                 ႔                                                                    
                     

၁.၆ Central Cooling and Heating Systems  
Central cooling plant                           chiller water             (generate)     

                         ႔ distribution                        ႔        HVAC application       ၂၅%     
central cooling plant system                 Equipment                                             
                                                                  ႔                                  
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၁.၆.၁ System Characteristics  
                                                                                           

                                                                                       
       equipment configuration                          Equipment                           
                                                  Primary equipment               chiller   boiler 
       ႔                                              capacity                   configuration                           

 

                                          
                                       
                           ႔                
          oil)                          
                        ႔                      
               

                                                
         ႔               ႔                 ႔ 
                             air 
conditioning   heating       process          
                         

    ၁-၁၀ Central cooling and heating system  
                        (operating)                         (maintain)                         (first 
cost)        ႔             (owner)   consultant                                  ႔                              
                                     

 
                                                                                       
                            
(၁)                                                       (campus environments with 

distribution to several buildings) 
(၂)                                          (high rise facilities) 

(၃)                                (large office buildings) 

(၄)                                                                             (large public assembly facilities, 
entertainment complexes, stadiums, arenas, and convention and exhibition centers-) 

(၅) Urban centers (e.g., city centers/districts) 

(၆)                                         (shopping malls) 
(၇)                            (large condominiums, hotels, and apartment complexes) 

(၈)                             (educational facilities) 

(၉)                                                  (hospitals and other health care facilities) 

Chilled-water production system          HFC    ႔      HCFC refrigerant                   
                                (safety requirement)    ASHRAE standard 15                
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(၁၀)                                         (Industrial facilities -pharmaceutical, manufacturing) 

(၁၁)                  (Large museums and similar institutions)       

(၁၂)      ႔                                    (Locations where waste heat is readily available - 
generation or industrial processes)    ႔          

                                      chilled water plant                                   
( )  Chiller                                                 configuration                              

( )  Pump                                  (efficient pumps)  

( ) Valve                                                    

(ဃ)                                 (good piping scheme with ample valving)    ႔           

System                            control                                                   
                                                                                                    
                          (access)                          

၁.၆.၂ Central System                    (Advantages) 
(၁) Primary cooling and heating                     

(၂)                  equipment                                                    
                                 

(၃)  Equipment                                      servicing                       

(၄)                      (energy-efficient design strategies)                                          
(energy recovery)   thermal storage                                        (energy management)    ႔ 
                                                         

(၅)      plant                                                                

(၆)          equipment                                    (spare part)                         
           Part-load capability       efficiency                                       
equipment                                   

(၇) Standby capability        back-up power supply                                          

(၈) Load profile                           equipment                                                
                              equipment                              

(၉) Central plant       distribution                                                                       

(၁၀) Load diversity                             total installed capacity                       

(၁၁)   Equipment                                                                   (vibration)       
            (noise)   ႔                                    (acoustical treatment       
                                                                   

၁.၆.၃         S                            Disadvantages) 
(၁) Equipment                                                                                
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(၂) Centralized system                                                                    
                

(၃)  Centralized equipment                        ႔                                    

(၄)                                                                          

(၅)                                                                       

(၆)  Equipment                            ႔                                          

(၇) Heating plant                             (chimney)                  ႔(emission permit)  monitoring   
treatment                    

(၈) Equipment                     equipment                                            

(၉)  Central system   control logic                        

(၁၀)                  (first cost)               

(၁၁)                                            (permit)                  

(၁၂)                       (safety)                                         

(၁၃) Distribution pipe                                 

၁.၆.၄ Central Plant                    
Central plant                                                                    
 (၁)                    refrigerant                     ႔          (discharge)            

 (၂) Equipment       ,                               (lifting facility)             

 (၃)                         (maintenance                                          

 (၄)           (acoustical impact)                                                                      

 (၅)                                     (expansion)                                         ႔          

၁.၇                                                    (Design Considerations) 

၁.၇.၁ Cooling and Heating Loads 
                                                                         cooling load       heating 
load                                         simultaneous peak    ႔      simultaneous load      
     (    )              cooling load    ႔      heating load                                       
                                          (၄)                                            
                    Design load       peak load    ႔                 “equipment diversity factor”    
            - 5                    95% diversity                              (university) 
                             diversity factor     ၄၅%    ႔                  Central plant   peak 
load     diversity factor                                                                      
                  ႔                                         diversity factor                              
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၁.၇.၂       (Noise)               (Vibration) 
                                                                                             

                                               (sound and vibration                                
                                                                                                  
                                                              ႔                                          
                                          ႔                                                   
                                                                                                       
                     ASHRAE s                                                        

                                                                                        
                                                                                                    
                                                                                         
                       ႔                      S                      Chapter 47—HVAC Applications for 
more detailed information on sound and                                         

၁.၇.၃                   Space  Considerations) 
                                             (architects)               (owners)                   

(space planners)  M&E                                                  mechanical equipment      
                                                                  

                mechanical system             building configuration    ႔                 
                                                                                rules of thumb     
                                     ႔                                                         
(design concept)                                             (space requirement)    
                          (building floor area)                                     Mechanical and 
Electrical (M&E) system                                     ၆                 ၉                ႔ 
            

Central system                                                                      
               1 kW refrigeration                      (plant room)       0.07    0.09             
(0.07 to 0.09 m2 per kilowatt of refrigeration)           Chiller        pump            cooling tower      
      equipment                                                                                   
                                                                                              
1.2 m    ႔      equipment                                                                   
Chiller           evaporator       condenser    ႔                   tube            ႔                    
                                         

                                                                        location)    ႔    
                                                                  ႔                                 
                        (safety)                                                     
                                                    ႔                                          
                                                  overhead crane     ႔                         
                                                        ASHRAE s                                    
           (local codes)                     
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    ၁-၁၁ Chilled water distribution network                      

 

၁.၇.၄                                            
                                                                               

                                                                                 
                                          

                                                                                                  
                                                                                            
                                                                     

Ce                                                                                          
                                                   
•  Equipment            (operating weight)                 (structural costs) 

•  Equipment                              (vibration)                (noise)                  ႔        
                         ႔                                                                 

• Central plant       switchgear   motor control center       transformer                       cable 
                           

• Cooling tower                                                                      makeup water tank 
                       

•                                                                                            
            

•                           (cooling and heating service)                                

•                   central plant                                        

•                (road way)                        (parking)                               

                           operating environment for e                        
                                    S                                             
                           ventilation rate) 2.5 L/s per m2                                          
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•          (fuel oil)   propane gas       coal        ႔                        

• Electrical transformer                  

• Cooling tower                      ႔     ႔                                                      ႔ 
    ႔                                                ႔                           

ASHRAE ၂၀၀၈                           

                                                                                      
                                                
 (၁)                                                    emergency electrical loads) 

 (၂)                                                         

 (၃)                                   fuel sources) 

 (၄)                      ႔                    ႔                               ႔              ႔        
                           

 (၅)                                  control)            

 
    ၁-၁၂ Central cooling system                      

၁.၈ Chilled Water System               
(၁) Constant flow systems 
 ( ) Constant flow using 3-way control valves 
 ( ) Constant flow using 2-way control valves and central by-pass 
(၂) Primary secondary flow system 
 ( ) Primary constant /Secondary variable flow design 
 ( ) Primary constant /Secondary variable flow design (with tertiary pumping) 
(၃) Variable Primary Flow chilled water systems (VPF) 
 ( ) VPF with dedicated pumps 
 ( ) VPF with headered pumps 
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၁.၉ Overview of Chilled Water Plant Rooms 
                                                                      chiller water plant 

   ႔       chilled water system                                          Chilled water system 
          chiller       pump       cooling tower           AHU/FCU                            system 
         heat  exchanger  pump                Chilled water system          water cooled  chiller      
   ႔      air cooled  chiller                                 Water cooled  chiller                
system    ႔      plant     water cooled plant (water cooled system)           Air cooled  chiller 
          system    ႔      plant     air cooled plant (air cooled system)           

Water cooled chiller                 circuit (၄)              air cooled  chiller                 circuit 
(၃)               Air cooled    ႔      water cooled  chiller               refrigerant circuit     chiller 
                                              

 
    ၁-၁၃   Water cooled chiller Air cooled chiller DX packaged 

Thermal energy moves from left to right through five loops of heat transfer  

 
    ၁-၁၄   (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(၁) Indoor air loop 

(၂) Chilled water loop 

(၃) Refrigerant loop 

(၄) Condenser water loop 

(၅) Cooling tower outdoor air loop 
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    ၁-၁၅   Heat transfer loop 

Table 1-2 water cooled chilled water system and air cooled chilled water system 
 Water Cooled  Chilled Water System Air Cooled  Chilled Water System 

( )                     ႔      air distribution system Air side            ႔      air distribution 
system 

( )                          ႔      chilled water 
distribution system 

                         ႔      chilled water 
distribution system 

( )  Condenser circuit                                               
         

(ဃ)                   refrigerant circuit                   refrigerant circuit 

 
    ၁-၁၆ Chiller          condenser water pipe       chilled water pipe              

၁.၁၀ Circuit              (Naming of Circuit) 
Circuit                      (supply)           (return)    ႔          (entering)             

(leaving)                      Supply       return                                       Chilled water 
circuit                   ႔      load side               (reference)                   Chiller    
     (leaving chilled water)    chilled water supply (supply to building)                chiller    ႔ 
    (entering chilled water)    chilled water return (return from  building)                Chilled 
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water loop/circuit      chiller                    supply side                AHU/FCU                    
demand side(load side)                              

Condenser water circuit      cooling tower     chiller                               
chiller     reference                   Chiller    ႔      (entering condenser water)    condenser 
water supply (supply to chiller)                chiller         (leaving condenser water)    condenser 
water return (return from chiller)                Air side circuit      serving area     reference       
            AHU/FCU                  supply air (supply air to serving area)               
                     (air)    return air (return air from serving area)                 

၁.၁၁ Chilled Water Distribution System    ႔      Chilled Water Circuit/Loop 
Chilled water distribution system    ႔      chilled water circuit/loop      chilled water pump   

chiller       Air Handling Unit(AHU)/Fan Coil Unit(FCU)    ႔             Chilled water pump     chilled 
water return                chiller                               Chilled water pump     chilled water 
supply                                     ႔                            chilled water pump     
chilled water     chiller          ႔         ႔                     ႔ chiller          ႔                   ႔           
chiller   evaporator                                                               (heat exchange) 
                         

Chilled water circuit/loop      Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute  (AHRI) 
[     ARI          ]                          (standard)    chilled water supply temperature 
     .              chilled water return temperature       .                             (standard 
chilled water flow rate)    1 RT                    (၂.၄)          (2.4  S                       
                        chiller                                                   (standard chilled 
water flow rate)                          - 500RT(    ၅၀၀) chiller                        (standard 
chilled water flow rate)     1,200GPM (500RT x 2.4GPM)           

   (heat)                                                  (temperature)                 ႔ 
                                ႔        chilled water circuit                                      12.2°C 
chilled water return            (temperature)           refrigerant circuit    ႔                 
                chiller evaporator           refrigerant                             12.2°C chilled 
water return                        6.7°C chilled water supply            chiller                       
Chilled water circuit     closed circuit (closed loop)           Closed circuit          chilled water 
        (atmosphere)             ႔          

၁.၁၂ Condenser Water Loop    ႔      Condenser Water Circuit 
Condenser water loop    ႔      condenser water circuit      condenser water pump   chiller 

      cooling tower    ႔           Condenser water pump     condenser water supply                chiller 
                        Condenser water pump     condenser water return                 
                    ႔                            condenser water pump     condenser water     
chiller          ႔         ႔                     ႔ chiller          ႔                   ႔           chiller   condenser 
                                                              (heat  exchange)                   
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Condenser water circuit/loop      AHRI (Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration 
Institute)                   (standard)   condenser water supply temperature             
(outdoor air)                                                                  wet bulb 
temperature     (၂.၀)         ႔      (၂.၅)                                    Condenser water supply 
temperature     wet bulb temperature                                  Standard condenser water 
return temperature                                                    (standard condenser water 
flow rate)    1 RT                     (၃.၀)          (3.0 USGPM per RT                                
          (electric driven) chiller                         standard condenser water flow rate     
                      - 500RT (   ၅၀၀) chiller                                                 
(standard condenser water flow rate)    1,500GPM(500RT x 3.0GPM)           

   (heat)            (temperature)                          (temperature)                 ႔ 
                                  ႔        condenser water circuit         (heat)             
          chiller           refrigerant circuit                      condenser water supply temperature    ႔ 
                                                   condenser water supply                     refrigerant 
circuit                              Condenser water supply     refrigerant circuit               
             condenser water return       chiller                       Condenser water 
circuit/loop     opened circuit/loop           Opened circuit/loop          condenser water     
    (atmospheric)               ႔        

 
    ၁-၁၇ AHU          chilled water pipe       duct                   

၁.၁၃ Air Distribution System (Circuit/Loop) 
Air distribution system (circuit/loop)     Air Handling Unit(AHU)  blower     cold air (supply 

air)     serving area    ႔               ႔                servicing area    return air (warm air)             
                                       servicing area           (temperature)     22°C                  
supply air         (temperature)    13°C                  Return air   temperature     24°C    
                     (outdoor air)                         

              (air flow rate)    chilled water flow rate       condenser water flow rate 
          ႔                                                                                        
                                           AHU     Constant Air Volume(CAV) system            
Serving area   cooling load                           (air flow rate)                       
            AHU     Variable-Air-Volume (VAV) system            

-End- 
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Chapter-2 Vapor Compression Fundamental 

        
                                                       heat engine)                  

                                     (ice harvesting) 

                 ether)                                                                         
              

                                        Ammonia compression)                            (commercial 
ice maker)                              

                                    NYSE)                                 (air conditioning  
                                     

            Du Pont          Feron           R-12 refrigerant                                  

                                    window air conditioning uni                                        

            Montreal Protocol (Ozone Protection)             ၾ      

            Kyoto Protocol (Global warming)                 ၾ      

Refrigeration system                    
 ( ) Vapor compression refrigeration systems 

 (၂) Absorption refrigeration systems 

 ( )  Air-standard refrigeration systems 

 ( ) Jet ejector refrigeration systems 

 ( )                                     

 ( )                                  ႔           

                                r              ႔                         application)              
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၂.  Refrigeration (Vapor Compression Cycle)   ၾ      

  
    ၂-  Refrigeration system     ၂-၂ Refrigeration system 

 

  
    ၂-  Refrigeration system                         ၂-  Refrigeration system 

၂. .၂ Refrigeration  
      ႔                  ႔               cooling effect or                                

         energy)                                            electrical            ႔                          
                                                                                                     
           (hea  ၊                (magnetism)၊                              ၊                          
   ႔                           

 
 

    ၂. ( ) Vapor compression cycle     ၂- ( ) Vapor compression cycle       

Sensible heat      -          54°F                                                   44°F    ႔ 
                         sensible heat                                                        - 
         32°F(0°C)            latent heat                                                          ႔ 

Refrigeration                                                                       ႔      
          ႔                                                        r                               
(sensible h                                       ႔                                          
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           Latent heat                 ႔                                                         
   ႔         re                               ၊                                  ၊                             
        ၾ         

  
    ၂-  Vapor compression refrigeration cycle     ၂-  Vapor compression refrigeration cycle 

Vapor compression                                       ႔                                ၾ      
                                  Commercial       industrial refrigeration system                
                    vapo                                                            ( )             
                                   
 ( ) Compressor 
 (၂) Condenser 
 ( ) Expansion device       
 ( ) Evaporator    ႔     ၾ      

( ) Compressor 
 ( ) Compressor               (low pressure)                                           (high 

pressure)                                

(၂) Condenser 
 ( ) Condenser          ႔                                                   ႔               

                  ႔             ၾ                                     ႔                   
Condenser       ၌ refrigerant     ႔    latent heat         ႔                           ႔ 
                  Conden                    

 ( ) Condenser                                                 ႔                   
                            ၾ             ႔                                                 
        ႔ ၾ      condenser       ၌                                

( ) Expansion Device 
 ( ) Expansion device     evaporator                   refrigerant                           

evaporator        refrigerant                   ႔                                  ႔ 
                                           refrigerant                 ႔                

 ( )  Refrigerant                               (control                 refrigeration system            
          high pressure (condensing pressure)       low pressure (evaporating pressure) 
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( ) Evaporator 
 ( ) Evaporator          ႔               refrigerant                                 

                ႔         ႔                   

Evaporator                          compressor                    ၾ      evaporator 
                                     ႔ ၾ      evaporator           refrigerant temperature 
    saturation temperature                                                           
                                      

  
    ၂-  Chiller                                                      

၂.၂ Refrigeration System                              
Refrigeration system                                      (principal part)       ၾ         

                                   
( ) Receiver 
 Evaporator      refrigerant     (liquid)                                                

(၂) Liquid Line 
 Receiver    liquid refrigerant      expansion valve    ႔                                      liquid 

line           Expansion value                         (flow) control                        

( ) Refrigerant Flow Control 
 Evaporator          ႔               refrigerant                        control             

Liquid  refrigerant                                          

( ) Evaporator 
 Evaporator     heat exchange               refrigerated space    ႔      heat source               

refrigerant                                                            (heat transfer surface)            

( ) Suction Line 
 Evaporator          low pressure vapor         compressor     (suction inlet)   ႔            

   ႔                                                 evaporator       compressor                   
              

( ) Compressor 
 Evaporator                            ႔(low pressure vapor)                                       

          condenser      ႔                   ႔              ႔                                 ၾ      
                         

( ) Discharge Line 
 Compressor                                                ႔ (high pressure၊ high temperature 
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vapor)         condenser      ႔                                discharge line             
                compressor       condenser                            discharge line            

( ) Condenser 
 Refrigerant vapor                                 (atmospheric)    ႔      condensing 

medium      ႔     ႔                  heat transfer surface                                    
condenser                 ႔        ႔          refrigerant         ႔                    ႔ 
         (condense to liquid)           

1-2 : Compression  2-3 : Condensation  3-4 : Expansion  4-1 : Evaporation 

 
    ၂-  Vapor compression refrigeration cycle 

၂.၂.  Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle        Process      

Process 1-2 Compression 
 Refrigerant     evaporator              low pressure                       compressor          ႔ 

                  ႔      compressor       ၌ high pressure              ႔            
                   Refrigerant                                 “          ”            

Process 2-3 Condensation     
 Compressor                    high pressure              condenser                 

                                            ႔      high pressure             ႔           
                            ႔                         High pressure                     
condenser                           ၾ                  ၌                                  
          Refrigerant               condenser                         ႔     ႔                       

    ႔     (vapor)            (liquid)   ႔                                                         
          “condenser”                           condenser       ၌ refrigerant         
               ႔           ႔     (vapor)            (liquid)   ႔                              
            Condenser              high temperature ၊ high pressure liquid refrigerant     
condenser       ၌                ႔                       ႔     refrigerant                         
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Process 3-4 Expansion 
 Refrigerant                                    ႔                                      

“expansion       ”                            refrigerant              ႔                 ႔      
                                               “                ”           

Process 4-1 Evaporation 
 Low pressure             evaporator          ႔                  ၾ      Compressor    

                        ၾ      evaporator pressure                       ႔                       
refrigerant   evaporation temperature                             ႔ ၾ      refrigerant 
                                                                            ၾ                     
     (constant pressure                                      (low pressure)           ႔          
    ၾ         ႔      compressor          ႔                           ၾ            (compress)    
                 

Refrigeration system     control volume                   Refrigerant          ႔         
                                                   “evaporator”                            
evaporator       ၌ refrigerant                                             ႔        ႔ 
                  ႔          ႔                                   

၂.၂.၂ Principles of Refrigeration 
• Refrigerant                                 (absorb)             (liquid)       ႔(vapor)      

   ႔                             “condensation”           

• Refrigerant     ႔(vapor)                                      ႔     (vapor)             
(liquid)    ႔                              “evaporation”            

• Compressor          ႔ refrigerant                            ႔(low pressure gas)               
       Compressor          (compress)          ၾ                         ႔(high pressure gas) 
        ႔                    

• Compressor               high pressure gas         condenser          ႔                   
Condenser       ၌ refrigerant                        (    ႔        )             ႔                     

•                refrigerant     (liquid)        expansion valve      ႔                           
   ႔                    ၾ                                 

•                   (low pressure liquid)        evaporator          ႔                  
Evaporator       ၌                                         (low pressure liquid)              
             ႔(low pressure vapor)         ႔                    

•                       ႔(low pressure gas)         compressor          ႔            cycle      
                       

•             compressor     (inlet)           “  ate 1”                  compressor       
(exit)            ႔      condenser                 “state  ”                ၊  condenser 
     (exit)            ႔      expansion device                  “state  ”       
          ၊  expansion device      (exit)            ႔      evaporator                 
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“state 4”                                ႔                                       ႔ ၾ      state 
                                                                     

• Saturated Liquid  
Saturated liquid           refrigerant     (liquid)         ႔(vapor)         ႔      

                           (liquid)                    (heat energy)                            
                                                      ႔        ႔                       
   ႔          ႔                    ႔                                                      

• Saturated Vapor  
Saturated vapor                        ႔(vapor)                     (heat energy) 

                                                 Saturated vapor                      (heat 
energy)                                    (liquid)        ႔          (condense to a liquid) 
                                  ႔        ႔                                                 

• Subcooled 
                  (boiling temperature)                             Subcooled          

(temperature)                -                     (atmospheric pressure)              
100°C ၌                                                20°C subcooled                      
                                  (boiling temperature)    20°C                        

• Superheated 
                   (boiling temperature)                ၌                             ႔        

                                       (heat energy)     ၾ                                      
    - steam              11              1                                ၾ             
                  (boiling temperature)                        1             ၾ      
         

• Expansion valve                   ႔     enthalpy     ၾ      (       )                 
                 ၾ                                          

• State 1 entropy       state 2 entropy    ႔     ၾ      (      )                             ၾ      
entropy              

၂.၂.  Refrigeration cycle   state                                ၊                ၊    ႔         

 
    ၂-   Refrigeration cycle   state                                        ၊     ႔         
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    ၂-  ( )     ၂-  ( ) 

Basic refrigeration cycle   state                                ၊                ၊    ႔         
 State -1 Low pressure/temperature vapor 
 State -2 High pressure /temperature vapor 
 State -3 High pressure /temperature liquid 
 State -4 Low pressure /temperature liquid 

၂.၂.  Pressure-enthalpy (P-h) chart 
Standard vapor compression cycle   refrigerant               ၾ         pressure enthalpy 

chart   -                            Refrigerant       ၾ              ( )                   Pressure 
enthalpy diagram       flow diagram    ႔      cycle                                 Pressure enthalpy diagram 
              vapor compression cycle                         

Chart                   refrigerant             ႔     (vapor phase)                 Chart 
                   refrigerant             (liquid phase)                     Chart              
        envelope           Envelope                              s                              
Envelope                                                           Envelope                    
refrigerant                  ႔       (mixture of liquid and vapor)                  Envelope   
                       vapor         super heated                     Envelope                    
        liquid               subcooled                  Constant temperature         P-h chart     
             

  
    ၂- ၂  P–h chart for water     ၂-   Heat of vaporization 

R-22 vapor compression refrigeration cycle                                                
Cycle                                      refrigerant                               Refrigeration cycle 
                                                             Refrigerant      compressor 
         ႔                                                         P-h chart                
             (low       -                    
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    ၂-   Skeletal pressure/enthalpy diagrams. 

  
    ၂-   Pressure – Enthalpy curve     ၂-   Pressure – Enthalpy  chart 
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    ၂-   Skeleton of pressure-enthalpy diagram for R-22 

 

 

 
    ၂-   Mollier chart 
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၂.  Refrigeration System                         ( )      

 
    ၂-   capillary tube               evaporator              Evaporator          ႔  refrigerant      

        (liquid)                                               ႔(vapor)        ႔                   

၂. .  Evaporators 
                                               ႔(vapor form)         ႔                   

           “Evaporation”                                                                          
                          ႔                                      “evaporator”          Eva        
    heat exchanger                                                                              (        
         ၾ                        heat exchange)                                                   
          ႔                                 ႔   ၾ                                                 
                                  )                          ႔ refrigerant      ႔                        
         r                                                                

၂. .၂ Compressors 

 

Refrigerant                         ၾ      
                                     
                                            
                                            
                 

    ၂-၂   Compressor  

( ) R                                                                                

( )                           c                                                                        ႔ 
(low pressure refrigerant vapor)                      ႔(high pressure refrigerant vapor)         ႔ 
                 (compress)         

၂. .  Condensers 
                                             ႔                                         ႔ 

                             “                    ”                                               
          ႔                              ႔                                           

                                            (atmosphere)      ႔              (               
                                                         Co                                       
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(high pressure)                             (sensible and latent heat)                              
          high pressure) refrigerant vapor                                          high                 
        ႔                                                                   ၾ               Condenser 
      ၌                   high temperature)                                                           
                               ၾ               

            (ambient temperature)                        ႔    (heat)            ႔          
(rejection)             Refrigeration system             (air                                      
    ႔          air cooled condenser             (water                                          ႔          
water cooled condenser            

 
    ၂-၂  Condenser        compressor               refrigerant             ႔(vapor)         

                              ႔           (liquid)         ႔                    

၂. .  Expansion Devices 

 

 
 
                     throttling device    ႔              
                                                     
(high                                                       
                                                       

    ၂-၂၂ Expansion device 

  
    ၂-၂  Basic refrigeration system 
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၂.  What Are Refrigerants? 
                                                            ၾ      “evaporator”            

                                                              ၾ      “condenser”            

 
          air conditioning system           R-11 ၊ R-123 ၊ R-12 ၊  -1 4        R-22    ႔    

refrigerant               ၾ      R                 ၾ              ( )                             

                    atmospheric pressure-14.7 
psia) refrigerant                          ၾ      

R-11    = + 75°F 
R-123  = + 82°F 
R-12    = - 21°F 
R-134a = - 15°F 
R-22     = - 41°F  

     ၂-၂  Vapor pressure 80°F                             

၂.                                          
    ၂-                                                                                             

                                cooling coil               ႔                                         warm 
air)                  ႔                c                  ၌       liquid                                 
                                boiling temperature)   ႔                  refrigerant               ႔ 
                   

               atmospheric pressure) 14.7 psia(0.10 MPa                      1 °F 
(100°C)၌           (boil      ႔   (evaporate)         ႔               pressure)    14.7 psia(0.10 MPa) 
                                                       212°F(100°C)                                     
         ၊     ႔                                           (high                                       
                                                         ၾ      Refrigerant                 
                  (boiling temperature)            

 

 

                                         liquid state)       ႔                    
   ႔                                                 “refrigerant”                                   
operating temperature                                                                        ၾ      

Refrigerant                                                        ၌         
               ၾ                      ႔        ႔                                                   
၌                                 ႔                     ႔                                    

                     (refrigerated space)         (evaporator temperature)       
                   (condenser temperature)             ႔                      refrigeration 
machine   capacity                                                    refrigeration machine   
capacity                          ႔ ၾ      refrigeration machine   capacity                    
                    (evaporator temperature)                         (condenser temperature)           
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    ၂-၂            ၂-၂           R-     pressure       corresponding temperature    ႔     
evaporation                condensation             ႔                  psia(0.59 MPa)                       
 -                41.2°F(5.1°C)၌       (boil)         - compres        R-22 refrigerant vapor     
          1.                ႔                                             121.5°F(49.7°C)      
    (liquid)         ႔                           

 
    ၂-၂  Standard vapor compression cycle        pressure enthalpy diagram          

  
    ၂-၂  Boiling point of water     ၂-၂  Boiling point of refrigerant R-22 

၂.  Low Pressure Side and High Pressure Side 
 Refrigeration system                                               evaporator ၊ compressor ၊ 
condenser       expansion device    ႔          Refrigeration system                                     
                         (pressure level) (၂)                                      System                  
   (high pressure side)                                   condensing pressure                  
                         ၾ                      condensing pressure                       
           high pressure side                
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Low Pressure Side 
 Low pressure side      refrigerant flow control၊ evaporator       suction line    ႔           
Evaporator            ႔        (vaporizing) refrigerant          "vaporizing pressure"     
            ၾ      "low pressure" ၊ "low side pressure" ၊ "suction pressure"                           
        Low pressure                                      evaporating pressure                  
                        ၾ      Expansion device            ၊ evaporator       compressor    ႔       
ၾ      

 

 

    ၂-၂  Enthalpy flow in vapor compression refrigeration cycle 

 

High Pressure Side 
High pressure         compressor ၊ 
discharge line ၊ condenser ၊ receiver       liquid 
line    ႔      ၾ                              
“                   ”                        
                     High side pressure     
"high pressure" ၊ "discharge pressure" 
   ႔      "condensing pressure"                 
                                           
         high pressure side       low pressure 
side                         (dividing point) 
                          condensing 
pressure    vaporizing pressure    ႔          
                  

    ၂-၂  Standard vapor- compression cycle       

၂.  Performance Of The Standard Vapor Compression Cycle 
  Performance                                     

 ( ) Work of compression 
 (၂) Heat rejection rate 
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 ( )  Refrigeration effect 
 ( ) Coefficient of Performance(COP) 
 ( ) Volume rate of flow/kilowatt of refrigeration       
 ( )  Power/ kilowatt of refrigeration    ႔         

Work of compression (kJ/kg)     process 1-2                                       
           

               Kinetic       Potential e                                                ၾ             
                                               “ ”         ၾ                  ႔ ၾ      h2 = h1 + w 
         

 Heat rejection (kJ/kg)     process 2-3              cooling fluid flow                  

 State 1    refrigerant enthalpy          ႔ compressor work              ၾ      state 2 enthalpy 
                 h2 = h1 + w                 Refrigeration effect (kJ/kg)     process 4-1    
                           h1 - h4                  

 Standard vapor compression cycle   Coefficient Of Performance(C.O.P)           refrigeration 
effect     work of compression                                              flow rate     compressor 
inlet    ႔      state 1                           

 

၂.  Actual Vapor Compression Cycle 
      ႔                         (actual) vapor compression cycle     standard cycle   

                      Condenser       evaporator    ႔                  (pressure drop)             
ၾ      Standard cycle      condenser       evaporator    ႔                                    Ideal 
cycle      evaporator       ၌ su                         condenser       ၌ sub co                         
         

 Condenser       ၌ refrigerant           ႔                      evaporator       ၌          
          ႔     ႔                            (constant pressure)                    ၾ             
           (friction  ၾ                   (press                     Compressor     ၌ suction valve 
                   ၊ condenser                  evaporator            ၌            (friction)    ႔ ၾ              
                  (pressure drop)                                                   

                           adiabatic process                 general law                
                 E                                        (perfect) throttling               ၾ               
                                

၂.  Cycle Analysis and Calculations 
 Vapor compression cycle                     chart                                  (table)    
                                                                        refrigerant        ႔       
                   PH chart                   Pressure ၊ saturation temperature ၊ liquid and vapor 
enthalpy ၊ specific volume ၊ entropy    ႔            chart                                  Chart     
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                                                                             Refrigerant        ႔  
                                                   table                                     (table)    
                                                       thermodynamic property                
              
 Chart                             condenser       evaporator pressure                     cycle     
                                                                          Standard cycle       
compressor        h1            evaporator pressure line       saturation vapor curve    ႔           
                          specific volume                             

               compressor       enthalpy (h2)                   point 1    temperature              
                condenser pressure line                      point 2                              condenser 
      enthalpy     condensing pressure line       saturation liquid curve    ႔           point          
               Expansion valve          enthalpy     condenser       enthalpy                     
(     )  Point 3                                   ႔                                   point 4     
                                   quality of refrigerant    ႔      dryness fraction                      

     (table)                             cycle   condensing       evaporator pressure         
           saturation temperature                 (saturation table       superheat                     
          Cycle   point 1     evaporation pressure                                 Condenser       
point 3            condensing pressure                         Evaporator      point 4              point 3 
                          

 Compressor          point 2   entropy (S2)                  point 1             entropy (S1)     
                                            evaporation pressure Sg                                    
adiabatic    entropy                       ၾ      S1 = S           S2              condensing 
pressure     Sg                      point-2     superheated                  

               
  

  

  

            entropy at state 2  
Sg = Condensing pressure     saturated vapor enthalpy 
Cp = Specific heat of refrigerant at constant pressure 
T2 = Compressor                
Tf = Condensing pressure     saturation temperature 

 

        compressor          refrigerant enthalpy                                    

                   

     -Refrigerant R-22             standard vapor compression cycle                    
50kW          Condensing temperature     35°           evaporating temperature     -10°  
                    ႔           
 ( ) Refrigerant effect ( ) Flow rate 
 ( ) Rate of refrigerant ( ) Power/kilowatt of refrigeration 
 ( )  Compressor power ( ) Compressor discharge temperature 
 (ဃ) C.O.P   
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     - Enthalpy at standard vapor - 10°C         h1 = 401.6 kJ/Kg point 1    temperature 35°C     
saturation pressure            Diagram    h2 = 435.2 kJ/Kg  ၊ h3 = h4 = 243.1 kJ/Kg           

 
    ၂.   Refrigerant R-22  -                                vapor compression cycle 

 ( ) Refrigeration effect = h1 - h4 = 401.6 - 243.1 = 158.5 kJ/Kg 

 ( ) 
Rate of refrigerant = Flow rate = kJ/Kg 158.5

kW 50
= 0.315 Kg/S 

 ( )  Compressor power = (0.315 Kg/s) (435.2 - 401.6 kJ/Kg) = Flower Rate × (h2 - h1) 

                            = 10.6 kW 

 (ဃ) 
C.O.P =  kW 10.6

kW 50
= 4.72 kW 

 ( ) Volume flow rate              point 1                       volume line               
          0.065 m3/k           

  Volume flow rate = (0.315 kg/s) (0.0654 m3/kg) 

    = 0.0206 m3/s = 20.6 L/S 

 ( ) 
Power/kW of refrigeration = kW 50

kW 10.6
 = 0.212 

 ( ) Compressor discharge temperature     chart      point 2                                 
(temperature line)                                       
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၂.   Cycle with Subcooling and Superheat 
      ႔            vapor compression cycle        refrigerant             evaporation 

temperature                                          condensation temperature                             
                 Evaporator       ၌ refrigerant             evaporation temperature          
                     “superheating”                                     Condenser       ၌ 
refrigerant             condensation temperature                            “sub-cooling”           
                           

Evaporator       ၌ refrigerant                                      control         
      ႔                          refrigerant         100% evaporation                  (liquid) 
         evaporator                compressor          ႔                          ႔ ၾ                   
                      Compressor                         Compressor             ႔(vapor)           
      (compress)                                    ႔               evaporator                 
refrigerant vapor             superheat         (saturation temperature                           
            control system                             

  
    ၂-  ( )                        diagram      ၂-  ( ) superheat                                 

 
    ၂-  ( ) Vapor compression cycle                                        

   (၂-  )         refrigeration circuit           P-h diagram                   Evaporator 
      ၌ refrigerant          ႔      evaporation process          Point 2     vapor region      
           Vapor region     saturated vapor curve                                        
saturated vapor curve             refrigerant     ႔     (vapor                              ၾ      
vapor region                       Compressor   refrigerant     ႔                                   
 ၾ                      point 3   ႔                 Refrigerant     ႔                           ၾ      
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                           ႔                      ႔(vapor)         condenser       ၌           ၾ      
refrigerant     ႔                          ႔                    ႔                                           

      ႔             condenser       ၌ refrigerant                           
condensation               Refrigerant                      condenser    expansion valve      ႔ liquid 
                                        liquid              ၌     ႔(vapor)                      
        (pressure drop)                 performance                  ႔                     ႔ ၾ      liquid 
            ၌ 1                            condenser       ၌                                   

Condenser    expansion valve  ၾ   ၌                                   Point 4     liquid 
region                 Saturated liquid curve                                                   
         saturated liquid curve              refrigerant              (liquid f                   
         ၾ      vapor region                         Expansion device                    refrigerant 
                                 Point 1    ႔                     

 

 

 
    ၂- ၂  A single-stage ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle- super heating and sub cooling 

Superheat       subcooling                    diagram                           
             system                                                                       
       (process)                       (process)                                   ၌ refrigerant 
        superheated vapor    ႔      subcooled liquid                     ၾ       
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Compressor               (multistage           chiller)        chiller          liquid 
refrigerant     subcooling                refrigeration effect                        ၾ      chiller efficiency 
                     

 
    ၂-   Refrigeration cycle 

 
    ၂-    Subcooled and super heat 

Effect of Superheating 
                   (constant pressure                             ႔(vapor)         ႔ 

                               “saturation”                       Saturation                   ႔(vapor) 
                  ႔                                                                ႔                        
       sensible heat                     (constant pressure           saturation             
                         superheat                        ႔(vapor)             superheat              
                      ႔         

   (heat)                            sensible heat              (heat)                
                                               latent heat           Refrigeration compressor          
slugging            suction gas                               ႔            ႔ ၾ      suction gas     
superheated                                  saturation                            
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Subcooled Liquid 
                    saturation temperature                          subcooled liquid           

                                       ၌         (boiling point)                                     
subcooled                                                                     saturation 
temperature                                  subcooled                  Subcooling             5°C    
8 °C                

၂.           –           -                  
Pressure-enthalpy (P-h)     properties of a refrigerant                                           

     Refrigeration process                    (vertical axis)                    enthalpy                
                                      

P-h diagram                                                  
 ( ) The mass flow of refrigerant circulated 
 (၂) The theoretical piston displacement of compressor 
 ( )  The theoretical power of the compressor 
 ( ) The heat rejection at condenser 
 ( ) The Carnot COP and the actual COP  

A Basic R134a Vapor Compression Refrigeration System 

 
    ၂-   R134a P-h diagram 

              basic refrigeration system        typical property value                       
Refrigerant   mass flow rate               ၾ      specific energy value                         
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    ၂-   

          refrigeration system                  (analysis)        -                  
          refrigerant cycle                                 (point)                           

                                                        
 Heat absorbed by the evaporator (qevap) [kJ/kg] 
 Heat rejected by the condenser (qcond) [kJ/kg] 
 Work done to drive the compressor (wcomp) [kJ/kg] 
 Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the system, 
            -                                                  

  Process (1-2)                                  
  Process (2-3)                                   
  Process (3-4)                                
  Process (4-1)                                

 State (1)     evaporator          ႔      compressor                      
 State (2)     condenser           ႔      compressor                          
 State (3)     condenser          ႔      expansion device                       
 State (4)     expansion device          ႔      evaporator                       
 P4       P1          T4       T1           

State 2 compressor             refrigerant            1              Refrigerant 
        evaporator          ႔ -20°C saturated mixture                    saturated vapor          
evaporator                          

State 2                                
  -                  1MPa       70°C               (temperature line)   ႔                

(intersechion point)    state 2                70°C     1MPa   satuation temperature 
                ၾ      super heated region                     

State 3                 (L             
 P2       P3                  ၾ      P2 = P3   1                              condenser 

            state 2    state 3    ႔                                                       
                               T3     30°           

1MPa pressure line       30°C                (temperature line)    ႔          (intersection point) 
    state 3               30°C     1MPa   satuation temperature              ၾ      
                             1MPa   satuation temperature     40°           
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State 4                 (L             
 State 3       state 4                                                      ၾ             

h3     h4                ၾ                                      ႔         (heat rejection) 
   ႔                     (heat gain)             

State 3                         (vertical line)         20°C saturation temperature             
                 state 4                

State 1             (Locate)         
 P4       P1          T4       T1          R134a retrigerant table (          2-30    table A-11 

၊ A-12       A-13)                                                           
 Refrigerant table      subcooled region    ႔                        Subcooled region 
            constant temperature                               (vertical line)             ၾ      
saturated liquid enthalpy                  ၾ       
                            COP                     

                (compoment)                               ၾ      ႔                        
control valume                                                          

Compressor 
 Compressor       ၌ fluid   kinetic                                                     

        ၾ                                                                 Compressor        
(inlet)            (outlet)    refrigerant   enthalpy                R134a refrigerant table (          2-30 
   A-11, A-12, A-13)   ႔                    

 
    ၂-   Compressor 

State 1 
State 1     saturated liquid                         ၾ      table A-11 saturated 

refrigerant- 134a- temperature table (          2-30       2-31)                   ၾ             
          temperature        (-20°C            ၾ               Table A-11 ၌ temperature (-20°C 
           saturated vapor hg colum    ႔                          238.4 kJ/kg        

State 2 
State 2                                               ၾ                2-33       2-34    ႔   

table A-13 superheated refrigerant-134a                   Table A-13                        
                                ဤ        P2            1.              ၾ                2-34 
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            1.0 MPa               h2                       h2            303.9 kJ /   
         

          2-34             1.0 MPa           S         0.92691 kJ/kg  K    h2           
      S2       S1                          entropy generation             

Condenser 

Point (2)    high pressure superheated refrigerant      condenser          ႔                  
(heat)             ႔            ႔ ၾ      refrigerant                                   Point (3)    ႔           
    refrigerant             subcooled          30°           P1              P2             ၾ      P2 
           1.0 MPa          h2              .            

 
    ၂-   Condenser 

Expansion valve 
Expansion valve       ၌ adiabatic                     Refrigerant                     

               h3              h4           ႔     ၾ                2-30     table A-11    -20°C            
Saturation pressure (Psat) colum    ႔                          P4            1  .                 

 
    ၂-   Expension valve 

Evaporator 

Evaporator                                                           refrigerant         saturated vapor 
state         ႔                    
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    ၂-   Evaporator 

         
     

     

  
   

    
     

        
     

     

  
   

    
     

                  

 
    ၂-    1 4   -                           vapor compression cycle 

Condensing T=50°C,  P= 1.3 MPa=192 psia 
Evaporating T=5°C, P=0.35 Mpa = 51 psia 

Enthalpy                                   Sensible       latent                              
Enthalpy                                           
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Refrigeration Systems 
Refrigeration System Group Temperature Range 

 
Low temperature application          - 40°C      –25°C         

Medium temperature application          -25°C      – 5°C        

High temperature application          - 5°C      +10°C        

                                                                                                
        
                                                 fre                                    

                        45°F(                            

                                        (food storage freezer)                                   
-1       0°F (-        -1                     

                                                                                     
                                      -1       12°F( .        .                     

       -1                                                                                           
Table 2-1 comparison of cooling  methods 
Cooling method Usage in building services Efficiency Capital cost Carbon footprint 
Vapor compression High High Low Medium 

Absorption: 
—generated heat 
— waste/free heat 

Low 
Low 

Low 
High 

High 
High 

High 
Low 

Air cycle Low Low High Medium 
Evaporative Medium High Low Low 
Desiccant Medium High Low Low 
Carbon dioxide Low Medium High Low 

 
Table 2-2 prospects of alternatives to vapor compression technology 

Technology 
Theoretical 

Maximum Carnot 
Efficiency 

State of 
Development 

Best 
Carnot 

Efficiency 
Achieved 

Development 
Barriers 

Prospect for 
Competing with 

Vapor Compression 

Thermoelectric 25-35% Commercial 10-15% Medium Fair 
Thermionic 20-30% Experimental < 10% High Poor 
Thermo-tunneling 50-80% Experimental No data Very High Average 
Thermoacoustic 60-100% Prototype ≈     Medium Good 
Magnetic 50-60% Prototype ≈     Medium Good 
Magnetic 50-60% Prototype ≈     Medium Good 

Vapor Compression 70-80% Commercial 60% 
Already 

developed 
Vapor 

Compression 
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Table 2-3 prospects of alternatives to vapor compression technology 
Technology Theoretical 

Maximum 
Carnot 

Efficiency 

State of 
Development 

Best 
Carnot 

Efficiency 
Achieved 

Development 
Barriers 

Extent of R&D 
Activity 

Prospect for 
Competing 
with Vapor 
Compression 

Thermoelectric 25-35% Commercial 10-15% Medium Many players Fair 

Thermionic 20-30% Experimental < 10% High A few players Poor 

Thermo- tunneling 50-80% Experimental No data Very High A few players Average 

Thermoacoustic 60-100% Prototype ≈     Medium Many players Good 

Magnetic 50-60% Prototype ≈    1 Medium Many players Good 

Vapor 
Compression 

70-80% Commercial 60% Already 
developed 

Widespread   

 
Table 2-4 design conditions for fluid refrigerants 
 Refrigerants 
 Application 

Source Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Source 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Sink Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Sink 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Fluid 
Carnot 
COP 

Refrigerant 
Carnot COP 

Water-cooled 
chillers  

44°F water 38°F 85°F water 91°F 12.3 9.4 

Air-cooled 
chillers  

44°F water 38°F 95°F air 105 °F 9.9 7.4 

Air-cooled 
unitary 
equipment  

55°F air 45°F 95°F air 105°F 12.9 8.4 

Refrigerator  38°F air 28°F 90°F air 100°F 9.6 6.8 
Freezer  5°F air -5°F 90°F air 100°F 5.5 4.3 

 
Table 2-5 design conditions for solid refrigerants 

Refrigerants 
Application 

Source Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Source 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Sink Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Sink 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Fluid 
Carnot 
COP 

Refrigerant 
Carnot COP 

Water-cooled 
chillers  

44°F water 42°F 85°F water 87°F 12.3 11.1 

Air-cooled 
chillers  

44°F water 42°F 95°F air 101°F 9.9 8.5 

Air-cooled 
unitary 
equipment  

55°F air 49°F 95°F air 101°F 12.9 9.8 

Refrigerator  38°F air 32°F 90°F air 96°F 9.6 7.7 
Freezer  5°F air -1°F 90°F air 96°F 5.5 4.7 
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Refrigeration system                                                 (heat source)   
                                 (                                               (၂- ၂)     refrigeration 
machine                       thermodynamic system                         

TL = Absolute temperature of the source (low temperature) 
QL = The heat transferred from the source is the refrigeration effect (refrigeration load) 
TH = Absolute temperature of the sink (high temperature) 
QH = The heat rejection to the sink at the temperature TH 
W  = Work input 

 
 

    ၂- ၂ Refrigerator                        thermodynamic system       

                      (continuous operation) system               ၾ      “first law of 
thermodynamics”                                                       refrigerant                  
Refrigerant             evaporator    ႔      heat source           (temperature)             ၾ      
refrigerant     heat source                             ၊ refrigerant                                    
compressor          ႔                                                                          
refrigerant              heat sink    ႔      condenser                              ႔ ၾ      refrigerant 
    heat sink    ႔                                  ႔                  

 
 

-End- 
 

Evaporator   enthalpy     compressor                                          system 
effectiveness                      Compressor work               refrigeration effect          
                           

Evaporator   enthalpy       compressor   enthalpy                         condenser            
(rejected)      enthalpy                        QH =QL + W 
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Table A-11 Saturated Refirgerant R134a Temperature Table 
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Table A-11 Saturated Refirgerant R134a Temperature Table (Continued) 
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Table A-12 Saturated Refirgerant R134a Pressure Table 
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Table A-13 Superheated Refirgerant R134a Table 
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Table A-13 Superheated Refirgerant R134a Table (Continued) 
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Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram for HFC-134a (SI Units) 
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Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram for HFC-134a (English Units) 
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Chapter-3 Vapor Compression Cycle Theory and Calculation 

၃.၁ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle 

 
                           (heat)                                ႔           (transfer)           

                   “refrigeration”           Refrigeration cycle                refrigeration effect           
                         (devices)    “refrigerator”            Vapor compression refrigeration cycle 
                     ႔              Refrigerant                               ႔        ႔          (vaporize) 
         Refrigerant vapor                                (compress)                           condenser 
                                                   ႔                    ႔                     
refrigerant                                     ႔(expend)                ႔                            
“vapor compression refrigeration cycle”            

၃.၂ Reversed Carnot Cycles 

 
Refrigeration cycle                    ႔           (work)    system          ႔             

                     (low temperature heat source TL)                                (high temperature 
heat sink - TH)   ႔                  reversed Carnot c              Carnot cycle     reversible 
isothermal processes              isentropic processes                                                         
                   ႔    reversed Carnot c                                                               
   ႔                                                  

 

                                                                                      
               ႔                                                                                  
                                                      ႔                                          
(device                            

Carnot cycle     heat engine                                          ၊ refrigeration cycle 
    heat engine                                             reversed Carnot cycle               
                                                                 reversed Carnot c                
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    ၃-၁ Carnot refrigerator ၏                  (major components)          T-s diagram  

 
   (၃-၁)                   refrigeration cycle     “Reversed Carnot Cycle”               Heat 

engine                      ႔           (work)                       (fuel)                       
                                            

Refrigerator                                                                                  
               ႔                                             Refrigerator                          ၏ 
                               Coefficient Of P                                         

      
  

        

        
  

        

 

               
 

  

    

               
 

     

  

 

   (၃-၁)     refrigerant        (heat)        isothermal           low-temperature (TL)source    
                                               -            State 3      compressor     
isentropical           refrigerant                                                  ႔                   
   ႔                           (high-temperature sink)   ႔ isothermal              (heat)            ႔        
(reject)         ႔                                    -            Process 3-4        refrigerant 
        ႔     (saturated vapor state)            (saturated liquid state)        ႔ condenser 
                             ႔                        state 1    ႔ isentropical                   ႔(expand) 
     Carnot refrigerator       Carnot heat pump    ႔၏ Coefficients Of Performance (COP)             
                          

 
Reversed Carnot cycle     efficient               refriger                           ႔ 

             refrigeration cycle     ၏ efficiency     reversed Carnot cycle                        
Isothermal heat transfer process                 ႔     evaporator       condenser               
              (constant pressure)                                                 

R                                                                                              
                                                                                                 R        
                                   refrigeration machine                                    

                                             ႔         (high temperature)                 
                                                                 COP                              
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၃.၃ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycles 
Refrigerator     ၊ air-conditioner      ၊                                     vapor compression 

refrigerat                                                       

  
    ၃-၂ Schematic for ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle Reversed Heat Engine 

Ideal vapor compression                                         
 ( )            ၊                 compressor                                                        

                      

 ( )                                                                                         
                               

 (ဂ)                                                 condenser                         
                                                                     

 (ဃ)                ႔                                            heat loss                     

 ( ) Comp                                                         

၃.၃.၁ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycles             (၁) 
Vapor compression refrigeration cycle     refrigerator     ၊ chiller     ၊ air-conditioning system 

    ၊ heat pump             ႔                               

Vapor compression refrigeration cycle                                         
 1-2 Isentropic compression in a compressor 
 2-3 Constant-pressure heat rejection in a condenser 
 3-4 Throttling in an expansion device 
 4-1 Constant-pressure heat absorption in an evaporator 

Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle      refrigerant         compressor          ႔ 
    ႔(saturated vapor)                                   state 1               Compressor 
                                         refrigerant                                                 
       Compressor       state 2    refrigerant         condenser          ႔ superheated vapor 
                   Condenser        refrigerant                        ႔         saturated liquid 
        ႔(state 3                   Condenser           refrigerant                    ႔                  
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State 3      saturated liquid refrigerant         evaporator pressure    ႔           expansion 
valve    ႔      capillary tube       throttling                            refrigerant             
refrigerated space ၏                              Refrigerant         evaporator (state 4)          ႔ 
low-quality saturated mixture                      Refrigerated space                                
                 ႔   (evaporate)            ႔          ႔(saturated vapor)         evaporator          
             compressor          ႔                     refrigeration cycle                
Refrigeration cycle                                            

၃.၃.၂ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycles             (၂) 

 
    ၃-၃ Ideal vapor compression                          ၏  -                 P-h diagrams 

State 1    State 2: Internally ၊ Reversible ၊ Adiabatic (isentropic) Compression Process 
 Refrigerant     reversible ၊ adiabatic (isentropic)                 (compression)     State 1    

saturated vapor         state 2    ႔ superheated vapor                        (S1 = S2) 

             
State 2    State 3: Internally ၊ Reversible ၊ Constant Pressure Heat Rejection Process 
 State 2    state 3     internally ၊ reversible ၊ constant pressure heat rejection          

                refrigerant           ႔                   State 3    ႔                refrigerant 
                       (saturated liquid)        ႔                         ႔                   
condensation                   Refrigerant               condenser water    ႔           
     ႔     ႔                  

             
State 3    State 4: Irreversible Throttling Process 
         (temperature)            (pressure)                enthalpy            (constant     

State 4      ႔ refrigerant         low quality saturated mixture                      

                             
State 4    State 1: Internally ၊ Reversible ၊ Constant Pressure Heat Interaction Process  
 Refrigerant (two-phase mixture)                                     (evaporated)      State 

point 1      saturated vapor         ႔              Refrigerant                                
latent enthalpy     evaporator         refrigerated space             Evaporator         
refrigerant      ႔                           (amount of heat transferred)    refrigeration load 
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Ideal compression refrigeration cycle     internally reversible cycle                      

        throttling              i                                             
      expansion valve (throttling device)                                                 

refrigerant     evaporator          ႔                  (    ၃-၃)                        ႔        
refrigeration capacity                                  curve  -                 (area under 4-4s)       
         work input                                            turbine                     work 
                                             ႔           ႔             expansion valve             
                                                                                ႔                

 
Vapor compression system                                                          
 ( ) T-s diagram       P-h chart            

 ( ) System                      principal state                                       

 (ဂ)      process       mass ၊ energy       entropy balance equation                          
                       

 (ဃ) Refrigeration       heat pump system     ၏ performance ၊ coefficient of performance       
capacity             

Vapor compression system                                                                          
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state             

     (analyze)      

 (၂) Compressor         adiabatic           compression                                

 (၃) Refrigerant         expansion  valve                                          

 (၄) Kinetic energy                                                                      

၃.၃.၃ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၁) 
          ideal reversible cycle                                ႔     (၃-၄)                   

ideal reversible cycle                                 (TL)                                    (TH)   ႔ 
               “Ideal Refrigeration Cycle”                

 
    ၃-၄( ) Ideal reversed Carnot cycle (a) circuit and (b) temperature–entropy diagram 

Evaporating temperature                                  COP 2%    4%                          
Condensing temperature     1°C                         COP 2%    4%                          
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    ၃-၄( )  Ideal reversed Carnot cycle     ၃-၄(ဂ) Modified reversed Carnot cycle 

Refrigeration cycle                      fluid     “Refrigerant”           Refrigeration cycle 
                    component (၄)             process (၄)               Refrigerant                 
            ႔                                                 

Compression process       expansion process              (၃-၄)                              
        constant entropy (isentropic) process                 Entropy                (isentropic) 
process     reversible process     ႔                             Entropy                       
entropy generation             Entropy generation                                                  
      ႔                                            

System                           (heat addition to refrigerant)                    ႔         (rejection 
of heat)   ႔                                            (constant temperature)                     
                                           (၃-၄- -b)                    

           (compression                     system          ႔             ႔           (work) 
                                                            ႔           (work)                      

E                                                      (heat)        system              
                                system             (heat)                ႔     ႔                      
            ႔           (work)                         cooling effect    ႔   Coefficient Of Performance (COP)    
                 

Vapor compression cycle     refrigeration                                Refrigerant         
                              (boiling)                                ႔             Refrigerant          
                                                   ႔                                   Refrigerant     ၏ 
         (evaporation temperature       condensing temperature)         (pressure)                     
       Refrigerant ၏             freezing point       critical temperature     ႔                            
    

   (၃-၅)     Te                                      Tc                                     
Pe     evaporation pressure          Pc     condensing pressure          

      (boiling)         refrigerant             (latent heat of evaporation)                
                              latent heat                 ႔                ႔        chiller ၏ evaporator 
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        refrigerant                       (absorb)      Chiller ၏ condenser         refrigerant  
                   ႔    (reject)     

 

Evaporator                                                 
                                                      
    ႔        (vaporization                 ႔(vapor)      
                                                        
        

                       corresponding saturation 
temperature                                         ႔ 
                       ႔                     ႔           
     

    ၃-၅ Evaporation and condensation 

  
    ၃-၆ Simple vapor compression cycle with 

pressure and enthalpy values for R134a 
    ၃-၇ Vapor compression cycle     

              Pressure–enthalpy  diagram 

    -    (၃-၆)                                   -5°C            (evaporator)              
         35°C            (condenser)   ႔     ႔     (reject)             Carnot COP (ideal COP)             

     -                 absolute temperature    ႔            -5°C     268 K                   
         35°C     308 K                             

     
  

 
    

  

     

 

              
   

       
     

         -5°C                                   35°C               ႔     ႔    (reject)             
COP 6.7                                                     

   (၃-၇)     refrigeration cycle                                                                
                 ႔      working fluid               refrigerant                         cooling effect 
   ႔                                                       working fluid       refrigerant    ႔           
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P–h diagram 

Vapor comporession cycle                      ဂ                pressure – enthalpy 
diagram    ႔      P–h diagram                                            P–h diagram     
substance     ၏ liquid phase       gas phase    ႔၏                                                    ဂ    
         

                (၃-၇) ၏ vertical axis      pressure (P)                                            (horizontal 
line)     enthalpy(h)                              Saturation curve                   (pure liquid) 
                           ႔      (pure gas or vapor)                                                       

 
           Curve ၏                 refrigerant                        ၊     ႔               
   ႔                                                                   ႔(vapor)                    
                                 refrigerant         (liquid)                    

            Curve ၏               (pressure)    “critical pressure”           Curve ၏               
    (liquid)                ႔(vapor)                                     (mixture of liquid and 
vapor             (၃-၇)                       vapor compression cycle      –                         
           

            Evaporation process    ႔      refrigerant     ႔        (vaporization                  
                      (constant pressure process)                              (horizontal line       
               

            Compression process              (energy)                                               
           refrigerant vapor ၏                         enthalpy                        ႔        
Compression process                    (vertical line                      ႔                           
(compression)                   superheated            ႔                   saturation curve            ႔ 
                                                 (heat of compression)            refrigerant ၏ 
                           Adiabatic compression                 

                                  compression temperature (discharge temperature)    condensation 
temperature                  Condensation                  refrigerant vapor                 
   ႔        condensation temperature                               condensation temperature    ႔         
              ႔        ႔         ဤ         ideal cycle                               Actual 
condensation process     saturation curve                       (horizontal line)                        

   (၃-၈)     simple vapor compression cycle     temperature                              
                                      (shaded areas)    reversed Carnot cycle                 
                

            Adiabatic compression process                                                         
                              (shaded areas)                      (extra-work)               

Vapor                     (region)      refrigerant     superheated vapor          
               Liquid                      (region)      refrigerant     subcooled liquid          
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                                  (constant temperature) compression process     Isothermal compression 
process           Isothermal compression                                           (extra-work) 
                           condensing pressure    ႔                    (compress)      extra work 
                        

 

 
                     enthalpy                        
(constant enthalpy process)           –                  
               (vertical line                   
 
E                                       (absorption) 
   ႔          ႔          (rejection)             Refrigerant 
        valve                                            

    ၃-၈ Ideal vapor compression cycle      ၏ temperature–entropy diagram 

 

 

                                                
(reduction in pressure)     temperature           
                        Valve                   
refrigerant               ႔(vapor)        ႔ 
                  Working fluid    ႔      
refrigerant ၏      (volume)                
                                          
               “expansion valve”            

    ၃-၉( )                        ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle ၏ T-s diagram  

Expansion process              (energy)                                     expansion valve 
                    (turbine)                                                    (recover energy)        
   (၃-၈)                                   ဂ     (                                      

   (၃-၉)   T-S diagram                    process curve                   reversible 
processes   heat transfer                                Area under the process curve (4-1)    
evaporator         refrigerant                            (heat absorbed)                Area 
under the process curve(2-3)    condenser         refrigerant                   ႔        (heat 
rejected)                                  (rule of thumb) evaporating temperature     1°C 
                   ႔      condensing temperature     1°C                     COP (၂)                 (၃)               
                    

၃.၃.၄ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle      (၂) 
Refrigerant R-134A                     refrigerator           0.14 MPa       0.8 MPa 

                                        ideal vapor compression                               
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Refrigerant         (mass flow rate)      .                            ႔            
(၁) Rate of heat removal from the refrigerated space and the power input to the compressor, 
(၂) Rate of heat rejection to the environment        
(၃)  Refrigerator ၏ COP             

 
    ၃-၉( )                        ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle ၏ T-s diagram 

    - 
Refrigerator                                          vapor compression refrigeration cycle     

                                              
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

   (၃-၉ )     refrigeration cycle ၏  -                                          Ideal vapor 
compression                                    compressor                       ၊ Condenser    
refrigerant         saturated liquid                       Compressor          ႔ saturated vapor 
                            
Refrigerant R-134A                                  ၏ refrigerant enthalpy                      
State 1 
State 1     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- 134a- Pressure 
table(          2-32    table A-12)                                           pressure         
(0.14 MPa                                      2-32    table A-12   pressure 140 kPa            
saturated vapor hg colum    ႔                          239.16 kJ /kg        

P1 = 0.14 MPa  h1 = hg @ 0 .14 MPa  = 239.16 kJ /kg 
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  S1 = Sg @ 0.14 MPa = 0.94456 kJ/kg  K 

State 2 
State 2                                                      (          2-33       2-34    table A-
13) superheated refrigerant-134a                             2-33       2-34    table A-13     
                                                        ဤ        P2            0.8 MPa 
               0.8 MPa                                    2-34              0.8 MPa 
                S2       S1                          entropy generation             0.8 MPa 
          S         0.94456 kJ/kg  K    h2                       h2                                
                     S=0.9480 kJ/kg  K          h                                        

P2= 0.8 MPa 
S2  = S1 = 0.94456 kJ/kg  K 

 h2  = 275.39 kJ/kg 

 
State 3  
State 3     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- 134a- Pressure 
table (          2-32    table A-12)                        2-32    table A-12   pressure 800 kPa 
           saturated vapor h f  colum    ႔                          95.47 kJ/kg       

P3 = 0.8 MPa  h3 = h f @ 0.8 MPa = 95.47 kJ/kg 
 
State 4 

h4                  h3                      Throttling                  enthalpy             
                   

h4   h3 (throttling)  h4 = 95.47 kJ/kg 

( ) Refrigerated space           ႔         (rate of heat removal -   
̇ )      compressor       

           power input (   
̇ )                                     

 
Refrigerated space                   (rate of heat removal -   

̇ ) 
  

̇     ̇                                                            

Power input (   
̇ ) 

   
̇     ̇                                                            

( ) 
 

Refrigerant         (environment)   ႔     ႔                     ႔         (rate of heat rejection) 
  ̇     ̇                                                            

Energy balance equation                    

  ̇     
̇      

̇                          

       
  

̇

   
̇

   
      

       
     

       

       
       

Refrigerator                (thermal energy) (၄)        ႔    refrigerated space    
                                    (electric energy) (၁)                       
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၃.၃.၅ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၃) 

 
    ၃-၉(ဂ)                        ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle ၏ T-s diagram 

Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle           
refrigerant R-134a     working fluid                
        COP       power requirement    ႔          
    - 

           (assumptions) 
(၁) Component                 control volume 

                  steady state             
      (analyze)     

(၂) Kinetic energy                                   
                                    

 

 
    ၃-၁၀ 

Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle      compression process                         
Refrigerant      compressor          ႔ evaporator      (pre                 saturated vapor       
               Condenser    condenser      (pre                 saturated liquid       
             (           -                 table A-11 ၊ A-12       A-13) 
State 1 

State 1     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- R134a 
temperature table(          2-30       2-31    table A-11)                                 
          temperature (4°                                      2-30       2-31    table A-11   
temperature (4°C)           saturated vapor hg colum    ႔                          252.77 kJ/kg 
      State 1            4°C     saturated vapor                   
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State 2 
State 2                                                      superheated refrigerant-134a 
    (          2-33       2-34    table A-13)              Table A-13                        
                                 ဤ        P2            1.0 MPa                1.0 MPa 
                                    2-34              1.0 MPa                 S2       S1 
                         entropy generation             1.0 MPa           S         0.92927    h2 
                      h2                                                     S=0.9525 kJ/kg  K          h 
                                       

 
State 3  
State 3     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- 134a- Pressure 
table (          2-32    table A-12)                        2-32    table A-12   pressure 1000 kPa 
           saturated vapor h f  colum    ႔                         107.32 kJ/kg       

 
State  4 

 

 
 
Refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate 

 ̇     ̇              ̇   
 

 ̇    ̇             ̇   
 ̇ 

         
  

        

                       
            

 
Power requirement      

 ̇     ̇                                                           

 
Refrigerator ၏ COP      

        
 ̇ 

 ̇  

  
      

        
      

 
              condenser pressure      .                                          

h4                  h3                      Throttling                  enthalpy             
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၃.၃.၆ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၄) 

 
    ၃-၁၁ 

                                                   
                                                        
COP (percentage)       refrigerated space        
    ႔         (rate of heat removal)              
Answers: 4.2 percent, 4.2 percent 
 
    - Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle 
          refrigerant R-134a     working fluid       
                T                                    
                                   

           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     

 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

T                                                                           

s4s = s3 = sf @ 0.7 MPa = 0.33230 kJ/kg·K 

Turbine             (exit)             enthalpy            

 
 

 ̇    ̇                                                        

 

      
 ̇ 

 ̇  

  
       

       
        

 ̇        COP    ႔                                 (percentage)                 

 ̇                            (percentage) 

 ̇   
  ̇ 

 ̇ 

  
         

    
      

 

                                 (percentage) 
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၃.၃.၇ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle      (၅)  
Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle           
refrigerant-134a     working fluid                         
Refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate       power requirement         
        
    - 
       (assumptions) 
(၁) Component                 control volume       

            steady state                   
(analyze)     

(၂) Kinetic energy                                     
                                  

 

 
    ၃-၁၂    

 
    ၃-၁၂    

Ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle           compression process                          
Compressor          ႔ refrigerant      evaporator pre                saturated vapor                
       Condenser                                       saturated liquid                    
Refrigerant table     (           -                 table A-11 ၊ A-12       A-13)                            
 
State 1 
State 1     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- R134a pressure 
table (          2-32    table A-12)                                           pressure 
       (400 kPa                                      2-32    table A-12   pressure 400 kPa 
           saturated vapor hg colum    ႔                          255.55 kJ/kg        
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State 2 
State 2                                                       superheated refrigerant-

R134a     (          2-33       2-34    table A-13)              Table A-13                        
                                 ဤ       P2            0.8 MPa                0.8 MPa 
                                   2-34              0.8 MPa                 S2       S1 
                         entropy generation             0.8 MPa           S         0.92691 kJ/kg  
K    h2                       h2                                                     S=0.9480 kJ/kg  K 
         h                                        

 
State 3  
State 3     saturated liquid                                saturated refrigerant- R134a- 
pressure table (          2-32    table A-12)                         2-32    table A-12   pressure 
800 kPa            saturated vapor h f colum    ႔                          95.47 kJ/kg       

 
State 4 

h4                  h3                      Throttling                  enthalpy             
                   

 
 
Refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate      

 ̇    ̇             ̇   
 ̇ 

         
  

       

                     
              

 
Power requirement     

 ̇     ̇                                                              

၃.၃.၈ Ideal Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle      (၆) 
Refrigerator             refrigerant-134a     working fluid                       Ideal vapor 

compression refrigeration cycle                
( ) refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate  
( ) condenser pressure        
(ဂ) refrigerator ၏ COP    ႔            

    - 
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      
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( )Refrigerant table                                

 
 

    ၃-၁၃ 
Refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate      

 ̇   
 ̇  

       

  
       

                    
               

 
(ဂ) Refrigeration load       COP     

 ̇    ̇                                              1.091kW 

      
 ̇ 

 ̇  

  
       

       
      

၃.၄ Ideal Cycles       Actual Cycles    ႔၏                 

 
    ၃-၁၄ Actual vapor compression cycle      ၏ T-s diagram 

Ideal cycle       actual cycle    ႔                    component                   irreversibility 
                 
(၁) Ideal cycle      refrigerant         compressor          ႔ saturated vapor                   

                             ႔             refrigerant         compressor 
         ႔ superheated vapor                        

(၂) Evaporator       compressor                         suction line           Suction line 
                              (pressure drop)                     ႔            (heat transfer)        
                Ideal cycle                                          (၃-၁၄)   process 6-1 
                   ႔                                                            
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(၃)  Compressor               ႔             internally reversible                      entropy 
                                                                     ႔     multi-stage 
compressor          intercooler                   ႔                                              
          entropy                                 (၃-၁၄)                                  

(၄)       ႔            refrigerant         condenser    sub-cooled liquid              
                (၃-၁၄)     point 3    point 4        -                            -        
                 cooling capacity                     expansion valve          ႔ vapor (bubbles)          
                              

(၅) Condenser                ႔         (heat rejection)       evaporator                        (heat 
addition)   ႔           refrigerant ၏                       Ideal cycle                  (constant 
pressure)         ႔          (heat rejection)                                                  
           

၃.၅ Practical Considerations and COP 
Refrigerant R134a                     simple circuit             (၃-၆)                    

   (၃-၆)            5°C      evaporation          35°C      condensation          Pressure       
enthalpy    ႔                             
 Enthalpy of fluid entering evaporator  = 249.7 kJ/kg 
 Enthalpy of saturated vapor leaving evaporator = 395.6 kJ/kg 
 Cooling effect = 395.6 - 249.7 = 145.9 kJ/kg 
 Enthalpy of superheated vapor leaving compressor (isentropic 

compression)  
= 422.5 

Vapor compression cycle                  (mechanical energy)                         (heat 
energy)                                               ၏               system ၏               
(performance)                     

 

 
    ၃-၁၅ Evaporator       condenser    ႔                                                    

(temperature difference)                            

Ideal    ႔      theoretical vapor compression cycle ၏ Coefficient Of Performance 
(COP)    Carnot cyle ၏ Coefficient Of Performance(COP)             Ideal vapor 
compression cycle COP                     refrigerant ၏ ဂ                                
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Table 3-2      cycle ၏                                         heat exchanger          

           (temperature difference)          Carnot COP                                 

Table 3-2 COP values at 5°C, with an outside air temperature of 35°C (refrigerant R404A) 
Δ                                K  0 5 10 
Evaporating temperature (°C)  -5 -10 -15 
Condensing temperature (°C)  35 40 45 
Temperature lift (K)  40 50 60 
Evaporating pressure (bar absolute) 5.14 4.34 3.64 
Condensing pressure (bar absolute) 16.08 18.17 20.47 
Pressure ratio  3.13 4.19 5.62 
Carnot COP (refrigeration cycle)  6.70 5.26 4.30 
COP, ideal vapor compression cycle 1  4.96 3.56 2.62 
COP with 70% efficient compression 2 3.47 2.49 1.83 
System efficiency index, SEI 3 0.518 0.372 0.273 
Note 1: 
 

The ideal vapor compression cycle with constant enthalpy expansion and isentropic 
adiabatic compression with refrigerant R404A. 

Note 2: The vapor compression cycle as above and with 70% efficient compression with R404A 
and no other losses. 

Note 3: SEI is the ratio between the actual COP and the Carnot COP with reference to the 
cooling load and outside air temperatures, i.e. when the heat exchanger temperature 
           , Δ , are zero.   I              ΔT increases due to less effective heat 
exchangers. Values are shown for the cycle with 70% efficient compression. Actual 
values will tend to be lower due to pressure drops and other losses. 

Heat exchanger ၏                              ႔                                                
Evaporator                                                                         

(၁)  S                                                         gas      compressor          ႔ 
                Swept volume                          mass                             
refrigeration effect                

(၂) Sucti                               compression ratio                                          

Condenser                                                                          

(၁) Condensing temperature            colder liquid      expansion valve          ႔ 
                    cooling effect                

(၂) Discharge pressure                 compression ratio                                        

Heat exchanger                                     (temperature difference)        
         Refrigerant                medium                                                   Cycle 
၏ COP     condenser       evaporator                     (temperature difference)          
       (see Table 3-2). 
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    - 
Refrigerant R134a                     refrigeration cycle                                  0°C 

                                        30°C               ႔                ႔                                
Evaporator       condenser    ႔ ၏                     (temperature difference)      K          
Refrigeration cycle ၏ Carnot COP       R134a                 ideal vapor compression cycle COP     
        
     - Carnot COP for 0°C (273 K) to 30°C (303 K) 

            
   

         
      

Evaporator       condenser    ႔၏                    (temperature difference)    5K         
        refrigeration cycle ၏ evaporating             5°           Condensing             35°C 
                       0°C                        chiller ၏ evaporator           refrigerant ၏             
-5°C                         30°C    ႔                ႔             chiller ၏ condenser           
refrigerant ၏              35°C                              evaporator       condenser    ႔၏          
               5K                         

Refrigeration cycle ၏ evaporating             –             condensing                  
          Carnot COP             

             
   

         
     

R-134a       (          3-18   ) 
Cooling effect = 395.6 - 249.7 = 145.9 kJ/kg 
Compressor energy input = 422.5 - 395.6 = 26.9 kJ/kg. 
Ideal R134a vapor compression cycle COP 

                                         
                  

                        (      )
 

  
            

          
     

Mechanical       thermal loss             actual cycle COP     6.7                          COP 
     cooling effect       compressor input power    ႔၏                 Vapor compression cycle      
                                           P–h    ႔      Mollier diagram                                
            

၃.၆ Refrigeration and Heat Pumps 
   (၃-၁၆)                                        freezer compartment           tube         

                                         evaporator                                          
          coil                    ႔         condenser                        
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where             and             for the ideal case. 

QL                          (TL)                                    
QH                            (TH)   ႔      ႔                                  
Wnet     refrigerator    ႔                                       

  
    ၃-၁၆                    (household 

refrigerator)            
      ၃-၁၇ (a)Refrigerator                 (b) Heat pump  

                           (heat)                             ႔                         
                    ႔                               (heat)                              ႔             
                           

                           (heat)                                  ႔    (heat)                
(transfer)                                    (devices)    refrigerator    ႔      refrigeration machine 
            

Refrigerator               (၃-၁၆)          (၃-၁၇a)                   TL                            
            )၏                   TH                (                     )၏                   

                           (heat)                             ႔           (transfer)          
                         (devices)    heat pump            Device                                    
       refrigerator       heat pump                       

Refrigerator       heat pump    ႔၏ performance                                                      
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COPR        COPHP     ႔    (၁)                                        
Refrigeration system      ၏ cooling capacity                           (refrigerated space)   

                                                                                                         

One ton of refrigeration                    0°C(32°F)                                  (liquid 
water)            ႔ (၂၄)                                                              One ton 
of refrigeration     211 kJ/min၊ 12,000 Btu/hr    ႔      200 Btu/min                 

 
    ၃-၁၈ Schematic and T-s diagram for the ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle. 

 
    ၃-၁၉ The P-h diagram of an ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle. 

၃.၇ Actual Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle  
Actual vapor compression refrigeration cycle      ideal cycle                             

                          component          irreversibility                                 (fluid 
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friction                                 (pressure drop)  irreversibility                   
                          ႔           (transfer)          

   (၃-၂၀)     actual vapor compression refrigeration cycle ၏ T-s diagram            
        Ideal cycle      refrigerant         evaporator    saturated vapor                          
compressor          ႔                             ႔           ႔              ႔        
control                       Compressor                     refrigerant                          
                                    ႔                 (completely vapor                      
           evaporator       compressor                                                     
                                        (pressure drop)                         refrigerant    
                       ႔                                             

 

    ၃-၂၀ Actual vapor compression refrigeration cycle      ၏ schematic       T-s diagram  

Connecting line                    (heat gain)      evaporator                           
(pressure drop)   ႔                                   Connecting line         specific volume 
                   compressor      power input                     

Ideal cycle      compression process     internally reversible       adiabatic process 
            ႔        is                                ႔                                               
entropy                                        ၊                                                 ႔            
entropy              ႔                                  

Process 1-2      refrigerant ၏ entropy                       ႔                        
(actual compression process) Process 1-2'      refrigerant ၏ entropy                   

Compression process 1-2'     isentropic compression process                     
         Refrigerant ၏                                         work input                    
          Compression process         refrigerant                                                  
      ႔                                                      Refrigerant     condenser          
saturated liquid                     
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Ideal             refrigerant     condenser          saturated liquid          
                                             compressor exit pressur                 ႔ 
            condenser ၊ throttling valve ၊ suction              discharge           ႔              
             (pressure drop)                                

Condensation process                                        control                       
Saturated liquid         ႔                      throttling valve          ႔                     
   ႔        refrigerant         subcooled                                     throttling valve      ႔ 
                          

Evaporator          ႔                refrigerant                                            
           refrigerant space                                         Throttling valve       evaporator 
   ႔                                                                                  
               

၃.၇.၁ Actual Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle  

 

 
     - Refrigerator        ၏ compressor        
   ႔ refrigerant R-134a             —10°C ၊       
0.14 MPa superheated vapor                   
        Mass flow rate      .                 
Compressor             50°C ၊       0.8 MPa       
             Refrigerant         condenser 
                 26°C       0.72 MPa                    
                 0.15 MPa                 
             

    ၃-၂၁ T-s diagram      
                    (heat transfer)    ၊ component                                         

                                                              ႔            
(၁) Refrigerated space                   (rate of heat removal)       compressor ၏                   

(power input) 
(၂) Compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency        
(၃)  Refrigerator ၏ Coefficient of Performance (COP)  

    - 
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

Analysis  
   (၃-၂၁)     refrigeration cycle      -                              Condenser    refrigerant 

        compressed liquid                          compressor          ႔ superheated vapor 
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                          State                refrigerant ၏ enthalpy                               
        
 P1  = 0.14 MPa 

T1  = -10°C 
 h1 = 246.36 kJ/kg 

 P2  =  0.8 MPa 
T2  = 50°C 

 
h2 = 286.69 kJ/kg 

 P3 = 0.72 MPa 
T3 = 26°C 

 
h3 = h f @ 26°C = 87.83 kJ/kg 

 h4   h3 (throttling)  h4 = 87.83 kJ/kg 
( ) Refrigerated space                   (rate of heat removal)       compressor       

           power input                                     
  

̇     ̇                                                           
      

   
̇     ̇                                                            

( ) Compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency 

     
       

       
   

where the enthalpy at state 2s  
(P2s = 0.8 MPa and s2s = s1 = 0.9724 kJ/kg · K) is 284.21 kJ/kg.  
  ႔         

    
              

              
                 

(ဂ) Refrigerator ၏ coefficient of performance (COP) 

       
  

̇

   
̇

     
       

       
       

             (discussion) 
                                                 compressor inlet          refrigerant     

superheated                   Condenser              subcooled                   Compression 
process     isentropic           Refrigerated space             ႔         (heat removal rate) 10.4% 
              Compressor                  (power input)     11.6%                        
refrigerator ၏  COP     3.97    3.93                      

၃.၇.၂ Heat Rejection by A Refrigerator 
   (၃-၂၂)                   refrigerator     food compartment              4°C                  

                   ႔         (heat removal rate)                         
 

Refrigerator                power input                            ႔            
 ( ) Refrigerator ၏ Coefficient of Performance (COP) 
 ( ) Rate of heat rejection to the room that houses the refrigerator. 

 
Solution  

Refrigerator ၏                     (power consumption)               COP              ႔          
(rate of heat rejection)                                    
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Assumptions Steady operating conditions exist              

 
    ၃-၂၂ Schematic for example 

Analysis 
( ) Refrigerator ၏ COP     3                          refrigerated space       (heat) 3 kJ 

                compressor       1 kJ work                        

       
  

       

   
          

     
(

    

         
)       

( ) Refrigerator ၏        ႔         (rate of heat rejection) 

  ̇     
̇    ̇                          (

         

    
)             

၃.၇.၃ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၁) 
R-134a                     vapor-compression refrigeration cycle      ၏             

                                           Refrigerant mass flow rate     0.08 kg/s           
          ႔           

 

(a)  Compressor power (kW) 
(b)  Refrigeration capacity (tons) 
(d)  Coefficient of performance, 
(c)  Isentropic compressor 

efficiency. 
  

 

                         ၃-၂၃ 
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State 1 2s 2 3 4 
Enthalpy h (kJ/kg) 241.35 272.39 280.15 91.4 91.49 
Pressure (bar)  9 9 9  
Temperature (°C)  10   30  10 

(a) The compressor power is 
  

̇     ̇          

     
̇  (    

  

 
)                        

  
̇         

(b) The refrigeration capacity is 
   

̇     ̇          

   
̇  (    

  

 
)                      

   
̇                    

 
(c) The coefficient of performance is 

      
        

        
 

      
              

                
 

           

(d) The isentropic compressor efficiency is 

                                  
         

        
 

                                  
                      

                     
 

                                          

၃.၇.၄ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle      (၂) 

 
    ၃-၂၄( ) 
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    ၃-၂၄( ) 

     
         (step 1)                                                        
 Compressor inlet pressure = 140 KPa  
 Compressor inlet temperature = -10°C 
 Compressor outlet pressure = 1 MPa 
 η (isentropic efficiency of the compressor) = 89% 
  ̇(Refrigerant flow rate)  0.2 m3/min 
 Throttling inlet pressure = 0.95 MPa 
 Throttling inlet temperature = 30°C 
 Evaporator outlet temperature  = -18.5°C (saturated vapor) 

     (step 2)                                 (pressures)၊         (temperatures)                        
P1 = 140 kPa P2 = 1.0 MPa P3 = 0.95 MPa P4 = Unknown  
T1 = -10°C T2 = Unknown T3 = 30°C T4 = Unknown  
P5 = Unknown  
T5 = –18.5°C  

    (step 3)                                               
(a) Mass flow rate ( ̇).   

  ̇ =  ̇/v  
(b) The power input to the compressor.   

 
   

̇  
 ̇             

  
  

(c) The rate of heat removal.  
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   ̇    ̇             
(d) The pressure drop between the evaporator and the compressor.  

               
(e) The rate of heat gain in the line between the evaporator and the compressor..  

        
̇    ̇            

     (step 4)                             entropy and enthalpy                                        
     (pressure)                 (           -                 table A-11 ၊ A-12       A-13) 
(a) State 1   

 P1 = 140 kPa  
T1 = -10°C  
h1 = 243.40 kJ/kg (          2-33       2-34    table A-13) 
s1 = 0.9606 kJ/(kg K) (          2-33       2-34    table A-13) 
ν =  .       3/kg (          2-33       2-34    table A-13) 

 

(b) State 2  
 P2 = 1.0 MPa  
T2 = Unknown  
s2 = s1 = 0.9606 kJ/(kg K)  
h2s = 286.04 kJ/kg (          2-33       2-34    table A-13) 

 

(c) State 3   
 P3 = 0.95 MPa  
T3 = 30°C  
h3   hf @ 30°C = 91.49 kJ/kg (          2-30       2-31    table A-11) 

 

(d) State 4  
 P4 = Unknown  
T4 = Unknown  
h4   h3 = 91.49 kJ/kg  

 

(e) State 5   
 T5 = –18.5°C  
Saturated vapor  
P5 = 0.14287 MPa (          2-30       2-31    table A-11) 
h5 = 236.23 kJ/kg (          2-30       2-31    table A-11) 

 

Step 5. Plug variables into equations and solve.  
 ̇     ̇      

 ̇    
                            

             
  

 ̇                

(A) Compressor                  power input 

   
̇  

 ̇             

  
 

   
̇  
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̇          

(B)        ႔         (rate of heat removal)  
  ̇    ̇           

  ̇                                              

  ̇           

(C) Evaporator       compressor    ႔                                               (pressure drop) 
              

                            

               

(D) Evaporator       compressor    ႔                                  rate of heat gain 
  ̇       ̇            

 ̇                                                

 ̇               

၃.၇.၅ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၃) 

 
    ၃-၂၅ 

R-134a     refrigerant                       Carnot 
refrigeration cycle          steady-flow                      
      
( )  Coefficient of Performance (COP) 
( )  Refrigerated space                              

(amount of heat absorbed)       
(ဂ)  Net work input    ႔           
 
  

           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

 
     - ( ) TH     30°C (303 K          TL     Tsat           = -  .   =    .  K          
Carnot refrigerator ၏ Coefficient of Performance (COP)                                   

               
 

  

    

 

 

              
 

     
         

  

 
                   

( ) Refrigerant tables (          2-30       2-31    table A-11) 

                           
                          

   ႔        
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    (
      

    
)                            

(ဂ) Net work input  

                                       

၃.၇.၆ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၄)  

 
    ၃-၂၆ 

 
Carnot refrigerator ၏ condenser          ႔ refrigerant-134a 
              90 psia      saturated vapor                
             quality     .                      Refrigerated 
space               pressure of 30 psia                 T-s 
                saturation line                cycle               
                              (IP                    ) 

(a)  Coefficient of Performance (COP) 
(b)  Quality at the beginning of the heat-absorption process       
(c)   Net work input 

 
     - Refrigerant-134a                     Carnot refrigeration cycle          Steady flow 
                                                   
 
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

 
Analysis 
(a) Noting that TH = Tsat @ 90 psia = 72.78°F = 532.8 R and TL = Tsat @ 30 psia = 15.37°F = 475.4 R 

 
    ၃-၂၇ 

               
 

  

    

 

 

              
 

        
         

  

 
 

                   

(b) Process 4-1     isentropic                     ႔         

       (          )
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    (
      

   

)
        

  (
                 

       
)          

 
(c) T-s diagram         ဂ                (area enclosed)     net work                     s3 = sg 
@ 90 psia = 0.22006 Btu/lbm·R, 

                               

=                                                            

၃.၇.၇ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle      (၅) 
Refrigerator             R-134a     refrigerant                       Refrigerated space ၏ 

                                   18°C        cooling water      ႔                ႔         Cooling 
water rate      .                                     condenser                  

Refrigerant         condenser          ႔       1.2 MPa                65°C                        
         42°C                        Compressor ၏            (inlet state)          60 kPa       
                       Compressor                 (surroundings)            450 W            
          

 

 
 
           ႔            
(a) Evaporator     (inlet)             refrigerant ၏ 

quality 
(b) Refrigeration load 
(c)  Refrigerator ၏  COP        
(d) Compressor                     (same 

power input)                           theoretical 
maximum refrigeration load             

 

    ၃-၂၈ 
 
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     

 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

 
Analysis (a) Refrigerant-134a table                                (          2-30       2-31    table A-11 
      A-13    ႔   
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                             (given temperature)       saturated liquid enthalpy               enthalpy 
                               18°C                ၏ enthalpy     75.47 kJ/kg                   26°C      
          ၏ enthalpy        .                  
 

                           

                            

 

 
(b) Refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate     compressor ၏ energy balance           (equation)              
 

 ̇              ̇              
 

 ̇                                                      

 
 ̇                

 

 
Refrigerant    transfer             waste heat ၊ compressor power input       refrigeration load 
   ႔                

 ̇    ̇                                                           
 

 ̇     ̇              ̇   
 

                                                           
 

  ̇    ̇    ̇                            
 

(c) Refrigerator ၏ COP(      ႔)  

     
 ̇

 

 ̇  

  
    

     
      

 
 
(d) Refrigerator ၏ reversible COP(                        COP) 
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                     ၃-၂၉  
         (maximum) refrigeration load     

 ̇              ̇                                 

၃.၇.၈ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၆) 
 

Refrigerator             R-134a     refrigerant 
                      ( ) Refrigerated space    
       ႔         (rate of heat removal)၊ ( ) 
compressor                  power input ၊ (ဂ) 
compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency       refrigerator 
၏ COP    ႔           

           (assumptions) 
 

                         ၃-၃၀ 

 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   
(analyze)     

 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      
 
( ) Refrigerant table                            (          2-32    Table A-12       A-13), 

 
Refrigerated space           ႔         (rate of heat removal)       compressor                  

power input                
 ̇    ̇                                                      
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 ̇     ̇                                                      

( ) Compressor ၏ adiabatic efficiency 

 
 
  

        

       

   
              

              
         

(ဂ) Refrigerator ၏ COP  

      
 ̇ 

 ̇  

  
       

       
        

၃.၇.၉ Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle     (၇)  
Refrigerator        ၏ compressor          ႔ R-134a          140 kPa ၊          -10°C       

        0.3 m3                                                        Compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency 
                        Throttling valve          ႔ refrigerant      0.95 MPa and 30°C                
         evaporator          saturated vapor                -  .                       Cycle     T-s 
                saturation line                                                     

( ) Compressor                  power input 
( ) Refrigerated space           ႔         (rate of heat removal)        
(ဂ)               (pressure drop)       evaporator        compressor                                  

        (rate of heat gain)             
  
     
           (assumptions) 
 (၁) Component                 control volume                   steady state                   

(analyze)     
 (၂) Kinetic energy                                                                      

 
( )Refrigerant table                                  (          2-32    Table A-12       A-13), 

 
                                                                                                     ၃-၃၁ 

 
     (a) 1.88 kW, (b) 4.99 kW, (c) 1.65 kPa, 0.241 kW 
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၃.၈ Cascade Refrigeration Cycles 

 

 

                                                     
                                                
compression ratio                           

     (pressure range)                  
                 compressor ၏                
(performance)                   

                        refrigeration cycle 
                                                
                  cascade refrigeration cycle      
                    

 

    ၃-၃၂( ) Two stage cascade refrigeration cycle  

  
    ၃-၃၂( ) Two-stage cascade refrigeration system      ၏ T-s diagram 

   (၃-၃၂)     two-stage cascade refrigeration cycle                         Cycle                
                           Topping cycle (cycle A) ၏ evaporator       bottoming cycle (cycle B) ၏ 
condenser    ႔                                    Heat exchanger               insulate 
            Heat exchanger         kinetic energy                                      ႔              
        Bottoming cycle    topping cycle    ႔                                      
            Cycle          ၏ mass flow rate            Cycle                         refrigerant 
                      Heat exchanger         fluid                                            
        

Cascade refrigeration cycle                     ႔                       refrigeration cycle         
               (series                            refrigeration cycle                                 (TL)       
                  (TH)   ႔                          cascade cycle                               (၃-၃၂) low 
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temperature refrigerator       condenser     high temperature refrigerator ၏                     
                low temperature refrigerator               high temperature refrigerator          ႔ 
    ႔          

Cascading                refrigeration cycle ၏ COP                                     (TL)       
                  (TH)    ႔                         evaporator pressure       condenser pressure     
                                            refrigerant                        

Low temperature cycle       high temperature cycle     heat exchanger                      
    heat exchanger     cycle A      evaporator       cycle B      condenser               
                   ႔                                                   (၃-၃၂- )           (၃-၃၂- )   

 ̇           ̇          

             
 ̇        

 ̇           ̇        
 

   (၃-၃၂- )     refrigeration capacity (area under 4-                                      -  - -   
                                     (၃-၃၁- )T-s diagram    cascading                             
                       Refrigerated space                       (heat)                   
   ႔        refrigeration system ၏ COP                           refrigeration system                   
(three stage)    ႔             (four stages) cascading cycle                         

 
    ၃-၃၃ Two-Stage Cascade Refrigeration Cycle      

Two-Stage Cascade Refrigeration Cycle     - 
   (၃-၃၁)   two stage cascade refrigeration system                0.8       0.14 MPa 

                                                  Refrigerant R-134a     working fluid                
        Stage                 ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle               Lower cycle 
   upper cycle          ႔        ႔                                    heat exchanger         adiabatic 
counter flow                    Refrigerant stream                         .             heat exchanger 
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         ႔                 Refrigerant         (mass flow rate)      .                            ႔    
        

(၁) Lower cycle                  refrigerant  mass flow rate             
(၂) Refrigerated space                   (rate of heat removal)      compressor ၏ 

                  (power input)            
(၃)  COP           

           (assumption) ( ) Steady operation 
 ( ) ∆K =∆  =  
 (ဂ) Adiabatic heat exchanger 

   (၃-၃၃)      cascade cycle ၏ T-s diagram                     Stage (၈)     ၏ enthalpy 
        refrigerant R-134a  ဂ       (property)                      (Tables A-11 ၊ A-12       A-13) 
(၁) Heat exchanger ၏ energy balance                                       
Lower cycle                  refrigerant mass flow rate 

 ̇       ̇       ̇       ̇      
 ̇             ̇             

                                    ̇                        
 ̇             

(၂) Cascade cycle        ႔                (heat removal)                                    
 ̇   ̇                                                       

 ̇     ̇           ̇            ̇             ̇                     

(၃) Cycle ၏ COP 

      
 ̇ 

 ̇      

  
       

       
      

 
 

 ̇            ̇         ) 

  
 ̇ 

 ̇ 

  
          

         
 

 

             
 ̇  

 ̇   

  
 ̇           

 ̇              ̇           
 

၃.၈.၁ Compound Systems  
Cascade refrigeration cycle     compound system                       Cascade 

refrigeration cycle                       ႔                              compressor                    
           Compressor         intercooling       desuperheating                      (in series) 
              single compression                        Compound system                   
Compound system                        intercooler ၊ economizer    ႔      subcooler       
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Compound system      ၏                    
 (၁) Refrigeration effect              
 (၂)             Compressor                (discharge temperature)              
 (၃)  Equipment                             
 (၄) System ၏                                                            
 (၅)                                                                 ႔           

 
Compound system            2-stage compression system                 2-stage system 

    single system           intermediate flash intercooler    ႔                                         
                             2-stage compression၏             (intermediate pressure)     
                                        

    √        

Intermediate pressure (Pi)                  saturated temperature     2-stage compound 
system ၏                                    

 
    ၃-၃၄( ) Basic vapor compression cycle applied to a water chiller. 

 
    ၃-၃၄( ) Simple saturation refrigeration cycle on a pressure-enthalpy diagram 
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၃.၉                       
Refrigeration System Components 

(၁) What are the major components of a vapor compression refrigeration system? 

Compressors 

(၂) What are the two main functions of a compressor in a refrigeration cycle?  

(၃)  What are the two main categories of refrigerant compressors? 

(၄) What are the desirable characteristics of a compressor? 

(၅) What criteria are considered in the selection of a proper refrigerant compressor?  

(၆)  What are the main characteristics of hermetic compressors? 

(၇) What are the main applications of semi-hermetic compressors? 

(၈) What is the difference between hermetic and semi-hermetic compressors?  

(၉)  What are the three types of positive displacement compressors? 

(၁၀) What are the main parameters affecting the efficiencies of reciprocating compressors? 

(၁၁) What are the general design configurations of rotary compressors? 

(၁၂) Describe operating principle of rotary compressors. 

(၁၃)  What are the suitable applications of rotary compressors? 

(၁၄) What are the basic advantages of vane compressors? 

(၁၅) Is screw compressor a positive displacement compressor? What is the temperature range for 
screw compressors? 

(၁၆)  Describe the operating principle of a screw compressor? 

(၁၇) What are the basic advantages of screw compressors? 

(၁၈) What is the basic operating principle of dynamic compressors? What are the main types? 

(၁၉)  What are the suitable applications of centrifugal compressors in place of positive displacement 
compressors? What is the suitable load range for centrifugal compressors? 

(၂၀) What is the basic operating principle of a centrifugal compressor? 

(၂၁) How are compressors rated? Define compression ratio for a compressor.  

(၂၂) What are the factors influencing the performance of a compressor? 

(၂၃)  Does lowering suction temperature decrease the power input to a refrigerant compressor? 
Explain. 

(၂၄) It is known that the higher the compression ratio of a compressor the lower the efficiency. 
Explain how the higher compression ratios be avoided. 

(၂၅) List the methods of compressor capacity control. 

(၂၆)  Refrigerant-134a enters the compressor of a refrigeration cycle at 120 kPa gauge pressure. 
The condenser is maintained at an absolute pressure of 800 kPa. If the atmospheric pressure 
is 95 kPa, determine the compression ratio of the compressor. 
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(၂၇) Refrigerant-134a enters the c                                                  −  °C with a 
flow rate of 1.8 m3/min and leaves at 700 kPa and 50°C. Determine  

(a) the power input,  

(b) the isentropic efficiency, and  

(c) the exergy destruction and the exergy efficiency of the compressor. Take T0 = 25°C. 

(၂၈) Refrigerant-134a enters the compressor of a refrigeration cycle at 160 kPa as a saturated 
vapor with a flow rate of 6.5 m3/min and leaves at 900 kPa. The compressor isentropic 
efficiency is 75%. Determine (a) the temperature of R-134a at the exit of the compressor and 
(b) the exergy destruction and the exergy efficiency of the compressor. Take T0 = 25°C.  

(၂၉)  Refrigerant-                                                                   −  °C with a 
flow rate of 0.18 m3/min and leaves at 700 kPa and 50°C. The ratio of the clearance volume 
to the displacement volume is 0.05. Determine the volumetric efficiency of the compressor. 

(၃၀) Refrigerant-134a enters the compressor of a refrigeration cycle at 160 kPa as a saturated 
vapor and leaves at 900 kPa. The compressor volumetric efficiency is 85% and the ratio of 
the clearance volume to the displacement volume is 0.04. Determine the temperature of R-
134a at the exit of the compressor. 

(၃၁) Refrigerant-134a enters the evaporator of a refrigeration cycle at 200 kPa with a vapor mass 
fraction of 0.15 and leaves at 1200 kPa as a saturated vapor with a flow rate of 0.045 
m3/min. The volumetric efficiency of the compressor is 92%. Determine the refrigeration 
capacity of the system. 

 Condensers 

(၃၂) What criteria are used in the selection of condensers? 

(၃၃)  What are the main types of condensers? 

(၃၄) What are the advantages and disadvantages of air-cooled condensers? 

(၃၅) Describe the operating principle of a cooling tower. 

(၃၆)  What is the effect of climatic conditions on the effectiveness of evaporative condensers? 

(၃၇) Refrigerant-134a enters the condenser of a refrigeration cycle at 1000 kPa and 80°C with a 
flow rate of 0.038 kg/s and leaves at the same pressure subcooled by 4.4 °C. The refrigerant 
is condensed by rejecting its heat to water, which experiences a temperature rise of 9°C. 
Determine  

(a) the rate of heat rejected in the condenser,  

(b) the mass flow rate of water, and  

(c) the rate of cooling if the COP of this refrigeration cycle at these conditions is 1.4. 

(၃၈) Heat is rejected from the condenser of a heat pump cycle by refrigerant-134a entering at 700 
kPa and 50°C at a rate of 105 kg/h and leaves as a saturated liquid. Determine (a) the 
temperature of R-134a at the condenser exit, (b) the volume flow rate at the exit of the 
condenser in L/min, (c) the COP of the heat pump if the rate of heat absorbed in the 
evaporator is 12,000 Btu/h, and (d) the rate of exergy destruction. Take T0 = 77°F. 
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(၃၉) A vapor compression refrigeration cycle uses ammonia as the working fluid. Heat is rejected 
from ammonia to air in the condenser. The air enters at 70°F at a rate of 45 lbm/min and 
leaves at 85°F. Ammonia experiences an enthalpy change of 86 Btu/lbm as it flows through 
the condenser. Determine  

(a) the rate of heat rejected in the condenser in Btu/h and  

(b) the ratio of mass flow rates of air and ammonia. Take the specific heat of air to 
be 0.240 Btu/lbm °F. 

 Evaporators 

(၄၀) How can evaporators be classified? 

(၄၁) List some applications of liquid coolers in refrigeration. 

(၄၂) What is the difference between the operation of a flooded evaporator and a direct expansion 
evaporator (also called dry cooler)? Which one is more preferable? 

(၄၃) Heat is absorbed from a cooled space at a rate of 320 kJ/min by refrigerant-22 that enters 
                  −   °C with a quality of 0.3 and leaves as saturated vapor at the same 
pressure. Determine the volume flow rates of R-22 at the compressor inlet and outlet. The 
properties of R-22 at the inlet and exit of the evaporator are as follows: h1 = 252.16 kJ/kg, 
v1 = 0.02010 m3/kg, h2 = 401.10 kJ/kg, v2 = 0.06523 m3/kg 

(၄၄) Refrigerant-134a enters the expansion valve of a refrigeration cycle at 900 kPa as a saturated 
liquid with a flow rate of 150 L/h. R-134a leaves the evaporator at 100 kPa superheated by 
6.4°C. The refrigerant is evaporated by absorbing heat from air which is cooled from 15 to 
2°C. Determine  

(a) the rate of heat absorbed in the evaporator,  

(b) the mass flow rate of air,  

(c) the COP of the cycle if the compressor work input is 72.5 kJ/kg, and  

(d) the rate of entropy generation and exergy destruction in the evaporator. Take T0 = 25°C. 

(၄၅) A heat pump operates on a vapor compression refrigeration cycle with R-134a as the 
refrigerant. R-                              −  . °C with a vapor mass fraction of 27% and 
leaves at the same pressure as a saturated vapor. The refrigerant is evaporated by absorbing 
heat from ambient air at 0 °C. Determine  

(a) the amount of heat absorbed from the ambient air and  

(b) the exergy destruction in the evaporator, both per unit mass flow rate of the refrigerant. 

Throttling Devices  

(၄၆) List the most common throttling devices. 

(၄၇) Can thermostatic expansion valves control the rate of liquid-refrigerant flow to the 
evaporator? If so, how is this done? 

(၄၈) If there is no temperature drop across a thermostatic expansion valve, what could be the 
reason? Explain. 
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(၄၉) Explain characteristics of capillary tubes. 

(၅၀) Refrigerant-134a enters the throttling valve of a heat pump system at 200 psia as a saturated 
liquid and leaves at 20 psia. Determine  

(a) the temperature drop across the throttling valve and  

(b) the entropy generation and the exergy destruction during this process. Take T0 = 77°F. 

(၅၁) Refrigerant-502 (a blend of R-115 and R-22) enters the throttling valve of a heat pump 
system at 45°                                      −  °C as a mixture of saturated liquid and 
vapor. Determine  

(a) the pressures at the inlet and exit of the valve and the vapor mass fraction at the exit and  

(b) the entropy generation during this process. R-502 properties are not available in the book. 
Use other sources to solve this problem. 

Auxiliary Devices 

(၅၂) List auxiliary devices used in refrigeration systems. 

(၅၃) What is the purpose of using an accumulator? 

(၅၄) What is the purpose of using a receiver? 

(၅၅) What is the purpose of using an oil separator? 

(၅၆) What is the purpose of using a strainer? What types are available? 

(၅၇) What is the purpose of using a drier? Which factors influence the selection of the correct size 
of a drier? 

(၅၈) What is the purpose of using a check valve? 

(၅၉) Describe the operation of a defrost controller with timer. 

 

Problem: A steady-flow Carnot refrigeration cycle uses refrigerant- 134a as the working fluid. The 
refrigerant changes from saturated vapor to saturated liquid at 30°C in the condenser as it rejects 
heat. The evaporator pressure is 160 kPa. Show the cycle on a T-s diagram relative to saturation lines, 
and determine  
(a) the coefficient of performance, 
(b) the amount of heat absorbed from the refrigerated space, and 
(c)  the net work input. 
Answers: (a) 5.64, (b) 147 kJ/kg, (c) 26.1 kJ/kg 
 
Problem: A refrigerator uses refrigerant-134a as the working fluid and operates on an ideal vapor 
compression refrigeration cycle between 0.12 and 0.7 MPa. The mass flow rate of the refrigerant 
is 0.05 kg/s. Show the cycle on a T-s diagram with respect to saturation lines.  
Determine  
(a) the rate of heat removal from the refrigerated space and the power input to the compressor, 
(b) the rate of heat rejection to the environment, and 
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(c)  the coefficient of performance. 
Answers: (a) 7.41 kW, 1.83 kW, (b) 9.23 kW, (c) 4.06 
 
Problem: 11–18 Refrigerant-134a enters the compressor of a refrigerator as superheated vapor at 0.14 
MPa and -10°C at a rate of 0.12 kg/s, and it leaves at 0.7 MPa and 50°C. The refrigerant is cooled in 
the condenser to 24°C and 0.65 MPa, and it is throttled to 0.15 MPa. Disregarding any heat transfer 
and pressure drops in the connecting lines between the components, show the cycle on a T-s diagram 
with respect to saturation lines, and determine  
(a) the rate of heat removal from the refrigerated space and the power input to the compressor, 
(b) the isentropic efficiency of the compressor, and 
(c) the COP of the refrigerator. 

Answers: (a) 19.4 kW, 5.06 kW, (b) 82.5 percent, (c) 3.83 
 
Problem: 11–22 A refrigerator uses refrigerant-
134a as the working fluid and operates on the 
ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle. The 
refrigerant enters the evaporator at 120 kPa with a 
quality of 30 percent and leaves the compressor at 
60°C. If the compressor consumes 450 W of 
power,  determine 
(a) the mass flow rate of the refrigerant, (b) the 
condenser pressure, and (c) the COP of the 
refrigerator. 
Answers: (a) 0.00727 kg/s, (b) 672 kPa, (c) 2.43 
  

၃.၁၀ Problems 
(၁) R-12                    theoretical cycle           condensing temperature                   

evaporating temperature                       cycle       
 (၁) Compressor work done (Btu/lb) 
 (၂) Refringeration effect (Btu/lb) 
 (၃)  Heat rejected in condenser (Btu/lb) 
 (၄) C.O.P       
 (၅) Quality of refrigerant after expansion    ႔          

(၂) R-12                             compressor                   (၄)                   
              ၏ bore                       stroke     4 inches          R.P.M 600 rpm       
            condensing pressure     108 psi       evaporating pressure                      
           theoretical cycle ၏                              [ IP      ] 

 (၁) Refrigeration capacity  (RT) 
 (၂) Theorecical horse power(HP) required  
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 (၃)  Theorectical cycle                          .  =                           
                  compressor        ႔                   ႔           

(၃) R-12                               25 ton of refrigeration                                     
      Condenser pressure           I          evaporator pressure          I          
Standard cycle                                          [ IP      ] 

 (၁) Mass flow rate of refrigerant (lb/min) 
 (၂) Piston displacement of compressor (ft3/Min) 
 (၃)  Horse power required of compressor    ႔          

(၄) Freon             standard cycle     condensing temperature 90°F       evaporating 
temperature 0°F                          Refrigerant 1lb       

 (၁)          refrigeration effect 
 (၂) Refrigeration effect 1 RT                         lb/min 
 (၃)  Compressor                                   (volume flow rate) 
 (၄)            H.P 
 (၅) C.O.P       
 (၆) Condenser            ႔                 (amount of heat rejection)   ႔           

(၅) 3 tons of refrigeration                                                               
Condenser temperature 100°F       evaporator temperature 10°F                     
             compressor              stroke = 1.5 b             Standard cycle         
                                              compressor                          [ IP      ] 

  (A) R - 12, (B) R - 22, (C) R - 717 

(၆) R - 12               vapor compression cycle           evaporator temperature     25°C  
         condenser temperature     85°C          

 (၁) Compressor                 ၏         (discharge temperature) 
 (၂) Compressor work done(Btu/lb) 
 (၃)  Heat rejected in condenser (Btu/lb) 
 (၄) Evaporator         refrigerant quality 
 (၅) C.O.P    ႔           (Cp = 1473 Btu/lb °R         ) 

(၇)                                            displacement capacity 10.9ft3/min        
compressor                  Condensing temperature                   evaporating 
temperature     10°F          Compressor       enthalpy                         
standard cycle                      ႔           (Take Cp= 0.7 Btu/lb°F ) 

 (၁) Compressor               ၏          
 (၂) Quality of refrigerant after expansion 
 (၃)  Refrigerant mass flow rate (lb/min) 
 (၄) H.P required for the compressor 
 (၅) Water cooled condenser                                                      10°F 

                                            (gal/min)    ႔          

(၈) Ammonia vapor compression cycle          50psia       160 psia                          
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Compressor                                           (total) enthalpy     675.8 B      
         Condenser                                 enthalpy        .                  
Condenser    450 Btu/min                   ႔                      ႔၏                        

 (၁) Mass flow rate of refrigerant (lb/min)  
 (၂) H.P required of compressor 
 (၃)  Tons of refrigeration  
 (၄)  C.O.P  

(၉) Freon 12                      (ice plant)          evaporating temperature     -      
         condensing temperature     80°F           Refrigerant         (mass flow rate)       
                    

 (၁) Refrigeration effect  (Btu/min) 
 (၂) Cooling capacity(ton)    ႔           

(၁၀) Ammonia        ႔                 ၏ capacity                   condenser temperature     
               evaporator temperature     40°F                          Standard cycle    
     ( ) mass flow rate (lb/min) ၊ ( ) volume flow rate (ft3/min)    ႔           

(၁၁) Refrigeration system           R-12                ၊ evaporator temperature     40°F          
condenser temperature     120°F           ( ) cooling capacity (Btu/Ib) ၊ ( ) mass flow 
rate (lb/ min/ton) ၊ (ဂ) C.O.P    ႔           

(၁၂)         (vapor compression refrigeration ice plant)                                          
        150 psia       50 psia                          Mass flow rate 3 lb/min            
             compressor       enthalpy     652.8 Btu/lb        ၊ condenser        70°F    ႔ 
subcooled             Cp for vapor = 0.7       Cp for liquid = 7.15 Btu/lb °R            ( ) 
cooling capacity (ton) ၊ ( ) C.O.P    ႔          

(၁၃)                  single acting compressor               swept volume     9.9 ft3/min 
         Suction pressure     34.3               Discharge pressure     169.2      
         Condenser                                                                
                    Condenser           ႔       483 Btu/min       evaporator                   356 
Btu/min         Cp for vapor = 0.7 Btu/ lb °F         ( ) C.O.P ( ) mass flow rate (ဂ) 
cooling capacity in ton (ဃ) evaporator                                      

(၁၄) Single acting single cylinder                                Bore = 3.75 inch       stroke = 4 
inch                                                                 ၊ 160 psia       50 psia 
                         Condenser                                                      
         Condenser cooling water                             70.5°F                       
                   1.42 Gal/min         Evaporator    60°F             ႔      62 lb/hr 
                   Cp for liquid = 1.15       Cp for vapor = 0.62 Btu/lb°F         ( ) ton 
of refrigeration ၊ ( ) C.O.P ၊ (ဂ) mass flow rate lb/min ၊ (ဃ) evaporator                
                               

(၁၅) Food freezing system           20 ton of refrigeration               ၊ evaporator temperature 
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                   condenser temperature     72°F       R-22                    Condenser 
                                    ၊ evaporator           6°F superheating          
                       adiabatic process         ၊ cylinder         (၆)                = 
                 

RPM                           
 (၁) Refrigeration effect, 
 (၂) Mass flow rate, 
 (၃)  Volume flow rate 
 (၄) H P required 
 (၅) Heat rejected in condenser, 
 (၆)  Bore and stroke of compressor    ႔          

(၁၆) Refrigerator      ၏ compressor          ႔ R-134a           140 kPa                 -           
               Refrigerant R-134a              .                  compressor                
                    Compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency                         Throttling 
valve          ႔       0.95 MPa                30°C             ၊ evaporator          saturated 
      –  .                          

 
T-s diagram 

              refrigeration cycle      -                                        ႔            
 (၁) Compressor    ႔                      (power input) 

 (၂) Refrigerated space           ႔         (rate of heat removal)        

 (၃)  Evaporator       compressor                      pressure drop       rate of heat gain     
        

- End - 
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Chapter-4 Refrigerants 

 

Refrigerant     vapor c                          
                                ဖ                               
              (heat carrier)   ၍                      

Chiller           refrigeration machine                 ဖ   
           substance           ဖ             ဖ        
                ႔  ဖ                                 

                                           ႔ chiller    ႔      refrigeration machine      
      ၌     refrigerant                 ႔                ႔       heart)                    
                  p              ႔  h                       compressor   refrigerant             
               (pump)         

 ႔                                            ႔ chiller                  refrigerant 
                                                 refrigerant         R11  R12  R22  R123  R134a        ႔ 
 ဖ                                 ႔ refrigerant                       ၍                  chemical 
properties)                         thermal properties                                             
    (environmental effects)         ႔                

 

Refrigerant         
(၁) ၁၉၂၆                         industrial process          Ether   CO2   NH3       refrigerant         

                        
(၂) ၁၉၂၆                     CFC (R12)     Freon      ဖ                  Du Pont          ၁၉၃၀            

        ဖ                            

Refrigerant           ဖ            d              refrigeration system              
             h               ဖ                           fluid     refrigerant                
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(၃)  ၁၉ ၀           CFC       HCFC                                     HFC  ဖ                                  
           

(၄) ၁၉၉၀            green house effect                                 refrigerant             
             ဖ              

(၅) Azeotrope refrigerant: R5XX. Blends behaving like pure Ref (၂)         ႔      (၃)               
               ႔ ဖ       Substances. No glide. 

(၆)  Zeotrope refrigerant     (R4XX)                         

၄.၁ Refrigerant                
၄.၁.၁    ႔                    Refrigerant                
 (၁)                     (Halon carbon) 
 (၂) Blend      
  ( ) Azeotropes  

  ( ) Zeotropes 

 (၃) Hydrocarbons           organic compound      

 (၄)  Ammonia   CO2       inorganic compound         ႔      natural refrigerant      

၄.၁.၂ Halocarbon 
Halogenated    ႔      halocarbons           hydrocarbons               Halocarbons 

refrigerant                       (colourless)                      (non-inflammable)                    
              (non-corrosive to most metals)                      (non-toxic)    ႔  ဖ         Primary 
refrigerant        ဖ                             

Refrigerant   ဖ                     “R                             ဖ       Refrigerant 
                ဖ  ႔            (                             

(၁) CFC       ( R11     CFC refrigerant           ဖ      )  

CFC      h                  ဖ             (Carbon)           (Chlorine)       ဖ       (Fluorine) 
   ႔                           (organic compound)  ဖ              (methane)              (ethane) 
       ႔              ႔                             

(၂)            (        HCFC refrigerant            ဖ      ) 

         h d   h                   ဖ              Carbon)          (Chlorine)  ဖ        
(Fluorine)                    (Hydrogen)    ႔                            (organic compound)  ဖ         
        (Chlorine)        ႔                ႔  ဖ       Du                            ဖ    R22 
                             Du                                           ဖ                  
                  common name)           

(၃)  HFC       (R134a     HFC refrigerant  ဖ      )  
HFC     hydrofluorocarbons  ဖ            (Carbon)  ဖ       (Fluorine)                    (Hydrogen) 
                                     (organic compound)  ဖ       HFC              (chlorine) 
              HFC                 ႔           
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(၄) HC        
HC     h d          ဖ             (Carbon)                    (Hydrogen)    ႔                      
(organic compound)  ဖ       

၄.၁.၃ Azeotropic Refrigerants  
Azeotropic refrigerant         blend       ဖ         Pure substance           ႔           

                                

500 series refrigerant         Azeontropic mixture       ဖ         
R507     R125(50%)       R143a(50%)    ႔                  Azeontropic mixture       ဖ       
R502     R115 (48.8%)       R22(51.2%)    ႔                  Azeontropic mixture       ဖ       

HFC refrigerant                   ႔႔              ႔                                    ႔႔        
                 mixture    ႔      blend      ဖ         Mixture         azeotrope         near 
azeotrope         ႔      zeotrope       ဖ          Mixture                                          ႔ 
                        ဖ                  ဖ       Blend                                          
                                ဖ           -                 ႔                                        
 ဖ       

Azeotropes                    ဖ                            substance           ဖ    
                  (boiling point)                           Azeotropes            ဖ       
 ႔           h     h      ဖ        evaporating temperature       condensing temperature    ႔     
                 

Blend                            ႔႔                                                       
(leak)                       ႔              (%)                                                     blend 
refrigerant                      refrigerant                        

                                   ႔                              d  h            
                   ႔        liquid ph                            ႔                     ႔ 
                                             d                                              ႔                 
                      d                               d d                                      
               

                           d                               ႔ m                “     
                           ႔                      substance            ဖ             
                                      ႔                        ဖ                                 
                    (v                                      ဖ          (                          
“N       r                            

၄.၁.၄ Zeotropic Refrigerants 
Zeotropic mixture                ႔              ႔                                              

                    (mixture)      ဖ       Zeotrope         halocarbon                        
    (mixture of halocarbons)       ဖ         
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    - R407C     R32(23%)   R125(25%)       R134a(52%)    ႔                
    (mixture)  ဖ        

 
400 series refrigerant         Zeontropic mixture       ဖ         

R407 A     R32(20%) R125(40%)       R134a(40%)    ႔                  Zeontropic Mixture 
      ဖ          

၄.၁.၅ Organic compound 
600 series refrigerant         organic compound       ဖ         
R600a                ဖ       organic compound           ဖ       

၄.၁.၆ Inorganic mixture 
700 series refrigerant         inorganic mixture       ဖ          
R717     ammonia (inorganic        d   ဖ                    mass         ဖ       

၄.၂ Refrigerant Color Codes 
 h              ႔                       h                 ႔                                       

                                                             d                      ဖ                    

၄.၂.၁ CFCs         ႔     
Table 4-1 HCFCs         ႔                                        

            

       

       

       
                                 

R-11 Orange Trichloromonofluoromethane Centrifugal chillers 

R-12 White Dichlorodifluoromethane Reciprocating and rotary equipments 

R-13 Light Blue Monochlorotrifluoromethane 
Used in low stage of cascade 

systems 

R-13B1 Coral Bromotrifluoromethane 
Low to Medium temperature 

applications 

R-113 Purple Trichlorotrifluoroethane Low capacity centrifugal chillers 

R-114 Dark Blue Dichlorotetrafluoroethane High capacity chillers 

R-500 Yellow Refrigerant 152A/12 
Industrial and commercial 

Reciprocating compressors 

R-502 Light Purple Refrigerant  22/115 Reciprocating and rotary equipments 

R-503 Aquamarine Refrigerant 23/13 
Low temperature commercial 

refrigeration 
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၄.၂.၂ HCFCs         ႔     
Table 4-2 HCFCs         ႔                                        

            
       

     d     
       

                                 

R-22 Light Green Monochlorodifluoromethane 
    d                   

and industrial 

R-123 Light Gray Dichlorotrifluoroethane 
R-11 replacement for centrifugal 

chillers 

R-124 Deep Green Chlorotetrafluoroethane Medium pressure chillers 

R-401A Coral Red R-22 + R-152a + R-124 Medium temperature systems 

R-401B Mustard Yellow R-22 + R-152a + R-124 
T                        d        

refrigerators 

R-402A Light Brown R-22 + R-125 + R-290 
I      h        d             k   

and food service 

R-402B Green Brown R-22 + R-125 + R-290 
Supermarket food service and 

transport 

၄.၂.၃ HFCs         ႔     
Table 4-3 HCFCs         ႔                                        
            

       
     d     

       
                                 

R-23 Light Gray Trifluoromethane Low temperature refrigerant 

R-134a 
Light Sky 

Blue 
Tetrafluoroethane 

Automotive industry and refrigeration 
systems 

R-404A Orange R-125 + R-143a + R-134a Medium and low temperature 

R-407C 
Chocolate 

Brown 
R-32 + R-125 + R-134a R-22 Replacement 

R-410A Rose R-32 + R-125 
Replacement for residential air 

conditioning 

R-507 Light Brown Refrigerant 125/143a 
Replacement for low-temp 

commercial refrigerant. 

 

 

CFC refrigerant                               ဖ                                                
                            ဖ       HCFC refrigerant                                             
                                                      d       ဖ       HFC refrigerant            ႔႔     
           refrigerant                                       
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Refrigerant                ဖ           ႔          ဖ    ဖ  ႔                     Chlorine                  
(Hydrogen)   ဖ        Fluorine)       ႔   ႔  ဖ       Refrigerant                          ၍           ႔ 
                                                   

         Chlorine)       ဖ        Fluorine)    ႔                                            

 

 

 

    ၄-၁     ၄-၂ 

                                                         refrigerant     ဖ                          
                       (application)                    (t                         s         
               ဏၭာ  (phase)                         secondary refrigerant    ႔                         
      (heat transfer media)  ဖ                         

   (water)                   ch    d                       heat transfer media   ဖ   
                                 ch    d                                                   
 ဖ          ႔                        ႔                                                       
(industrial application)                               ဖ              ႔                Glycol mixture          
Glycol                                           ဖ                                        
s                                            Glycol mixture   ႔               (freezing Point     
                                                                                           heat 
           d      ဖ                      

၁၉၂၀       ၁၉၃၀              Chlorofluorocarbons(CFCs                      R-11  R-12   R-503 
refrigerant                                              ဖ                                         ဖ       
       ႔      ဖ          ႔               ႔                  ႔                      ႔          ႔            
                           ၍      (long- lived in atmosphere)            

         Chlorine)                                                                     
                   -       ဖ            ဖ        Fluorine)                                          
                                   -               ဖ                       Hydrogen)                 
                                                        Chlorine)                             
                ႔         ဖ       
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                                                               d   d                  (Global 
warming)     ဖ                                                     ႔                                  
                      Chlorine        ႔                           Chlorine        ႔                
(ozone layer)                                                                Ultra Violet)               ႔ 
                                                                                                
             ႔                                  ဖ                 

CFC        ႔             ႔                                           ဖ   (HCFC        ႔  ဖ        
                                                                                           
                 ဖ    ႔           

   ႔                                     (environmental impact)                          
Hydrochlorofluro carbon(HCFC)        ႔     ဖ       -         R123 refrigerant                     
                 HCFC        ႔                            (Global Warning Potential)           
                             (Ozone Depletion Potential)     ဖ                       ၂၀၂၀        
                HCFC refrigerant                  equipment                                                   
                              

Hydrofluorocorbons(HFCs) refrigerant                          e                         
                                refrigerant  ဖ                                    HFCs 
refrigerant  ဖ       R123 (HCFC)     negative pressure chiller                       R134a (HFC)     
positive pressure chiller                       

Refrigerant                    d  d   -                   (toxicity)                            
(flammability          ၍                                       

           (Toxicity Group)                        (Flammability Group) 
A= nontoxic (                               ) 1= No flame propagation(               ) 
B= evidence of toxicity identified 
(                                      ) 

2= Low flammability(                 ) 
3= High Flammability (                ) 

၄.၃ Refrigerant                    
V                                 ၍ r                h                               

                                           ဖ                                                     
           

( ) Non poisonous and Non toxic (or low toxicity )  
                                                                              ႔             

         

( ) Chemically stable in both liquid and  vapor state  
                 (liquid or vapor)      ဖ                                            

          (stable)           

( ) Non Flammable  
                         ႔   ဖ                                    ႔                            
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                   ႔  ဖ        

(ဃ) Non Corrosive 
                                                                     ႔   ဖ                   ႔  ဖ   

       

( ) Low Boiling Point 
       (boiling point)                  ႔       ဖ        Boiling point           refrigerant      

corresponding pressure                 ဖ                    

( ) High Latent Heat 
 Latent heat         ဖ                   ႔  ဖ        Latent heat                     

        refrigeration effect    ႔      cooling capacity                           
                                   

( ) Small Specific Volume 
 Specific Volume(ft3/lb)    ဖ                   ႔  ဖ                 cooling capacity      

       specific volume                             ႔                               ဖ    
chiller          ႔                refrigerant     (             ဖ   )              

( ) Low Leak Tendency and Easy to Detect 
                                   ႔  ဖ               ႔             ဖ                                    

                                ႔  ဖ        

(  ) Low Price and Commonly Available  
                                                                                                

      ႔                      ႔                                  (ban)                       
                    

 Refrigerant                                 refrigerant                         thermodynamic 
                              
 (၁) Evaporator       Condenser ဖ                 
 (၂) Coefficient of Performance And Power Requirements (C.O.P)    ဖ        
 (၃)  High suction gas density   
 (၄) Positive pressure at evaporation and  condensing condition 
 (၅) Critical temperature and triple point well outside 
 (၆)  Latent heat    ဖ        
 (၇) Specific volume    ဖ        
 ( ) working range pressure       dielectric strength            
 (၉) Refrigerant                                          
 (၁၀)  Freezing temperature 
 (၁၁) Environmentally friendly 
 (၁၂) Critical temperature       pressure                                          ဖ       
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(၁) Evaporator       Condenser Pressure      
 Pressure (၂)       ဖ                      ဖ        pressure (၂)                     ဖ     

                          ႔     system          ႔                               ဖ     
(၂)                       compressor       condenser    ႔            ႔               ဖ    
                 power                            ဖ              50 psi          reciprocating 
compressor              ဖ              20 psi       50 psi          rotary compressor     
              

(၂) Coefficient of Performance and Power Requirements 
 Refrigeration system                                                  ဖ       Power 

requirement     C.O.P                          ဖ       R-11   C.O.P                 ဖ       
power                         ဖ       CO2   C.O.P               ဖ       power              
           ဖ       

(၃) Suction Gas Density     ဖ                
 Suction gas density     ဖ                                                   ဖ       

(၄) Positive pressure at evaporation and  condensing condition 
 Evaporation       condensing ဖ            ဖ                                       

                                    

(၅) Critical temperature and triple point well outside 
 Operation condition     critical temperature       triple point        ဖ                  

        (stable)      

(၆) Latent Heat    ဖ        
 Refrigerant effect                    evaporator pressure      latent heat    ဖ               

                                             Standard cycle                     latent heat 
   ဖ                       ဖ            

(၇) Specific Volume 
 Specific volume                                      compressor                   

   ဖ               reciprocating compressor                          ဖ               rotary 
   ႔      centrifugal compressor                         

( ) Refrigerant                                          
                        ႔                       refrigerant                       ဖ    

           (cost)                                 industrial plant          
             ဖ                     ဖ                  refrigerant                      
      ၍                  

(၉) Freezing Temperature 
 Freezing temperature           refrigerant                          
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(၁၀) Environmentally friendly 
                                          refrigerant                          

(၁၁) Critical Temperature and Pressure 
 Refrigerant        critical temperature     condensing temperature              power 

                       

၄.၄ Refrigerant                                   
Refrigerant                           
 ( )                                        (environmental impact)  
 ( )                          (performance) 
 ( )                   (hazard)                          

                                                              Ozone Depletion P        -           
                    Global Warning          -        ၍                   

 
     ၄ ၄               ဖ           -                                 ဖ          ႔        

                  -                                    ဖ                              -     ဖ       
 ႔              -        ၂၀၃၀                                                             -             -    
   ႔                     ႔                   Coefficient Of Performance(COP                 
                 ဖ          

                                                          physical pr                      
                                h    d                               Latent heat    ဖ                       
                                                          ႔                                          
 ဖ       

COP    ဖ                            power)                                             cooling 
          ႔      refrige                                    

TABLE 4-4 
Refrigerant ODP GWP-100 COP kW/RT ASHRAE safety group 
HCFC –123 0.0012 93 6.52 0.54 A1 

HFC-134a 0.000 1320 6.24 0.56 A1 
HCFC-22 0.055 1780 6.18 0.57 A1 
HFC- 245ca 0.000 560 6.47 0.54 - 
HFC-152a 0.000 140 6.35 0.55 A2 

R-407C 0.000 1610 5.56 0.61 A1 
R-410a 0.000 1975 5.86 0.60 A1 
R-290 0.000 20 6.14 0.57 A3 

ODP       GWP    ဖ              refrigerant                    ၍                       ၍ 
           ဖ                 ဖ       
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Table 4-5 compares various performance aspects of three of the most common refrigerants presently 
used in air conditioning with R22. 
Characteristic R407C R134a R410A 
Glide  6 K 0 K <0.5 K 
Global warming potential 1610 1300 1890 
Pressure at 50 °C 19.6 bar 13.2 bar 30.8 bar 
Compressor CoP* 95–101% 101% 92–100% 
Heat transfer* Same Slightly less Higher 
Tubing size* Same Larger Smaller 
System performance* 95–100% 95–100% 98–106% 
System cost* Same Slightly higher Slightly lower 
Extent of redesign required* Minor Significant Significant 
* Compared to R22 

CIBSE Knowledge Series: KS13(Refrigeration) 

 

၄.၅ Nomenclature 
 Refrigerant                      “R   ဖ                                                  
                                                         

R 134a       R      refrigerant                

 1     number of C              –    ဖ          (    ဖ         ဖ                
Refrigerant                Carbon(c) atom            (၁      ၍  ဖ          
 ဖ       

 3                 d                   ဖ       Refrigerant                
Hydrogen(H) atom             (၁)     ၍  ဖ           ဖ       

 4     Fluorine(F) atom           ဖ       Refrigerant                Fluorine(F) 
atom              ဖ           ဖ       

 a                                           ဖ       

R  No. of carbon atom - 
1 

 No. of Hydrogen 
atom+1 

 No of Fluorine 
atom   

 Isomer  

               Classification of Halogen refrigerant      ဖ                          ဖ     ဖ            

   ႔               ဖ                                                               
 ဖ                                                                  ဖ     ဖ                k   T  
 ဖ    ch                                         ဖ            -                  h                
k   T                        1 refrigeration t                             0.54 kW          
                 k   T                                                 ဖ                 
k   T                                                ဖ             k   T             k        
 T                 
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Refrigerant          halogen refrigerant       zerotropic mixture refrigerant   ၍            

Halogen refrigerant                ႔(gas                 ဖ       

 
R404A R     refrigerant                
 4     400 series – zeontropic mixture                
 04     compound of mixture                (                                        )  

 A                  (% compound)                 
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၄.၆               Refrigerant      
              refrigerant                                                                        

 ဖ            
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၄.၆.၁ R-11 Trichloromonofluoromethane - CCL3F 
 Refrigeration                                           ဖ      ၄            ႔ဖ           

                                                        ဖ             ႔                   ဖ       
          ဖ                    (boiling point)    23.77°C (74.7°    ဖ       Specific volume 
   ဖ       12.3 ft3/l   ဖ       Standard cycle 5°F (-15°C)             ဖ        24 in Hg (609.6 mmHg) 
               85°F (30°C)             ဖ        18.3 psia (1.28 kg/cm3   ဖ       Latent heat    ဖ       84 
Btu/l   ဖ                                     air conditioning                                   R-11          
                                               ဖ       

၄.၆.၂ R-12 Dichlorodifluoromethane - CCL2F2 
                       ႔                     ဖ                     (boiling point)     -
30°C(-21.6°    ဖ                                                          ႔  ဖ                     
                       ႔                                                                       ဖ             
           ဖ                      specific volume                               compressor 
                      Standard cycle 5°F       85°F       ဖ       ဖ           26.5 psi (1.86 kg/cm2)       
108 psi (7.58 kg/cm2)    ႔  ဖ       R-12                              (cylinder)                 
  ဖ       ဖ       

၄.၆.၃ R-22 Monochlorodifluoromethane - CHCLF2 
 Refrigeration                                        ဖ                  air conditioning 
                                    Reciprocating compressor                                     ႔  
                          ဖ           ဖ                    (boiling point)    -41°F (-40.8°   
 ဖ                                                         Latent heat    ဖ       5°F      93.21 Btu/l  
 ဖ       standard cycle 5°F       85°F             ဖ            43.02 psi(3.03 kg/cm2)       174.5 psi (12.26 
kg/cm2)   ႔  ဖ                                                                                    ဖ    
            filter dryer                           C.O.P     4.6    ႔ ဖ       R-22              
                 (cylinder)                              ဖ       

၄.၆.၄ R-500 (R - 152 a + R - 12) (CCL2F2/CH3CHF2) 
 R-500                                                                     reciprocating compressor 
                        Azeotropic           ဖ       R-152 A          26.2%       R-12          
73.8%    ႔                ဖ           ဖ                   -28°F(-33.3°    ဖ       5°F       86°F 
           ဖ            19.7 psi(1.4 kg/cm2)       127.6 psi(7.94 kg/cm2)    ႔ ဖ       R-500             
R-12     latent heat    ဖ    20%           ၍ specific volume 18%    ႔               Latent heat     5°F 
     82.45 Btu/lb  ဖ       R-500        ႔                          ဖ    dryer                            R-
500                                     ဖ       

၄.၆.၅ R - 502 (R - 22 + R - 115) (CHCLF2/ CCL2CF3) 
 Azeotropic           ဖ  ၍ R-22          48.8%       R-115          51.2%    ႔               
 ဖ                                         ဖ                                                        
                                               ႔ (ice cream)                  freezer                       
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    ဖ               (boiling point)    -50.16°F(-46°    ဖ       5°F     evaporating pressure     50.68 
psi(3.56 kg/cm2   ဖ  ၍ 86°F     condensing pressure     175.1 psi(12.31 kg/cm2   ဖ       Specific 
volume    ဖ            ဖ    compressor                                Latent heat    ဖ       72.5 Btu/lb 
 ဖ              ႔        cylinder                      (orchid)         ဖ       

၄.၆.၆ R-744 (Carbondioxide CO2) 
 R-744             ၁  ၁                                           refrigerant                   
                                                                                                    
          ဖ                                                ဖ                (boiling  point)      -
28°F (-33°    ဖ       5°F      evaporating pressure     23.34 Kg/cm2              ဖ       85°F     
condensing pressure     1057 psi  ဖ          ႔        operating pressure                           
                          R-744             d              ၍                          ႔     ႔ 
                           

၄.၆.၇ R-717 (Ammonia -NH3) 
 R-717             refrigerant   ဖ                               ဖ                    
                                                      ဖ                           ႔              
         ႔                              ဖ                                                   
                                                          ႔                                   
                 ဖ               (boiling point)    -28°F(-33.3°C)                        -77.8°  
 ဖ       5°F     evaporating pressure                ဖ       86°F     condensing pressure     154.5 
psi(11kg/cm2   ဖ       Latent heat     5°F      565 Btu/lb    ႔ ဖ                         
                  R-717        ႔                                          ဖ       

                             ႔                  ဖ    ႔                                ႔ (industrial 
refrigerant)   ဖ                                                                  (high toxicity)  
                  (                     ႔                                                                   
        (                        (coppery          ဖ                                                  
                                         ဖ                              (                     
(density)                                                           (   k   ဖ                    
         ႔                  ႔                                             ဖ                         
   ႔                          k   ဖ                                

၄.၆.  R134 a       R407C 
R134                 ႔                                                    ႔      ဖ         

                                   ဖ     pressure)                             d                
                          ႔                                                                             
               tube                                                               (domestic)             
(commercial refrigeration)                                       ႔                          
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၄.၆.၉ R407C 
          R32(23%)   R125(           R134a(        ႔                  zeo                

 ဖ                           (p                -                    ဖ                  d        h    
                          (                                    s                      
                       ‘               d    ဖ                                                 
       ႔                               ႔    ၂၀၁၅                   h   d      ဖ                         
                 ဖ       

၄.၆.၁၀ R404A 
          commercial refrigeration                                    ႔                     

Low temperature application(-40°C to -25°C)                                (superior performance) 
                            d   h                                                               ဖ    
                          I    -                                         

            h                         ဖ                                                        h  h 
          ဖ           ႔                                                refrigerant side heat transf   
                                                ႔                                      
                             

R410A     R32       R125    ႔                      ႔ ဖ       Temperature glide          
 ဖ                      ႔                          working pressure              Direct expansion (DX)   
Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)       water chilling                                            

၄.၆.၁၁ R290 Propane 
  d          ဖ                        l  - h                                           

                        flammable)       ႔  ဖ                                                   

၄.၆.၁၃ R744 (                     (CO2) ) 
                     (CO2)        ႔    latent heat     ဖ              heat transfer c           

            high p                                        (high density)    ႔                              
d                                      smaller pipe diameter)                                        
                        CO2                                                  ဖ       Condensing 
t               c                            ႔                    vapor c                            
               ဖ              

၄.၆.၁၄ Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 
    ဖ  sulfur)                          oxygen                 ႔                  Sulfur 

Dioxide(SO2                               d   ဖ                                                 
(higher-toxicity compound                                                 

၄.၆.၁၅ R-718 
  (H2O)         -                           ဖ               h                           
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၄.၇ Equivalent R-11            
                           ႔               ဖ            ဖ            R-11 refrigerant     

    ဖ     ၍  ဖ               R-     ODP    ဖ                 ဖ                ဖ           
 ဖ        -                                      refrigerant  ဖ          ႔        R-            ဖ       
၁(                       R-            ဖ              ဖ         -            ဖ                      
                  ဖ         -                                                  ႔        R-11        ႔ 
          1kg          ဖ                                  R-22        ႔           29.4 k          
 ဖ                                         R-22 29.4 kg                    h      -              R-
123       k                 R-11              1kg)                              ဖ              ဖ       

 R-11 R141 R22 R123 R-134a 
ODP    ဖ    1.00 0.110 0.034 0.012 0.000015 
Equivalent weight of R11 1.00 9.10 kg 0.034kg 0.012kg  

၄.  Virgin Refrigerant and Reconditioning Refrigerant 
Virgin refrigerant                                                                        ႔ 

(refrigerant)            ဖ       Reconditioning refrigerant                        refrigerant          
       ႔                 refrigerant  ဖ       

၂၀၂၀                                                                                 ဖ       
                                                equipment                                       
 ဖ                                          ဖ                refrigerant                          
               (re-conditioning)                     Virgin R-22 refrigerant      ၂၀၂၀                        
           ဖ                

၂၀၃၀                          HCFC refrigerant                                         ဖ       
၂၀၃၀              virgin HCFC refrigerant                    (     R-123)        d         
refrigerant     recycle refrigerant                 

                   refrigerant            ႔  ဖ                     ႔                                   ႔ 
 ဖ               (d           ႔                                 ဖ       

၄.၉ Selection of Refrigerants 
                                refrigerant                                                    

                                         
(၁)                                                      (ozone- and environment friendly) 
(၂)                 (low boiling temperature) 
(၃)                                (low volume  flow rate per unit capacity) 
(၄)     ဖ                 (vaporization pressure lower than atmospheric pressure) 
(၅) High heat of vaporization 
(၆)                                         ဖ            (non-flammable and non-explosive) 
(၇)                                 (non-corrosive and non-toxic) 
( ) Non-reactive and non-depletive with the lubricating oils of the compressor 
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(၉) Refrigerant               ႔                                          ဖ           
(nonacidic in case of a mixture with water or air) 

(၁၀)               ဖ                        (chemically stable) 
(၁၁)                - suitable thermal and physical properties(e.g., thermal conductivity, viscosity)  
(၁၂)                                       (commercially available) 
(၁၃)                                      (easily detectable in case of leakage)       
(၁၄)                                            (low cost)    ႔  ဖ        

 
    ၄-၃                            

                           saturation property                                  Refrigerant 
      medium                           h                                             5°C    10°C        
                                 (refrigerated space)    0°C                       refrigerant 
                       −10°C  ဖ           ႔     refrigerated space               refrigerant          
                

 

 

Refrigeration cycle                  ဖ        evaporator          ဖ          Refrigerant 
            ဖ            ဖ                            ႔            refrigeration system 
         ႔                         ဖ                            ႔                               −10°C   
refrigerant   saturation pressure     1 atm    ႔      1 atm                            Ammonia 
      R-134a    ႔  evaporation pressure         ဖ                     

   d                refrigerant                                       ႔         h    
       d    d                          d                                                   
                      d                                                             d         
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၄.၁၀             Refrigerant                   (Selection of the Right Refrigerant) 
၁ ၅၀             Ethyl ether     vapor-compression system       refrigerant   ဖ           

                     ႔      ammonia   carbon dioxide   methyl chloride   sulphur dioxide   butane   
ethane   propane   isobutene   gasoline       chlorofluorocarbons        ႔     refrigerant   ဖ            
                    (Ammonia)                 ႔  ဖ                             (industrial)        
                     (heavy-commercial)                                          ဖ        

           (Ammonia)                                                                    (    
           )                          heat exchanger                              thermodynamic       transport 
property                                  ဖ                                                                       ႔ 
 ဖ                      “natural refrigerant    ၍                

           (ammonia)                ႔  ဖ                                    refrigerant 
  ဖ                 ဖ                      (ammonia)                            (food refrigeration 
facilitie)                                       (fresh fruits)                      (vegetables)  
            (meat and fish)                                  (dairy products)  ဖ              ႔                
               ႔                                  ႔                                               process industry 
                                                                                              (Ammonia)    
refrigerant   ဖ                   

                                                            sulfur dioxide   ethyl chloride       
methyl chloride    ႔                                  ႔      ဖ         ၁၉၂၀              
                               ႔                                refrigerant                                     
           ႔           Frigidaire Corporation                        General Motor          
              R-21                   R-21     ၁၉၂             CFC                               
             ဖ         “            ဖ                    ၁၉၃၁            General Motors              
Du Pont           ႔            ၍ R-11       R-12    ႔            ဖ                                               
                               ဖ         CFC        ႔        aerosols   foam insulations             
               (electronic industry)         chip            ႔                       

                         air-conditioning system                          chiller          
R-11            ၍                   R-12              refrigerator       freezer                         
                           R-22                  air conditioner        heat pump                air 
conditioner                                                       (industrial refrigeration system) 
         R-22       ammonia                                   

R-502     R-115       R-22    ႔                    refrigerant(a blend of R-115 and R-22) 
 ဖ       R-502           -                   ဖ                      (low temperature)                         
super market                         CFC           R-11   R-12       R-115    ႔               (ozone 
layer)                                     ႔        R-12     R-134a        ႔ ဖ                               

၄.၁၁ Refrigerant - HFC-134a          
HFC-134a                           (၆၀)         ႔                              Chloro-

fluorocarbons(CFC)        ႔                                   ၍                       ဖ        
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          refrigerant                               HFC-134a refrigerant             
                            (low toxicity)                     (non-flammable)                    
           (non-corrosive)                             ၍                   (compatible with other materials) 
       ႔  ဖ          ႔                 thermodynamic       physical property                ၍ 
                    ႔(refrigerant)  ဖ         

HFC-134a        ႔                single compound            ဖ                      refrigerant  ဖ   
              refrigerant         azeotropes    ႔      zeotropes (             ႔                   
              ႔                                  ဖ          ႔        HFC-134a     chiller       
               refrigerant           ဖ       

   -            ႔  chemical property           

 
HFC-134a        ႔    CFC-11  CFC-12        ႔                                      

Refrigerant         polymer foam                      (blowing)                  aerosol 
product                                        ႔       CFC-11  CFC-12    HFC-134a        ႔        
                               performance                      equipment                                 
                       

CFC        ႔        refrigerant   ဖ                                                   
                      ႔            blowing agent   ဖ                                             
                                 cleaning agent   ဖ                                   ႔     CFC 
       ႔                        (Ch                                          (Ozone Depletion)      ဖ     
             ႔        CFCs        ႔                                    ႔          ႔    (phased out production of 
CFCs)                                Hydrofluorocarbon(HFC)        ႔    (R134a)  ဖ             
                             HFC-134a        ႔             (Chlorine)                  Ozone 
Depletion Potential(ODP)   ဖ             ဖ                  ဖ    HFC-134a        ႔                       
                                HFC-134a     Hydrofluorocarbon-134a    ႔      R134a               
       

HFC-134a        ႔              (                         refrigeration industry             
                     (safe) refrigerant   ဖ                                                   
                 supermarket                                                                           
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show case    ႔      display case                      commercial chiller                     
                

               CFC-12       HFC-134a    ႔  medium-temperature conditions       
theoretical performance                    ဖ            

 
HFC-134a     CFC-12     theoretical performance                                   

                         HFC-134a        ႔                                           
(excellent thermodynamic)                       ႔        HFC-134a        ႔        refrigeration        
                                                

   ႔              HFC-134a        ႔                 centrifugal chiller         
           ၁၉၇၀                ၁၉ ၀                             centrifugal chiller         efficiency ၃၅% 
   ႔                

 
    ၄-၄              h                                    
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             kW/Ton( h                                   ဖ                ဖ       Chiller 
             k  T              chiller        ၍            ဖ     ဖ       HFC-134a        ႔    
      d                        ဖ                                   global climate change)          
                      

၄.၁၂ Positive Pressure Refrigerant 
   -                                     d                        ဖ                   

        “positive pressure refrigerant               ႔               ဖ    (                    ဖ        
                   refrigeration                                           ႔        positive pressure chiller 
        American Society of Mechanical Engineers(  M                                d             
                                      ASME                  (code)   chiller                    
    ဖ    (normal operating pressure)    (၇)             ဖ                                     
   ႔        chiller        refrigerant           (   k                      

                                               h                           (leak rates)            
၁၇                h            vessel                                            chiller             
refrigerant                  (ch    d                               ႔         ႔               

၄.၁၂.၁ Smaller Footprint (                                     ) 
HFC-134a        ႔                               HCFC refrigerant    ႔                     

                 ႔           -                          (volume)              HCFC refrigerant 
   ႔                 (volume)                     ႔        HFC-      h                     
၃၅%    ၄၀                         ႔        chiller                                            
                                                   Ch                                
                                                                                       

၄.၁၂.၂ Less Oil Waste                                  ) 
Chiller                              oil)                                     (oil)         

                                           ႔            -    ဖ                h                      
              oil)                             ဖ               chiller                        
           (၄)        ႔      (၅)                          HFC refrigerant                (chlorine) 
                                                        ဖ              ႔        HFC-134   ဖ                h      
           h                                   S   h                                        
                                superior performance)             h                                    
refrigerant           (lubricant)   ဖ    h                                                      
           

၄.၁၂.၃ Increased Safety                         ) 
                                                               ဖ          -         

   ႔               h                                refrigerant  ဖ                        
                     -                   d   ဖ                        
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၄.၁၃ Refrigerant Safety Group 
           (toxicity)                    (flammability)                    ၍ safety                    

        Refrigerant         national refrigerant safely code  ဖ            (၃)      ၍                   
                                              (Group 1)                                     
             ဖ                               (Group 2)                                          
       (Group 3)               
Table 4-7 refrigerant safety group 
Group Refrigerant Name 
Group 1 R-113  R-11  R-21  R-114  R-12  R-22-R-30  R-22  R-774  R-13    R-14  R-500 
Group 2  R-40  R-160  R-717  R-764  R-1130 

Group 3 R-50  R-170  R-290  R-600  R-601  R-1150 
  
Table 4-8 ASHRAE safety classification 

Classification 
Low/No Toxicity A 
(PEL>400ppm) 

High ToxicityB 
(PEL<400ppm) 

No Flammability (Class 1) 
A1 

(R12, R22, R134a, R407c, R744) 
B1 

(R123) 

Low Flammability (Class 2) A2(R32, R152a) B2(R717- NH3) 

High Flammability (Class 3) A3(Propane) B3(Ethylene-R1150) 

According to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 34-1997, safety groups are classified as follows: 
 (၁) A1 lower toxicity and no flame propagation 
 (၂) A2 lower toxicity and lower flammability 
 (၃)  A3 lower toxicity and higher flammability 
 (၄) B1 higher toxicity and no flame propagation 
 (၅) B2 higher toxicity and lower flammability 
 (၆)  B3 higher toxicity and higher flammability 

၄.၁၄ Safety Requirements 
                                    refrigerant                        seal           

component                                                                              ဖ      
                                     ႔  ဖ                  

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 34-1997    refrigerant                      class A       class B   ၍ 
                         Class A          refrigerant                                Threshold limit 
value–time-weighted average (TLV-TWA)           ၍ 400 ppm                   concentration      
             (identified) Class A          refrigerant   ဖ               TLV-TWA concentration 
                          ( )                               (၄၀)         refrigerant            ႔ 
                                   ဖ                    (concentration)                           
                    parts per million by mass    M   ဖ           - 400 ppm                       
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                  refrigerant                (၄၀၀)              ဖ       Class B refrigerant         
                                  ဖ         TLV-TWA concentration 400 ppm                 
       ႔                              

                (flammable) refrigerant                                                  ႔ ဖ    
     ႔                          flammable refrigerant              soldering                welding 
            ႔                              

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 34-1997    refrigerant                     (flammability)     
              ဖ                   
Class 1  
 ဖ     14.7 psia (101 kPa)                65°F (18.3°C)           refrigerant     flame 

propagation                   “Class 1    ဖ               

Class 2  
 Refrigerants   lower flammability limit (LFL)    ဖ                70°F (21.1°C)       ဖ     

14.7 psia (101 k                   0.00625 lb/ft3 (0.1 kg/m3)                 Class 2  
  ဖ                                                 (heat of combustion)    
8174 Btu/lb (19,000 kJ/kg)                 “Class 2     ဖ               

Class 3  
 Refrigerants   lower flammability limit (LFL)    ဖ                70°F (21.1°C)       ဖ     

14.7 psia (101 kPa                 0.00625 lb/ft3 (0.1 kg/m3)                 Class 2  
  ဖ                                                 (heat of combustion)    
8174 Btu/lb (19,000 kJ/kg)              “            ဖ               

Zeotropic blend        ႔                                                                       
     (flammability)                    ( toxicity)    ႔                         

   -                                                           ဖ                              
                      ႔                                               h                                         
                            

                           ႔                      ဖ                       refrigerant com    d 
                                                          ဖ     h         ႔                      
                                      ဖ                            Periodic t                    
        ၁၀၀                                                 d   ဖ                             

              nitrogen)                            hydrogen           ႔ ဖ                  
           (A                        ႔ ဖ       (toxicity)                        (flammability)    ႔        
                                                 (industrial process refrigeration)                 
           

၄.၁၄.၁                                (Thermal Decomposition) 
HFC-134a        ႔                                                (d                   

                (d                     hydrogen fluoride       ႔                                   
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                  (                  d                      ႔                                     
                      (d            ဖ                                    

Refrigerant   ဖ                                                           ဖ       

 ၁                              ဖ       (Non poisonous) 
 ၂                                 (Non explosive) 
 ၁                                                 ဖ          (Non corrosive) 
 ၄                            ဖ       (Non flammable) 
 ၅              ဖ              (Non toxic) 
 ၆         ႔     ဖ                      (Stable) 
 ၇          ဖ                                                     (Low boiling point) 
                                  (Undilutable) 
 ၉                                Latent Heat                  (High latent heat) 
 ၁၀  Condenser       Evaporator ဖ                          (Small pressure difference) 
 ၁၁  Specific Volume    ဖ    ft3                (Small specific volume) 
 ၁၂                                 (Low leak tendency) 
 ၁၃                                     (Easy to detection) 
 ၁၄                        (Low price) 

  
 Refrigerant                                                                                          
         "R"           refrigerant                 ဖ                       American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air conditioning Engineers      ဖ   (ASHRAE)                             ဖ        

Standard Evaporator and Condenser Temperature 
 Refrigeration                                       ဖ    standard evaporator temperature     -
15°C(5°F)                               ႔       condensing temperature     30°C(86°F)             
                          

Table 4-9 natural refrigerants and synthetic refrigerants 

Natural Refrigerants 
Synthetic Refrigerants 

CFC's HCFC's HFC's 
Ammonia R11 R21 Single substances 
Hydrocarbons R12 R22 R23 
Carbon dioxide ... R123 R134a 
Water R500 R124 Blends 
Air   R507 
   R404A 
   R410A 

   R407C 
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၄.၁၄.၂ Leakage Detection  
              refrigerant                                                                   

 ဖ                                                                                                        
   ႔          d               ႔ ဖ                                           h                               
                                               h                                                 
         Leakage Detection                   ၂၁                ဖ             

၄.၁၄.၃                    (Safety) 
Refrigeration                          safety                                      
(၁)                                                                                        ႔      

  ဖ                              

(၂)                   sulphur dioxide        ႔                                                     
 ဖ      ဖ                              

(၃)  Compressor oil                                                                              
                                       

(၄)                                                              Refrigerant        ႔     
                                                ဖ           ဖ        ၍        ႔     
                            ႔        ၍         ႔     ဖ               

(၅) Refrigerant        ႔                                          ႔                               
                   ဖ                                                 ဖ             
       ႔                                  ဖ              

(၆)  System     charging                                                                          
                                   ဖ            (high pressure)                          

(၇)        ႔                          ဖ                                                      ႔ 
                                   ႔         ႔                                     ဖ                      
              ႔  ဖ                

( ) Condensing unit                   ဖ          h  h                                 ၍ valve       
ဖ                                ဖ           ႔                         

(၉) Refrigerant                                               ႔                                    
                                                      ႔                                          

(၁၀) Refrigerant                                                                                     
                                 ဖ                                    

(၁၁)                     ႔                                                  refrigerant          
              

(၁၂)  System        refrigerant                                 system                ဖ                    
 ဖ               ဖ                    
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Chiller                    cooling                                    ဖ          refrigerant 
    (cfm)                    Table 1                                            refrigerant 
(cfm      ဖ            HFC-134a     3 cfm/ton  ဖ       HCFC-123     17 cfm/ton  ဖ       HFC-
134a   d                          ဖ        

                                        design parameter     impeller          ႔ 
               refrigerant   inlet velocity  ဖ       Mach            Mach 1              
                     ဖ    inlet velocity     0.9 Mach                  ႔            

          1000 ton centrifugal chiller                                          ၃           
            ဖ             

Table 4-10 refrigerant properties 

Refrigerant HCFC 123 HFC 134a HCFC 22 

Condenser Pressure psig @ 100°F 6.10 124.1 195.9 

Evaporator Pressure psig @ 40°F (Inches of Mercury 
Vacuum) 

(18.1) 35.0 68.5 

Net Refrigerant Effect(BTU/lb) 66.0 68.0 73 

Refrigerant. Circulated lbs/min./ton 3.08 3.00 2.78 

Gas Flow cfm/ton 18.15 3.17 1.83 

Head(BTU/lb) 7.73 8.34 9.0 

Tip Speed ft./sec. 656 682 707 

Ozone Depletion Potential(ODP) 0.02 0.00 0.05 

 
    ၄-၅ Green house effect 

၄.၁၅                    (Green House Effect) 
                                                              (Green House Effect) 

         ဖ                          ႔                  ဖ                       ဖ            
                                          (Green House Effect)                                 
 ဖ                  ႔                          ႔    (Green House Gases)                            
                                                    ႔                                            
               ၍                 ႔                                       ဖ                          
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       ႔                                 ႔                                       ႔      ဖ   
                 ၍                                         ဖ    ဖ                   

 
    ၄-၆ Green house effect 

၄.၁၆            (Ozone Layer) 
                                                                    ႔               

                               

           ႔                                                                      
                                                                     ဖ    ဖ  ႔             
                  -  

(၁)          ဖ          (Troposphere Layer) 

                            ႔           ႔           ဖ                 (၁၀)                          

(၂)          ဖ         (Stratosphere Layer) 

         ဖ                                     (၁၀)             (၅၀)                      
                                                              ဖ                           
 ဖ                     ဖ                              

(၃)        ဖ         (Mesosphere Layer) 

                ဖ             (၅၀)             (၉၀)                                 
                                  (        )      ဖ                                 
          ( ၀)          (-80°C          

(၄)        ဖ         (Thermosphere Layer) 
                    ဖ                        (၉၀)    (၁၂၀)                               
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                       ဖ                                                           
(၁၉)    (၄                                             ႔                                             
                        ဖ        

                ႔                                                (O3)  ဖ                    
       ႔                                                                                           (3O2) 
                                   (2O3   ဖ                            ဖ                                  
                                                                                          
                     (O2                                                                           
                                         (O2                                                   ဖ   
                                  nascent oxygen (               (O2                                
         (O+O2=O3)                     (O3        ဖ            

    ႔                         ဖ     ႔                           ဖ                           
                                        ႔                                                         
        ႔                             ဖ                                                             
     ဖ              ႔                                                                      

    ၍                                        ႔                 ႔                          
          ဖ                                               ဖ                       ဖ              
                               ႔  ဖ                                                                         
                                           ႔                      ဖ   ဖ                                
                                ဖ                  ႔             ႔                                         
                ဖ                          ဖ                  

 
    ၄-၇                       (Ozone depletion)     ဖ            
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                                                                  ႔                           
               ႔    ဖ                                                             ႔               
                                                                                              
                                                                                              
           ႔           

၁၉၇၀                                                                                ႔         
   ႔              ႔       ႔           ဖ              ဖ                  ႔                               
                                                                                           ဖ    
                                                       ႔             ဖ                   

CFC        ႔      ႔                                               ႔                                  
                                     (CO2)        ႔                                                   
                             ဖ       

          ႔                             ဖ    ဖ                  ၁၉ ၀                     
                                          ဖ                   ႔       ႔                      
                                                                                                   
       ဖ                                                              ႔                           
                      ဖ               ဖ       ၄      ႔                                           
                                             ႔                                             
                                                              ႔                                            
                                        ဖ                  ႔        ႔          

                                                                                     
                                                                                             
                            ႔  ဖ                         ႔                               
                                                                                      ဖ                    

၄.၁၆.၁                       (ODP) 
                                                                                ဖ       

                (၁၀)         (၃၀)                             ႔                                   
                                    (Ultra – Violet Rays)                   ႔                      
        

                                 ဖ            (Chlorofluorcarbons – CFSs)        (Halon)       
                 (Methy Bromide)              ႔                         ႔                           
             ဖ                                                                                                   
၂၀၀၀                ၂၀၀၃                                                                          ၂၀၀၀ 
                    ၁၉      ႔  (၂၆.၉)                               ၂၀၀၃            (၂၉)     
                                             

                                               ႔            ဖ          World Mathrology 
Organization                                                                                      
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                                       ႔                                                                     
               ဖ    ဖ                                                                            
      ဖ                 ႔                                    ႔                                  
              ႔                                   ဖ                ဖ                                    
                            ဖ          ႔                                                   

 
    ၄-                                                 

၄ ၁၇                    
                  (UVR)                                                                 

                                                      ဖ                 UVR (                   
                   UVA (315-                 -             UVC (100-280 nm) rays   ၍                 
          

 
    ၄- ၉                    

                     ဖ       UVC                                 ဖ                          
(Rays)                                                         ႔                    
              UVA                                          (၁၀)               ႔                     ႔ 
                         ႔                                            UVR                   UVA 
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        ႔ UVB          ႔  ဖ                       ႔               Vitamin D                          
                                                                                                    
                             ဖ               

 
    ၄-၁၀                     ဖ           

 
    ၄-၁၁                           

၄.၁                               (UV Index) 
                                                   (spectrum)                   295-325 

nm                          ႔                                                         weighted curve 
                                         ဖ                                        250nm (nanometer) 
                                                  ဖ         ဖ       ၂၅                        UVI 
   ဖ    10           

                               UVI    ဖ       10                                         
           ဖ   11 +        ဖ                                                    UVI           
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           ႔          I               ဖ                                       I                    
                                                                                       

၄.၁ .၁                              (UV Index)             
UVI         ၁၉၉၂                                                                  ႔       ၍ 

                           UVI                                 ဖ            ႔                  
          ဖ            UVI                         ဖ                        UVI                    
                                               UVI                                              
၂၀၀၄              ၍                                  ၂၀၀၅              ၍                 
                                         

 
    ၄-၁၂ UV Index Scale 

၄.၁ .၂                                  
                  ႔                                     UVI      (                              

                                           (sunburns)                    (cataracts)               
                    (skin aging)                                      (Immunosuppression)               
     (skin cancer)                                    

 UVI    ဖ                                                                                     
                      ဖ                                 ဖ        (WHO)                          

၄.၁၉                            
၁၉၉၂                               United Nation Conference on Environment and Development 

(UNCED)                 Agenda 21                                         ဖ               
                                                    ဖ             ႔        Agenda 21    UNEP 
WMO IACR CRNT    ႔                                                INTERSUN                     
      ဖ                     

၁၉ ၇                                                                (၃၆                      ၍ 
     ဖ   (CFC)                                         ၁၉၉၅                                      
                        (၁၀၀                    ဖ    CFC)        ႔                                
                          ဖ    (Hydro-chloroflur        -             ႔                             
                 

    ႔                         ၂၀၀၁-                                                           
                ၂၀၀၆-                                                                         
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၄.၁၉.၁                                           
                                         ႔                          ဖ    ဖ             

                                             ဖ                          ဖ                           
                 ဖ              ဖ                                                                  
         (၁၀)                                     ဖ             

      ၍                                                                            
                     ႔                       ဖ          ႔        ဖ    ဖ                                      
                                                                                                  
                                            

                              ဖ                                                             
                                              ၂၀၁၁          ႔                                     
 ဖ                                                                                                   
                        ဖ                                                  

  ဖ    ဖ                                                       ႔                    
                                                                 ဖ                            
                                                                       ႔                             
                                                                                              (UVI 14) 
                        ႔                                                                              
                                         

 
    ၄-၁၃                                

                                                                                  ႔          
                                       (၉၉)                                                  
 ဖ                                               ဖ               

                                                                                                   
                                       ႔     ဖ                                         ၍             
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               ၁၉ ၅             ႔                                               ၍             

                                         

                                                                                               ၁၉ ၇ 
           Montreal Protocol                                   

၄.၂၀                                
                 
( )                                                  

 Vienna Convention in 1985 
- framework agreement 

( )                                                                             
• Montreal Protocol in 1987 

– Phase-out schedules for CFCs and halons         
( )                                 ၁၉၉၃              (၂၄)                   

• London Amendment in 1990 
–           d  h        ;  dd             ,     ,          

(ဃ)                          ၂  ၉         (၂၂)                    
• Copenhagen Amendment in 1992 

– added methyl bromide, HBFCs, HCFCs 
( )                                                      ၂ ၁၂               (၃ )                   

• Montreal Amendment in 1997 
– finalized phase-out schedules for methyl bromide 

 ဖ        ဖ                   
                                ဖ   (CFC)               ၂ ၁                          

                                              ၂  ၇             ၍                                          ဖ  
           (HCFC consumption)                                         ၂ ၁၃          ၍ ၂  ၉-၂ ၁  
                                                         ႔        ဖ                       ဖ            (HCFC 
consumption)     ၂ ၃                                                                                  
         ဖ       

၄.၂၁                                ဖ                              
                                                                                            ႔   

          ၂၀၄                                                                                    
                

               ဖ    ဖ                                     ဖ               ဖ                    
          ဖ    ဖ                                                                 
                                                                                                            
၂၀၄                                                                                         
                                                                           ဖ                      
                                                                     ဖ                                    
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                                                                ၁၉ ၀                    
                                                                                                 
            ၂၀၇၃                                               ႔               

                   ဖ               ဖ                                     
              ဖ  ႔(UNEP)                       ဖ  ႔(WMO)    ႔    (၄)                              
                                                                        ဖ          
                                                   ႔                    ဖ       

                                      ဖ                (၃၀၀)   ႔      ႔          
                   ဖ                                     (၁၆)     ႔                           
               ႔   ဖ                                

Table 4-11                                    ဖ        

Refrigerant 
Ozone Depletion 
Potential (ODP) 

Global Warming 
Potential (GWP) 

R-11 Trichlorofluoromethane 1.0 4000 

R-12 Dichlorodifluoromethane 1.0 2400 

R-13 B1 Bromotrifluoromethane 10   

R-22 Chlorodifluoromethane 0.05 1700 

R-32 Difluoromethane 0 650 

R-113 Trichlorotrifluoroethane 0.8 4800 

R-114 Dichlorotetrafluoroethane 1.0 3.9 

R-123 Dichlorotrifluoroethane 0.02 0.02 

R-124 Chlorotetrafluoroethane 0.02 620 

R-125 Pentafluoroethane 0 3400 

R-134a Tetrafluoroethane 0 1300 

R-143a Trifluoroethane 0 4300 

R-152a Difluoroethane 0 120 

R-245a Pentafluoropropane 0   

R-401A(53% R-22, 34% R-124, 13% R-152a) 0.37 1100 

R-401B(61% R-22, 28% R-124, 11% R-152a) 0.04 1200 

R-402A(38% R-22, 60% R-125, 2% R-290) 0.02 2600 

R-404A(44% R-125, 52% R-143a,  R-134a) 0 3300 

R-407A(20% R-32, 40% R-125, 40% R-134a) 0 2000 

R-407C(23% R-32, 25% R-125, 52% R-134a) 0 1600 

R-502(48.8% R-22, 51.2% R-115) 0.283 4.1 

R-507(45% R-125, 55% R-143) 0 3300 

R-717 Ammonia - NH3 0 0 

R-718 Water - H20 0   

R-729 Air 0   

R-744 Carbon Dioxide - CO2   1* 
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    ၄-၁၄  A schematic representation of stratospheric ozone depletion. 

     - R-134a                     refrigerator                                    −10°C      
                                20°C               ႔                ႔                             
(temperature difference) evaporating pressure       condensing pressure    ႔            

   ဖ- evaporating temperature     (−    −(    = −  °   ဖ       Condensing temperature 
    20 + 10 = 30°C. (Table A11, A12 and A13) 

Psat@ −20°C= 132.8 kPa(evaporator pressure)  
Psat@ 30°C= 770.6 kPa (condenser pressure) 

        (domestic)                        (commercial) refrigeration system          R12       R22 
  ႔      R134a  ဖ                            

 R22     ၂၀၁၅                                       (phased out)       ဖ             R22 
                          R407C                       

 
R410A     R32       R125    ႔          (blend)         Azeotropic HFC blend             

 ဖ                    (common) refrigerant            ၍ working pressure              R410A     
direct expansion(DX) unit                                          

R134a/ R407C       R410A    ႔    HFC fluid       ဖ             global warming potential 
(      ဖ                               (zero-GWP) refrigerant                     (transitional) 
refrigerant       ဖ                        ဖ               zero-GWP refrigerant         ammonia   

 R407C(HFC-407C)     R32   R125  R134a    ႔          (blend)                     ဖ             
ဖ       ဖ                   evaporation temperature       condensation temperature    ႔ 
              ႔   ႔ ဖ           ‘               d              Temperature glide         water 
chilling               refrigerant control            ဖ               Centrifugal chiller          
                   flooded evaporator          HFC-407C                               
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propane       butane    ႔ ဖ       Ammonia   propane       butans                            (toxicity) 
                       (flammability)    ႔                                                               
                  Ammonia     packaged water chiller                       Propane       butane     DX 
               water chiller                         Carbon dioxide     refrigerant   ဖ            
h  d                                           

Refrigerant         refrigeration cycle                                       working 
fluid       ဖ         ၁၉ ၀                           ၍                             ဖ           ၁၉ ၇ 
                          Montreal Protocol       EC Regulation 2037/2000(9)    ႔   ၂၀၀၀                    
 ၁       ႔                  CFCs                                      ႔                                  
                                  syst             CFCs                                          
                                                    HCFCs                         ၂၀၁၅           
                             recycled) HCFCs                                                            
                   

CFC              HFC refrigera                atmosphere      ႔                      global 
warming  ဖ            Refrigeration equipment                                                         
                        ဖ                   ဖ   ဖ                  (developed countries)             
          (Phase-out schedules)                                            
CFC phase-out by 1996 
HCFC reduction schedule 
2004  HCFC refrigerant         35%            
2010 HCFC refrigerant         65%            
2015 HCFC refrigerant         90%            
2020 HCFC refrigerant                          ၂၀၂၀            HCFC              equipment      

                                               HCFC        ၂၀၃၀                          
       ဖ   ဖ                (developing countries)                         (phase-out schedules) 
                                           

CFC freeze 1999; phase-out by 2010 
HCFC freeze 2015; phase-out by 2040 

     M                                        chlorinated fluorocarbons (CFC)       hydrochlorinated fl 
uorocarbons (HCFC)    ႔  phase-out                           

Table 4-12 
Refrigerant Year Restrictions 
CFC-11 1996 Ban on Production 
CFC-12 1996 Ban on Production 
HCFC-22 2010 Production Freeze and ban on use in new equipment 

 2020 Ban on Production 

HCFC-123 2015 Production Freeze 
 2020 Ban on use in new equipment 

 2030 Ban on Production 

HFC-134a - No restrictions 
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    ၄-၁၄ 

 
    ၄-၁၅ International Phased Out Schedule –  

 

AHRI  ဖ  ႔                   h                                          k               
 (၁) Positive pressure hermetic (R134a machine) 0.1% 
 (၂) Negative pressure hermetic (R123 machine) 0.5% 
 (၃)  Positive or negative pressure open-drive 1-2% 

  CFC-11 CFC-12 HCFC-123 HFC-134a HCFC-22 
GWP 4000 8100 76 1320 1700 
ODP 1 1 0.02 0 0.05 

 

 
-End- 

 

                                                k h                       ႔                       
(CO2   ၁ ၄                      

               ႔                                ဖ                        ႔                
(green house gas emissions                                                                          
                         ဖ        
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Chapter-5 Heat Exchangers 

Heat exchan                            work input                                  
                                                                                                 ႔             
                heat transfer)                        device)              H                               
                                                                                      ႔                       ႔      
        ႔      flui                                             transfer)                       

                               “hot fluid”    ႔       “hot medium”                                       
“cold fluid”    ႔       “cold medium”            

 
       ႔                                   ႔            (heat                        (transfer)     

                                                         Heat exchanger                                    
                                      transfer)                                              transfer         
                         (phase                                                           transfer) 
        heat exchanger                                                       Saturated s           
                     l                               (transfer)              

ဤ          h                                                                      
(types)                                                                                         selection 
criteria)                                                  

 

                                                                                        
    ႔        ႔                                                    -                            
                                                                liquid)            ႔ vapor) 
        ႔                         

                                   ႔                        ႔                    ႔        
                                               -                                   condens   
               ႔            ႔                      ႔                                    ႔           
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၅.၁                    (Fundamentals)  
                           ႔                                                                   

                                              

               

Where          Rate of heat transfer 
        Overall coefficient of heat transfer from hot fluid to cold fluid 
        Heat transfer area of the heat exchanger associated with U 
      Log Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) 

Overall coefficient of heat transfer                fluid         ႔      fluid   overall coefficient 
of heat transfer                                                                           

        
(     )  (     )

  (     ) (     )
 

                                                heat t                                 
                                                    overall coefficient of h                      
         Log Mean Temperature D                   L                                       
                                                                                        counter 
                                                          ၁                    

 

 
T1= Hot fluid (in) 
T2= Hot fluid (out) 
t1= Cold fluid (in) 
t2= Cold fluid (out) 

 
 
    ၅-၁ Temperature distribution in conunter flow heat 
exchanger 

           ၅-၁)                          (temperatu            ႔      temperature differential) 
                                “heating  fluid”           H                         (t2)    cold 
flu                   (T2)                              T2 < t2          100% true counter      
                    heat excha            temperature cross                                     
                                                                               

 
 ႔                                                                         application        

             lo                                                                                
                                            

         (         ) 

                                                       surface area)              
                                                 performance)                              
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                  heat exch                                                     
                                                              surface area)                      
              A                                       ႔                                       
                                                                                                
   ႔                                      heat transfer surface)                                     

၅.၂ Heat Exchanger                
           ႔                                                                         

 ( ) Counter flow shell and tube heat exchanger                      
 ( ) Counter flow plate heat exchanger                                                 fluid      

                                               
၅.၂.၁ Shell and Tube Heat Exchangers 

Shell and                                                                       ၭ    tubular) 
                       welded)                     ႔                                          
                                       ႔              welded)         U tube               
                                                       (both ends straight tube)                     
tube                                              

                                             longitudinal center                                  
                                         S                                                    
Tube                
 (၁) U Tube Heat Exchangers 

   
    ၅-၂ U-Tube      ၭ  shell and tube heat exchangers 

 (၂  Straight Tube Exchangers 

  
    ၅-၃( ) Straight Tube Exchangers     ၅-၃( ) Straight Tube Exchangers 

 (၃  Shell and Coil Exchangers 

   
    ၅-၄ Shell and coil exchangers     ၅-၅ Shell and coil exchangers 
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    ၅-၆  Fixed tube sheet heat exchanger 

  
    ၅-၇( )  U tube heat exchanger     ၅-၇( ) Heat exchanger baffles 

  
    ၅-၈ Flow path of gasketed plat heat exchanger     ၅-၉ Flow path of welded plate heat exchanger 

၅.၂.၂ Plate Heat Exchangers 
 Plate heat exchanger                                                                 

                   Plate                               plate heat exchanger                     Hot 
fluid        cold fluid                                                     ႔                      
                                                                               plate w                
                         

                                                                                                 
       opening or port)                                                                       
                                                                                 ႔                   
                                               

                                  “plate pack”                                                 
(bar)                       ႔                                                                                      
                                                                                 ca                     
   ႔                                                               pressure drop)                           
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Plate                                                                                  
                                                                 

 
             gasket material                                  ႔                       

                     Ga                                                           Nitrile butyl rubber 
(                        gasket                                                Ethylene-propylene 
terpolymer (EPDM) gasket                                              Gaske                    
                                                ႇ                                                       
counter                                                            

  
    ၅-၁၀ Flow Path of Heat Exchanger      ၅-၁၁ Components of a gasketed plate heat exchanger 

                 Plate                     
 Plate                                  ႔             “cassette”                       

                                                                                           
                             N  -                           standard                         
       R                                                                                        
                         

Brazing               Plate                     
                                                          b     -                             

                        ႔                                   plate)                                
(brazing)                                         closed                                                
                                     ႔                               (plate)                    
                                                                                                    
                 ႔                                                               Double           
                     Double                          shell and            plate heat exchanger  
                              

Double                                                       single            
                                   ႔                                                
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    ၅-၁၂ Double wall plate heat exchanger 

           ၅-၁၂                                                  welding              
    p                                            

၅.၃ Heat Exchanger                        (Components) 
HVAC                                     ႔                                    

         ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code                                                          
                           kPa                          

 

 
    ၅-၁၃ Exploded view of straight tube heat exchanger     ၅-၁၄ 

၅.၃.၁ Shell and Tube Components 
           (၅-၁၄)               shell and                                            
             
 ( ) Shells  (ဃ) Tube sheets       
 ( ) Baffles   tube supports   tie rods       spacers  ( ) Heads    ႔            
 ( )  Tubes  

Shell                               (c                                                         
           (inlet nozzle)                    outlet nozzle)                                        
                                             nozzle)                                                     
                                                        

                                         spacers    ႔                    stainless steel)           
                   V                                b                                                
                            V                         shell                                            
               pressure drop)                     

Tube                   steel pipe)                                                        
                                            Tube diameter       gauge)      material                   
                                exchanger               (performance)                     
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Tube sheet         baffle                                                    Tube sheet 
                                                                                                
                “pitch”                 

Head                                    ႔                                               
                              c                                        ႔                             
                          ႔                                                                     
                  

  
    ၅-၁၅ Plate heat exchanger     ၅-၁၆ Plate heat exchanger 

         (၅-၁၆)                                                          ႔                 

၅.၃.၂ Plate Heat Exchanger Component       
          c                                                                                      
    Fixed Frame Plates 
                                                                  -                          

                     cold                                            ႔                                
                          fixed frame pla                             ၄                        -
                                                                                        
       ႔                                        NPT connection                         ႔      
                                  St                                                     
                                                 

(   Movable Pressure Plate 
                      movable)                                                                

                                                                                        
            Movable pressure plate                                                         
                                                     

    Plate Pack 
                     channel p                                                                        

                                                        ႔      titanium                     
                          ႔                                                           ႔              
                            thermal performance                                           
(pressure drop)                         ႔                    
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(ဃ               olt 
 Compression bolt                       mov                               f                      

                                      ႔                                                     

    Carrying and Guide Bar 
 Carrying and guide bar                                                                  

    “carrying bar”                        “guide bar”                stainless steel)   
           aluminum)    ႔                 carbon steel)                                      zinc 
chromate                                                      ၅-၁၁      “            ” 
      “         ”                    

    Support Column 
 Support column                                                                

                                                              

    Splash guard 
 Splash guard                    aluminum)                      

    Drip pan 
 Drip pan          stainless steel)                                                 shut down) 

                                                                                           
      ႔                     ႔                                                         

၅.၄             Application) 
         primary energy source)                                                      

                                                                                              
heat                                   

ASHRAE handbook                   heat exchanger                     
 ( )         (boiler)                        (steam)     central water system            

hot water         condense         

 ( )                          hot water system                      

 ( )                                (special temperature requirement)                      hot 
fluid       cold fluid    ႔                       ႔  isolation         

 (ဃ)                          (energy saving application)             

 ( ) Refrigeration application           (evaporators   condensers       liquid coolers) 
             

၅.၅                           (Selection Criteria)  
Heat exchanger                                                                             
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၅.၅.၁ Thermal/Mechanical Design  
Shell and tube heat exchanger                                                                

                                          Plate heat exchanger                               
                                                                             

၅.၅.၂ Thermal Performance 
H                                                                                        

     (heat transfer surface area)                                                          heat 
transfer surface)         material)                                                              
         stainless steel)                                            (flow rate             velo       
         (v                                                         ႔                                      
                                   

 

၅.၅.၃                             
                                                                                         

                             Fixed tube sheet                          heat exchan                     
           (temperature differences)                                                              ႔       
gasketed plate unit                                                            

၅.၅.၄               (Pressure Drop) 
Shell and                              f                                                        

       ႏိုင္                         pressure drop)                   ႔     p                    
                               ႔                           pressure drop)                           
p                                           surface area)        thermal performance            
                            ႔        pressure dr                                             
               

၅.၅.၅                      
Heat transfer                                   ႇ                                          

             (performance)                        ႔        heat transfer            (surface)       
                                                                                             
                                    Fouling factor           

Fouling allowance                                                                          shell 
and tube exchanger                         (suspended solid)         plate unit                   
               Plate unit                              (flow channel)                         Plate 
exchanger          fluid velocity                                                                               
Shell and tube exchanger  tube                                             (surface area)          
                  fluid velocity                                      ႔        thermal performance 
                          

Shell and                                                                                
                     shell                                                           
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Plate unit          velocity               (flow channel)                              
                                        (heat transfer surface area)                                  
                   channel                                       V                                
performance                   ႔                                              

၅.၅.၆            (Cost) 
Approach temperature                                       plate heat exchanger         

                              (initial cost)                   Approach temperature          
                            shell and tube unit                                         Stainless steel 
                                plate unit                                         

၅.၅.၇ Serviceability 
Shell-and-tube heat exchanger           service                           Tube      

               configuration               ႔                               Plate heat exchanger 
         plate                                    ႔                          Gasket          plate          
                             Capacity              plate                              

၅.၅.၈                           (Space Requirements) 
                           (small-diameter) tube                          shell and tube heat 

exchanger                         (cost effective)                                      ႔              
                                                                              ႔              ႔              
             (large diameters)     heat exchanger                          Plate heat exchanger 
                                               

၅.၅.၉ Steam 
HVAC application                    (steam)    shell and tube unit                               

                 (industrial)                                      (food process)                  ႔ 
(steam)    plate heat exchanger                                 

၅.၆            (Installation) 

၅.၆.၁ Control           
 Temperature sensor                               h                                            
Temperature sensor                                 ႔                                           
                        secondary flow                                 Valve     secondary flow 
                                  ႔                                      regulate          

၅.၆.၂ Piping 
Heat exchanger                                                                             

                                                     (air vent)                          
                                                                             

၅.၆.၃ Pressure Relief 
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                                                     heat exchanger                          
          safety pressure relief valve            shutoff valve                         

၅.၆.၄ Flow Path 
Hot fluid       cooled fluid                                                                    

                      heat exchanger                (performance)                 

၅.၆.၅ Condensate Removal 
         ႔    (steam)                        heat exchanger                               

                    ႔    (steam)               ႔                   condensate                 
    ႔                         Condensate                  (drain)                                
        (capacity)                                                                       ႔        ႔          
           modulating steam control valve                    system          vacuum breaker 
                                                           (draining)                                    
     steam trap                                                                     Steam trap 
      condensate removal             ASHRAE          chapter 10                             

၅.၆.၆ Insulation 
                   fluid            ႔                      heat exchanger          insulate            

           2005 ASHRAE handbook    Fundamentals     chapter 23      insulation             
                                 

၅.၇                                    (၇)     
Shell and tube heat exchanger                                (၇)                  

                 

၅.၇.၁ Heat Exchanger Tube Diameter 
Heat exchanger                   tube diameter                                      

                     velocity                                              ႔                    
(pressure drop)          T                                                           
                               

၅.၇.၂ Thickness of the Tube 
Heat                                         corrosion)           flow resistance)           

                      axial force)         pressure                                                      

၅.၇.၃ Heat Exchanger Shell Diameter and Tube Length 
Shell       (diameter)      tube         ႔                 heat exchanger                     

     Tube              ႔                              

၅.၇.၄ Tube Corrugation  
Tube        corrugation     shell and tube heat exchanger   performance                 

             Corrugated cardboard tube         fluid         turbulence                         
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၅.၇.၅ Tube Layout 
Tube layout           heat exchanger         tube                  ႔               

                        layout                     ႔              Triangular   twisted triangular   square 
      rotated square    ႔         Triangular tube              (heat transfer)                Square 
tubing                       ႔                   

၅.၇.၆ Tube Pitch 
“          ”                              (interconnected tube)                 (center 

                                  pitch                        (outside diameter)  (၁.၂၅) 
                      

၅.၇.၇ Heat Exchanger Baffles 
“      ”         shell and tube heat exchanger                       Baffle         tube      

               ႔                        (sagging)                  (vibrating)    ႔                        
                      (pressure drop)                  (heat transfer)   ႔    baffle                       
        (spacing)                     

 

 
    ၅-၁၇ Heat exchanger baffles 

 

 
    ၅-၁၈ Heat exchanger baffles 

 
-End- 
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Chapter-6 Overview of Chillers 

၆.၁ Chiller                
 HVAC       ACMV                      chilled water                  refrigeration machine         
"chiller"                                           chiller                                        
     equipment                                    (advantages)၊                (disadvantages) 
         ႔           (limitations)                                                               ၊       
                  (sizing) ၊            (installation) ၊                (operation)                               
(maintenance)    ႔                                                               chiller              table 
6-1                                

Table 6-1 chiller                                          
 Reciprocating Screw Centrifugal 

Volume Constant Variable Variable 
Head Variable Variable Constant 
Capacity control Cylinder Unloading Slide valve Pre-rotation vanes 
Capacity range Small Medium Large 
Moving parts Many Two One 
Efficiency Low Medium / High High 
Technology Old New  New 

 Compressor         vapor compression chiller                                            
Compressor           ( ) Positive displacement                  
 ( ) Dynamic                                          

 Positive displacement compressor         vapor refrigerant                 (chamber) 
              ႔                                                                                  
         Reciprocating ၊ rotary       scroll compressor    ႔    positive displacement compressor      
               compressor                                                                             
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(constant volume flow rate)               Positive displacement compressor         constant 
displacement machine                 Centrifugal compressor         dynamic compressor      
           Constant displacement machine                 

Table 6-2 compressor                                         

Compressor Type Cooling Range (kW) Refrigerant Type Capacity Control* 

Hermetic and Semi-Hermetic Drive 
 
 
 

— Reciprocating 20–1000 HCFC/HFC/HC Cylinder unloading 

— Single screw 200–2000 HCFC/HFC/HC Sliding valve 

— Twin screw 200–3000 HCFC/HFC/HC Sliding valve 

— Scroll 5–250 HCFC/HFC/HC — 

— Centrifugal 300–15000 HFC Inlet guide vanes 

Open Drive 
 
 
 

— Reciprocating 100–1000 HCFC/HFC/Ammonia Cylinder unloading 

— Screw 200–3000 HCFC/HFC/Ammonia Sliding valve 

Expansion valves may be either thermostatic or electronic; electronic valves have greater potential for close control and 
data collection for system management. 
* For most types of compressor, variable speed capacity control is increasingly an option. 

၆.၁.၁ Vapor Compression Chiller Versus Absorption Chiller 
 Chiller                                 (electric driven) chiller                                 (heat 
driven) chiller     (၂)                                            (electric driven)chiller         ႔      
                        chiller         vapor compression chiller                                        (heat 
driven) chiller         absorption chiller                 Vapor compression chiller              
      (electric motor)    ႔                                       (mechanical energy)              vapor 
compression cycle                         Absorption chiller        (heat)                         
                                   vapor compression chiller                             

 Vapor compression chiller                          compressor                       
                          Centrifugal chiller ၊ reciprocating chiller       screw chiller    ႔         
       chiller                           

၆.၁.၂ Electric Chillers Vs Non-electric Chillers 
Electric Chillers Non Electric Chillers 
� Reciprocating chillers � Absorption chillers 
� Rotary screw chillers – Single effect absorption chiller 
� Centrifugal chillers � Low pressure steam 
� Air-cooled chiller � Hot water 
 � Use in CHP applications 
 – Double effect absorption chillers 
 � Medium pressure steam 
 � Direct-fired 
 � Heat recovery 
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Centrifugal       screw chiller    ႔                                               
 ( )               (electric motor) 
 ( )            ႔               ႔                           (Natural gas or fuel engine) 
 ( )           ႔         (steam turbine) 
 (ဃ)                                                    (dual drive – engine and electric motor) 

၆.၁.၃ Engine Drive Chillers 
Rotary compressor                    ႔ natural gas ၊           propane                 ႔      

                                                   R                               full load             
   ႔          S                       full-load                1.9                C           
                         1.9    ႔           

      -                                                                                               
 (၁)                      higher first cost) 
 (၂)                  poor air quality ) 
 (၃)                                                    much higher maintenance requirements) 
 (၄)                 short engine life) 
 (၅)              noise) 
 (၆)                                                   
 (၇)         engi          refrigeration subsystem    ႔           integration                    

   ႔         
Gas engine drive chiller         electric-drive chiller                                          

       operating cost             

၆.၁.၄ Steam Turbine Driven Chillers   
          ႔       (steam turbine                                            

၆.၁.၅ Air Cooled Versus Water Cooled 
Air Cooled Efficiency and Water Cooled Efficiency 

 
     -                 outdoor design              95°F (35°C)    -                       

78°F(25.6°C) wet-bulb temperature           water                        cooling tower    
                             85°F(29.4°C                           ႔        refrigerant condensing 

                                                                                           
                                                                                      
                                                                                  
                                                                                       
                                         

   ႔                                                                           
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temperature     100°F(37.8°C)    ႔                                             (outdoor 
conditions)     air                                            temperature     125°F(51.7°C)   ႔ 
         Water                                            ႔        ႔                                     
             C                                   compressor                              Part load 
condition ၌                                             

 
    ၆-၁ Water                           air                                             capacity                            

 
    ၆-၂      ႔    ၂၄                                                        ႔                           

Water                  system efficiency                                   ၊                     
condenser pump    ႔                                       Air                  system            
           chilled wat                                                       

Table 6-3 air cooled chiller       water                   ႔                
Air cooled chiller                     Water cooled chiller                     

-Lower maintenance -Greater energy efficiency 
-Packaged system -Longer equipment life 
-Better low-ambient  
-Simple operation  

Air                        “packaged system                                                  
                                                                                                          
                                                              Water cooled chiller          
condenser water      ၊    ႔      ၊                                                                      
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Water                                 air                                           
         air                                  ၁၅         ၂၀                     water                      
                ၂၀          ၃၀                                  air                        
      outdoor                 water cooled                                 ၌                     
         Water                                                                                   
                    

Air                                                   water                                    
Water                                                                               

Table 6-4                                                  ႔                                            
Air Cooled Chiller Water Cooled Chiller 

 Heat removed by refrigerant cycle is 
rejected to the ambient air 

 Lower first cost  
 Limited by efficiency & capacity of 

installation 
 Less or no sheltered building space 

required for chiller 
 No threat of Legionella outbreak 
    ’         k            
 Higher kW/ton than water cooled. Typically 

1.0 to 1.5 kW/ton 
 

 Heat removed by refrigerant cycle is rejected 
to circulating condenser water 

 Higher first cost  
 Favorable when efficiency is important & 

individual chiller operating capacity > 200 RT  
 More complicated to service and maintain 
 More building space 
 Longer life 
 Water treatment of condenser water circuit 
 More energy efficient as condensing pressure 

is lower than air cooled chiller. Generally 0.5 
to 0.63 kW/ton. 

  

 R410A refrigerant 
 Standard high ambient design (52°C) 
 Low ambient (-18°C) option 
 Ultra Quiet Fan option 
 Cooling Capacity:  55-148 TR 
 All models COP>3.0  

    ၆-၃ Air cooled VSD scroll chiller 

  
    ၆-၄                    

  
    ၆-၅ Air cooled rotary screw chiller(Trane)     ၆-၆ Air cooled reciprocating chiller(York) 
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၆.၁.၆ Gear Drive Versus Direct Drive 
Direct drive chiller (turbocore        )                        shaft speed)                 

                                impeller                                                    
                                                                                                          
                           efficiency loss                                                          
                                                                         

Impeller           diameter)      gear ratio                                              
                          highest performance                Direct                        impeller 
          diameter)        ႔                                                                     
   (highest performance                                Direct                              
        multiple stages                                             ႔        energy performance          

   k                     gear drive centrifugal                                             gear 
drive                                            Trane          direct drive chiller                  
      

၆.၁.၇ Open Drive Versus Hermetic  
Hermetic centrifugal                                                 ၌                  

                  refrigerant                          ႔                                     
    ႔                         refrigerant    ႔                                                      
                        open mac                            ႔     hermetic mach                    
                                                          

Open                                                compressor casing                
                                                         motor losses)    e                      
                                                                                          motor losses  
          5%                   Open drive motor        ႔                                         ႔ 
                              (plant room)                         Hermetic       semi hermetic 
                                            ႔                                                
          

                           open                                                         
                                                                                             
hermetic machine                                                         

Open                                                                     leak                      
High pressure                  refrigerant                 ႔               leak                 Low 
                                        leak                    ၊            ႔                            ႔ 
                    High pressure open machine                                               ၊      
     refrigerant                                                         

၆.၁.၈ Fixed Orifice Versus Float Valve 
Fixed orifice     thermal expansion device                                                     

                               evaporator                                       minimum differential 
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pressure)                                            ႔                        part load performance 
                                      float valve                       ၈                              

၆.၁.၉ Falling Film Evaporator Versus Flooded Evaporator 
Falling film evaporator ၊     vaporator       flooded evaporator                       ၇  

        -                              

 
    ၆-၇ Falling film evaporator ၊     vaporator       flooded evaporator 

Hybrid falling film evaporator  
Hybrid falling film evaporator     falling film evaporator       flooded evaporator    ႔  

                                                      
               ၌                                                                  ၌ 

                       ၂                           ၌                          refrigerant film           
                   ၌                          refr                      ၌                

၆.၂ Factors Affecting Performance of Refrigeration Systems 
Refrigeration system       performance                                          
 (၁) E                             temperature) 

 (၂)                                      

 (၃)            equipment       component                 compressor, evaporator etc) 

 (၄)                                            maintenance) 

၆.၂.၁ Evaporating and Condensing Temperatures 

 
            cooling temperature                                                    

H                                                                                           

W                               chilled water temperature 6                                         
                         30                      evaporating temperature 1                    
                                                                                                 
                                                                          4     8                
             

                                                                                                 
                       ႕                                                   frozen food processing)       

Refrigeration system        Coefficient Of Performance (COP)                                
evaporating       condensing temperature    ႔                    Evaporating temperature     1 K 
                       ႔      condensing temperature     1 K                                         
(performance) 2%     4%                           
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               storage)                                                      low temperature application) 
                                ႕                     air conditioning              application)      
                                                                                                      
၅     ႔                                         r                                             
C          ၊ evaporator ၊                                    ႔                                      
                     (performance)              

၆.၂.၂ Effect of Condenser and Evaporator on System Efficiency 
E                             ႔                                                            

                                            
Heat exchanger                                                         

                 

                            k             
  U     heat exchanger   thermal transmittance (W/m2              
  A     heat transfer surface area (m2            
  LMTD     log mean temperature difference (K)          

     -                        evaporating temperature 1       chilled water 6      ႔         
          E                            –1      ႔                               evaporator             
                                    temperature difference)                                     
(temperature difference)                                                                         ႔        
                               ႔                      ႔                                          
             

Effi                                                                                  
E                                                                                              
               ႔                                             heat transfer surface)                          
                       ၊                                

   ႔                                                                surface area) 
                                                    temperature difference)       K            ႔            
                  Condensing temperature     40                                                             
                                 

                                                             system                    
                       ႔                      k                              k               ႔    
‘   k    ’                                                                                

၆.၂.၃ Operating Speeds 
Reciprocating compressor       operating speed 

 (၁)  Hermetic compressor                       (shaft speed) 3,600 rpm                     

 (၂) Semi hermetic compressor                       (shaft speed) 3600 rpm                    

 (၃)  Open drive compressor                        500 rpm    1500 rpm                     
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Screw compressor       operating speed 
 Screw compressor               operating speed     3,600 rpm           

Centrifugal compressor       operating speed 
 R 134A                     positive pressure machine          gearbox                     

              30,000 rpm    ႔          

 R 123                     negative pressure machine                             compressor 
                                                    3,600 rpm    ႔          

၆.၂.၄ Chiller               ႔  Coefficient of Performance (COP) 
Table 6-5 chiller                          Coefficient of Performance (COP)                        
Thermal chillers  
Absorption chillers Coefficient of Performance (COP) 

     -Single stage 0.70 
     -Two stage direct fired  1.00 
     -Two stage steam fired   1.20 
Steam turbine driven centrifugal chiller 1.20 
Gas engine driven  centrifugal chiller   2.10 
Electric centrifugal chiller  
Electric motor driven centrifugal 6.10 

၆.၂.၅ Surg            
 (၁) Reciprocating compressor                              
 (၂) Screw compressor                              
 (၃)  Centrifugal compressor                                          ႔                         

Centrifugal compressor                                                                  
volumetric rate                                     Centrifugal machine     ၌                
           volumetric rate                                      High discharge pressure             
surge               Centrifugal compressor      surge                                                
     (၁၅)                             

၆.၂.၆                 (Reliability)                            (Maintenance) 
(၁) Reciprocating compressor                                                                         

                                                      (piston)                                Capacity 
                        COP                                                                      
                          Reciprocating compressor                            (foundation) 
                      

(၂) Screw compressor                                                     C                      
                                                      (၅၀,၀၀၀)   ႔                                
                                   Screw compressor      first critical speed             
                                                                (unbalance)              
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(၃) Centrifugal compressor                                                         Centrifugal 
machine                                                              (unbalance)                
(vibration)          Centrifugal machine                                                            
                       

၆.၂.၇                                                            
(၁) Gear drive machine         direct drive machine                                                        

             

(၂) Open drive machine                                  (maintenance cost)    hermetic machine 
                                (repair cost)            

(၃) Air cooled       water cooled    ႔                              (maintenance)               (repair) 
            Water cooled system          water treatment                                 
                                                               ႔        water cooled chiller       
                                  air cooled chiller                    Water cooled chiller       
                     

၆.၂.၈                                     (Field Serviceability) 
(၁) Reciprocating chiller                                                      

(၂) Screw chiller                                                                                   
                                              

(၃) Centrifugal chiller        impeller                             Centrifugal impeller         
                                                                                    

၆.၂.၉                       (Stock Availability of Spares) 
(၁) Reciprocating compressor                                                 

(၂) Screw compressor                (manufacturers)    rotor     ၊ bearing                       
                                                

(၃) Centrifugal compressor       impeller                                                              
                    (၁၀)       (၁၂)                                          

(၄) Screw compressor          sealing               lubrication                          rotor chamber 
         ႔                           ႔      oil separator                                     
Screw compressor                               oil pump                           

(၅) Reciprocating compressor                        refrigerant                             oil 
separator                          

(၆) Centrifugal machine                                             

၆.၂.၁၀ Performance Specifications: 
Chiller          capacity       performance                             parameter       
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 (၁) Maximum cooling capacity (tons) 
 (၂) Chilled water supply temperature (°F) 
 (၃)  Chilled water return temperature (°F) 
 (၄) Chilled water flow rate (gpm) 
 (၅) Maximum evaporator pressure drop (ft wg) 
 (၆)  Evaporator fouling factor (usually 0.0001) 
 (၇) Condenser water return temperature (°F) 
 (၈) Condenser water supply temperature (°F) 
 (၉) Condenser water flow rate (°F) 
 (၁၀) Maximum condenser pressure drop (ft wg) 
 (၁၁)  Condenser fouling factor (usually 0.00025) 
 (၁၂)  Electrical service: V/ph/Hz 
 (၁၃) Maximum sound power level (dBA) 
 (၁၄) Allowable motor type (hermetic and/or open) 
 (၁၅) Motor FLA 
 (၁၆) Maximum kW/ton at full load and Maximum IPLV (kW/ton) 

၆.၃ Refrigeration                                     
Table 6-6                                                                           

             (Advantages)                (Disadvantages) 
Rotary Vane 
-Good efficiency as booster:equal to screw and 
better than piston type 
-Handles low pressure conditions 
-Mechanically reliable 

-Discharge pressure limitation 
-Overall pressure ratio limited to about 7:1 
-Poor part load power characteristics 

Reciprocating Piston 
-Basic industry work horse 
-Full range of sizes & capacities 
-Efficient part load operation 
-Relatively inexpensive 
-Requires minimum amount of support infra-
structure 

-Volumetric efficiency drops at high overall 
pressure ratios 
-Requires frequent maintenance 
-Not tolerant of liquid 
-Water cooling necessary for ammonia systems 

Rotary Screw 
-Good efficiency at full load 
-Large capacity units available 
-Low maintenance costs 
-Reliable 
-Tolerant to liquid 
-Liquid injection cooling option 
-Infinitely variable capacity control 
-High operating flexibility 

-Poor power performance at low part load 
conditions 
-Small sizes expensive 
-Repairs expensive in remote locations 
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Centrifugal 
-Efficient at full load 
-Large capacity units require small space 

-Very high speed precision equipment 
-Useable only with freon type refrigerants 
-Inefficient at part load 
-Severe operating restrictions 

       -                                        design conditions) 

Application 

Source Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Source 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Sink Fluid 
Type and 

Temperature 

Sink 
Refrigerant 

Temperature 

Fluid 
Carnot 
COP 

Refrigerant 
Carnot COP 

Water  
cooled 
chillers 

44°F water 38°F 85°F water 91°F 12.3 9.4 

Air cooled 
chillers 

44°F water 38°F 95°F air 105 °F 9.9 7.4 

Air cooled 
unitary 

equipment 
55°F air 45°F 95°F air 105°F 12.9 8.4 

Refrigerator 38°F air 28°F 90°F air 100°F 9.6 6.8 

Freezer 5°F air 5°F 90°F air 100°F 5.5 4.3 

၆.၄ Positive Pressure Machine (R134a)       Negative Pressure Machine (R 123 Chiller) 
Centrifugal compressor         refrigerant   kinetic energy                                  ႔ 

refrigerant        (pressure)                 Refrigerant     compressor              expansion 
           kinetic energy    static pressure         ႔                                     Compressor 
      motor     casing                          refrigerant         ႔             (motor winding)          
         ႔   ႔               “Hermetic motor             Compressor   winding       (ambient 
air)     ႔            “Open type               

Evaporator                                       ႔                                     
                 chiller   cooling               inlet guide vane        refrigerant                flow rate) 
               regulate          Chiller loading   1                             cooling  capacity 
                            High pressure gas                        ႔                                
refrigerant           heat)            ႔                                         ႔ gas)             
(liquid)         ႔                       liquid refrigerant         evaporator      ႔                    
                                    

 

          ႔                                                  “positive pressure machine         
                                               “negative pressure                    Evaporator 
                                                       ႔                                    
                      Evaporator pressure                                                     
positive                                                                          negative 
pressure                         
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Standard AHRI (       I                                                                 
          Condensing pressure                             ႔                                          
      total pressure increased)    81.7 (118.3 - 36.6)                                             
                                                             “Lift                                   
                       perform           work done           

R123 c                                  -                   Condensing                   
                 ႔                                     Positive pressure machine(R134a chiller)     ႔ 
negative pressure machine(R                             refrigerant                            
                                                lb/min per ton    ႔          Cooling  effect 1 
refrigeration t             chiller   refrigerant          flow) 3 lb/min             

 
                                             diameter)         ၄၀)   ႔            Hz 

                                                     3,                 R134a chiller co           
              ၅        ႔            Operating speed                   ႔                    ႔           
          (high speed)           gear b                               

Positive pressure machine (R134a chiller)         refrigerant            leakage              
              ႔                                                            atmospheric pressure)    
                 ႔                  refrigerant              ႔                 (leakage)             ႔     
negative p                                    leakage                               ႔      
(atmospheric         air)                 ႔                        air)              ႔                  
      non condensable gas                       ႔                      Chiller                           
                          cooling capa         ႔                                  compr          
non condensable gas                compress)                  refrigeration e                    
                                                             

Non condensable gas                                 ၌            fficiency                
                              ႔        ႔           contaminant)                          ၌        
               (acid formation)                    motor winding    ႔                                  
                                                                                 

                                 negative                                              
                                 chi                         ႔ moisture)          non condensable gas 
                                                                        Purge unit                ႔ moisture) 
          non condensable gas                    ႕                                                
(atmospheric)      ႔                    

                     negative pressure chiller                                               
                   (leakage)                   evaporator                             evaporator pressure  

                                                                           ႔ 
                       R                                        ၅     ႔             I        
                                                        ႔                        
                                       R12                             
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         atmospheric pressure)                                        

Table 6-8 l                          high pressure c                                 

  Low Pressure Chiller High Pressure Chiller 

Evaporator 
  
  

Always at negative pressure Always at positive pressure 

Air leaks inward at low rate Refrigerant leaks outward at moderate rate 

No refrigerant loss  into the equipment 
room 

Refrigerant loss is into equipment room 

Condenser 
  

At slightly positive pressure during 
operation 

Always at high positive pressure 

Refrigerant leaks outward at very low 
rate during operation 

Refrigerant leaks outward at very high rate 

Monitoring of 
leak rate 

  

Trane EarthWise purge is able to 
continuously monitor in-leakage with 
the run meter 

Only ways to monitor leak rate on high 
pressure chiller are 
- Periodic leak checks 
- Purchase refrigerant monitor 

Purge can be connected to a building 
automation system for notification of 
increased purge operation (in-leak). 
Refrigerant monitor can be connected 
to the building automation system. 

Normally the only time that a leak is 
detected on a high pressure chiller is during 
spring startup. This means that a chiller 
which develops a leak in the summer may 
leak continuously until the following spring. 

Typical 
pressure 

  
  

HCFC-123 HFC-134a 

Evaporator: 18.7 inches of Mercury Evaporator: 33.1 psig 

Condenser: 6.1 psig Condenser: 124.1 psig 

                                                                       leak                        
   detect)          Negative                                                  ႔                chille    
       lubricant oil)                            ႔                                                        
            

၆.၅ Chiller             

 

၆.၅.၁ Defining Chiller Performance Requirement  
Chiller                                             performance ၊             capacity       

              chiller                                      Chiller           (type)                  
              Vapor compression cycle ၊ reciprocating compressor ၊ engine drive vapor compression 
cycle ၊ rotary compressor ၊ absorption cycle 2 stage ၊ indirect fired absorption cycle ၊ 2 stage direct 
fired        ႔             

Chiller                                                     
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Chiller          capacity       performance                             parameter         
                         Chiller performance                                          (၁၈)     
                        

                       (electric drive) chiller                                                  
                   (input energy)                              
 (၁) Allowable motor type (hermetic and/or open) 
 (၂) Motor FLA 
 (၃)  Maximum kW/ton at full load. 
 (၄) Maximum IPLV (kW/ton) 

                      (engine drive) chiller                            ၊                      
  (fuel)                                parameter                                  Indirect fired 
absorption chiller                    ႔(steam)    ႔          (hot water)                    parameter 
                                 
 (၁) Steam operating pressure (psig) 
 (၂) Maximum steam flow rate (lb/hr) 
 (၃) High temperature hot water temperature (8°F) 
 (၄) High temperature hot water flow rate (gpm) 

၆.၅.၂ Economic Evaluation of Chiller Systems  
          ၊          (owner)၊                ႔                     chiller system                ႔   
          ႔                             (total ownership cost or life cycle cost)                        
          

Chiller         maximum capacity                                  ႔               
   ႔        chiller                                         peak load      part load                       
           AHRI 550/590-98                  electric drive chiller                         IPLV 
part load value                                                                IPLV part load 
                                                                       ႔      IPLV part load 
           chiller                 perfo             ၊                                              IPLV 
part load                                                                   condenser water supply 
temperature                     

                     (multiple) chiller                      chiller                   rated 
capacity   40%    80%                                 chilled water system             optimum 
efficiency                                              IPLV part load            chilled water 
system efficiency                       

               load profile                    chiller                             chiller 
              (manufacturer)                   chiller components (tube quantity, shell length, 
compressor size/quantity)                                     

Life cycle cost                                       (basic elements)             
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၆.၅.၃                 (First Cost) 
First cost                                                                     ၊        ၊ 

          ၊          ၊                                                                           
                                        Table 6-9                                         

Table 6-9 chiller          ၊ COP          ႔                         

Chiller Type 
Capacity (*) 
Range (tons) 

First Cost (**) 
Range ($/ton) 

COP 
Range 

IPLV Range 
(COP) 

Reciprocating/Scroll 50 - 230 (400) $200 - $250 4.2 - 5.5 4.6 - 5.8 

Screw 70 - 400 (1250) $225 - $275 4.9 - 5.8 5.4 - 6.1 

Centrifugal 200-2000 (10,000) $180 - $300 5.8 - 7.1 6.5 - 7.9 

Engine Driven 100 - 3000 (10,000) $450 - $600 1.5 - 1.9 1.8 - 2.3 

(*)            ၌                              (maximum size)                   
(**)                (first cost)                        (contractor mark-ups)               
         

Vapor compression cycle chiller                  (ancillary cost)     
 (၁) Refrigeration room safety requirements (ASHRAE Standard 15) 

 (၂) Additional ventilation required for open motor 

 (၃)  Noise and vibration control       

 (၄) Fuel piping ၊ exhaust venting       noise control for engine drive chiller    ႔           

 
                           
 (၁) Concrete housekeeping pad 
 (၂) Rigging 
 (၃)  Demolition 
 (၄) Electrical power 
 (၅) Controls 
 (၆)  Contractor overhead (insurance ၊ bonds, taxes and general office operations ၊ special 

conditions) (                15%    20%) 
 (၇) Contractor profit (                5%    20%) 

၆.၅.၄                     (Annual Recurring Costs) 
Chiller                                                                                    

     (energy costs)                                   (maintenance cost)                                     
chiller                                                           

Chiller                                 ႔                ႔    “economic life     ႔      “service 
life            Reciprocating compressor chiller   service life     (၁၅)       ႔          Rotary 
compressor       absorption chiller              (service life)    (၂၃)       ႔                        
           (energy cost)                                                            
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(၁) Chiller                                     (amount of electrical energy)      
(၂)                                  ႔          

                         (energy costs)                                        (electrical 
energy consumption-kWh)                           (cost for electricity -$/kWh)    ႔                     
                                              (maintenance costs)                                 
     ႕                                                          ႕                                           ႔      
                                                                                                              
           (initial equipment cost)  ၁%    ၃%                  

၆.၅.၅ Procurement Strategies 
 (၁) Calculate or estimate the required plant total tonnage; 

 (၂) Pick a short list of chiller vendors based on past experience, local representation, etc; 

 (၃)  Request chiller bids based on a performance specification; 

 (၄) Adjust bids for other first-cost impacts; 

 (၅) Estimate energy usage of options with a detailed computer model of the building/plant; 

 (၆)  Estimate maintenance cost differences between options; 

 (၇) Calculate life-cycle costs; 

 (၈) Select the chiller option with the lowest life cycle cost. 

 
Equipment Pipe Connection 

  
    ၆-၈ Chiled water pump pipe connection     ၆-၉ Condenser water pump pipe connection 
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    ၆-၁၀ Chiller pipe connection     ၆-၁၁ Condenser water pump pipe connection 

 
-End - 
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Chapter-7 Condensers and Evaporators 

Refrigeration system                        component                                 
                                             

( ) Cooling load                                  refrigeration effect                   

( )                                  (continuous performance applications)      frost control 
               

(ဂ)  Refrigerant                                                       

(ဃ)                              
 ၁  Direct expansion refrigerant unit 
 ၂  Gravity ၊ pump recirculated ၊ flooded refrigerant                              
 ၃  Secondary coolant (brine, e.g., salt and glycol)    ႔          ၍                

( ) System efficiency                                              

( ) Air cooled၊ water cooled       condenser            

( ) Compressor          (open ၊ hermetic ၊ semi-hermetic motor drive ၊ reciprocating ၊ screw or rotary) 

( ) System type (single stage ၊ single economized ၊ compound or cascade arrangement)       

(  )                           refrigerant                               

                operating temperature       pressure             ၍                   ) 

၇.၁ Heat Rejection 
Condenser        ႔                           (၇-၁)      –                              

                (  )                         (   )                 (  ) 

Condenser load            ႔         (rate of heat rejection)                         

                (  )                           (  ) 
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    ၇-၁  Carnot cycle for refrigeration 

Oil cooler        ႔                                                                    
       (oil-injected) screw compressor                  (energy)                             
                                                      compressor                    
              

၇.၂ Condenser  
 Condenser         heat exchanger                 Refrigerant                       
condenser                                  (              ႔        )                                     ႔ 
                            ႔             ႔             ၊       ႔                       ၍              

 Condenser                                                   (၁) air cooled ၊ (၂) water cooled       (၃) 
evaporative condenser   ၍             Air cooled condeser                   ၍           ႔          
            ႔    water cooled condenser                        Evaporative condeser             
                            ၍                ႔           

Chiller          condenser                         heat exchanger                                
                                    Shell and tube ၊ shell and coil ၊ tube within a tube       evaporative 
condenser                 Condenser                                                     

Condenser                                  Condenser                                     
         (size)               (weight)၊                (weather conditions)၊               
(location)၊                            (availability of electricity)                     (availability of water)    ႔ 
         

                 (process industry)     condenser         configuration                           
                            condenser                                                     
                 (criteria)                     
 (၁) Condenser heat capacity 
 (၂) Condensing temperature and pressure 
 (၃)  Refrigerant       coolant    ႔၏         (flow rate) 
 (၄)              ႔၏                 (design temperature for water and/or air) 
 (၅)                     (operation period)       
 (၆)                 (climatic conditions)   ႔           

Air conditioning       refrigeration                                                      condenser 
                                 ႔         (heat rejecting)                 
 (၁) Water cooled  condenser 
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 (၂) Air cooled  condenser       
 (၃)  Evaporative condenser    ႔          

Commercial refrigeration                             water cooled       air cooled refrigerant 
condenser                   
 (၁) Shell and tube ၊ blow-through ၊ horizontal air flow 
 (၂) Shell and coil ၊ draw-through ၊ vertical air flow        
 (၃)  Tube in tube ၊ static or forced air flow    ႔           

Water cooled condenser                                                  
 (၁) Cooling load      
 (၂)              refrigeration             
 (၃)                cooling water ၏         (temperature)               (quality)      
 (၄)                     (amount of water)    ႔           

Shell and tube            heat exchanger         condenser                      Shell 
        refrigerant               tube              chilled water ၊ glycol       coolant                       
       Condenser shell ၏            (lower portion)    liquid receiver                        
T                           refrigerant                           T                                  
          flash gas                     subcooler                        

Air cooled coil       evaporative condenser            ႔                                      
auxiliary receiver           cooler                                 Fan                                
                                       (heat transfer rate)                  

၇.၂.၁ Condenser                
                      building service                   chilled water                    ႔ 
    ႔                     heat rejection equipment                     
 (၁) Air cooled condenser 
 (၂) Water cooled with dry cooler 
 (၃)  Water cooled with open cooling tower 
 (၄) Water cooled with closed cooling tower       
 (၅) Evaporative condenser    ႔           

Refrigeration industry                    condenser                   
 (၁) Shell & tube condenser (၄) Plate heat exchanger condenser       
 (၂) Evaporative condenser (၅) Open-type condenser    ႔          
 (၃)  Air cooled condenser   

 
Tube in tube Shell and tube Shell and coil Ammonia application Coaxial 

    ၇-၂ Water cooled  condenser             
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၇.၃ Water Cooled Condensers 
Water cooled condenser                   (၇-၂)                   Water cooled condenser         

                 refrigerating machine            chiller                             Water cooled 
condenser         cooling tower    ႔            ၊                 ႔          ၍                     

Water cooled condenser                                    ၊                                    ၍ 
                

 (၁)        ႔    (heat rejection)                                                                    
            

 (၂)                     ႔(pump)           (pipe)                               
 (၃)                                                               ) water treatment system             
 (၄) Cooling tower       condenser water pump                                      
 (၅) Cooling tower       condenser water pump                                                            
 (၆)                                                                                  

               water cooled  condenser         cooling tower    ႔           ၊            ၊ 
                          (ground water)   ႔            ၍                ႔               

            refrigerating system          water cooled condenser                        
Refrigerant                                                      (condenser water)               
                                                              ၍     ႔                          
(waste water)                                          (recirculating wate)       ၍                   
 Waste water         condenser                                                    ႔    
                                                   Recirculating         condenser            
                                 cooling tower                                                 

  

 
Condenser               (၃)      
                 
(၁) Double type 
(၂) Shell and tube        
(၃) Shell and coil    ႔           

    ၇-၃ Double pipe condensers 

 Double tube type                                                                              
                     refrigerant                                                                 (၇-
၃)                       refrigerant                                                           
              ႔                                                   ႔                              
   ႔                      refrigerant                                                             
                                                                                       refrigerant     
                                                                             

 Shell and tube                                                              steel shell 
           (steel)    ႔                                                                           
                      shell        refrigerant                        tube                             
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             tube              ႔                                             ႔                      
                                        

       tube              ႔    ႔                 ၍ velocity                                         
                Condenser         capacity 2 tons    100 tons                            Shell ၏ 
          (၄         (၆၀)                           (၃         (၂၀)            Tube     ၏ 
          5/8"    2"             Shell ၏                     ၍ tube               ႔          ၊        
                                                           (maintenance)                         
                   Shell and tube condenser     liquid receiver                             

   
    ၇-၄( ) Air cooled  condenser     ၇- ၄( ) Open type condenser     ၇-၄(ဂ) Evaporative condenser 

 
    ၇-၅ Shell and tube condenser 

Shell and coil                                          shell           (steel)    ႔                
              coil                Finned tube coil         shell        ဂ      ၍                
      coil                  ၍ refrigerant     coil             shell                       

       ႔                               shell ၏                  ႔                   shell     
receiver tank       ႔               ႔     refrigerant                            refrigerant      
        shell                    coil                           coil                   hot gas    ႔၏          
                                       compressor                                        ႔      condenser     
                            (commercial application)         10 ton capacity                      
                      ႔          ၊                                
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၇.၄ Air Cooled Condensers 
Air cooled condenser                 (domestic) ၊                       (commercial)             

            (industrial) refrigerating  machine     ၊ chilling ၊ freezing       air-conditioning system           
   ၍                              air cooled  condenser                  20 RT    120 RT        
         Heat recovery       auxiliary ventilation application           capacity 3 RT    100 RT    
                centrifugal fan                     air cooled condenser                         

Air cooled condenser                (outside air)    cooling medium               ၍ 
               ႔                      refrigerant        ႔                                       
           refrigerant          latent heat                                     (outside air)     sensible 
heat                              
Air cooled condenser     ၏                  

(၁)                             (low installation costs) 

(၂)                               (low maintenance requirements) 

(၃)                                           (freezing)၊                (scaling)၊                
(corrosion)                  Water piping၊ circulating pump       water treatment        ႔ 
           

(၄)                ၏        (weather)              ၍        ႔                          
                                    

(၅) Water cooled  condenser                           air cooled  condenser                         
chiller ၏                                 

(၆)  Refrigerant line              system         ဂ                                                     

(၇)            refrigerant                          refrigerant                                     

(၈)               (low ambient temperatures)                                                 

(၉) Air cooled  condenser           ႔                                                      
                    

(၁၀)             refrigeration system          air cooled  condenser                              

   
    ၇-၆( ) Water cooled  condenser      ၇-၆( ) Air cooled condenser 

Air cooled  condenser                    chiller plant                ႔              Remote 
air cooled  condenser                                               propeller fans       finned 
refrigerant coil    ႔                     remote air cooled  condenser          centrifugal fan            
finned refrigerant coil    ႔                                                   

Air cooled refrigerant condenser     ၏                                                  
     250 RT                      ႔                                         air cooled chiller     ၏       
        400 RT               
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Air cooled chiller                                       
(၁)                                 (water shortage)    ႔                 (water quality)                
(၂) Water cooled  equipment            ၍                       
(၃)  Packaged air cooled  chiller                  (machine room)        ႔             ၊ 

                    ၊  monitoring       venting                       
(၄) Cooling tower           ႔                                                           
(၅) Water treatment                         ႔           

 
Air cooled chiller                         part-load performance                         ၏ 

                           COP                 200 tons               chiller plant          air 
cooled chiller                         

၇.၄.၁ Air Cooled Condenser     ၏              (Advantages) 
(၁)                                         (No water requirement) 
(၂)                                         (Standard outdoor installation) 
(၃)           (freezing)၊                                                   (corrosion problems)          

          
(၄)        (water piping) ၊  circulation pump            water treatment system    ႔              

           
(၅)                                (Low installation cost)  
(၆)                                                   (Low maintenance and service requirement) 

၇.၄.၂ Air Cooled Condenser     ၏                (Disadvantages) 
(၁) Condensing temperature                         compressor     ၍                  
(၂)             (long piping)                             refrigerant                                
(၃)           cooling capacity              air cooled  condenser                 chiller     ၏ 

        (power)                        
(၄)                   (High noise intensity)  
(၅) Air cooled condenser                   heat rejection capacity                     (large cooling 

capacity) system                   (units)                         

၇.၄.၃ Application ၊ Selection and Maintenance of Remote Air Cooled Condensers 
Remote air cooled condenser                         total heat rejection                 

              

 

Air cooled chiller         water cooled  chiller           energy efficient               Air 
cooled chiller           water cooled  chiller    ႔၏                                        chiller          
    ၏ efficiency                     system                                                         
water cooled chiller       condenser water pump       cooling tower    ႔ ၏                         
                       

          Condenser                          ႔      (heat rejection)            condensing 
pressure                                                           
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Air cooled condenser                (remote)                                                  
                           (pressure drop)                                                        
                                                ဂ                Cooling load               
                                                                 

Condenser     evaporator ၏                                       (pressure drop) 
        flashing            liquid line                                                            
                                                                                                    
             subcooling                                             

Condenser     compressor                                                     (gravity) 
        refrigerant                           compressor          ႔                                  
                        Hot gas line                     ႔                      ႔                        
(U           )                           Condenser ၏ upstream          check valve                 

Air cooled  chiller                              (maintenance)                       Coil 
                   ႔                                                       refrigerant                         
                                   ၊               ဂ                                   Air cooled  
condenser                                                                  efficiency          
                                            (manufacturer)၏             (guideline)               
                 

၇.၄.၄ Air Cooled Condenser Controls 
Air cooled condenser                       compressor     ၊ fan                             

                                                refrigerant     ၏                         Expansion 
Valve(TXV)၏              (pressure drop)       ၍                           air cooled  condenser 
        control                     

Air cooled condenser         control                                                      
(၁) Flooded Coil  
 Condenser                                      (heat transfer surface)                

refrigerant             control valve             ၍                        Receiver        
                  refrigerant                  (charge)                   

(၂) Fan Cycling 
                        fan                       fan                              ၊       ႔      

       ၍                 (minimum head pressure)                            

(၃) Dampers 
 Discharge damper                 ၍ condenser fan ၏           (air flow)    control                

(၄) Variable Speed Fans 
 Fan speed                      ၍           (air flow)    control               

         40°F                                                system       fan cycling 
                                                  0°F    ႔                                 system      
      fan speed control    ႔      damper                                
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 Air cooled condenser                                (commercial application)                        
                                                     ႔                            ႔                
                                       air cooled condenser                      

 Air cooled  condenser                                   ႔           ၊ blower      
                                 ၍                                                    (natural 
ventilation)                                                     condensing                
           Plate type condenser     refrigerator ၏                                    
                            Finned tube condenser     refrigerator ၏              ႔      
                               

 Compressor             liquid receiver    ႔                                  condenser       
                                               Condenser                                   
               

 Compressor head       valve                                          condenser (၂)          
        Refrigerant           condenser                                   ႔               

 Air cooled                 ႔                   ၏       (velocity)    500    1000 fpm 
                     ႔                                   capacity            plant           air cooled 
condenser                          ႔     100 Ton                    

၇.၅ Evaporative condenser   

၇.၅.၁ Basic Operating Principles 
Evaporative condenser         package             heat transfer       mass transfer           

              condenser                    (၇-၈)                      compressor               
refrigerant         tube bundle                 ႔              Tube bundle        ႔           
                 Tube           refrigerant                                                      ႔ 
                tube bundle            ႔                  ႔      receiver vessel          ႔ 
                                                                  (basin)                     
                        ႔               ၍                   

Tube bundle        ႔                                    (heat transfer)                
                                ႔                                                       refrigerant 
                              ႔         ႔                                        ႔             

၇.၅.၂ Common Configurations of Condenser 
                      evaporative condenser               
 ( ) Forced-draft with axial fans 
 ( ) Induced-draft with axial fans        
 (ဂ)  Forced-draft with centrifugal fans    ႔           

၇.၅.၃ Forced-Draft, Axial Fan Condensers 
    ၇-၈(a)     forced-draft axial fan condenser                          Fan         

         (end)    ႔             (side)                tube bundle      ႔                            
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               ၭ            fan (၆)                        Fan                                   (belt-
driven) fan                 E                            fan                                         
              ႔                              

 

 
(a) Forced-draft, axial fan condenser 

 
(b) Induced-draft, axial fan condenser 

    ၇-၇ Evaporative condenser        ၏               diagram 

၇.၅.၄ Induced Draft, Axial Fan Condensers 
Forced draft axial fan unit                  induced draft condenser          Fan         

                                                                                     
                                          ႔                Fan (၄)                        Fan 
                                             fan                             fan         gear box       
                               

၇.၅.၅ Forced Draft, Centrifugal Fan Condensers 
Forced draft centrifugal fan condenser          fan         tube bundle ၏              

                                 ႔             Fan (၈)                        Fan         
                         (belt-driven) fan                                                  (high-
pressure) air flow               Efficiency                  Evaporative cooling          refrigeration 
system                         ႔             cooled fluid     chiller ၏ shell and tube condenser 
                       

၇.၆ Evaporative Cooling 

 
Evaporative condenser     ၏               (characteristics)     
 (၁) Circulating                        
 (၂) Water treatment system                       
 (၃)                                          (Reduced space requirement) 

Evaporative cooling ၏ effectiveness                (air entering)၏ wet bulb         ၊ 
                (volume of airflow)       air/water    ႔                                 
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 (၄)                     ၊                                         
 (၅)               ႔                          (Small system pumps)        
 (၆)  Capacity                             indoor configuration                          

( )          capacity              cooling tower          ၍              water cooled  condenser 
                    circulating water                                    

( )                    ၊                                        

(ဂ)                ႔                          (Small system pumps) 

(ဃ)                                    (Indoor locations are possible) 

( ) Water treatment                              

( ) Capacity                              

( ) Cooling tower          ၍          shell and tube condenser         air cooled condenser          
                                                           

Evaporative condenser                                                 ႔                
                          ၊                                                               Evaporative 
condenser     ၏                 closed circuit fluid cooler     ၏                               

၇.၆.၁ Evaporative Condensers 
Evaporative condenser         water cooled chiller     ၏                            

  (water)         ႔                                    (air stream)         ႔                      
                                    

 

Evaporative condenser                
refrigerant coil        ႔                             
Coil           refrigerant vapor                          
            ႔        refrigerant vapor              
        ႔                        ႔        ၊ drift       
blowdown    ႔                                                     

                                               
evaporative condenser                ႔               
Evaporative condenser          air cooled       water 
cooled condenser                                      
              ၇-၈ Evaporative condenser 

Evaporative cooling process ၏ effectiveness                ၏ Wet Bulb temperature       
                                   Evaporative condenser     water cooled condenser       
cooling tower                                                                                         ၍ 
                                

 Spray header                      ႔            ၍                 ႔                             
               (tank)         ႔       ၍                       blower    ႔                       ၍ 
                            ႔                Condenser         sensible heat       latent heat 
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 Condenser                refrigerant                  ႔    ႔  ၍                                  
           ႔        ႔   ၍        ႔                                                1000 Btu    ႔ 
                       ႔   ၍                                                drift eliminator              
     ႔                    ႔                  (tank)         ႔                  ၍     ႔         ၍ 
                                                    

 Condenser ၏                                              ႔၏                     
          Capacity            plant          evaporative condenser                            
       Evaporative condenser     ၏                 refrigeration       (RT)                      
(၃)ဂ       (၄)ဂ       ႔           

   
    ၇-၉ Cooling tower             

၇.၆.၂ Cooling Towers 
Cooling tower         evaporative condenser                                  ႔               

   ႔                                     ႔                      Evaporative cooling ၏ effectiveness     
    ၏ wet bulb         ၊                  cooling tower                              Cooling tower 
                    evaporative cooler                Condenser water     condenser       cooling 
tower                        Cooling tower                                          
                                      condenser water              (loss)           

(၁) Condenser water           ႔            (evaporation loss) 

(၂)                 ႔                               cooling tower            ႔          
              (drift loss)       

(၃)                        ၊ “B    D   ”             ႔      “D    ”             ႔          (blow down 
loss) 

                      ၏                                  condenser water                   
                 ႔                 ၊                                ႔                                       water-
cooling tower                        

 Cooling tower                            ၊        ၊                                           
                                               (၇-၁၀)                   Tower ၏                
                                                                            Float valve     
refrigerant low side float       ႔               Cooling tower                                  
  (galvanized iron)၊     ၊ stainless steel၊             ႔                                    

 Cooling tower                  Air Conditioning and Mechanical Ventilation (Volume One) 
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    ၇-၁၀ Cooling tower                                           

၇.၆.၃ Water Cooling 
Water cooled system                                                                           

                          ၊       ၊                                                 ႔     water treatment 
             filtration                                                                    cooling tower       
closed circuit evaporative cooler                         

၇.၆.၄ Capacity Control 
Water flow ၊ air flow    ႔                    ၏                              ၍ capacity control 

               
Fan and Pump Cycling 

                                     Pressure switch             ၍ pump            fan         
           ၊       ႔             ၍ capacity control                   Capacity            (different 
stages)             set point                                   
Air Flow Control 

   ႔         fan     ၏              control              VSD                    Fan     ၏ 
             0%    100%                                   Resonant frequencies                
                                     VSD                                                                       
      (two-speed motor)                    
Water Flow Control 

                            (varying water flow            condenser ၏ capacity     control 
                                                                                              tube 
                                         (fouling)                     tube           velocity           
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၇.၆.၅ Capacity Ratings 
Full Load 

Evaporative condenser            ၏ capacity rating                                
(nominal conditions)                   Condensing temperature                  ၏ Wet Bulb 
temperature                                                                   correction factor     
                             (manufacturer)                                       correction factor     
                  

 
Part Load 

Condenser manufacturer         part load performance data                          Air flow 
   ႔                                                         condenser capacity                        
                A                             capacity                  ႔                            
      ႔            heat transfer                     performance                              

၇.၇ Methods of Refrigerant Feed 
Refrigerant feed                                        (set-up cost) ၊ operational efficiency 

                        (temperature stability)        ႔              
Refrigerant feed                               
 (၁) Gravity feed operation    ႔      surge drum operation  
 (၂) Pump recirculation operation (flooded operation)        
 (၃)  Dry expansion operation (cheapest solution)    ႔           

 

Evaporator          ႔              refrigerant 
liquid     ၏            ႔      evaporator           
refrigerant ၏            capacity control          
Evaporator          ႔ refrigerant            ႔        
                            

(၁) Recirculated    ႔      overfeed 
(၂) Flooded       
(၃)  Direct expansion(DX)    ႔           

 

    ၇-၁၁ Recirculated (overfeed) refrigerant transport 

Refrigerant feed                                      
 (၁)                (simple) 
 (၂)             (smaller systems) 
 (၃)  Thermostatic valve                          
 (၄) Feron                  system                                   
 (၅)                         (unstable temperature) 
 (၆)  Compressor          ႔ refrigerant                        (risk of liquid carry over) 

၇.၇.၁ Gravity Feed Operation 
Gravity feed operation    ႔      surge drum operation ၏                   
 (၁) Surge drum       low pressure float valve                                
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 (၂)                                  (Relatively stable temperature) 
 (၃)                                                (Requires routine oil draining) 

၇.၇.၂ Recirculated    ႔      Overfeed 
Recirculated    ႔      overfeed system      liquid refrigerant         low pressure receiver 

(LPR)           vessel                                   Low pressure receiver    refrigerant 
        mechanical pump    ႔         -                      evaporator coil      ႔         ႔        (၇-
၁၁)     recirculated (overfeed)                                   Refrigerant            (boil)          
       (၃)     ႔      (၄)    ႔                                  “over feed”                         

Coil               refrigerant          (weight)၏                                        
                         ႔         LPR          ႔                   ႔                          
          ႔                compressor ၏                     Recirculated system      evaporator coil 
၏ capacity     solenoid             control          Solenoid valve              ၊                 refrigerant 
                control                    

 

 
Refrigerant flow through Shell with liquid 

storage. Used for cooling water only 
    ၇-၁၂( ) Flooded evaporator     ၇-၁၂( ) Flooded evaporator 

 
    ၇-၁၃ Flooded evaporator cut-away 

၇.၇.၃ Flooded Evaporator 
Flooded system                                   refrigerant             accumulator            

vessel                         Accumulator     evaporator coil ၏                    
           refrigerant                                       evaporator coil          ႔            
Evaporator         refrigerant                   vapor bubble         coil            accumulator 
     ႔                      compressor          ႔ vapor                           
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Flooded system      pressure regulator                                   Accumulator 
          refrigerant                       Compressor ၏ suction                     gas      
                      refrigerant                    Refrigerant                            refrigerant 
                                    

 
    ၇-၁၄ Flooded evaporator (a) Shell-and-tube. (b) Jacketted. (c) Raceway. 

 

 
 

    ၇-၁၅( ) Level master control for flooded chiller     ၇-၁၅( ) Flooded shell and tube evaporator 

 
 

    ၇-၁၆( ) Flooded evaporator construction detail     ၇-၁၆( ) Heat transfer on tube wall 

Regulator                                    compressor              suction pressure 
            refrigerant                                       capacity                          

Regulator                 coil                                                   
(corresponding temperature)                       ႔        refrigerant       coolant       
                   (temperature difference)               
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Flooded evaporator ၏ effectiveness     chiller                           (leaving water 
temperature)       refrigerant         (temperature)   ႔၏                                                
               (temperature difference)    “                            ”    ႔      “          
           ”   ၍                     (၇-၁၇)      flood evaporator        ၏ small temperature 
difference    ႔      approach temperature                                          (44°F -
40°F = 4°F) 

 
    ၇-၁၇ Flood evaporator        ၏ small temperature difference    ႔      approach temperature 

                                                ၍ evaporator               pressure vessel                   
Class Certifying Agent Design Pressure Refrigerant 

High Pressure ASME >15 psig R-12, 22, 134a, 407C, 410A, 717 (ammonia) 
Low Pressure Manufacturer < 15 psig Water, R-11, 123 

၇.၇.၄ Direct Expansion (DX) 
Direct expansion(DX) system      high pressure receiver                   refrigerant      

        evaporator coil      ႔                   ႔                    superheat temperature               
evaporator coil                 refrigerant flow     thermal                                       

 

 
Dx-Evaporator 

    ၇-၁၈ Dry expansion operation 

  
    ၇-၁၉ Direct-expansion evaporator cut-away (shell-and-tube evaporator) 

Direct expansion evaporator         refrigerant                     ႔   (evaporate) 
                                                       DX coil         refrigerant 70%    ႔     ႔    
(evaporate)                    ၃၀%     superheated temperature                 ႔           ႔        
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DX coil         liquid overfeed       flooded coil                           fan power                       DX coil 
         refrigerant flow control                   Refrigerant         (flow)                  suction line 
         ႔ refrigerant                                         Compressor          ႔ refrigerant 
                                                              Refrigerant          (flow)                  
refrigeration capacity                    evaporator efficiency                  

   (၇-၁၉)                    direct-expansion (DX) shell-and-tube evaporator      shell 
        warmer water                                                 refrigerant             tube      
                             

 

 

 
    ၇-၂၀ DX Evaporator tube detail     ၇-၂၁ DX Evaporator 

DX evaporator     ၏ small temperature difference    ႔      approach temperature     
flooded evaporator                           DX evaporator          leaving water             
saturated evaporator temperature        ႔                                   heat exchanger၏ 
                                                     Flooded evaporator                                    
                           

 
    ၇-၂၂ DX evaporator        ၏ small temperature difference    ႔      approach temperature 

၇.၈ Evaporator 
Evaporator          ႔ refrigerant                                                             

                                 Refrigerant     chilled water                                     
                ႔         ႔                   Evaporator         refrigerant                         
       ၭ                                  

                  chilled water                  (copper tube)                               
           evaporator                                    

Approach temperature     refrigerant               chilled water            ႔             
(temperature difference          Evaporator ၏ heat transfer efficiency       ၊            
                 approach temperature                       
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Water chiller     ၏ evaporator     shell-and-tube                     refrigerant-to-water heat 
exchanger          Chiller                      ၍ tube              refrigerant    ႔      chilled water 
           

 

Air conditioning                   expansion (DX) evaporator       flooded evaporator   ၍ 
                 Dry expansion                refrigerant     tube                           
evaporator         refrigerant                               Flooded evaporator      refrigerant 
    shell                       evaporator         refrigerant                               
         

Dry expansion (DX) evaporator          DX cooling coil       DX chiller   ၍           
                                            cooling coil                      Cooling water 
   ႔               coolant                                          chiller                       
Evaporator                                        
 (၁) Shell (၄) Tube support 
 (၂) Distribution plate (၅) Water boxes        
 (၃)  Tubes (၆)  End sheets    ႔           

Evaporator         rolled carbon steel plate                          

 

၇.၈.၁ Evaporator                
 (၁) Air Coolers (၅) Evaporator Coils 
 (၂) Shell & Tube Coolers (၆)  Freezing Drums 
 (၃)  Plate Heat Exchangers (၇) Contact Freezing Plates 
 (၄) Chilling Plates (၈) M          …….. 

Single Pass Arrangement 
Single pass arrangement      chilled water         evaporator                           

                           Baffle    ႔      partition             

Two Pass Arrangement 
Two pass arrangement                 (nozzle)                evaporator ၏            

                Pass baffle     tube bundle                                         Chilled water 
        evaporator           tube                          ႔               

Evaporator                                                        refrigerant              
          Chilled water leaving temperature                    refrigerant boiling temperature           
           Refrigerant boiling temperature                                  (corresponding 
pressure)                      

Evaporator     ၏              chiller capacity       design efficiency          
          Chiller capacity              evaporator                                                   
          evaporator                               
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Three Pass Arrangement 

Three pass arrangement                    
      nozzle         evaporator ၏              
           Pass baffle     tube bundle                
                         Chilled water         
evaporator           tube                          
         ႔               

    ၇-၂၃ Pass arrangement                       

Evaporator                        (nozzle)                          box     “water box”   
           (၇-၃၈)     Marine Waterbox (MWB)                                     (leakage)           
water box       evaporator ၏ shell           rubber gasket                       

 
Evaporator              

                evaporator              ၊      ၭ   ၊                                                       ႔     
                   ၊             ၊       ႔                   ၊ refrigerant control     ၊      
                                                   ၍                               

 Evaporator                              (၁) bare tube (၂) plate surface       (၃) finned   ၍ 
         

   
    ၇-၂၄ ( ) Bare-tube coils. ( ) Flat zigzag coil (ဂ) Oval trombone coil. 

  
    ၇-၂၅ Plate type evaporator.     ၇-၂၆ Standard serpentine plate evaporator. 

         (copper tube)        chilled water velocity           turbulence              
                      (heat transfer)                  ႔     velocity                      
        (pressure drop)                ႔        chilled water pump                               
          (erosion)                  Velocity           laminar                                    
(heat transfer)                             (fouling)                                
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                         ၍                   (ceiling-hurg)            bare coil          
                   storage cooler                                                    centrifugal blower     
               

Evaporator                                               (၁) dry expansion type (၂) forced 
through type       (၃) pump circulation type    ႔            

၇.၈.၂ Dry Expansion Type  
                                                            ၭ   (V-shape bend)                   ၍ coil 

            ႔            Coil                            refrigerant                             
                Capacity              expansion valve     refrigerant     ၏         
evaporator                           coil                    ႔                       

                                                                                        
                                         (diameter)          ၊                fin                    ႔         
                                                                ႔                                    
                       defrosting system            

၇.၈.၃ Forced Through Type Evaporators 
               dry expansion                     ႔     fan         ၍       evaporator 

                            cool room                                        

                                                                                  
Evaporator                                                           Refrigeration plant                 
                                  defrosting effect                          defrosting system            

၇.၈.၄ Pump Circulation Type Evaporators 
Capacity                                     evaporator                                       

                                         ႔                    Evaporator                  
                                                    ႔     refrigerant                                       
                                ႔        cold room       refrigerant plant    ႔                           
                     

၇.၉ Evaporator Fan Liquid Cooling 
          ႔    ၊             ၊         ၊                                               

   ႔    refrigeration                  Evaporator                                               (၁) 
bottle liquids ၊ (၂) liquid under atmospheric pressure       (၃) liquids under pressure    ႔           
Liquid cooled           evaporator     'immersed' evaporator           

                                     ၍ flooded shell and tube liquid cooler       dry 
expansion shell and tube cooler   ၍                  Flooded shell and tube cooler ၏                

                       ၏                     ၍ bare tube coil                            ၊ 
     ၭ                                                                             ၭ       flat zigzag 
     ၭ          oval trombone      ၭ       ႔            (၇-၂၄-ဂ)                             bare 
tube coil         liquid chilling                
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shell and tube condenser                  ႔                           (coolant)    tube      
         ႔    ႔            ၍                     ၏                                                

shell                     refrigerant          (level)            expansion valve           
control                                              Refrigerant                               
(coolant)               ႔                                            ႔                           
                        (coolant)    tube                        ႔                         ႔      
refrigerant     ႔                            ႔                                       tolerance 
                             operating efficiency                      ႔      refrigerant               
                         oil rectifier                         

Dry expansion shell and tube cooler           ၏                tube            refrigerant 
                                             shell                                        
Refrigerant                   (end cover)   evaporator          ႔                           
                             compressor          ႔             Flooded type                 
           ႔     compressor          ႔          ႔         ႔                      ၊                   ၊ 
tube                         ႔                                                                    

၇.၁၀ Types of Refrigeration Evaporators 
 (၁) Air coolers (၅) Evaporator coils 
 (၂) Shell & tube coolers (၆)  Freezing drums        
 (၃)  Plate heat exchangers (၇) Contact freezing plates    ႔         
 (၄) Chilling plates   

               refrigeration                                  evaporator                        
Evaporator                    (construction)၊ refrigerant            (method of feeding)       
evaporator                 (direction of circulation of the air)    ႔         ၍                    
(classified)          

   
    ၇-၂၇ Air cooler Shell & tube evaporator Rotary freezer 

 
   

Plate freezer Evaporator coil Flake ice unit Welded plate evaporator 

၇.၁၀.၁ Evaporator                              ၍                      
Refrigeration       air conditioning                             (construction)          ၍ 
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၇.၁၀.၂ Bare Tube Evaporators 
Bare tube evaporator         copper tube    ႔                                                    

(ammonia)    refrigerant                                  evaporator                           
             Ammonia           refrigerant                                    evaporator 
                  (copper tube)                       

 Bare tube evaporator                                                               Bare 
tube evaporator         liquid chilling                      Bare tube evaporator                   
              ႔                   Bare tube evaporator      fin                    finned 
evaporator                          

၇.၁၀.၃ Plate Type Evaporators 
Evaporator coil                   copper    ႔      aluminum      (plate)        “plate type 

evaporat  ”                                                   ႔                         refrigerant 
                                            Plate type evaporator     ၏                                
                         heat transfer               Plate type evaporator                  
   ႔                                                                

                 ၭ                                                         (household 
refrigerator)       deep freezer                                       ၭ                                
                                       

Plate surface evaporator                                                (metal)                     ဂ   
                                 refrigerant                                           (၇-၂၇)     
                                          freezer                                                    
                         ၭ                           

                                                             ၍              ဂ                  
         T                                          refrigerant                        plate         
          (          )                  ၊                                          (၇-၂၇)               
                       ၍          ၊               ၍           ၊ freezer     ၊ food display case     ၊ ice 
cream cabinet              ၍           ၊                             ႔                              

၇.၁၀.၄ Finned Evaporators 
Bare tube evaporator      fin                                                      Finned 

evaporator           bare tube coil                 (metal plate)        ႔      fin                   
                    Fin         coil                       ႔                 Fin     ၏                    
         (heat transfer)                              Fin                                        ႔ 
         Evaporator ၏                                                                            
                   

Air conditioner          finned evaporator                                  Finned evaporator 
        cooling coil   ၍                                                         cooling coil 
         ႔                                fin                ႔                                          
                  finned evaporator                                  finned evaporator    
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                     Evaporator ၏                (heat transfer)                    tube     ၏ 
                                                  

              fin          coil                                                      fin 
        coil ၏                               ဂ      (soldered)         

၇.၁၀.၅ Shell and Tube Evaporators 
            refrigeration system       central air conditioning system          shell and tube 

           heat exchanger         evaporator                     Chiller                          
evaporator         shell and tube                            

 
 
Table 7-1 tube                   material     ၏            (thermal resistance)                   

Material Thermal Resistance Relative to Copper 
Copper  1 
Red Brass ( 85% Cu/ 15% Zn) 2.4 
Admiralty Brass ( 70%Cu / 28.9%Zn / 1% Sn /0.3 As) 3.1 
(90/10) Copper / Nickel ( Copper Nickel) 7.3 
(70/30) Copper Nickel ( Copper Nickel) 10.9 
Tatanium  18.8 

၇.၁၁ Condenser Small Temperature Difference 

 
    ၇-၂၈ Condenser small temperature difference    ႔      approach temperature difference 

Leaving condenser water temperature       refrigerant temperature                      
           (temperature)     small temperature difference    ႔      approach temperature           
   (၇-၂၈)                                     small temperature difference    ႔      approach 
temperature                  (100°F-95°F=5°F) 

 

Chiller          refrigerant                        (direction of the flow of the 
refrigerant)               ၍ dry expansion chiller       flooded type chiller   ၍                            

Dry expansion chiller          tube             refrigerant             shell         chilled 
water             Refrigerant                 expansion valve                          

Flooded type evaporator          refrigerant     shell                     tube         
chilled water             Flooded type evaporator               chiller         refrigerant 
    ၏       (level)    float valve                          refrigerant                             

Thermal expansion valve                                        (high pressure differential)    
                           (pressure differential)              evaporator coil      under-
feeding             over-feeding                             
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    ၇-၂၉ Limit of vapor compression cycle 

 Approach Temperature 
ACMV    ဂ                   air con                                       

                        Approach temperature                   
 (၁) Condenser approach temperature 
 (၂) Evaporator approach temperature       
 (၃)  Cooling tower approach temperature    ႔           

Approach temperature           
Approach temperature           heat t                 medium    ႔      fluid          ႔၏          

                        (heat)                     (high temperature) fluid                     (low 
temperature) fluid    ႔                                     ႔            (heat t                        
                                         Approach Temperature Difference (ATD)   ၍                

Approach Temperature Difference (ATD)                  fluid ၏                    fluid ၏ 
                ၍                       

၇.၁၁.၁ Condenser Approach Temperature 
Chiller ၏ condenser                refrigerant            condenser water    ႔              

(heat t                       ႔        Condenser approach temperature           chiller ၏ condenser 
          refrigerant ၏             condenser             condenser water ၏                  Table 7-
2    condenser approach temperature           condenser refrigerant temperature (31.7°C @ 
681.2Kpa)    leaving condenser water (30.7°C)                 ၍                       1°            
    - Trane chiller            ECV6E 56 (HFC 134a)          9:45AM                   data         
                
Table 7-2 
Chilled Water Set Point 6.7°C 
Leaving Chilled Water  6.7°C 
Entering Chilled Water  10.1 
Entering Condenser Water  28.4°C 
Laving Condenser Water  30.7°C 
Active Control Set Point 100% 
Evaporator Ref Pressure 254.2Kpa 
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Condenser Ref Pressure 681.2Kpa 
Saturated Ref Temp  5.0°C 
Condenser Ref Temp 31.7°C 
Evaporator Approach Temp  1.7°C 
Condenser Approach Temp 1°C 

၇.၁၁.၂ Evaporator Approach Temperature 
Chiller ၏ evaporator               chiller water           refrigerant    ႔             (heat 

t                       ႔        Evaporator approach temperature           chiller ၏ evaporator 
                   (leaving) chilled water ၏             chiller ၏ evaporator           refrigerant ၏ 
                               Table 7-2    evaporator approach temperature leaving chilled water 
(6.7°C)    evaporator refrigerant temperature (5.0°C @ 254.2Kpa)     ၍                      1.7°  
          

 
Table 7-3 evaporator                                   
DX Evaporator Flooded Evaporator Hybrid Falling Film Evaporator 
Water outside the tubes Water inside the tubes Water inside the tubes 
Refrigerant inside the tubes Refrigerant outside the tubes Refrigerant outside the tubes 
Water connection at side Water connection at ends Two bundles of water tubes 
  Upper bundle is covered in a film of 

refrigerant 
  Upper bundle is flooded in the 

refrigerant 

  
    ၇-၃၀ Flooded chiller     ၇-၃၁ Dry expansion chiller 

  
    ၇-၃၂ Evaporator tube bundle     ၇-၃၃ Evaporator coil with four fans 

Chiller          evaporator       condenser    ႔၏ approach temperature     2°C     
                2°C                chiller                 (energy)                               
                              leaving chilled water (6.7°C)              evaporator refrigerant 
temperature                                                   evaporator refrigerant temperature 
          chiller compressor         ၍                 
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    ၇-၃၄ Recommended piping components for typical evaporator installation 

၇.၁၂ Water Box Design Pressure 
Vessel     ၏              (design pressure)    chiller ၏ duty       refrigerant    ႔၏          

           
Water box design pressure     chiller water system                  ႔                

     (static pressure       dynamic pressure)                    Dynamic head                 
static head                              ႔                       Chiller                150 psig 
            water box design             300 psig             water box design   ၍                           

                                              (    )    
     (  )

    
 

  
    ၇-၃၅ Vessel                             ၇-၃၆ Water box                         

  
    ၇-၃၇ Nozzle In Head (NIH)     ၇-၃၈ Marine Water Box (MWB)  

  
    ၇-၃၇ Nozzle In Head (NIH)     ၇-၃၈ Marine Water Box              
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Chapter-8 Capacity Control of Refrigeration Systems 

၈.၁ Compressor Control ၊ Chiller Control and Chilled Water Plant Control 
Refrigeration system          control                            

(၁)  Compressor                 control           (individual compressor control) 
(၂)  Chiller                 control           (individual chiller control)       
(၃)   Chilled water plant     control              ႔           

၈.၁.၁ Individual Compressor Capacity Control 
Compressor capacity     control                                  Capacity control                  

overall system COP            Control                   ၍              ႔ COP      
             
(၁) On/off operation        
 On/off operation                                             ႔                            

                                                                                            
                                           

(၂) Multi-cylinder reciprocating          cylinder unloading       
 Compressor ၏ capacity                                                     ႔     capacity         

                                                                 

(၃) Variable speed drive      
 Variable speed drive         reciprocating compressor၊ screw compressor       scroll 

compressor                 efficient          capacity control                        
                                                critical resonant frequencies    ႔            
                                          

(၄) Slide valve       
 Slide valve           screw compressor                         capacity control      
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         Slide valve         design capacity ၏ 10%     smooth step-less         capacity 
control               Screw compressor         part-load                      full load 
power                    

(၅) Centrifugal compressor           variable inlet guide vane      
 Variable inlet guide vane         centrifugal compressor                      

Refrigerant      impeller          ႔                     (direction of flow)                   
      capacity                        ဤ        capacity control            efficient 
                       Compressor ၏ isentropic efficiency                ႔        system ၏  
COP             

(၆) Speed control 
          (continuous) speed control                         (stepwise) speed control 

           ၍                            (continuous) speed control              capacity 
control            efficient                                           compressor          
                             ၏  50%                                                    

Electric motor                    active pole     ၏                                          
    (stepwise) speed control                                                               
         ၏  50%                                                                             
compressor component                           (stress)          

(၇) Clearance volume control 
 Clearance volume ၏                                    compressor ၏ capacity     control 

                   - mass flow                       clearance volume     
displacement volume ၏                                        residual gas              
           discharge                                    ႔        clearance volume control 
                                    

(၈) Suction valve unloading      
 Suction valve unloading                     air conditioning and refrigeration system 

                      compressor capacity control                           ၏ cooling 
load                         compressor ၏ suction valve            ၍                         
capacity                                           (energy savings                    
                        

Reciprocating compressor                             Cylinder     ၏ suction valve     
                   gas                                     Gas              ၊                suction 
valve                                                              Crankshaft                    
             (uneven stress)                                compressor           
                                                           

Suction                       (late closing)           suction-valve             (early 
closing)                                 compressor flow regulation               
S      -                       (late closing)                      control                  
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                                            ၍                   compressor                   
capacity ၏ 50%                        

Suction valve             (early closing)        gas                      ႔ 
                          Intake stroke      suction valve            ၍                   
                    ႔                gas                                             
         ႔                      gas                        ၊     ၍         ႔                        
                           Suction valve              (early closing)          capacity control 
                                                  efficient                        

 
        control method                                            

(၁) Suction throttle device    ႔      suction valve unloading      
 Suction          compressor          ႔                gas                          suction 

throttle                                  suction throttle device           Compressor 
         (inlet pressure)                                                         
                                (design temperature)                                              
                           efficiency               

(၂) Hot gas by-pass       
 H         -             suction vapor      superheat                          compressor 

                                           

Hot gas bypass                                   Compressor               discharge 
gas         suction side       ႔        ႔                                                  
                                        Capacity                       compressor       
                                              Compressor                            

(၃) Head pressure control       
 Head pressure control                     (ambient conditions)                   

condensing temperature           control                   

၈.၁.၂ Individual Chiller Control 

Chiller     ၏ capacity     control              chiller           (manufacturer)      
                   digital electronic control system                       chilled water supply 
temperature setpoint     chiller                                                                
Centrifugal Chiller 
               (constant s                      centrifugal chiller         Pre-Rotation Vanes 

(PRV)                                       Centrifugal compressor          ႔                
refrigerant gas         Inlet Guide Vanes (IGV)    ႔      Prerotation Vane (PRV)          
control               Compressor impeller ၏                            inlet guide vane 
                                                ၊                           

Vane                                             Vane                             
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(position)         ၍ refrigerant gas                                               

 Variable speed                  centrifugal chiller         motor speed       PRV position    ႔      
                             

Reciprocating Chiller 
 Reciprocating chiller         sequence unloading valve         ႔      multiple compressor 

cycling                                            Refrigerant flow     expansion valve       
control          Evaporator                refrigerant gas ၏                            
setpoint                       expansion valve              (throttling action         system 
                    Compressor     discharge pressure setpoint                      
       refrigerant flow rate                      

                          (most common method)    refrigerant flow rate                      
         Reciprocating compressor ၏ suction valve                  ၊ compressor       ၍ 
refrigerant gas     bypass          ၊ compressor             refrigerant gas         bypass 
             ႔          

Screw Chiller 
 Screw chiller         sliding bypass  valve                                        

Absorption chiller 
 Absorption chiller         steam ၊ hot water    ႔      gas supply     modulate            ႔      

capacity control             

၈.၁.၃ Chilled Water Plant Control 
 Chilled water plant control     “HVAC controls and Building Automation Systems”            
                        

                     control                                  refrigeration system               
           (operating cost)                        
(၁)                            chiller                                          (chillers and chilled 

water systems should only operate when there is a real cooling demand) 

(၂) Compressor                                                 (Maximize full load operation of 
compressors) 

(၃)  Condensing temperature                                         (Keep condensing temperatures low 
and avoid head pressure control) 

(၄) Evaporating temperature                                            

(၅)                      compressor       ႔     ၊                 (cycling)                               

(၆)  Load                                 control system                                      
   ႔         

CIBSE Guide H(19)      refrigeration, heat rejection and cooling distribution systems ၏ 
control                                          
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Operator Interface 
Multiple centrifugal chiller plant ၏ optimizing control                                  
 (၁) Optimize the on/off staging of the multiple chillers. 
 (၂) Optimize start and stop. 
 (၃)  Control condenser water entering temperature. 
 (၄) Controls of the multiple chillers in a centrifugal chiller plant are discussed in later sections. 

၈.၁.၄ Capacity Control for Varying Loads to Provide Better Efficiency 
Load                                    capacity control                            ႔     compressor 

                                                                                                          
              

Case 1: Single large compressor 
           ႔ load                                   compressor                  

                                                     efficiency                         (၁၀၀  
                                                   ၁၀၀%            ၍                       
                      ႔                                             

Case 2: Single large compressor with inbuilt capacity control. 
 Built in capacity control                       compressor                                   

                        efficiency                                                            
load     compressor capacity ၏ ၅၀%                                                

Case 3: Three small compressors (two with same capacity and one with capacity control) 
                               compressor (၂)                            capacity ၅၀% 

                    compressor                                    

Case 4: Three small compressors with different capacities 
                                compressor (၃)                                       

capacity          ၍               compressor                            

Case 5: Three compressors with parallel control 
             Compressor                          control           
 Capacity turn down       input power    ႔                                   (nonlinear)      

                                                      

Compressor                                     cooling load profile                           
                    (          ) cooling load                   compressor                               
         

Compressor                                   efficiency                                           
    ႔              compressor                    (shutdown)                             
Compressor         full load        sweet spot                         efficiency                      
Control                                     efficiency                                         compressor 
                                                                                               
(over                  compressor     ၏ power factor                       
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              load                                                     ၊                     
compressor                          control strategy                                   ႔                         
chilled water plant                          

၈.၁.၅ Refrigerant Flow Control 
 Chiller     ၏ capacity     control                    evaporator          ႔                
refrigerant ၏             control                                    compressor                     
     ၍ capacity control                             Chiller                        compressor 
                         ၍ refrigerant ၏          control                             

                                ၍ centrifugal chiller          VSD            ၍ speed control 
                                            

 
Chiller          speed control         VSD                                              Cooling 

load profile                                                             chiller                   

၈.၂ Refrigerant Control Devices 
 Refrigeration system                                           expansion device ၏ 
                         (basic function)          

 (၁) Condenser pressure    evaporator pressure    ႔                             

 (၂) Evaporator                           ႔        (evaporation rate)                  
refrigerant         evaporator          ႔                               

 
Refrigerant         (flow  rate)    control                          
 (၁)    Hand (manual) expansion valves 
 (၂) Capillary tubes 
 (၃)  Orifice 
 (၄) Constant pressure value    ႔      Automatic Expansion Valve (AEV) 
 (၅) Thermostatic Expansion Valve (TEV) 
 (၆)  Float type Expansion Valve 
 ( ) High side float valve 
 ( ) Low side float valve       
 (၇) Electronic Expansion Valve    ႔           

Compressor ၏          (speed)    capacity                               Compressor ၏ 
         (speed)       capacity                Compressor                pressure (lift)    
                      (square of the speed)                                surge                            
          (speed control)        chiller          hot gas bypass                              
         speed control                                            inlet vane control                
                        efficiency               

                   system      ၏ refrigerant         (flow rate)    cooling load       
                   (proportional)      
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Refrigeration system                       expansion device         fixed opening       variable 
opening   ၍                           Liquid refrigerant                            (flow area)            
           “fixed opening”                                                        (flow area)         ၍ 
refrigerant                                         “variable opening”                           

Capillary tube         fixed opening                          Orifice      fixed orifice       
variable orifice   ၍                                  expansion device                fixed opening 
                           

Expansion valve    ႔      throttling valve         condensing pressure (high pressure)    
evaporating pressure(low pressure)   ႔                                 device                 
Cooling load       chiller capacity                   evaporator          ႔            liquid refrigerant 
                  (throttling)                     

Cooling coil    ႔      chiller evaporator                     evaporation rate       cooling coil 
   ႔      chiller evaporator          ႔            liquid refrigerant                  throttling device 
                              chiller ၏                                              DX unit 
          cooling coil                 cooling                                                 
                                        

      ႔ refrigeration system          mechanical expansion valve     ၊ electronic expansion 
valve     ၊ thermostatic expansion valve     ၊ solenoid valve     ၊ thermostat           pressure switch      
               ႔                             -                        modulating pressure 
regulator     ၊ filter drier     ၊ liquid indicator     ၊ non return valve       isolation valve                   

Evaporator         refrigerant                                                  ၍     ႔    
          condenser                        ႔                   ႔                   Refrigeration 
system             refrigerant                           Cooling load          ၍ evaporator 
၏           (liquid line)                    refrigerant         (flow)                           
                                            evaporator ၏ liquid line                    (high pressure) 
                    (low pressure)          ႔                           

    ႔     refrigeration system                                                automatic control 
system                                                       ၍ evaporator          ႔        
refrigerant             (flow)             ၊               ၏                        control             

 (၁)                                    ၍ control           

 (၂)                                           ၍ control                  

 (၃)                                    ၍ control              ႔          

၈.၂.၁ Hand Expansion Valve 
Hand expansion valve                           needle valve              Refrigerant 

                    valve                                                     refrigeration 
plant                         Operator                                 cooling load                    
                                                                        evaporator                  
            refrigerant                                        o                             
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    ၈-၂ Manual expansion valve     ၈-၃ Thermal Expansion Valve (TEV) 

၈.၂.၂ Constant Pressure Expansion Valves    ႔      Automatic Expansion Valve (AEV) 
Constant pressure valve         thermostatic expansion valve                                

                                       mechanical device     ၏                              
         (close)၊                                         automatic expansion valve             

Expansion valve                                                       (pressure regulating 
                   Expansion valve                                          (constant pressure) 
                      Suction pressure                          evaporating pressure        
refrigerant             (flow)                                                  (constant) cooling load 
                                           

 

 

    ၈-၁ Automatic Expansion Valve (AEV)       schematic     

Automatic expansion valve         evaporator         evaporating pressure             
                                   “constant pressure expansion valve”   ၍                      
Evaporator                                                                evaporator              
                                                           evaporator                             
      valve      adjustment screw            

Valve                   needle valve       valve seat           Bellow    ႔      diaphragm 
               (spring)                             (၈-၁)       (၈-၄)   ႔                                 
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    ၈-၄ Automatic Expansion Valve (AEV)      ၏ schematic     

Refrigerant         evaporator          ႔                                            ၍ 
evaporating                                 pressure                                       
                      diaphragm                 valve              ၊                                     
                             ႔                                                      refrigerant             
                       

                                        evaporator                  cooling load       
                                                     Evaporator    cooling load                       
                 refrigerant                                Cooling load                  ၍ 
refrigerant                            ႔        compressor      ႔ refrigerant                            
                                                           ႔     cooling load                    
        ၊ evaporator                                        ၊                                  
liquid cooler                         

 

 

    ၈-၅(A)Thermostatic expansion valve       (B) Automatic expansion valve 
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၈.၂.၃ Thermostatic Expansion Valves (TEV) 
Thermostatic expansion valve             ႔     (expansion)          ၍ system ၏       

            (high-pressure side)                     (low-pressure side)   ႔                      
                                                                         Cooling load       system 
capacity    ႔              evaporator           ႔                (liquid-refrigerant flow)         
                                              

  
    ၈-၆( ) Thermostatic Expansion Valves 

 
    ၈-၆( ) When the 110°F liquid passes through the expansion valve orifice, some of the liquid 
flashes to a vapor and cools the remaining liquid to the evaporator temperature at 20°F 

Evaporator                 refrigerant vapor ၏ superheated temperature             ၍ 
               (automatic                                   refrigerant                 ၊ evaporating 
temperature                      thermostatic expansion valve                        ၍ 
                  Thermostatic expansion valve                               valve ၏          
(outlet side)                                 (inlet side)                                        

                  (operation)          ႔                                  valve seat      
                     ႔                      Thermostatic expansion valve                            
(adjust)                                                                                           valve 
seat       orifice    ႔          ႔(moisture)                                              
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    ၈-၇  Electronic expansion valve 

   (၈-၇)     electronic expansion valve                   Electronic expansion valve         
                         Evaporator ၏          suction         superheat                           
                                           (၂)                  Sensing bulb       thermal-electric    ႔         
Sensing bulb                ၍ (၄)                  (၁) liquid charged (၂) gas charged (၃) liquid cross 
charged       (၄) gas cross charged    ႔         

Liquid charged       gas charged                              system                 
                        ႔     cross charged                   sensing bulb                       
                                       Evaporator pressure ၊ spring pressure       sensing bulb pressure  
   ႔          ၍                Bulb     evaporator       suction line                     

   (၈-၅(A))                          bellow    ႔      diaphragm ၏                 refrigerant 
           sensing bulb                                                    Sensing bulb     
evaporator                           bulb ၏             evaporator                               

    ၍ sensing bulb                         bulb          refrigerant ၏                      
diaphragm                          valve           refrigerant      valve         ၍ evaporator          ႔ 
                Refrigerant         evaporator             ႔                          
                                      diaphragm            ႔                     valve                
refrigerant                     ႔              ႔                              ႔ valve             
                            (constant pressure                             

   ႔                                        evaporator             ႔                     
compressor          ႔ refrigerant                                                  ႔             valve   
   ႔                                                                      bulb                  
                                          diaphragm           valve                  Valve 
            refrigerant                                   Adjust screw     evaporator           
evaporator                                (degree of superheat)                                    
      (adjust)                                                       
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Thermostaic expansion         multiple evaporator                                               
        Liquid line       evaporator line    ႔                           Needle valve                 
                         Needle valve                                  bellow    ႔      diaphragm 
                 Diaphragm ၏                         diaphragm                    Rod 
             sensing bulb ၏ capillary tube                      Sensing bulb     refrigerant 
                                                   refrigerant               v             
                                  R-12                  Colour code                       

Expansion valve                  ၏                system                         (high 
pressure) condensing side                  (low pressure) evaporator      ႔             refrigerant 
        control                                      modulating    ႔      two position variable 
flow orifice             ၍                                                         High pressure condensing 
side    refrigerant         orifice                                              Control              
(method)          ၍ expansion valve                                        

Direct expansion unit (DX unit)          liquid refrigerant      compressor          ႔           
                                    Refrigerant      saturated gas            compressor          ႔ 
           refrigerant             superheat region          ႔                                  
         5 K    ႔                                    Evaporator                 refrigerant     ၏ 
                                 Thermostatic Expansion Valves (TEVs)                              

 

 

 

    ၈-၉ Electric Expansion  Valve     ၈-၁၀ Thermal electric expansion valve 
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၈.၂.၄ Thermal Electric Expansion Valve    ႔      Electric Expansion Valve 
Thermal electric expansion valve                                                      ႔    

                                 valve           ၊            Valve                     refrigerant           
      ႔              

                   (power)                         low voltage transformer                   
        Evaporator control mechanism                                 Evaporator                   
                       Refrigerant                ႔                 compressor      ႔                    
      suction line           superheat                                      

    (၈-၇)     thermal electric expansion valve      ၏                                Expansion valve 
                                                                     Cycle operation                 
          ႔                            ၊                                             

 (၁) Valve    ႔       ႔                                                                      

 (၂) Compressor       thermal electric expansion valve     interlock             Cycle 
          valve                 Suction line                 thermistor          
                      expansion valve     superheat control       ႔               

Thermistor     superheated refrigerant                 ႔        thermistor ၏          
                            thermistor ၏ resistance                            expansion valve actuator 
         ႔                                            valve      ၍ refrigerant                            
           refrigerant     thermistor                thermistor                                           
       thermistor ၏ resistance                       valve                                     valve 
                                     thermistor     suction line                               
                           system                               thermistor                      

၈.၂.၅ Electronic Expansion Valves 
Electronic expansion valve                   ႔         (finer degree) control                      

system protection                                                        

 (၁) Cooling load              ၊                       control                   

 (၂)                                                           ႔               

 (၃)                        superheat                          control                        
    ႔                                     (evaporator surface)                             
    ႔                                     (evaporator surface)           evaporating 
temperature                          efficiency                     

 (၄)                                                                                     
              (compact) system                                               

 (၅)  System               (shut down)     electronic expansion valve                      
shut off         solenoid valve                          
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Orifice             (size)    stepper motor    ႔      pulse width modulated (PWM) 
                          ၍ control             Evaporator outlet         (pressure)                
(temperature)     sensor                 controller      ႔    ႔        Controller    output signal             
motor    ႔      actuator             orifice            (size)    control                      
                 (power loss)          valve                                 Low ambient 
temperature    ႔      condensing pressure                           ၊ partial load condition 
   ႔      floating condensing pressure      thermostatic expansion valve         hunt                   

  
    ၈-၁၁( ) Electronic Expansion Valve     ၈-၁၁( ) Electronic expansion valve 

   (၈-၁၁)    continuous flow type valve ၏             Valve seat       slider                    
                     10%       100%           linear capacity characteristic              valve      
           Controller       configuration                                                   Expansion valve 
                             superheat control ၊ capacity control         suction pressure control ၊ 
compressor     de-superheating              liquid injection          ၊ condensing pressure control 
      hot gas bypass control    ႔            

 
    ၈-၁၂ Expansion valve                               

၈.၂.၆ Capillary Tubes 
                             capillary tube                                                  

             
 (၁) ႊTube         (walls)                            (frictional resistance                       

             

 (၂) Liquid refrigerant          ႔                                          
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Refrigerant     ႔         (vapor density)                  (liquid density)    
            Capillary tube         refrigerant                         refrigerant ၏                    
(average density                  Tube diameter                           Refrigerant          (flow 
rate)                   capillary tube                     refrigerant velocity               
Refrigerant mass flow rate                  Refrigerant velocity                                   
(pressure drop)                

Refrigerant         (mass flow rate)                    (pressure difference)               
     Capillary tube     c                                                     (mass flow rate)        
     ၍                                Capillary tube               unit         capacity control 
             unit                         (cut in)၊                                        

Capillary tube                           refrigerant flow control device                 
Expansion valve                            Capillary tube                                       
      -                          Refrigerant                                    ၍             
evaporator          ႔                             hermetic type refrigeration system      (up to 30 
kW capacity)                  ႔                    

               condensing pressure                   evaporating pressure    ႔           
                            0.4mm    3mm               1.5m    5 m         copper tube             
         Refrigeration load          ႔                evaporating pressure                            
          Sensing bulb                             evaporating pressure     control                            
         (refrigerator)         capillary tube         heat exchanger ၏                            
               

Compressor capacity                                ၏      (length of the tube)            
(adjust)       Condenser efficiency       evaporator           (size)          ၍ capillary tube 
                        Capacity          system          capillary tube                             
                    

                                                               ၏                 
        ၍                Condenser       evaporator                                   (friction) 
                                          ၏                                       ႔        saturation 
pressure                     ႔        capillary tube     condenser    evaporator    ႔               
refrigerant flow                     Condenser       evaporator       ၏                                 
                            Capillary tube       condenser                                           
           refrigerant                   (control)          Compressor          ႔                flow 
rate                 refrigerant                                                    

    - capillary tube    ၍                  ႔                     ၍               ႔                     
                                               Evaporator                                       
refrigerant             condenser    ႔                                  Condenser                       
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   ႔       capillary tube ၏             ၍             ႔                                           
                          ႔ capacity                               evaporator                       
compressor    ႔      refrigerant                            ႔        refrigeration system    
                               tube ၏                                       ႔     pump capacity       
flow rate    ႔             efficiency                     

Table 8-1 capillary tube size and applications 
Horse 
Power 

Temp 
Required Length of Capillary Tubing in Feet for R-12 Refrigerant. 

Tube Inside Diameter (ID) in Inch 

  0.031  0.036  0.040  0.042  0.049  0.055  0.065  

1/8 
High 

Medium 
Low 

1.1 
4 
9 

2.2 
8 
18 

3.5 
13 
29 

4.5 
16 
36 

9 
32 
72 

15 
56 
126 

 

1/5 High 
Medium 

Low 
2.2 
5.2 

4.4 
10.5 

7.0 
17 

9 
21 

18 
42 

10 
31 
73 

 

1/4 
High 

Medium 
Low 

1.1 2.2 3.5 4.5 9 
5 

1.5 
7.5 

1/3 Medium 
Low 1.75 3.5 5.6 7 14 

9.5 
2.5  

Capillary tube              refrigerant control device                       Cycle 
               evaporator        refrigerant                                     Capillary          
              low side pressure       high side pressure    ႔                                           
refrigerant                                                                             
    ၍            condenser    ႔                       condensing pressure                        ႔    
efficiency                        ႔     evaporator    ႔               refrigerant             
               compressor    ႔         compressor                    

Capillary tube                    ၏                             ႔        tube                
system                                      unloaded                                        
                      starting torque                                   ႔                 
(domestic) refrigeration                                                                (flow rate)    
                              ၊         (refrigerant)                                    capillary tube 
              ႔                                             ႔         

၈.၂.၇ Capillary Tubes and Restrictor 
            system          variable orifice         expansion valve                        

           system          capillary tube                      Capillary tube         modulating 
                     (non-modulating device)                                               ႔     
                               capillary tube                                                 
(performance)                      
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Refrigerant         (mass flow)                       (pressure difference)                   
           liquid subcooling                               air conditioning system          
capillary tube                                             (ambient temperature)          
             cooling load                                                              
evaporator          ႔ refrigerant flow                                   

Tube     ၏           0.8mm                           1m   4m    ႔               Capillary 
tube           air con unit                            refrigerant                      (charge) 
               

 
    ၈-၁၃ Restrictor expansion device 

Cooling       heating                    unit (reversible air conditioner)                 
           throttling device        (၈-၁၃)                   Expansion device       ႔                 
           (၈-၁၃) (a)    normal cooling mode           device                   (၈-၁၃)(b)          
                        bullet     seat       ႔               

Capillary tube       restrictor     evaporator ၏   (inlet)                      condenser ၏ 
     (outlet)                       

၈.၂.၈ Float Valves 
Float valve         high side float valve       low side float valve   ၍                          

Flooded type liquid cooler               chiller          refrigerant flow     control              
             Throttling device ၏                  (high pressure side)     high side float valve     
              Evaporator      ၊ compressor             condenser                   chiller      
   ႔      refrigeration system                         

Throttling device ၏                  (low pressure side)     low side float valve            
        Evaporator                   refrigeration system                                float valve 
        evaporator         liquid level              ၊                               ႔                     
          (preset limits)                       ၊                            

၈.၂.၉ Low Pressure Side Float Valve 
Low side float     evaporator        refrigerant     ၏ level                          

                Float                          ႔      chamber                        sealed ball 
               Float                         (link)        needle valve                                ၊ 
                                         Evaporator ၏ refrigerant level            valve                 
                   level    ႔               valve                   
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    ၈-၁၄ Low pressure side float refrigerant control 

Refrigerant       (level)    control              bucket type float    ႔      pan type float     
             Oil binding              low side float ၏                                         oil 
      refrigerant    ႔                                                                         refrigerant 
    ၏                 wick          ႔                by pass                                      
                           

Liquid receiver                                 refrigerant                                
evaporator          ႔                                         (၈-၁၄)                      pan 
type float      evaporator     ၏ suction line     float chamber    ႔                         
                                                         Thermostatic expansion valve    ႔      low 
side float         multiple evaporator                           

 
    ၈-၁၅ Low-pressure float valve on flooded cooler 

၈.၂.၁၀ Lower Pressure Float Valve and Switch 
Flooded evaporator                   tube                  refrigerant                      

             refrigerant     ၏                                                             
              float valve                                     Evaporator shell         refrigerant      
                            float valve                                 (၈-၁၅)               
         balancing                                 ႔      (chamber)                           
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Lower pressure float valve     metering device                Compressor           
           valve                                          ႔                Valve                
evaporator                                  Compressor                      evaporator         ႔          
                             Suction outlet                  liquid                                 
                  (shut-off)      liquid line      solenoid valve                            (၈-
၁၆)     low pressure float valve     solenoid valve              ၍                              Throttle 
valve     pressure reducing device                      

 
    ၈-၁၆ Low pressure float switch 

၈.၂.၁၁ High Pressure Side Float 
High side float refrigerant control     high pressure side                       Low side 

mechanism                                  Compressor                 condenser    refrigerant 
        high side float chamber    ႔                            Liquid receiver            Refrigerant 
            evaporator          ႔                     

 
    ၈-၁၇ High pressure side float refrigerant control mechanism 

Condenser                   liquid refrigerant                (float)                   needle 
valve                        liquid refrigerant      evaporator          ႔                  ဤ          
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refrigeration control              refrigerant             evaporator                             
             ၍     ၏      (level)                     (float)                 valve             
          ဤ          high side                   low side                                            
   (float)    high pressure side        refrigerant     ၏      (level)                       
                            

Float control     low side float           ႔                                                   
                               refrigerant               ၍                                   
                      Needle valve                                               stain less steel    ႔      
                                        ဤ         thermostatic    ႔      pressure motor control     
                 

           refrigerant                                                 (over charged) 
   ႔                    (under charged)                                       liquid compressor 
                            

 

 

    ၈-၁၈ High pressure foat valve circuit       Sectioned view of high-pressure float valve 

၈.၂.၁၂ High Pressure Float Valves 
Single evaporator flooded system          float valve                           Float valve 

    condenser             evaporator          ႔                                   High pressure 
float valves                 steam trap                            Float chamber     condenser 
pressure                                    “high pressure float”                            (၈-၁၇) 
      (၈-၁၈)     high pressure side float refrigerant control mechanism                         

High pressure float                          high pressure receiver                         
Evaporator           refrigerant         system                    refrigerant      
                  (၈-၁၀)               high pressure float                (ammonia)    ႔      carbon 
dioxide refrigerant              ၍                    

 

Chiller        refrigerant                         (rate of refrigerant circulation)    
compressor ၏ pumping rate                     
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Low pressure receiver     compressor          ႔ liquid                                

safety vessel                                 High pressure float ၏                                  
         system     condenser pressures                                                           
                                         part load efficiency                

 
    ၈-၁၉ Low pressure receiver circuit 

Flow switch           refrigeration machine                                                  
operating safety control                  
 (၁) Low refrigerant temperature 
 (၂) Low chilled water temperature 
 (၃)  High condensing pressure 
 (၄) Low oil pressure 

 
Chiller                                     ႔(shut down)                ၊                 

       ၍                                  
Rotary compressor chiller           safety cutout                                           
 (၁) High motor winding temperature 
 (၂) Motor overload (high amps) 

၈.၃ Safety Controls  
                                               compressor                                          
chiller           ႔ (shut down)       ႔      inlet guide vane                        
• High bearing temperature •  urrent imbalance 
• High motor winding temperature • Excessive motor acceleration time 

Evaporator            ႔            refrigerant          cooling load          
                                            flood evaporator                      
refrigerant                        heat transfer surface    ႔                    
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• High discharge temperature • Excessive starter transition time 
•  ow discharge superheat* •  ack of motor current signal 
•  ow oil pressure • Excessive motor amps 
• High, low, or loss of voltage • Excessive compressor surge 
• Ground fault • Temperature and transducer faults 
•  oltage imbalance • Excessive motor acceleration time 
• Excessive starter transition time 
•  ack of motor current signal 
• Excessive motor amps 
• Excessive compressor surge 
• Temperature and transducer faults 
•  ow cooler refrigerant temperature/pressure 
•  ondenser high pressure or low pressure 
• Inadequate water/brine cooler and condenser flow 
*Superheat is the difference between saturation temperature and sensible temperature. The high 
discharge temperature safety measures only sensible temperature. 

၈.၃.၁ Safety Cutouts 
•         O   H    T           • M              — phase to ground 
• M     H    T           •        F      P          
• R           (Condenser) High Pressure •                  
• R                        T           •                 W             
•      O       P        • E                W             
• U             • I                 
• O            • G                   M      
• O   P    M     O        • H   G                
• M     O        • P                      
• M                  T    •     .         W     R     
• I            P          •             R                      T           
•                    F      • Low Voltage — phase to phase and phase to ground 
•                  P          •                         T                   R       
•           G      F     • M              — phase to ground 
•                  •        F      P          

၈.၃.၂ Interlocks 
• M                R            •                    R   I       k 
•                            • P  -Start Check of Safeties and Alerts 
• P  -Lube/Post-Lube •             W            R       
• P  -Flow/Post-Flow • M      R                 
• M       N                            R   H     
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၈.၃.၃ Chiller Control Load Limitation Control 
Control Range 10-100% depend on chillers  
Limit Electrical Demand 
Auto Limit Control Logic to Prevent Shutdown 

 Evaporator - Low Pressure Limit  
 Condenser - High Pressure Limit  

Motor - High Current Limit 

 
     ၈-၂၀ Load limitation control 

Electric Demand Limit Control 

Electric demand    ႔      electric current limit control                  current     
               (predetermined value)                  control                    

Motor Protection 
Compressor motor     chiller                                                              

                      (high temperature)                                              (motor 
stator winding)၏                                                   165°F(73.9°C)                     
                 (၄)                                    165°F(73.9°C)                                  
(၁၅)                            ၍             265°F(129.4°C)                            ၍ 
                        

Current overload temporary power loss low voltage       phase unbalance             ၏ 
                                                             

-End- 
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Chapter-9 Refrigeration Compressors 

Compressor         refrigeration system             (heart)                                
                           (heart)                     ႔ refrigeration system        refrigerant      
               compressor        (pump)         Compressor         vapor pump               
          Compressor                        suction pressure                   discharge pressure 
   ႔                         Compressor         refrigerant         system       ၌              
                               

     - low-temperature system      ၌ R-12 refrigerant            (suction pressure)     
                          (discharge pressure)                      Compressor           166 
psig(169 - 3)                                    - medium-temperature system           refrigerant 
  suction pressure                      discharge pressure                       Compressor     
pressure 148 psig(169 - 21)                               

Compressor         vapor compression refrigeration system                              
            (essential component)                                ဤ     (chapter)၌               
              refrigerant compressor                         (design features)                  Positive 
displacement compressor       dynamic compressor                            

 
    ၉-၁ Positive displacement compressor                   mechanism design                      
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Refrigerant compressor         displacement compressor            dynamic compressor          
                                                hermetic ၊ semi-hermetic    ႔      open type           
                                                  

Compression Ratio 
Compression ratio                     (pressure difference)                             

                                                                   (high-side                              
       -                                                                  compression ratio     
                           

                  
                           

                         
 

    -  -                      compressor                    (discharge pressure)    169 
psig (                          (suction pressure)    2 psig(-16°F)           compression ratio             

                  
                                 

                               
 

                  
     

    
     

Compression ratio     11:1                     (absolute discharge pressure)         
     (absolute suction pressure)    (၁၁)                  system       ၌ R-12                 R-
134a     refrigerant                              condensing temperature 125°F(184.6 psig)       
evaporating temperature -16°F(0.7 in. Hg vacuum)         compression ratio     13.89            

                  
                  

                
 

                  
                                   

                                
 

                  
     

     
        

R-134a system   suction (evaporating) pressure                                0.7 in. Hg 
vacuum     psig    ႔               

Condensing temperatures 125°F       evaporating temperatures -16°F            -           
           system   compression ratio                        -                    system   
compression ratio                     -                      system   compression ratio      -   
                 system                  

 

                                                                      Compressor              
                                  (heat)        ႔                   Compressor    ႔         
                     (mechanical power)                ႔                   heat of compression 
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Discharge pressure                         ၊ suction pressure                              
                                   Compression ratio 12:1                 system       compressor 
  discharge temperature                               Compression stroke                         
                (heat of compression)                                  

Compressor               (pumping power)                     compression ratio     
             Hermetic reciprocating compressor           compression ratio  12:1           
                       Compressor                 refrigerant gas           (temperature)     
                     (overheating)                                                        (carbon) 
                                                       

                             (   -                                      ၌ compression ratio           
                            -         (first-stage)     compressor   compression ratio     3.2:1 
(114.7 psia - 35.7 psia)                    (second-stage) compressor   compression ratio     
1.6:1 (183.7 psia - 114.7 psia)          Compression ratio                               (acceptable) 
                  compressor               (discharge temperatures)                 compresso  
                      Compressor                      compression ratio                     
Compression ratio 5.14:1                                         compressor                
                                        compressor efficiency                                   
                               

Compression ratio 10:1               two-stage    ႔      compound compression     
                              refrigerant         compressor          ႔                  suction 
valve                   Compressor               gas                                          
discharge line                   200°F                                 ၊                              

၉.၁ Positive-Displacement Compressors 
Positive-displacement compressor                    (mechanical power)              

compression chamber                               refrigerant vapor        (pressure)             
       Positive-displacement compressor          reciprocating ၊ rotary (rolling piston ၊ rotary vane ၊ 
single screw ၊ twin screw)       orbital (scroll ၊ trochoidal)                                  

Compression mechanism                    positive displacement compressor                    
               Reciprocating compressor          
(၁) Piston                           single acting       double-acting                     

(၂) Compress               (stage)                 single stage configuration       multistage 
configuration                    

(၃)           (speed)            single speed ၊ variable speed ၊ multi steps speed                    

(၄) Drive enclosure             hermetic ၊ semi-hermetic       open                    

Refrigeration                               compressor                          
 (၁) Open 
 (၂) Semi-hermetic (bolted hermetic)       
 (၃)  Hermetic (welded-shell hermetic)    ႔          
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၉.၂ Dynamic Compressors 
Dynamic compressor         refrigerant vapor      ႔ kinetic energy                       

(continuous transfer)         kinetic energy                                                 
                    kinetic energy         potential energy         ႔                             

၉.၂.၁ Centrifugal Compressors Function Based on Principles 
Compressor                                                                               

             ႔                                         compressor                       
            (noise)      efficiency                                       compressor                   
Compressor            designer                      refrigerant ၊ cost ၊ performance ၊ sound ၊ capacity 
                          (design parameter)                 compressor characteristics               
                             ၊                                   compressor                           

 
Positive-displacement compressor         chamber          ႔                       

     (predetermined volume of vapor)                                                              
            ႔                                     compressor                         capacity     
                           

 

၉.၃ Open Compressors ၊ Hermetic Compressors       Semi-hermetic Compressors 

၉.၃.၁ Open Compressors 
Open compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external drive) 

                                                     -compressor       compressor                        
   ႔                    (enclosure)          ၌                              (Ammonia) 
compressor         open design                        Ammonia refrigerant                    
                     (enclosure)          ၌                                                        air 
conditioning unit         open-drive                            

2 MW capacity                 open reciprocating compressor                    Compressor 
  crankshaft                                 Compressor housing    shaft             ႔        

Centrifugal compressor                (volumetric flow rate)                     
(differential pressure)                                      (differential pressure)          
          (discharge pressure)            (suction pressure)                                  
Positive displacement compressor                         (differential pressure)       ႔    
                              (volumetric flow rate)                                       ၊ 
                                

Centrifugal compressor         suction gas                              (dynamically 
compress) velocity energy                             ႔      velocity energy    pressure energy 
        ႔                        centrifugal compressor                            (constant 
volumetric flow rate)                             ႔                                                   
centrifugal compressor   capacity                         
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           refrigerant gas                                 shaft seal                            
Crankcase pressure     atmospheric pressure                                ၊            ႔          
          compressor          ႔                   Crankcase pressure     atmospheric pressure     
                compressor          refrigerant gas              ႔                       Open-type 
reciprocating compressor                    (NH3)         refrigerant                               
           

  
    ၉-၂( ) Centrifugal compressor hermetic motor     ၉-၂( ) Centrifugal compressor open motor 

၉.၃.၂ Hermetic Compressors 
Hermetic compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external drive) 

                        ႔            (gas tight housing)           ၌                             
       (permanently sealed            compressor crank shaft                         ႔               ႔ 
                 (steel shell)       ၌                                                      
                            ၊         ၊                           

 
    ၉-၃ Typical hermetic reciprocating compressor  

            compressor                                                       Seal 
                                                Refrigerant                         (housing)             
                                    (domestic refrigerators)၊ freezer           air conditioner          
hermetic            compressor                            (၉-၃)     hermetic compressor          
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    compressor       capacity             ca                                  compressor       
           (rpm)    1450 rpm    ႔                                  refrigeration system 
         hermetic compressor                                                       gas                   
                              ႔                                   (voltage fluctuation)                       
                                       

Fully Welded Hermetic Compressors 
Hermetic compressor              motor       compressor                shell            ၌ 

       (welded)              “Tin can compressor”                           

Fully welded hermetic compressor       characteristics                                  
 (၁) Hermetic compressor          ႔                                      (shell)               

           

 (၂) Hermetic compressor                                                    

 (၃)               (shaft)     compressor crank shaft              

 (၄)           compressor                                 (splash-type lubricating)    
            ၊             compressor                                       ႔        (pressure 
lubricating)                 

 (၅) Compressor                                     fin                    

၉.၃.၃ Semi-hermetic Compressors 
Semi-hermetic compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external 

drive)                        ႔           (gas tight housing)          ၌                             
       (accessible or serviceable)                                                       ႔                    
gasketed joint                                          bolt                               
          ၊ compressor                                                         

            refrigeration compressor         semi-hermetic                             
                    compressor     casing            ၌                refrigerant                   
(motor windings)          ႔                                    Semi-hermetic         hermetic 
                                    compressor       efficiency               compressor 
                       Overall efficiency 70%                        Hermetic compressor   
                                                                      Semi-hermetic compressor         
                                                                                                          
            

Medium and low-temperature commercial refrigeration             (applications)     semi-
hermetic reciprocating compressor                        R-22 ၊ R-134a ၊ R-404A ၊ R-507       
refrigerant                                  

Semi-h                                  
(၁) Semi-h                         (mechanical room)         ႔                 ႔         

(၂) Open motor                       shaft seal maintenance ၊                         (vibration)       
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alignment               ႔                        

(၃)  Semi-h                                   inrush current     open motor                  
inrush current                  

Compressor            
                compressor (၅)          
 (၁) Reciprocating (Piston & Cylinder) (၄) Scroll type        
 (၂) Rotary (၅) Centrifugal    ႔          
 (၃)  Screw type    

၉.၄ Performance 
Compressor          performance     refrigerant characteristics ၊ compression mechanism ၊ 

                                            Compressor                                  
             
 ( )                          (greatest trouble-free life expectancy) 

 ( )                            refrigeration effect                     

 ( )                        (lowest cost ) 

 (ဃ)                                               (wide range of operating conditions)      

 ( )                        (vibration)             (sound level)                  ႔          

Coefficient of Performance (COP)    compressor          performance       ၊            
                           Coefficient of Performance(COP)    compressor          refrigerating 
capacity     input power                                 Hermetic    ႔      semi-hermetic compressor 
   ႔  Coefficient of Performance(COP)                                                         

                                  
               

                           
 

Open type compressor       COP                motor efficiency                         

             
               

                           
 

                   (operating condition)           capacity                 (motor power) 
   ႔      shaft power    ႔                    ႔        COP                        (operating 
condition)                             

 
    ၉-၄ Ideal compressor cycle 
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Power input per unit of refrigerating capacity (watt/watt)                         
compressor                  operating condition                                                    
       open-drive compressor       performance                               

   

    

 
                           

                          
 

၉.၅ Ideal Compressor 
   (၉-၄)                                       (during operation) compression chamber 

               (pressure)           (volume)                    Refrigerant                         
                                                                            

(၁) Suction process (point 1    point 2) 
        ႔(gas)        compression chamber          ႔                    

(၂) Compression process (point 2    point 3) 
 Compression                  

(၃) Discharge process (point 3    point p) 
                       ႔(higher-pressure gas)         compressor         ႔                     

(၄) Cycle                   (Next cycle) 

                operating condition           compressor          capacity     compress 
                   ႔        (mass)                 Mass flow     compressor displacement per unit 
time                (gas density)   ႔                             

 ̇               
where 

 ̇= ideal mass flow of compressed gas (kg/s) 
   = density of gas entering compressor at suction port (kg/m3) 
  = geometric displacement of compressor (m3/s) 

   (၉-၅)                      ideal refrigeration cycle                              
Process 1–2     
 Isentropic (reversible and adiabatic) compression           
Process 2–3      
           (constant pressure           de-superheating ၊ condensing                           
Process 3–4      
 Adiabatic expansion           
Process 4–1      
           (constant pressure           boiling                             
                    m     gas   mass flow           

                                                                        

                                                            

 where     = specific work of isentropic compression (J/kg)  
     = ideal capacity (W)  
     = ideal power input (W)  
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    ၉-၅( ) Pressure-Enthalpy diagram for ideal refrigeration cycle 

၉.၆ Actual Compressor 
Compressor           (type)                                                          

                                               (increased power input)   ႔              

             (pressure drop)                       actual compressor performance     
ideal performance                                                                                 
   ႔      actual compressor performance     ideal performance                                       
         

(၁)                  (pressure drops) 

 ( ) Compressor                          

 ( ) Shutoff valve                                      

 ( )   Suction accumulator                                  

 (ဃ) Suction strainer/filter                            

 ( ) Motor (hermetic compressor)                                  

 ( ) Manifolds (suction and discharge)       ၌                  

 ( ) Valve       valve ports (suction and discharge)            ၌                  

(၂) Refrigerant                          (heat gain) 

 ( ) Hermetic motor                          (heat gain) 

 ( ) Compressor       suction gas    ႔                

(၃) Power                                   

 ( )            (friction                                

 ( ) Lubricant pump                       (power consumption) 

 ( )                                                   (motor losses) 

(၄) Valve inefficiencies caused by imperfect mechanical action 

(၅)       ၌        ႔              (internal gas leakage) 

(၆)                  (oil circulation) 

(၇)                                  clearance loss                   

 Compression chamber       ၌                      ႔        suction cycle              
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        ႔     (re expansion                                              ႔          
                                                       

(၈)                                          (Over and under compression) 
 Compressor                         discharge pressure                                   

(ov                            Compressor                         discharge 
pressure                                                                

(၉) Isentropic compression                 
       ႔            compression process         IE                                 

        compression chamber ၌ heat transf                     fluid friction ၊ mechanical 
friction                      

Actual compression process       work of compression    ႔                                
(measurements)                  

၉.၇ Volumetric Efficiency  

 
    ၉-၅( ) Pressure-volume relationship for an ideal compression cycle. 

Refrigeration compressor   capacity     mass flow rate                               
                                            piston                                  ႔                
            

      ႔                                             ႔                         
                                     ႔        volumetric efficiency                         

     
                          

            
       

    
      

      

       

Table 9.5 some typical, approximate volumetric efficiencies 
Compression ratio  2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Volumetric efficiency  78% 74% 70% 66% 62% 
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Fresh gas        (volume)      swept volume    ႔                                  
(၁)            (cylinder wall)         evaporator               gas             

                                            gas              ႔           suction port    
                       gas                          

(၂) Cylinder           gas          (density)                   gas            (density) 
                                   suction valve     gas                                    
(pressure drop               

၉.၈ Compressor Efficiency ၊ Subcooling       Superheating 
Compressor                 ideal performance       actual compressor performance    ႔  

                                                      ႔     efficiency                                 
          Ideal compressor performance             efficiency                           

Volumetric Efficiency (  ) 
Volumetric efficiency (   )    actual volumetric flow       ideal volumetric flow    ႔  

               Ideal volumetric flow     compressor   geometric displacement                

                            
                      

                     
 

Compression Isentropic Efficiency (   ) 
Compression isentropic efficiency (   )     isentropic compression                     

           work (Wio)       compression volume          ႔ gas                                        
work (Wa)    ႔                  

      
                                                         

                                                             
 

Multi-cylinder    ႔      multi-stage compressor                                       
(cylinder)                 ႔                    (stage)                             

Mechanical Efficiency (   ) 
Mechanical efficiency     gas          ႔                       (work)       compressor shaft    

                      (work) (  )    ႔                  

     
                                       

                                      
 

Isentropic (Reversible Adiabatic) E           η   
Isentropic (reversible adiabatic) efficiency     isentropic compression                     

           work (   )       compressor shaft    ႔                  (  )    ႔                  

     
                                                         

                                       
 

Motor Efficiency (   ) 

       efficiency     compressor shaft    ႔                  (   )                 ႔ 
                   (  )   ႔                  
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Total Compressor Efficiency (     ) 
Total compressor efficiency     isentropic compression                                

work (   )                 ႔                    (  )    ႔                 

       
                                              

                            
 

     
        

     

  
        

      

  
        

           

 

     
        

     

  
        

      

  
        

           

 

Actual shaft compressor power     compressor          compression ၊ mechanical       
volumetric efficiency        ႔                                                                
 

     
    

   

  
   

      

  
     

           

 

 where    = power input to motor 
       = power input to shaft 
        = power required for isentropic compression 
Actual capacity     compressor   ideal capacity       volumetric efficiency    ႔                     

         

 
    ၁၇-၆ Example of compressor operating envelope 

၉.၉ Total Heat Rejection 
Total heat rejection     refrigeration effect       compressor    ႔             power     

                         ႔                        (heat equivalent of power input to the 
compressor)    ႔                                   
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Condenser            (size)                     chiller           ႔            (heat 
rejection)                     Compressor capacity     superheating       sub-cooling    ႔         
           

Saturation Suction Temperature (SST)                                                   
two-phase liquid/gas refrigerant                     Evaporator temperature                         
      ႔             SST       evaporator temperature    ႔                                  
compressor       evaporator                                                      

Saturated Discharge Temperature (SDT)           discharge pressure                       
two-phase liquid/gas refrigerant                  Condensing temperature                         
      ႔             SDT       condensing temperature    ႔                                  
compressor       condenser                                                     

Liquid Subcooling  
                            liquid subcooling     compressor rating                          

        Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Standard 540       European Committee for 
Standardization(CEN)၊ European Norm(EN) 12900    ႔     sub cooling                                 
               

Suction Superheat 
Compressor          ႔                suction gas          refrigerant                    

                                                                    gas                                
                                  ၊ valve ၊ piston       ring    ႔                                                  
                             Liquid suction super heat                           Superheat 5C    ႔         
              (liquid)                          

          compressor         suction super heat                                                 
Liquid      suction valve          ႔                                    Hermetic compressor      
suction superheat                            discharge                                                    
                  

၉.၁၀ Compressor Protection 
Compressor                                                                          

(protection device)                                 protection device                              
(code)                          

High Pressure Protection 
 Underwriters Laboratories (UL) ၊ AHRI standards       ASHRAE Standard 15          

           high pressure prote                               

                                    
( )  High-pressure cutout            
( ) High to low side internal relief valve ၊ external relief valve    ႔      rupture member    ႔ 

          
( )                  (differential pressure) setting                     refrigerant       operating 
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condition                    

(ဃ)           welded hermetic compressor            ၌ high to low-pressure relief valve 
                           (maximum pressure)                     ႔                      

High Temperature Control 
             (overheating)       oil break down                             high temperature 
control device                 

Lubrication 
 Lubricant       refrigerant      break                                  temperature sensor     
          compressor           ႔       Discharge temperature                    
       (safe value)                     compressor           ႔       Sensor     
compression chamber    ႔      discharge                                      

             compressor                                              ႔(shutdown)           
                                                        thermostat                    
control             

Suction Pressure 
 Compressor                                         (minimum suction pressure)       
                                               

 Compressor                                                          (lubricant pressure)၊ 
                   (minimum flow)        ႔                    

Time Delay   
                                              ႔     ၊                                   
                                                              compressor                     
      ၌                                                                                    
               ႔     ၊                                                                      
             ႔                      time delay                      

    ႔            (Low-voltage)၊      -                  ႔      phase reversal protection             
          system                      (fault)                  Multiple device               phase 
reversal                            

Suction Line Strainer  
           compressor       suction inlet      strainer               Strainer     
         ၊                                   Field-assembled system          suction line strainer 
                           

Slugging  
 Slugging           liquid refrigerant         ႔            (lubricant)                     ႔    
pump                                                              evaporator       ၌       
       refrigerant      compressor          ႔                        O                   
                      ၊ (        )                       Compressor load                    
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Floodback  
 Floodback           liquid refrigerant                         suction gas                 
                      Compressor                                                         
           (bearing surfaces)                                   Liquid refrigerant             
                                         ႔                                                  
accumulator                          

Flooded Start 
 Flooded start           compressor              refrigerant      compressor          ႔ 
                                    Compressor     crankcase heater                               
                                                            

Suction Pulsations 
 Suction       ၌                                        ၊                                 
                                  (sudden pulsation)             S                
                          (frequency)    compression                             
           compression chamber     resonator       ႔             pulsation   amplitude 
    10 kPa                                                          volumetric efficiency  
                      Compression wave             ႔(propagating)         suction             evaporator  
                                                                     suction pulsation            
suction gas                                

                                                                                 Suction buffer      
                    pulsation                            Suction       ၌           accumulator 
      compressor       ၌ gas                                                                       
          

Discharge Pulsation 
 Compressor              (discharge)                        (pressure fluctuation)       
                     (sudden flow)                                             Compressor 
               condensing pressure                (over compression)    ႔                   
(under compression                                                                           
            compression cycle                                     Pulsation 
amplitude     100 kPa                   Discharge pulsation     compressor               
                                        Discharge                                         
sensor                              Discharge muffler                                       

Noise 
                                   compressor                            Compressor 
      ၌                     ၊                   ၊ valve                ႔                           
                                                                 sound shield       sound blanket 
                                Chapter 47 of the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Applications      
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design criteria                                

Vibration 
                    (gas-pressure pulses)                                     (moving parts)  
inertia                 (vibration)                 Compressor   axial ၊ radial       torsional 
                             Discharge          suction        ႔                            
                                     axial       radial                                                  
                                                   suction       discharge                       
                                                 torsional component          vibration 
amplitude                                                                              

 ( ) Isolation 
 Isolation                                                                                

Compressor           (spring)    ႔                                              
             Hermetic reciprocating compressor     ၌                       (internal 
compressor assembly)                             (spring-mounted)        Suction       
discharge               compressor                    (external)       isolate         
                    ၌ flexible                                 ႔                             

 ( ) Amplitude Reduction 
 Compressor    ႔      chiller                                                                  

                Solid foundation                                                             
 ( ) Balancing 

                             internal force                                                counter 
weight                       Rotary       scroll compressor     ၌                                 
Chapter 47 of the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Applications                     
          

 
Shock 
Shock                                       dynamic load                              
 ( ) Suddenly applied loads of short duration 
 ( ) Suddenly applied loads of long duration       
 ( )  Sustained periodic varying loads    ႔         

Internal force                                                             Shock          
                         (mass)                                              structure                     
                                                      ႔                       

၉.၁၁ Testing and Operating Requirements 
Compressor                                 (test)                                 Rating 

(performance) test       reliability test    ႔          

Standard Rating Condition  

Standard rating condition                                            Compressor          
        standard rating condition                                            (maximum possible) 
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compression ratio၊           (maximum) operating pressure differential၊                               
     (maximum permissible discharge pressure)၊                        (inlet temperature)             
        (discharge temperature)        ႔          

Full-load compressor rating                               
 (၁) Raising suction pressure increases compressor capacity. 
 (၂) Lowering discharge pressure decreases power. 
 (၃)  In all cases, raising suction or lowering discharge pressure improves BHP/TR. 

Part-load compressor rating                              
 (၁) Compressor efficiency degrades as the compressor operates at decreasing percentages 

of full load. 
 (၂) Speed control provides the best part-load performance for screw compressors. 

 

                   
                     

                      
  

                    
           

           
 

For any compressor,    c ≈                       
   m = mechanical efficiency 
Lubrication Requirements 

Compressor                 compressor                                   (type)၊           
(viscosity)       characteristics     ၊                                    refrigerant                         

Power Requirements  
Compressor starting ၊ pulldown       operation                               (power) 

                         Compressor                                      unloading                           
(power)                          Compressor                                                   
power                                                                      ASHRAE Standard 23 
                              Compressor                 AHRI Standard 520 ၊ AHRI Standard 540 
   ႔               industry standard                        test condition                         
performance data                         
        characteristics                                                                
 (၁) Compressor performance over a range of conditions (performance curves) 
 (၂) Sound level 
 (၃)  Durability or reliability 
 (၄) Operational limits (operating envelope) 
 (၅) Lubrication requirements (oil type, viscosity, amount, etc.) 
 (၆)  Electrical power requirements (start-up current draw, running current measurements, etc.) 

Compressor          envelope                  (extreme condition points)                          
(၁) Operating Envelope 
 Operating envelope     compressor                                   Saturation Suction 

temperature (SST)    ႔      Saturation Suction Pressure (SSP)       Saturation Discharge 
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Temperature (SDT)     ႔      Saturation Discharge Pressure (SDP)    ႔                      
   (၉-၆)      operating envelope                             

High Load (HL)               (maximum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (maximum) 
operating SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                  (                                              
compressor                power input ၊            average torque                  average bearing load    ႔ 
                 
High Flow (HF)               (minimum)  operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (maximum) 
operating SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                                                        compressor 
    refrigerant                              cooling capacity                      
 
High Pressure Differential (HPD)               (maximum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                  
(maximum) discharge temperature line    ႔                   Compressor     discharge       suction 
                                                     (pressure differential                           
                            (highest allowable discharge temperature )   ႔             
 
Low Flow (LF)               (maximum) discharge temperature line                 (minimum) operating 
SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                              pressure ratio       refrigerant flow 
                           compressor                cooling capacity                 oil stability 
                 ႔                                                         cooling capacity    
            

Low Load (LL)               (minimum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (minimum) operating 
SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                                   compressor   torque                         
           

Air-conditioning   operating range     SST     –10    15°C                 SDT     25 
   70°C                  

 
Chiller compressor                                                         

 (၁)                                             

 (၂)                       (long service life) 

 (၃)                                  (easy maintenance) 

 (၄)           capacity control                

 (၅)                              (quiet operation) 

 (၆)                         (compactness)       

 (၇)                     (cost effectiveness)    ႔          

၉.၁၂ Compressor Selection Criteria 
             refrigerant compressor,                                                          

Refrigerant                        compressor          capacity     SST ၊ SDT ၊ 
superheating       subcooling    ႔                     
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(၁) Refrigeration capacity 
(၂) Volumetric flow rate 
(၃)  Compression ratio       
(၄) Thermal and physical properties of the refrigerant    ႔          

၉.၁၃ Comparison Between Four Common Type of Refrigeration Compressors 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Rotary Vane 
 Good efficiency as booster:equal to screw 

and better than piston type 
 Handles low pressure conditions 
 Mechanically reliable 

 Discharge pressure limitation 
 Overall pressure ratio limited to about 7:1 
 Poor part load power characteristics 
 

Reciprocating Compressor 
 Basic industry work horse 
 Full range of sizes & capacities 
 Efficient part load operation 
 Relatively inexpensive 
 Requires minimum amount of support infra-

structure 

 Volumetric efficiency drops at 
high overall pressure ratios 

 Requires frequent maintenance 
 Not tolerant of liquid 
 Water cooling necessary for ammonia systems 

Rotary Screw 
 Good efficiency at full load 
 Large capacity units available 
 Low maintenance costs 
 Reliable 
 Tolerant to liquid 
 Liquid injection cooling option 
 Infinitely variable capacity control 
 High operating flexibility 

 

 Poor power performance at low part load 
conditions 

 Small sizes expensive 
 Repairs expensive in remote locations 

 

Centrifugal 

 Efficient at full load 

 Large capacity units require small space 

 Very high speed precision equipment 
 Useable only with freon type refrigerants 
 Inefficient at part load 
 Severe operating restrictions 

 
-End- 
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Chapter-10 Auxiliary Devices 

Refrigeration system                              (၄)                                 
                                     (performance)               ၊                                         
            refrigeration system                             ႔                                      
                                                

၁၀.၁ Control Devices 
Refrigeration system                           (various conditions)                    ႔    

                                                            (safely)                                 
            control device                              

၁၀.၂ Receivers 
Liquid receiver     condenser       expansion device                         Liquid 

receiver     condenser              outlet valve                     Condenser         
refrigerant                    ႔                                ႔                   Liquid receiver 
        refrigerant                expansion valve      ႔                                      
Refrigerant           liquid receiver                                                          ႔ 
                 Liquid receiver              (container)                                     
refrigerant                          System                              Expansion valve      ႔ 
refrigerant     ႔(vapor)                                     Refrigeration system ၏ liquid line      
                             refrigerant                                 (reverse flow                   

 Condensing (outdoor) unit       fan coil (indoor) unit          refrigerant                         
          ၊                                                     refrigerant                   ၊           
                 Cooling load                                 refrigerant        evaporator 
         ႔             expansion valve   control             Refrigerant                                  
receiver                      refrigerant                                 
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       system                              system       refrigerant                receiver 
                                   ႔                                  receiver ၏ outlet valve     
            compressor                   valve               system        refrigerant               
           refrigerant      condenser           receiver      ႔                          ႔      
compressor           ႔     condenser outlet valve                         system             refrigerant      
receiver                                                                          (vertical) liquid receiver 
                               (horizontal) liquid receiver     liquid receiver                  

 
 

 

    ၁၀-၁ Liquid receivers 
Capillary tube                 system          receiver                         O  -      

                evaporator          ႔ capillary tube            refrigerant                            
              compressor                                               

Receiver     liquid line      ႔ vapor                         vapor seal                
        Refrigeration system ၏ liquid line                   (pressure drop)                liquid 
refrigerant                         (reverse flow)                

System                   refrigerant         operating load                  (ambient 
temperature)                                                                  refrigerant 
     system                                ႔     expansion valve          ႔ refrigerant           
                                

 

 
    ၁၀-၂ Liquid receiver 

   (၁၀-၂)                 system                                    receiver                 
        Receiver         pump down reservoir                                      
               (maintenance)၊            (inspection)    ႔                  (repair)        ႔                     

Receiver                                      refrigerant                       
                                              ႔                   system          receiver         
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receiver         refrigerant                                                Receiver         
                       ၏ 80%                                     

Receiver                        steel tube                                                     
(horizontal)                          receiver                   (vertical)              
Condenser    receiver      ႔            liquid drain                                              
   ႔     condenser    receiver      ႔                                               

Receiver         pressure vessel                     EN378                           condenser 
      receiver           shut-off valve               pressure relief device              
                                 (normal running)         receiver ၏                 (၁/၆)    refrigerant 
                           System                   liquid level                sight glass        
        

          refrigeration unit     ၏ condenser      refrigerant                            
              condenser      refrigerant                                  receiver           
               Refrigeration unit                                               refrigerant 
                    receiver                    ၊                              (၃)         
        refrigerant unit          receiver                                      

 
Receiver                          condenser         refrigerant                          

                   Condenser         refrigerant                                                  
                                                 (heat transfer rate)                         

၁၀.၃ Filter Dryers 
Filter dryer         refrigerant                              ႔    (moisture)            

                ႔                                                  (copper cylinder)             ႔ 
                                                                   Molecularseeve                  
Molecularseeve ၏      ႔                    (absorption capacity)                ၊                             
                                      Molecularseeve              150˚     300˚     ႔        
                      ႔                                       Condenser       metering device           
                  

Filter dryer     expansion valve                                                         
                                  (filter)                                                   drying 
agent    ႔                            Filter             ႔                               
           

Refrigerant                   ႔    (moisture)                                                       
 (၁) Expansion valve    ႔      capillary tube                                  

Expansion valve                     refrigeration system          receiver            
                  Expansion valve   refrigerant                 throttling                      
          refrigerant                                                          Capillary tube     
                refrigeration system          receiver                     
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 (၂)                                                                                   

 (၃)                                   

၁၀.၃.၁ Dryers 
Refrigeration system                  ႔                                                   

Refrigeration system              ႔                                    ႔                           
          (field-assembled) refrigeration system                          (factory-assembled) 
refrigeration system                 dryer                                                     
(correct size                                                  

 (၁) Refrigerant           (type)          (amount) 

 (၂) Refrigeration system capacity (tonnage) 

 (၃)                       (line size)       

 (၄)                           (allowable pressure drop)    ႔         

Refrigerant           (type) ၊               (line size)       equipment application         
            drying       refrigerant         (flow capacity)             dryer                           
Filter                                  drying agent      circuit          ႔                              
                                ႔                        Filter                         

Halocarbons refrigerant                       refrigerant circuit                    ႔        
                                                                             dryer               
activate alumina    ႔      zeolite molecular sieve       desiccant                            
(capsule)                    Liquid line   expansion valve                                   

Filter dryer          drying agent              ႔                 strainer           Filter-dryer 
        orifice valve    ႔      expansion valve              ႔                                   
                      

  
    ၁၀-၃ Filter dryer 

   (၁၀-၃)     filter dryer                                            dryer                drying 
agent                                                                 dryer         
                                    Suction line filter dryer                       system                
                  ႔                                                      

၁၀.၄ Accumulators 
 Accumulator     refrigerant          compressor          ႔                                 
evaporator       compressor                         Accumulator     compressor ၏ shut off valve 
                       Refrigerant                   ႔     accumulator          ႔                  
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      refrigerant                         compressor ၏ suction line    ႔          ႔     refrigerant 
    ႔                             

Accumulator     evaporator       compressor                        Compressor          ႔ 
liquid refrigerant                                                                                
Accumulator                    refrigerant                (liquid refrigerant)                      
    ႔(gaseous refrigerant)          compressor          ႔                     

  
    ၁၀-၄ Suction line accumulator     ၁၀-၅ (a) Suction line accumulator (b) with heating coil  

Refrigerant vapor                                                  compressor                          
        Refrigeration system             compressor      ႔ refrigerant          (liquid)            
                       Refrigerant     (liquid)                  (oil)                        (dilute) 
                                                  (bearing)        refrigerant     (l             
              ႔                       compressor ၏ crankcase               (oil)               
                         valve reeds ၊ pistons ၊ rods ၊ crankshafts                              ဤ     ႔ 
                                                         

Accumulator      compressor                        ႔                oil-refrigerant mixture 
                                                        accumulator          liquid refrigerant      
    ႔              heat-exchanger coil                  system                            
      (operate)                (၁၀-၆)    heat exchanger        Suction line accumulator              
Suction line      reversing valve        compressor           suction accumulator             
                                                                  

Compressor                     refrigerant      accumulator                           
Compressor                    refrigerant          compressor          ႔                       
           compressor                                                Accumulator     compressor ၏ 
suction line                          liquid slugging                     refrigerant     compressor          ႔ 
                                                   ႔        compressor                                  
Evaporator temperature ၊ capacity        ႔            accumulator                           

Liquid refrigerant                                accumulator ၏                            
           suction gas              compressor      ႔                       

၁၀.၅ Injection Capillary 
Cooling load                                                 discharge gas          

(temperature)                      compressor motor                   (over heating               
Compressor motor             (over heating)               injection capillary                        
Injection capillary     ၏                capillary tube                           Compressor 
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   ႔      suction pipe                              Injection capillary          ႔ refrigerant 
                                                    

၁၀.၆ Low Pressure Control Valves 
Cooling operation                       low pressure control valve                  Low 

pressure side         (4kgf/cm2 or less)            control                   low pressure control valve 
                         

၁၀.၇ Distributors 
Refrigerant          ႔              distributor                   

၁၀.၈ Suction to Liquid Heat Exchangers or Gas/Liquid Heat Exchangers 
Multi system          suction liquid heat exchanger                        Condenser    

          refrigerant           evaporator         refrigerant     ႔    ႔                     
             Condenser         refrigerant                                          evaporator 
        refrigerant                              ႔                                              
           

 (၁)   Subcooling                                   flash gas               
                      

 (၂)  Cooling capacity                    

 (၃)  Low temperature gas         superheated            ႔                       
           wet compression                              

 

 Condenser               refrigerant         sub-cooling effect 
             temperature                             ႔      evaporator       
refrigerant     vapor                    oil rectifier                 heating 
effect                  Compressor       ႔          refrigerant                      
                                        compressor               
              

Expansion valve                             liquid refrigerant                      
gaseous refrigerant (compressor    ႔          )      ႔        (heat)         
          heat exchanger                   

    ၁၀-၆ Suction line accumulators with heat exchanger 

 

 

    ၁၀-၇ Suction to liquid heat exchanger circuit 
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   (၁၀-၇)                   suction to liquid heat exchanger     evaporator               
(compressor      ႔          ) cold gas                    condenser               warm liquid 
     ႔ (expansion valve      ႔                     )                                          Warm liquid 
                       (pre-cool)                   Refrigerant liquid                         (reducing  
enth              refrigerating effect                 Suction gas                            
                    compressor          ႔                                           

Suction to liquid heat exchanger                                   overall effect     refrigerant 
                 operating condition                        Direct expansion evaporator          
suction-to-liquid heat exchanger                       superheat suction temperature          
                                                                   

၁၀.၉ Pre-coolers 
Pre-cooler                  U                                     fin            pre-cooler       

condenser    cooling piping    ႔                     pre-cooler    ႔          Compressor               
discharge gas                                  compressor                    (overheating)           
                               (power consumption)                              

၁၀.၁၀ Mufflers 
Muffler     compressor                        (noise)              (vibration)              

                                                                      component                    
                         Muffler     discharge line                    

          air conditioner                             (pressure pulse)                        
                      pressure pulse            ႔            muffler                         
Muffler     compressor discharge       condenser                                          efficient 
                                muffler                  

 Muffler                                                                                    
             muffler        refrigerant            ႔                                                    

   
    ၁၀-၈ Muffler     ၁၀-၉ Oil / gas separator 

၁၀.၁၁ Solenoid Valves 
Solenoid valve         refrigeration                                                  Refrigerant 

             control              solenoid valve         electric actuator                           
             Normally Closed(NC)       Normally Open(NO)     electromagnetic valve                  
Normally Closed(NC) valve                                  NC valve                                 
                            -                                        Refrigeration         (application) 
         solenoid valve                                    
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Multi system          fan coil unit       ႔            refrigerant          fan coil unit          ႔ 
                       solenoid valve                            

  
    ၁၀-၁၀ Solenoid valve     ၁၀-၁၁ Evaporator pressure regulator valve 

 Solenoid valve     filter dryer ၏                                                       
                                                                        shut-off valve                   
Room thermostat       power supply       solenoid valve               (series)                 
Liquid line                                              compressor                         Compressor 
      ႔                                     -                            

၁၀.၁၂ Check Valves 
Check valve         refrigerant                              ႔                 

                                   ႔                                           (correct direction)  
                         Check valve                        ၏         (direction)    refrigerant 
       (flow)                        Check valve                                      (spring loaded) 
                     (pressure difference  100                              

Check valve                                                            
(၁) Refrigerant      flow control device          ႔                          

(၂)                refrigerant      flow control device      ႔               bypass              ႔ 
          

Non-return    ႔      check valve                         (positions)        ႔               
(၁) Non-return valve    ႔      check valve         reversible heat pump circuit                

        (not in service) expansion valve          ႔ refrigerant                                     
            Reversible heat pump circuit         cooling mode       heating mode           
                 expansion valve                       

(၂) Non-return valve    ႔      check valve         hot gas circuit                                  
evaporator          ႔ gas                                             

(၃)                        compressor           condenser                                   
              compressor                   discharge gas                compressor          ႔ 
                              

(၄)                         evaporator                                                                 
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    suction gas                 (                  ) evaporator          ႔                       
         

၁၀.၁၄ Service Valves 
 Service valve         compressor ၏     (suction)               (discharge)                
              Suction line       discharge line      service valve                        service 
valve                       ႔                        compressor                                      
refrigerant                    ႔                  ႔     pressure gauge         isolate               

၁၀.၁၅ Expansion Valve (Bypass) 
            system       expansion valve                                                   
expansion valve                       by                        system                                          
    valve     ၏                     stop valve                    

၁၀.၁၆ Vapor Charging Valves 
                 (refrigeration systems)         ႔ refrigerant          (charge)           
vapor                         (charging)                                               vapor          
                                 ႔      compressor             suction pressure     refrigerant 
cylinder           pressure                                                

System          ႔ refrigerant                        charging connection            
                                expansion valve                                  refrigerant 
                              flow control               Compressor          ႔ refrigerant                
                                     Vapor charging valve                     connector                  
                        (charging)                

၁၀.၁၇ Liquid Charging Valves 
            refrigeration system               ႔ refrigerant                               
                       Liquid charging valve     liquid receiver                         
Refrigerant                                                                              
refrigerant                          liquid                                   line                        
                                                                                              

၁၀.၁၈ Purge Valves 
 Purge valve                                                                         
                                                      refrigerant                            condenser 
pressure                 ၊ compressor                                                                       ႔ 
                 Purge valve     condenser                           Condenser         non- 
condensable                 purge valve                                          

၁၀.၁၉ Suction Strainers 
Suction strainer                plant                       Compressor             

             ၊         wire mesh                                                        
                                                       compressor                         
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compressor                          Flow control device                 ႔            System                  
                      ၊                                     Compressor ၏               strainer 
                         ၊            compressor          ႔                       

  

 
 

    ၁၀-၁၂ Suction strainer     ၁၀-၁၃ Sight glass/moisture indicator 

Strainer         refrigerant line                                                        
                                   flow control device       compressor          ႔                
              Straight-through sealed           ၊ cleanable angle                  cleanable Y 
                 strainer                            

၁၀.၂၀ Liquid Sight Glass 
Liquid slight glass     expansion valve       filter dryer                                    

                                refrigerant                            ႔                     sight glass 
                                                    indicator                                             
sight glass                    refrigerant                                               clear 
stream)          ႔                    filter        ႔                      ၊        ႔                  
              ၊                                                                         
                                          ႔         (indicator)                               Sight 
glass            system                                                     

                        refrigerant     liquid          ႔      gas                                   
      sight glasses                             Receiver    expansion valve      ႔         
        liquid line                                                                         
       gas bubble         ႔                              (shortage                       

Halocarbon refrigerant           sight glass                                   Solder           
sight glass                                            (Ammonia) refrigerant                   sight glass     
steel    ႔             (cast iron                                (Ammonia)                                  

၁၀.၂၁ Oil Separators 
 Compressor     refrigerant vapor                    (oil)                       (compress) 
        ႔        compressor              refrigerant vapor                                           
compressor                                           compressor                        

    ႔      evaporator       condenser              ႔                                          
                                                                           Evaporator                     
refrigerant                            refrigerant ၏       (boiling point)               capacity       
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                                 ႔        compressor           oil separator                         
refrigerant vapor                                        condenser    ႔           ႔      

 Oil separator                                            plate                    
Refrigerant                      (mixture)    plate                         ၊                  
                  separator                                oil separator                                   
                                                         Separator                                   
compressor    ႔        ႔        Separator                  separator    compressor    ႔               
      (oil return)    control               float assembly           

  
    ၁၀-၁၄( ) Oil separators 

၁၀.၂၂ Oil Rectifiers 
                         oil separator                evaporator                   
                                                oil rectifier                  Evaporator         
refrigerant                                     compressor          ႔                                      
   ႔                              vessel               ႔                              refrigerant 
                        refrigerant                   ႔     compressor                                
       vessel                                        float valve                    ၊ pump     
                        compressor      ႔        ႔        

 
    ၁၀-၁၅( ) Discharge line       suction                             vibration absorber               

၁၀.၂၃ Oil Coolers 
      (lubricant)                                                    screw compressor    

      (lubricants)                                               heat exchanger                     
        Refrigerant ၊    (air)    ႔        (water)                                                  

၁၀.၂၄ Purge Units 
R-11       R-123       low-pressure refrigerant                     centrifugal chiller         

         (atmospheric                                             (leak)                   ႔ 
           ႔(moisture)         refrigeration machine          ႔                   Refrigerant        
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  ၊      ႔      non-condensable gas                                                                  
           Heat transfer effectiveness              Refrigeration machine              ႔ 
(moisture)                                                                                               
                                               

Purge unit     non-condensable gas                        Purge unit      compressor ၊ 
motor ၊ separator       condenser    ႔           Automatic purge unit         chiller efficiency     
                                                             Refrigerant           (loss)                   
          purge unit                      Purge                                 ႔       ႔              

၁၀.၂၅ Vibration Absorbers 
 Muffler ၏              vibration absorber                                               
                                                                                        

၁၀.၂၆ Crankcase Heaters 

 

Refrigerant                                            
compressor ၏ crankcase                          
Compressor                    crankcase           
refrigerant                                                  
Liquid refrigerant                                        
              crankcase heater                           

    ၁၀-၁၅ Hermetic compressor                    Crankcase heater 

                         refrigerant vapor                                                
Compressor       ႔       refrigerant                      system ၏               (coolest 
place)   ႔                        Compressor                       refrigerant         evaporator 
         ႔                  Compressor                      refrigerant     crankcase           
                                        

Compression cycle          crankcase pressure     suction pressure                          
   ႔        liquid refrigerant                                                                      
                                ႔        crankcase heater                                 Crankcase 
heater         compressor ၏             ႔                                          

Compressor                    crankcase heater                           System 
                                  ႔                                                        crankcase 
heater               (၂၄)                   (on)                  Crankcase heater                   
                                      Crankcase heater         refrigerant system                   
                                

၁၀.၂၇ Relief Valves 
                                               System                      (high pressures) 

           mechanical relief device                              European Safety Standard EN378 
(2008)        Institute of Refrigeration Safety Code                               Relief valve            
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           (spring-loaded                     plunger valve              Plunger-type relief valve 
             (outdoor)                                                    ၊            ႔                 
                 Compressor                   (overpressure               relief valve    ႔      
bursting disc     inlet       discharge connection                          

၁၀.၂၈ Safety Devices (Pressure Switch) 

 

Condenser                                           (maximum 
allowable pressure)                             compressor           ႔ 
           pressure control device                   

 
   (၁၀-၁၆)                   high-pressure cut-outs                
system                       Compressor                           
shut-off valve                   high-pressure sensor            
        Bellows    ႔      diaphragm ၏            compressor 
outlet pressure                                                
                             

    ၁၀-၁၆ Pressure switch  
                 (spring pressure)    compressor outlet pressure                  switch 

         (open)         compressor           ႔                           (excess pressure            
system                                                        High-pressure switch                 ႔      
                   reset                           (automatic) reset                            

Refrigeration system                             (essential) service                        
                               Refrigeration system                                          
      compressor            ႔     alarm                                            equipment 
      ႔        High-pressure cut-outs                                          

         (suction pressure)                                                (discharge 
temperature)               Compressor       ႔           low-pressure cut out switch                
        Design evaporator pressure     0.6–1.0 bar    ႔              setting                    
System                            setting                           Cut-out setting          
     (atmospheric pressure)                                                                    
           low-pressure switch                   (automatic) reset                       

Low pressure switch         pump-down circuit      thermostat ၊ solenoid valve    ႔           
             Thermostat     compressor            ႔     liquid line     solenoid valve       
                  evaporator    ႔               refrigerant           ႔       Compressor     
                low-pressure switch                        evaporator           refrigerant         
pump down             Thermostat                                                solenoid valve 
              evaporator          ႔ refrigerant                     

၁၀.၂၉ High Pressure Switch (HPS) 
High pressure switch (HPS)     discharge pipe                    Discharge pipe    ႔      

high pressure side           (pressure)                                                            
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(break down)                        ႔               Pressure switch          bellow     
discharge pressure                     ႔                  Discharge pressure     pressure setting 
                     switch ၏ bellow         (lever)                          electric contact 
     (open)         compressor           ႔               

၁၀.၃၀ Low Pressure Switch (LPS) 
Low pressure side      refrigerant pressure                  low pressure switch     

compressor           ႔            Low pressure switch     suction pipe                    Switch 
                  bellow     suction pressure        (force)        ႔                  Suction 
pressure     pressure setting                 bellow     lever                           electric 
contact      (open)         compressor       ႔                   

၁၀.၃၁ Condenser Pressure Regulators 
Air con system                                            (maximum ambient conditions)     

                                                                           condenser           
                                            condensing temperature       pressure             
            thermostatic expansion valve                                       ႔           Condenser 
pressure                                                                   

                    air-cooled condenser       water cooling tower    ႔၏                  
                         Damper                             ၊              (speed)                   
          ၊ fan         (switching off                                                    

Condenser pressure regulator     condenser    bypass                     -               
                    Hot gas         receiver      ႔                                      (divert 
           ) valve                      

Valve diaphragm ၏                                       (pre-set spring)          
                       condensing pressure                Condensing pressure                   
bypass                                  bypass valve                       Condenser       receiver 
          pressure operated valve                        valve              (flow)                    
liquid         condenser                        

                 condenser pressure     control                                 
                 (satisfactory operation)                                                           

၁၀.၃၂ Oil Pressure Switches (OPS) 
Semi-hermetic compressor                                            compressor          

                                oil pressure switch                    Discharge pipe             
              Oil pressure                              (pre-designed period)                     ႔ 
                            switch          (open)         compressor       ႔                    

                compressor            compressor                oil pressure 
                                 ၊ pump                                     ၊                           
                                     ႔              Compressor           (manufacturer)        
electronic oil protection system                        
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    ၁၀-၁၇ Oil pressure switch     ၁၀-၁၈ Pump down circuit 

၁၀.၃၃ Fusible Plugs 
                    high pressure switch                                          

   ႔                                       fusible plug    ႔      safety valve                      
                                   fusible plug                  Fusible plug     condenser         
           condenser       metering device          liquid pipe                                   

Condensing temperature                            (temperature setting)             
          fusible metal                   refrigerant                 ႔                 

  
    ၁၀-၁၉ Fusible plugs 

၁၀.၃၄ Safety Valves  or Relief Valves 
            unit                              safety valve                      Safety valve 

    ၏                 fusible plug                            Condensing pressure             
             (pressure setting)                      safety valve                 refrigerant         
        ႔                 

၁၀.၃၅ Pressure Regulating Values 
                                                                                          pressure 

regulating value                            

၁၀.၃၆ Stop Valves 
Refrigerant circuit           (opening)၊                                    stop valve                  

                       outdoor unit                              Stop valve                           
                                                           refrigerant                             
                  

၁၀.၃၇ Thermostats 
Refrigeration system    ႔      air conditioning system     ၏                     

        (temperature)                   ႔                                                       
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Thermostat      equipment            ႔      ၊                                     capacity 
                                           

              thermostat                   
 (၁) Bimetallic element            
 (၂) Expansion of a fluid            
 (၃)  Vapor pressure of a volatile fluid            
 (၄) Electric resistance                  
 (၅) Electronic                ႔           

 
    ၁၀-၂၀ Refrigeration circuit 

 
    ၁၀-၂၁ Filter dryer 
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    ၁၀-၂၂ Compressor                           comportment      

 ၁၀.၃၈ Humidistats 
                         (humidity level)                           humidistat         

               Humidistat         electrical switch           ႔                       
                         (animal hair)၊         (plastics)၊          ႔  (cellulosics )        ႔ 

                                    ႔     )                                                       
        mechanical humidistat                          Hygroscopic salt ၏              
(properties)            electronic humidistat                     

 
    ၁၀-၂၃ Direct expansion circuit                component      

၁၀.၃၉ Evaporator Pressure Regulating Valves 
Evaporator Pressure Regulating Valve(EPR)    evaporator pressure                          

                                               (၁၀-၂၃)     Evaporator Pressure Regulation 
(EPR) valve         evaporator      suction line                     

EPR valve                               
(၁) Evaporator                                               
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(၂) Air cooled evaporator                                                                    
Freezing point              evaporator                           ႔                     ၊       
                                    

(၃)                                           evaporator         compressor                      
                                       

(၄)                                     capacity              evaporator pressure     control 
                               

(၅) Solenoid valve       ႔                                                  control                

                          spring-loaded EPR valve                

၁၀.၄၀ Hot Gas Bypass Valves 

 

Hot gas bypass valve                   
                                      Compressor 
                 capacity reduction device         
                               ၊ chiller            
                                                  
          hot gas bypass                       

    ၁၀-၂၄ Hot gas by-pass valve 

Hot gas bypass            hot gas bypass valve                         Compressor 
discharge               gas         suction       ႔        ႔                       load      
             evaporator pressure                             (constant)           full load ၏ 10%     
                   Hot gas bypass valve     constant pressure valve               suction pressure       
                          (pre-set spring)    ႔                            (balancing)           
                                         (direct)  valve    ႔      pilot operated valve           

၁၀.၄၁ Shut-Off Valves 
Service              ႔                         (maintenance                              ႔     (isolation  

                manual stop valve                                   (၁၀-၂၄)           (၁၀-၂၅             

 

  

    ၁၀-၂၅( ) Seal cap shut-off valve     ၁၀-၂၅( ) Ball valve      ၁၀-၂၅( ) Shut-Off Valves 
Diaphragm    ႔      bellows       hand wheel        ႔                            

           valve                                                         (leakage)            ‘O’          
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                              (pressure drop)              (၁၀-၂၅)                    ball valve     
              

 
    ၁၀-၂၆ Pumped liquid circuit 

  
    ၁၀-၂၇ Hermetic liquid refrigerant pump     ၁၀-၂၈ Defrost controller 

၁၀.၄၁ Liquid Refrigerant Pumps 
                                             (low-temperature cold room)           blast 

freezer           separate evaporator                       refrigerant                     suction 
separator    ႔      ‘          ’       evaporator    ႔           liquid pump                   

   (၁၀-၂၆)                          separate evaporator         vapor      compressor 
         ႔                  liquid                     Spray chiller              liquid pump         
                (၁၀-၂၇)      liquid pump                                                       
(inlet)     strainer               Liquid pump         ammonia system                        

၁၀.၄၂ Defrosting Evaporator Coils 
Refrigerant temperature                        evaporator coil ၏                          

                                            coil ၏ performance                      ႔                      
                 ႔                                    “defrost”                   Defrost         
refrigerant flow       fan            ႔                                                      drain             
                                

               defrost                                                                        
   ႔                                           
 (၁) Hot-Gas defrost (၄) Electric defrost        
 (၂) Water defrost (၅) Hybrid defrost    ႔           
 (၃)  Air defrost   
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၁၀.၄၃ Automatic Tube Cleaning for Condenser  
Principles and Operation 

Condenser water circuit                           Cooling tower                           
                                 condenser tube     ၏                  (surface)                 long-
term fouling factor ၏            0.00025 h ft2 °F/Btu (0.000044 m2 °C/W)                  
Condenser water         suspended solid                   condenser tube     ၏ fouling factor     
0.0005 h.ft2.°F/Btu (0.000088 m2 °C/W)    ႔                

Condenser tube     ၏ fouling factor                         chiller                         
                                        ႔        kW/ton                     AHRI Standard 550-88            
        condenser       field fouling allowance     0.00025 h.ft2.°F/Btu (0.000044 m2       
          

 
    ၁၀-၂၉ Cleaning brushes in a condenser tube 

 
    ၁၀-၃၀ (a) Normal ၊ (b) reverse operation of a four-way valve in an automatic brush cleaning 

system 
Condenser water tube     ၏                                                              

         automatic brush cleaning system                      Condenser ၏ fouling factor 
           0.00025 h ft2.°F/Btu (0.000044 m2 °C/W)                        automatic brush 
cleaning system                      
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Horizontal ၊ two-pass ၊ shell-and-tube condenser                    automatic brush 
cleaning system    brush        (၁၀-၂၉)          (၁၀-၃၀)                    Tube          ႔ special nylon 
brush                                                                          brush         
     (basket                        

  
    ၁၀-၃၁     ၁၀-၃၂ 

Condenser water     condenser tube                                                  
                                             brush                                          Brush      
condenser tube                                    condenser tube                                  
                                         ႔                  Bush                                   
                                   Brush      condenser tube                                      
                                                 ႔           

Condenser water                                     four-way valve        (၁၀-၃၀)     
                                                 brush               (left hand side)               
                   (right hand side)              brush                          

                         condenser water                                              
                                                                                         subcool          
                 ႔        liquid refrigerant                                                               

                               ႔           inlet guide vane                              
   ႔      compressor ၏          (speed)                      unload                     four-way 
valve                                            brush                       ႔                        
                            ႔           ၊                                        ႔ 
                           Brush                        four-way valve                           control 
system    signal                                                                  Condenser 
water                         (contaminant)                                                
             

Effect of Tube Cleaning System 

Automatic brush cleaning system                                                                    
 (၁) Fouling factor            0.00025 h ft2 °F/Btu (0.000044 m2 °C/W)               

                                                    
 (၂) Condenser tube            ႔                                                      

                                                  
 (၃)  Water treatment                               (Chemicals)           
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    ၁၀-၃၃ Tube cleaning cystem 

 

 

 

-End- 
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Chapter-11 Chiller Starters 

၁၁.၁ Chiller Starter 

   
    ၁၁-၁ Electro-

mechanical starter 
    ၁၁-၂ Unit mounted low voltage 

solid state starter 
    ၁၁-၃ Unit mounted medium 

voltage solid state starter 

   
    ၁၁-၄ Medium voltage 

variable speed drive 
    ၁၁-၅ Unit mounted low voltage 

variable speed drive 
    ၁၁-၆ Higher voltage medium 

voltage VSD 

၁၁.၁.၁ Purpose of Starters 
                             chiller          starter                  
(၁)                                              (start & stop the motor) 
 Starter                                                         ႔          ႔           
(၂) Inrush current            ႔         (Limit the inrush current) 
 Chiller                               inrush current                                  

transformer       switchgear                                                 (disturbances) 
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(၃)                 (demand charges                 
 Electrical demand     peak consumption (kW                                            

                         demand                                         

(၁၅)                                         (kW                                         (kW)    
demand                                      (kW)                                             
demand charge                                       (utility bill)                         
         

                                                    ႔         ႔                                
                          VSD         demand charge                                         
                  (device)           

(၄)       (motor)                         
 Starter                                (power interruption)                               

                       ႔                                                       

Table 11-1 
 

 
Starter                               
Maximum Fuse / Circuit Breaker - 
 Chiller    ႔       ႔                                    fuse    ႔      breaker              

           

Minimum Circuit Ampacity (Amps) - 
 Chiller    ႔                                                                     (smallest wire 

size            

Motor FLA - 
 Motor Full Load Amps(FLA)                             (full-load torque)                      (full-

load speed)                                                         frequency       voltage 
                      current                 
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Job FLA - 
 Job FLA      motor FLA                                   oil pump  motor control panel transformer 

      VSD    ႔      SSS              loss                         current                           
               FLA      chiller                           FLA          Job FLA                
   ႔                               Job FLA     chiller                         electrical 
system                                         

Motor kW vs. Job kW - 
                                                                  

Locked Rotor Amps- 
     Locked rotor current                               ႔      rotor locked                  (zero 

speed)    rated voltage       rated frequency    ႔                                      current 
          Rated voltage       rated frequency                             current                  

Inrush Amps- 
                                      current          FLA                   ႔      locked 

rotor amps                                       

Reduced Voltage Starting- 
 I                                          ႔    ႔           ႔   (voltage)                  
Low Voltage - 
    ႔   (voltage) 50V     999V AC (50 or 60 Hz)           “low voltage”                 

Low Voltage Motors- 
    ႔   (voltage)230V    600V (AC three phase                                         l           

                          

Medium Voltage - 
    ႔    1000V     35,000V AC 50 or 60 Hz     medium voltage                 

Medium Voltage Motor- 
 AC three phase    ႔    23,00V                                           “medium voltage”          

         
Max Fuse/Breaker 
 Maximum value    fuse    ႔      breaker                                    FLA x 1.5    ႔      FLA 

x 1.75               fuse    ႔      breaker                                 
                        (local codes)                                       

Minimum Circuit Ampacity 
 Minimum circuit ampacity                         (all operating conditions)                   

            (overheating)                                                          
                                            

Motor Full Load Amps (FLA) 
 Compressor     rated design chilling capacity                                         current 
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Locked Rotor Amps (LRA) 
 Locked Rotor Amps (LRA)                 ႔                                        (zero 

speed)               current               Motor name plate                       Starter 
         (sizing)       inrush current    ႔       ႔                          

Inrush Amps                        ႔    (standstill)                                   
current          Inrush Amps                     starter                                    
        

VSD inrush current         FLA                                    ACL    ႔      DOL inrush 
current     locked rotor value               FLA     (၆)    ႔                  Wye-Delta SSS     ႔ 
auto-transformer starter                      inrush current         VSD       ACL           ႔ 
                    

          ႔       ႔        ႔   (voltage)                                                     
                    inrush current                      I                                         
                                    (power line disturbances                 

Typical Starter Line Diagram 

 
    ၁၁-၇ Starter single line diagram 

         (၁၁-၇)    starter   motor       electrical supply    ႔                 ACL starter 
block diagram           

၁၁.၁.၂ Starter       Drive                
( ) Electro-Mechanical Starter         ႔      EM Starter      
 ၁  Across the Line Starter    ႔      Direct On Line (DOL) 
 ၂  Star-Delta / Wye-Delta Starter –(Low Voltage only) 
 ၃  Auto Transformer Starter (ATS) 

( ) Electronic Starters and Drives 
 ၁  Solid State Starter (SSS)  
 ၂   Soft Starter (Soft Start) 
 ၃  Variable Speed Drive (VSD) 

EM starter                                                                                           

Electro-Mechanical Starters Overview 
 (၁) Electro-Mechanical starter         metal to metal contact                            
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 (၂) Oldest motor starting method                         ) 
 (၃)  Centrifugal chiller          electro mechanical starter                                         
 ( ) Across the Line or Direct On Line 
 ( ) Star-Delta / Wye-Delta 
 (ဂ) Auto-Transformer 

EM starter                                                                  (switch)      
           EM starter                                                                                     
                                         

Across the Line(ACL)   ႔      Direct On Line(DOL) starter                           
performance              Star-Delta starter         starting torque                            
                            Auto Transformer starter                           (design requirements)       
                                             Starting current profile                                    
                 

၁၁.၃ Electro-Mechanical Starters 
၁၁.၃.၁ Across the Line Starter (ACL)    ႔      Direct On Line(DOL)  

Starter M     main contactor    ႔                          (close)                ႔      
                                                            ႔              ႔        OL           
                                 motor current                         overload             
                            

 
    ၁၁-၈ Across the Line(ACL) starter    ႔      Direct On Line (DOL) starter 

ACL    ႔      DOL starter                           starter                               
                                                                  inrush current                       Inrush 
current     6                                    ACL    ႔      DOL starter                    
     electrical system       power grid    ႔႔                           ACL    ႔      DOL starter     
              inrush current                                               switchgear       transformer      
            

Starting current profile            starter                                          Starting 
current profile                                       current             (time)                     
         Across the Line starter profile                  spike             Across the Line       
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                         full speed    ႔                                             (fastest method  
            ႔                  ႔ current spike              

 
    ၁၁-၉ Cross the line                             current     ဂ   (starting profile                    

၁၁.၃.၂ Star-Delta    ႔      Wye-Delta Starter ( Closed Transition) 
“S     ”                                inrush current               Utility infrastructure 

                                           ႔     starting time                        ႔                
             current                                       

 

Star-Delta starter              (lead motor) (၆)   
          Star connection           (၃)         Delta 
connection           (၃)                            
                                          Star    ႔      Wye 
config                                              ႔ 
                ႔   (voltage)                          
   ႔   (voltage)                                 current 
                             Starting torque      
                         

    ၁၁-၁၀ Star-Delta    ႔      Wye-Delta starter (closed transition)  

 
    ၁၁-၁၁ Star-Delta    ႔      Wye-Delta Starter (closed transition) starting profile 

Centrifugal compressor                        starting torque                          
           Brown-out        (condition)     line voltage           full speed    ႔              
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                               (starting torque)                                         drive line 
                 current spike                    torque shock                   

  
Star-Delta starter                                                                            

          Start-Delta starter         low volta                                       Star-Delta 
starter                       starting current     Across the Line starter                  starting 
current             ႔          Centrifugal load                                   Star-Delta starter 
                     Motor winding           star                                      winding    ႔ 
      ႔     voltage                    ႔                                current                       

၁၁.၃.၃ Auto Transformer Starters(ATS) 

 

Auto Transformer Starter(ATS)         
                                       starting 
voltage                       Line voltage   ၆၅% 
   ႔      ၈၅%                             ATS 
starter         EM starter                        
                             transformer 
               switching component        
                           ATS starter         
low                                             
                   

    ၁၁-၁၂ Auto Transformer Starters 

 
    ၁၁-၁၃ -Auto Transformer Starters(ATS) starting profile 

Auto-transformer starter         transformer                           ႔ delta            
                ႔           ႔   (voltage)                         (၁၁-၁၃)                       inrush 
current     full load current   250%    ႔                          transformer     circuit    
                   spike              

S   -                        starter   switchgear   building electrical system power grid     ႔ 
chiller mechanical drive line          stress                     ႔     Star-Delta                     
stress                                         stresses                     ႔           
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Electro-Mechanical Starter                      
(၁)                     (low cost) 

                              (simple design) 

(၂)                              (mature technology) 
                              (no significant change in technology) 

(၃)          (reliability                                      (maintainability) 
                                                                                        

                               

(၄)                              (less sophisticated) 
  “     -b   ” starter                           

(၅)                                  (more space) 
                                           (additional floor space for installation) 

(၆)                     (installation labor) 
  Chiller                                   starter                                  

EM                       (Reliability ) 
EM starter          metallic contact                                               pitting             

          (wear-out)                      Metallic contact                    (inspection)  calibration            
                                                 (replacement)   ႔                       EM starter         
motor       load    ႔ starting profile     (current       ႔      voltage                                EM 
starter         smart starter                  

System Integration -  
EM starter           chiller control panel     integration                       Star-Delta    ႔      

Wye-Deltastarter         low voltage system                                     Auto-Transformer 
        medium voltage system           EM starter                                                 
     Electronic starter                     (horse power)                                           
                  Electro-Mechanical starter                                     

၁၁.၄ Electronic Solid State Starters 

၁၁.၄.၁ Electronic Solid State Starters Overview 
(၁) M                                  arcing       pitting    ႔             
(၂) Starting current                     semiconductor                          
(၃)  Mechanical and electrical stress                                                             

starting current current                         
(၄)          ႔       ႔        ႔   (voltage)                                current                  

           (45% of LRA)    ႔                                  
No Arcing or Pitting of Mechanical Contacts  
                          Electronic starter         high current                      

mechanical switching                                                               making and 
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breaking                     EM starter                            (maintenance                             
(repair)             

Electronic Solid State Starters (Unit Mounted Low Voltage Solid State Starter) 
Starter                                   (unit mounted)                                       

(floor mounted)     (၂)                      Unit mounted                            (floor space) 
                     

 

Low Voltage Solid State Starter (LV SSS)     
                                               
           current                     ႔           
      ႔                ႔       ႔     voltage                 
inrush current                                
                 ႔              

    ၁၁-၁၄ Electronic solid state starters unit mounted low voltage solid state 

                    silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs)                              (tuned on  
                    ႔       ႔     voltage                                              inrush current 
            silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs)                                          AC main voltage     
               

 

                                     ႔          
          firing signal                               
                SCR devices                 
                                 ႔    ႔   (voltage) 
     ႔          ႔                        bypass 
contactor                (                 )          ႔ 
incoming mains voltage                            
           SCR device                 current     
                                        

    ၁၁-၁၅ Electronic solid state starters 

Solid State Starter         variable speed drive                                 Auto-
transformer starter       ႔          ႔    ႔        voltage                            Solid State Starter 
                                       starting current                      voltage     
                             Transition                   starting current     full load current 
  270%    ႔                        starting current                                          

Silicon Controlled Rectifier(SCR)     solid state starter                     power handling 
component                Logic   overloads       driver         SCRs         control                      
                                                            

၁၁.၄.၂ Electronic Solid State Starters Starting current profile 
Solid state starter       starting current      impulse                     ႔      current 

                                                            torsional shock                     
                    electrical switchgear          stress                          current          
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                                                                    starting                

 
    ၁၁-၁၆ Electronic solid state starters starting current profile 

၁၁.၄.၄ Electronic Solid State Starters Benefits 
( ) Smooth Step-less starting 
                                            (electrical system)          transition      

   ႔      spike                                    

( ) Lower Maintenance Costs 
  Contact                                              ႔     MVSSS          Silicon 

Controlled Rectifier     bypass              mechanical contact            

(ဂ) Higher reliability 
                                                                            ႔                        

          

(ဃ) Constant current control 
         speed torque curve                                                               

torque     compressor                  load torque                 full speed    ႔ 
                    Centrifugal compressor       torque                           
(maximum load torque point)    full speed                      Motor current     
torque                                       Constant current                           
           torque                

                       torque            current                                Star-
Delta             Electro-Mechanical starter                terminal          ႔ constant 
voltage    ႔                                    motor impedance                           
                                                         

Solid state starter                                           line voltage  speed       motor 
temperature          ႔                           starting torque                 ႔     
constant current                            F                               torque 
                      

( ) Unit mounting 
                                (unit mounting                                           

C                                                                                  
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၁၁.၄.၅ Electronic Solid State Starter Recommendations 
              (fixed speed       chiller                                       
(၁)                                     (Low Installed Cost) 

                                                                                  

 Integrated starter                                                               Site        
            starter                                       

(၂)  Starter                                                  

(၃)  Starter                                                                             

(၄)  Power factor correction capacitors     starter                                                   

၁၁.၅ Variable Speed Drive(VSD) 

 
    ၁၁-၁၇ VSD                ႔                                             single line diagram  

၁၁.၅.၁ Variable Speed Drive                              
(၁)                      (stop)            (s                

(၂) Inrush current     full load amps                                           
  S                                                        inrush current          Full Load 

Amps (FLA)                                  inrush current                  Inrush current 
                                          Power line                                        
            ႔                                       (demand charge)                chiller load     
                                                 

(၃)              power factor         
 Power factor                         S                                     power factor 

               power factor correction capacitor                         VSD         power 
factor 0.98                                     

(၄)                               

(၅) Motor protection 
 Overloads   current limit   current imbalance       short circuit protection              
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(၆) C                                          compressor speed                                    part 
load operation                                        

(၇)  VSD       intelligent chiller control strategy               operating condition       load             
   ႔      chiller efficiency                         ႔          

Lift                                         efficiency                            
       (shaft)                         (variable speeds                        

Centrifugal chiller           VSD                                                         
 (၁) Low voltage unit mounted drives 
 (၂) Medium voltage remote mounted drives 

VSD         chiller                                                                   
                                                                                                    
                                                  VSD                          

 
    ၁၁-၁၈ VSD                                 ဂ                                             

             VSD        simplified schematic          Front end filter       inverter sections 
       ႔                                                            VSD              
 (၁)                                                              power line    frequency (Hz)     

                            

 (၂) P     b                               ႔    ႔        voltage    ႔      current     frequency 
                                                 

 (၃)            speed                                      VSD     frequency                   

 
    ၁၁-၁၉( )  VSD                                 ဂ                                             

(၁) Front End              
                               AC power    DC power    ႔                   
  Incoming voltage     motor voltage                    front end                      
 Harmonics                         (cancel)   front end                   
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(၂) DC Filter              
 Inverter    ႔     ႔        DC voltage    ႔      current     filter                 

(၃) Inverter              
 Filter             DC power pulse             ႔                   
 DC pulse         variable frequency       amplitude    ႔           three phase voltage    ႔      

current         ႔                          
 Simulated wave         pure sine wave         ႔                                   

      minimum harmonics       noise           pure sine wave         ႔              

(၄) Output Filter              

 Switching noise                         output filter                   
Inverter                                                    ႔ switching noise             

         output filter      ႔            

 
    ၁၁-၁၉( ) VFD output voltage distortion       output current distortion 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) – current                               
 Computer monitor 140% THD 
 Pump or Fan VSD (6 pulse PWM drive) 75% THD 
 Pump or Fan VSD (6 pulse PWM drive)with line reactor filter 35% THD 
 Low voltage VSD (Base) 25% THD 
 low voltage with optional IEEE filter 5% THD 
 medium voltage – 24 pulse drive  less than 5% THD 

Power line      harmonics                     filter                              Total 
Harmonic Distortion (THD)                             

 
    ၁၁-၂၀ VSD starting profile 
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၁၁.၅.၂ VSD Starting Profile  
   (၁၁-၂၀)     VSD          starting current profile                            ႔    ႔        

current                                          Solid state starter          ဤ      ႔ starting 
current                                         ႔     VSD   starting current profile     solid state 
starter                           VSD            ႔ frequency                                    
Frequency                 power    ႔              torque                        Solid starter                 
torque     VSD                Starting current            full load current                  

Variable Speed Drive     chiller                                              Frequency 
      voltage                            compressor                  (speed)                                
               Part load efficiency                        adaptive capacity control logic           
               (speed)       compressor pre-rotation vane position    ႔    control              

Harmonic filter                power factor 0.98                                        
                 ground fault protection   overvoltage and under voltage protection   3-phase sensing  
motor over current protection   single-phase protection   insensitive to phase rotation   over 
temperature protection        ႔           Harmonic filter          b                       electrical 
power supply             (distortion)                                         IEEE Std. 519-1992 guidelines 
                                    (distortion)                           Filter                     
      (unit-mounted)         

 
Front end   i     “P     ”     DC                                  rectifiers       

corresponding transformer winding                         24 pulse           rectifier (၂၄)   
                        O      “      ”     sine wave                                     
                            5 level                (step) (၅)                            

24 pulse phase shifting isolation transformer     drive       power line           buffer       
                  Power line      surge               ႔                                      
                         

24 pulse transformer                   drive    THD 5%             sinusoidal input voltage 
            5 level inverter output               ႔        ႔     sin wave                      
        insulation                                                ႔                       

၁၁.၅.၃ Variable Speed Drive Benefits 
(၁) Inrush current     FLA                                       (significantly reduces inrush 

current to less than full load amps) 

(၂) Electrical system                        stress                        

(၃)  IEEE 519-1992 compliant          

(၄)                                                                          (increases number of 

   ဂ                                             mega pixel                           (resolution 
quality)                      ႔ VSD          front end     “      ”                         output 
“      ”                
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allowable starts per hour) 

(၅)                                 (enables quick restart capabilities) 

(၆)  VSD                                                                               (Short 
payback on initial investment) 

(၇) Stepless starting           transition         ႔      spike                  

(၈) Part load chiller operation      efficient                      

(၉) older tower water                    Colder tower water                                                                

(၁၀)   Increases motor longevity                            ) 

                                                 Variable Speed Drive (VSD)                
                              

(၁)                                            (customer desire to reduce electric utility demand 
charges) 

(၂) P                                      VSD         Power factor correction capacitor     
            PF (၁)                       

(၃)               starter                               (floor space is premium, low voltage unit 
mounting saves space & cost) 

(၄)                              VSD              (building owner wants a factory wired & tested 
efficient, low voltage unit  ) 

(၅) Best cost benefits          
(၆)  Life cycle cost                       
(၇) Variable Speed Drives                                           

Electro-Mechanical Starter and Electronic Solid State Starters  
EM starter                       Star-Delta starter       Auto-Transformer starter              

          Low voltage system       Medium voltage system          Star-Delta starter                       
       Low voltage       Star-Delta                   Medium voltage       auto-transformer 
starter                       Electro-mechanical starter         low voltage       auto-transformer 
                     

              (fixed speed        chiller                              electronic solid state starter 
                                                                                                             
      solid state starter                                          

Starter                 solid state starters       VSD    ႔                                
Electronic Solid State Starter –  
 (၁)               (fixed speed) chiller                                     
 (၂)                     (low installed cost)              (high reliability)       low maintenance 
 (၃)  Starter                  information                                             
 (၄) Smooth step-less gentle starting                                          (low maintenance) 
 (၅) stepped starting                    mechanical stress                                       
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    ၁၁-၂၁ The composite view of all starting profiles 

၁၁.၆ Demand Charge  
Demand Charge                                 facility (instantaneous max kW          

cable, transformer size         ႔                                                   Demand 
Charge     residential       small commercial customer             ႔          Energy Charge 
                           

Demand charge                                                                         
       A         B  
                kW                     
(၁)                 kilowatt ho          
                ႔         

                        kW                     
(၁၀)                                      
                ႔        

Energy comsuption = 20 kW x 1 hour = 20 kWh Energy comsuption = 20 kW x 1 hour = 20 kWh 
Demand = 20 kW  Demand = 2 kW  
                        energy comsuption=20 kWh                d                       
       A                                         B                                 

Energy Charge = 20 kWh x 1$ per kWh = 20$ Energy Charge = 20 kWh x 1$ per kWh = 20$ 

Demand Charge = 20 kW x 5$ per kW = 100$ Demand Charge = 2 kW x 5$ per kW = 10$ 

Total Charge= Energy Charge + Demand 
Charge = 120$  

Total Charge = Energy Charge + Demand 
Charge = 20$  

                                  kWh                                       
instantaneous maximum kW                  instantaneous maximum kW                           
                          company                                                ႔        dmand 
charge                                                                   highest demand recorded kW 
    “        harge”                     
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    ၁၁-၂၂ Current diagram and torque diagram for typical squirrel cage motor 

၁၁.၆.၁ Demand Limiter 
Demand limiter     compressor capacity                                       -      

                 (start-up)     current                                      Demand limiter     
current limiter                                          (demand charges)                
                    Chiller control strategy      chiller       loading     control                   
              

၁၁.၇ Motor Torque Speed Curves 
   (၁၁-၂၃)               motor torque speed curve    P                              ႔                 

                                              (axis)                                                 
                                                                                  Hz                       
                          ၁၀၀                                             ၁၅၀၀           
           ၁၀၀                                                                                 

 
 

    ၁၁-၂၃ Motor torque speed curve     ၁၁-၂၄ Motor torque speed curve 

 
P     “ ”                        ႔ S        T       S       T        

                                                                                       
(Speed=0)                                                                                          ႔      

                                                                                     
                ႔                                                                                
full load to                                                               
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                                             ႔                                                      
                                                                               ၂၀     ၃၀  
                   

P     “ ” P   -   T         ႔      Pull-in Torque  
P   -                                                 ႔                               

                                                                                                 
                                                    P   -                                     
                                 

P     “ ”           T         ႔      Pull out Torque 
                                                                                   

           full load             ၂     ႔             

P     “ ”           T      
Ful                                                                                       

                                    (load                                                     
            ႔                                                 actual speed                 
                                             

P     “ ” S           S        ႔              S        ႔      Zeor Torque Speed 
S                    ႔      n                                                               

                                                                                   )                 
Speed(rpm)     “no load speed”                

Torque and Horse Power 

                                                           

                                     
   

  
  

၁၁.၈ Safety Controls   Accessories and Options 
၁၁.၈.၁ “S       –     S                  ” 

         solid state starter    ႔            AC power line voltage          ႔(၂၀)   ႔ 
               voltage                                    ႔       Voltage     restart level 
   ႔                  chiller                                        

Supply Voltage Range (Volts) Shutdown (Volts) Restart (Volts) 
380 305 331 
400 320 349 
415 335 362 

440-480 370 400 
550-600 460 502 

Supply Voltage Range disabled none N/A 
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၁၁.၈.၂ “Starter – High Supply Line Voltage” 
         Solid state starter    ႔            AC power line voltage          ႔(၂၀)   ႔ 

               voltage                                  ႔       Voltage     restart level    ႔ 
                 chiller                                        

Supply Voltage Range (Volts) Shutdown (Volts) Restart (Volts) 
380 415 414 
400 436 435 
415 454 453 

440-480 524 523 
550-600 655 654 

Supply Voltage Range disabled none N/A 

၁၁.၈.၃ Safety Controls 
Chiller           refrigeration machine                                        ႔               

      ႔(shutdown)                                       ႔(shutdown)                            
                    ႔႔(shutdown)                                   manual reset    ႔      auto reset 
                   Manual reset                      (operator)                        reset 
                      Auto reset                                                   ႔           
             S                                  

Table 11-2  
Safety Shutdown (Manual Reset) Cycling Shutdown (Auto Reset ) 
Evaporator - Low Pressure Multi-Unit Cycling - Contacts Open  
Condenser - High Pressure  Oil - Low Temperature 
Discharge - Low Temperature Leaving Chilled Liquid - Low Temperature 
Discharge - High Temperature Leaving Chilled Liquid - Flow Switch Open 
Oil - High Temperature Condenser - Flow Switch Open  
Oil - Low Differential Pressure Motor Controller - Contacts Open  
Motor Or Starter - Current Imbalance Starter - Low Supply Line Voltage  

                            (abnormal conditions)      safety control     compressor 
motor                               T                                             (operator)             
reset                       

               safety control                                  
 (၁) High refrigerant pressure – cutouts, relief valves 
 (၂) Low pressure – suction gas, lubrication 
 (၃)  High temperature – motors, refrigerant, lubrication 
 (၄) Low refrigerant temperature 
 (၅) Time delay 
 (၆)  Low voltage/phase loss/phase reversal 
 (၇) High current 
 (၈) Evaporator and condenser proof of water flow 
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Safety shutdowns with a fixed speed drive include: 
(၁) Evaporator – low pressure 
(၂) Evaporator – transducer or leaving liquid probe 
(၃)  Evaporator – transducer or temperature sensor 
(၄) Condenser – high pressure contacts open 
(၅) Condenser – high pressure 
(၆)  Condenser – pressure transducer out-of-range 
(၇) Auxiliary safety – contacts closed 
(၈) Discharge – high temperature 
(၉) Discharge – low temperature 
(၁၀) Oil – high temperature 
(၁၁) Oil – low differential pressure 
(၁၂) Oil – high differential pressure 
(၁၃)  Oil – sump pressure transducer out-of-range 
(၁၄) Oil – differential pressure calibration 
(၁၅) Oil – variable speed pump – pressure setpoint not achieved 
(၁၆)  Control panel – power failure 
(၁၇) Motor or starter – current imbalance 
(၁၈) Thrust bearing – proximity probe clearance (K compressors only) 
(၁၉) Thrust bearing – proximity probe out-of-range (K compressors only) 
(၂၀) Thrust bearing – position switch (P, Q & H9 compressors) 
(၂၁) Watchdog – software reboot 
 
Safety shutdowns with a VSD include: 

 (၁) VSD shutdown – requesting fault data 
 (၂) VSD – stop contacts open 
 (၃) VSD – 105% motor current overload 
 (၄) VSD – high phase A, B, C inverter heatsink temp. 
 (၅) VSD – high converter heatsink temperature 

-End- 
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Chapter-13 Reciprocating Compressors and Chillers 

၁၃.၁ Introduction 
Vapour compression cycle                    compressor         evaporator              

              (low-pressure) refrigerant     ႔(vapor)                                             
           (၁၃-၁)                       compressor         positive displacement       dynamic     
                            

 
    ၁၃-၁ Compressor               (types)               

Positive displacement            compressor                       (low-pressure) gas       
     (discrete volumes)                                                                    Dynamic 
           compressor                       (low-pressure) gas        (velocity)                      
                                  (pressure)                   
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    ၁၃-၂  Approximate range of capacity covered by various compressor types 

   (၁၃-၂)     compressor               ႔                    refrigeration capacity                
        Reciprocating compressor    ႔      piston compressor                               
                    ၁                                                                         
refrigeration piston compressor                                     compressor         double 
acting                                  ႔(gas)                                 single-acting            
                         

 
    ၁၃-၃ Semi-hermetic compressor pack  

Reciprocating compressor                     ႔                                                
(small)              (medium size) refrigeration system          reciprocating compressor         
                              ႔        ႔         reciprocating compressor         rotary ၊ scroll       
screw compressor                                                         

၁၃.၂            (၃)      
                                                    ( ) hermetic type ( ) semi-hermetic 
type       (ဂ) open type    ႔          

Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor            (၁၃-၄)                    Compressor 
    (enclosure)        cylinder ၊ pistons ၊ crankshaff ၊ main bearing ၊ oil sump ၊ crank case       
hermetic motor    ႔           Crankcase     reciprocating compressor       (housing)   
                        Crankshaft                                  
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    ၁၃-၄ Semi-hermetic piston compressor 

၁၃.၂.၁ Enclosed Motor    ႔      Hermetic Compressor 
Open-drive compressor                        refrigerant                   (leakage)            

      compressor                                     (enclosed)               Working fluid       
                                                                        (dielectric strength) 
                                                 

 

 

 
    ၁၃-၅( ) Semi-hermetic piston compressor                 ( ) Semi-hermetic piston compressors 

   (၁၃-၅)     semi-hermetic    ႔      accessible-hermetic compressor                   
Hermetic                compressor                 ႔                    enclosure                  
                          Semi    ႔      accessible                                             
                              ႔               Semi-hermetic  compressor         accessible hermetic 
compressor                                                        ceramic    ႔      glass seal         
                            ႔                                                                         
Refrigerant                                                                                       

Starting switch         crankcase                                               
starting switch                (spark)                     refrigerant                 ႔                   (decom-
                            

Hermetic           (type)               compressor                                           
(enclosure)                                         rotor       compressor   crank shaft     
                         (press fit                                                               
                compressor                               

Compressor body                                                                   Exhaust 
      suction line         compressor body                                                          
                     (connection                               (leakproof) seal             (enclosure) 
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                               (enclosure)              (oil)                      crankshaft 
          connecting rod       piston    ႔               ႔         

 Hermetic           (type)                       air conditioning       refrigerator          
                                            ၊                             ၊                      ၊ 
                   (maintenance)                        ၊                                                   
                                                  

 Hermetic compressor                                          electrical relay starting 
mechanism                               compressor                      (speed)                
                H                                                        (speed)                          
               

 
    ၁၃-၆ Hermetic piston compressor  

 
 

    ၁၃-၇ Hermetic reciprocating compressor 

                     compressor         hermetic compressor                          
   (၁၃-၇)                       hermetic compressor                                                
                               (steel shell)                                       steel shell            
             (repair)     ႔                (maintenance)                           
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Cooling capacity 10kW(2.8RT)                                  (refrigerator)          freezer 
         hermetic compressor                        Hermetic compressor         semi-hermetic 
                                 ၊                     -                       (motor)         
                Semi-hermetic compressor          single-phase ၊     -                            
         

Hermetic compressor                                                            
refrigerant                      ၊ system                      (contamination)                 ႔            ႔ 
                                                                             (motor protection 
device)                              

၁၃.၂.၂ Semi-Hermetic Type 
Compressor                                                                     

                           ၊                                 Open type compressor                 
               crank shaft seal                ႔                                   ႔    hermetic type 
                                     Semi-hermetic                                             1/4 H.P    
100 H.P                       

Compressor                    compressor                 ႔     cooling fin             
           ႔     compressor                      (level)                 sight glass                      
      oil filling plug               

System                                 evaporator          refrigerant             
crankcase          ႔                                                                               
compressor           refrigerant                                                            
   ႔                              refrigerant                                              crankcase 
heater                   

၁၃.၂.၃ Open Compressor 
Open compressor     external drive                                                 (shaft)    

crankcase                             refrigenat                            gland    ႔      seal      
                     

 
              (electric motor)       compressor                            (directly coupled) 

            ႔                          (belt driven)           Open-drive compressor                     
shaft seal               carbon ring                                                             
(highly polished metal facing ring)    ႔                                                             
                Crankcase                (pressure)                                  (shaft)           
                      carbon ring           (spring                           

   -                 prime mover                 compressor                          
           (Ammonia)    refrigerant                    open-drive compressor                
                                               (electric motor)                  (copper)     
           (Ammonia)                             hermetic compressor                                
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Open type      compressor                          ဂ       ႔                          
                            Compressor            (speed)                                              
           plant                         Compressor                                           
                            ႔     crank shaft seal                                      ႔               
refrigerant                                 

၁၃.၃ Reciprocating Refrigeration System Compoments and Accessories 
၁၃.၃.၁ Cylinder and Cylinder Arrangement 

Compressor                                                                                
                                       (nickel)                                           
compressor                        fin                                              compressor 
                          water jacket               compressor                              
compressor                 (liner)    ႔      sleeve                                                   
                 

 
    ၁၃-၈ Single acting reciprocating air compressors  

 
    ၁၃-၁၀ Reciprocating compressor (York J compressor) 

Crank case                                                                          
                                    Crank shaft main bearing       cylinder    ႔    alignment         
        Main bearing         ball type                 

Hermetic compressor          cast iron                                          ႔      
                                                                                                      
                   ၊              
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၁၃.၃.၂ Arrangement 
 Compressor                                                                        ႔        
crank shaft                            (compact                             

၁၃.၃.၃ Piston and Piston Ring 
                  ႔         ဂ                   (external drive) compressor                      

                                                                             hermetic compressor         
   -                                                            piston ring                

                                       250°F(121°C)   ႔                                    
   ႔                        ႔                       ႔                         (1")                       
                     (clerance)          0.0002 inch(0.0051 mm)   ႔          

  
    ၁၃-၁၁ Connecting rod     ၁၃-၁၂ Connecting rod and piston 

 
    ၁၃-၁၃ Connecting rod and piston assembly 

 
    ၁၃-၁၄ Reciprocating compressor 

                                                                                (commercial) 
                            (piston ring)                   Piston ring                              
     (ring)    “compression ring”                          (ring)                            “oil ring“ 
         Piston ring                                                    (bronze)                              
(piston ring)                                                                                   ring gap 
    0.001 inch (0.0254 mm)          
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 Piston pin                        (carbon steel)          Connecting bushing       piston bushing 
                                      

 
    ၁၃-၁၅ Crank shaft 

  

                                   
(head)                        stroke              0.01 
inch    0.020 inch (0.254 mm   0.508 mm       ) 
   ႔                                        
“clearance space”    ႔      “clearance volume”    
         

             (head)     valve plate        
        Plate      intake       exhaust valve 
               bolt                          

    ၁၃-၁၆ Crank shaft ၊ connecting rod ၊ cylinder ၊ piston       piston pin 

၁၃.၃.၄ Cylinder Block and Piston 
 Compressor             cylinder block     crank case                                         
       Crank case       cylinder block                                                                  
(medium)                reciprocating compressor       crankcase         cylinder liner    ႔      
sleeve                                                                         Cylinder liner 
   ႔      sleeve                               cylinder block                               
         

          (piston)        aluminium ၊ aluminum alloy    ႔      cast iron    ႔                        
Aluminum piston                         refrigerant vapor                                     
          (lubricating oil)                 ႔                                piston ring          
           Cast iron piston       running clearance                                    oil ring 
                                       

၁၃.၃.၅ Connection Rods 
    (၁၃-၁၅)                           connecting rod     piston       crank shaft     
                   (steel                     Crankshaft journal      connecting rod            
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        Bearing clearance     0.001 inch (0.0254 mm)   ႔             ႔        connecting bolt      
                                   Eccentric            connecting rod                         
(bearing surface)                       Piston       connecting rod                piston pin       
             Pin                    spring       locking pin                     

 
    ၁၃-၁၇                       (commercial) hermetic reciprocating compressor                          

 

1.  Valve  for displacement 
2. 1/4"NPT refueling 210/low pressure switch 

connection with adding oil connection 
3.  
 

1/4 "NPT 1/4 "NPT connection to oil pressure 
switch side 

4.  The oil glass 
5.  Energy-regulating coil 
6.  The crankcase heater inserts 
7. High flow pump 
8.  The cooling fan with fixed screw 
9.  Electrical junction box 
10. Displacement oil 

 

    ၁၃-၁၈ Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor 

 Open drive       hermetic compressor              head                                       Head 
                                         Vapour     ၊                                      300 
psi(2170 Kpa)                      (compression)                  ႔                               valve 
plate                      gasket                     
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         (cylinder head)                   cap screw                                          -
                                                                     (၁၃-၁၇)      (၁၃-၁၄)                   

၁၃.၃.၆ Valves and Valve Plates 

 

Valve assembly      valve ၊ intake valve ၊ 
exhaust valve       valve retainer      
          Valve plate                cast-
                       Valve seat          
high carbon alloy                          
Inlet valve     compressor head       valve-
plate                     pin           
                  

Valve                                  
      0001 inch (0.00254mm)   ႔       
      valve                               
          Valve                         
                                   
                          refrigerant 
                                         
                                      
            ႔                             
                                   

    ၁၃-၁                         open type reciprocating compressor                           
                           ႔         ဂ                    

၁၃.၃.၇ Crankshaft 
 Reciprocating compressor                               ႔                           
                                            Crank shaft         forged    ႔      cast steel      
                                          connecting rod cap           bolt                                

 Crank shaft main bearing         crank shaft                 Crank shaft       connecting 
bearing                                                               0.001 inch (0.0254 mm) 
   ႔          External drive compressor                                                            ၊ 
key                  ၊    -                                           

၁၃.၃.၈ Crank Shaft Seal 
 Open type compressor                           ႔         ဂ                               
compressor crank case    crank shaft             ႔                        refrigerant      
               (leak proof          )                             ႔     crank case                  
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 Shaft seal                                                                           
           Seal                                        (rubbing surface)                              
(surface)                                                                            crank shaft 
                      ႔                        (surface)                        leak proof gasket      
                                                                                                 
steel ၊ bronze ၊ ceramics    ႔      carbon    ႔                    

၁၃.၃.  Suction and Discharge Valves 
Evaporator               compressor                                 “suction line” 

          Reciprocating compressor               condenser                                 
“discharge line”    ႔      “hot-gas line”           

 Refrigerant vapor                     ႔                 suction valve   control          
Refrigrant vapor                                   discharge valve control          Suction valve 
      discharge valve         high carbon-alloy steel    ႔                                          

                          (free floating) reed valve         ႔                     clamp 
            reed valve                                                      reed valve                
           valve port             reed valve                                      (                         
                                                          Suction                               valve 
    0.01" (0.25 mm)                HCFC-22                   valve                   gas       
(velocity)               150 ft/s (45 m/s)                   

၁၃.၃.၁၀ Crankcase Heater 
 Reciprocating compressor                                                             
                    evaporator    refrigerant         compressor      ႔                    
                                      evaporator    refrigerant                             
       compressor                                                     ႔        crankcase           
      (oil)                                      compressor                          crankcase 
                                                                                                
                                 

                       reciprocating compressor                (oil)             15°F (8.3°C)    
25°F(13.9°C)                         crank case heater     crankcase                       

၁၃.၃.၁၁ Liquid Receiver 
       (shutdown)       refrigerant                 condenser                         
                 ႔        refrigerant                                                         (high 
pressure side)     liquid receiver                            ႔     shell and tube            
condenser          shell         refrigerant                                     liquid receiver 
           Evaporative condenser                           liquid receiver                      

 Through-type receiver       surge-type receiver                      Through receiver          
receiver                (pressure)    condenser outlet                        condenser    liquid 
refrigorant         receiver      ႔            Surge type receiver          cendenser    liquid 
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refrigerant         expension valve      ႔                                  subcooled          
(                        ASHRAE Handbook 1998                              

 

 
    ၁၃-၂၀ Liquid suction heat exchanger (a) schematic diagram (b) heat exchanger 

 Liquid receiver                                                                    (cylindrical 
tank)               Receiver               condener   liquid line                  Vent pipe     
fusible plug                                                                                       
          

 
 Through type receiver         refrigerant                                               (expens     
                                                                          Through type liquid 
receiver          subcooling             Subcool temperature              subcooling coil    ႔      surge-
type receiver                   Surge-type receiver      subcooling liquid     refrigerant vapor       
              liquid refrigerant                               subcooling                          

၁၃.၃.၁၂ Liquid Suction Heat Exchanger (LSHE) 
 Liquid Suction Heat Exchanger(LSHE)     suction              liquid                            
              HFC-134a                   compressor               refrigerant     ႔           
                     HFC-134a ၊       (lubricating oil)       discharge valve    ႔                              

                                        ၈၀                                              
                         ၂၀              ႔                                                   
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      LSHE                                      (ammonia)       HCFC-22    ႔                  LSHE 
                        

LSHE                               - 
 ( ) Liquid refrigerant     subcool temparature                                    refrigeration 

effect              

 ( ) Suction line      refrigerant                        ၊ reciprocating compressor          ႔ 
refrigerant                                              

 (ဂ)  Liquid line      flash gas                           thermostic expension valve   capacity 
                     ႔         

 LSHE         shell and coil ၊ shell and tube       tube in tube            heat exchanger           
                     (၁၃-၂၀)     shell and tube heat exchanger                   Hot liquid 
        shell                                      suction vapor         tube                   
                               Liquid refrigerant   subcooled             7°F(3.9°C)   15°F(8.3°C) 
               Cold vapor       (heat)                       Heat exchanger                   
                        suction vapor                     2 psi                  

  
    ၁၃-၂၁ (a) Filter dryer      ၁၃-၂၁ (b) Sight glass 

  
    ၁၃-၂၂ Cut away view of small commercial 

four-cylinder compressor  
    ၁၃-၂၃ An internal view of V-type six-cylinder 

reciprocating compressor  

၁၃.၃.၁၃ Filter Dryer and Strainer 
 Refrigerant              ႔(moisture)                  expension valve             (freeze) 
              Low temperature system                                                                  
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                                                                   refrigeration system   expersion 
valve ၊ control valve       compressor    ႔                  Refrigeration system               ႔(moisture) 
               (foregin matter)        filter dryer       strainer    ႔         ႔                             

  
    ၁၃-၂၄ Reed valve plate     ၁၃-၂၅ Ring plate valves 

 
    ၁၃-၂၆ Conical discharge valve and sandwich type valve plate 

၁၃.၃.၁၄ Reed Valve Plate 
                                           compressor                            

                  swept volume                           inlet       outlet gas port            
compressor                         

   (၁၃-၂၄)     reed valve plate                             Outlet valve    ႔      
discharge valve     cylinder head                              Discharge valve                 
        gas                    (ports)                    Ring plate valve                   
           (၁၃-၂၅)     ring plate valve                       Steel    ႔                                   

Refrigeration compressor                  ႔     refrigerant vapor(dry gas)             
(compress)                                                  (cylinder)          ႔             
(droplets of liquid refrigerant)            (oil)                          

Annular valve                            compressor                                  (spring-
loaded) head                                                                                        
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Valve       cylinder head                                          clearance volume                
             (၁၃-၂၆)                clearance volume               cylinder head          conical 
discharge valve design                                    

 
    ၁၃-၂၇ (a) Blocked suction capacity control mechanism and (b) valve plate showing machined 

suction port for blocked suction 

၁၃.၃.၁၅ Service Valves 
Solenoid valve ၊ manual shutoff valve ၊ pressure relief valve       refrigerant charge valve         

service valve            
( ) Solenoid Valves 
 Component                  ၊                    ႔                 suction       ၊ discharge  

             liquid           ႔     solenoid valve                    Electromagnetic    ႔      
solenoid coil                          plunger   valve pin      ,     valve     
            Valve                       ႔                                           (၁၃-
၂၈-a)     solenoid valve                    

( ) Manual Shutoff Valves 
    (၁၃-၁ -b)     manual shutoff angle valve                                      

refrigerant flow                  ႔                                                         

(ဂ) Pressure Relief Valves 
 Refrigeration system           refrigerant      (pressure)                             

                                        ႔                                       
      pressure relief valve                     (၁၃-၂၈)    sping-loaded pressure relief 
valve                    Liquid line    ႔      liquid receiver                        
Relief valve                                                         

(ဃ) Refrigerant Charge Valves 
 System      ႔ refrigerant                 ႔                      refrigerant charge valve 

                            Condenser          liquid line    ႔      receiver   
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    ၁၃-၂၈ (a) solenoid valve (b) manual shutoff valve (angle type) (c) pressure relief valve 

 
    ၁၃-၂  Charging connection 

၁၃.၄              (Compression Process) 
Reciprocating compressor                          (pressure difference)                ႔        

      (compress)                             (cylinder)          refrigerant     ႔            
(piston)                          (pressure)                                         (size)၊        
        (number of cylinders)၊          (speed)                    (method of drive)        ႔      
       reciprocating compressor                                (၁၃-၃၀)     two-stroke cycle       
                         Intake valve     suction valve                      Reciprocating 
compressor         reciprocating                      positive displacement machine                 
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Reciprocating compressor                                       reciprocating chiller    
                    

    (၁၃-၃၀)     reciprocating compressor                                                 
                                ႔              suction line    refrigerant                    
(intake)                         ႔                                   ႔              refrigerant 
                         (top dead)                                  (discharge valve)        
                condenser          ႔         ႔     

 
    ၁၃-၃၀ Reciprocating compressor- 
(a) suction stroke (b) discharge stroke (c) piston at top of discharge stroke and (d) re-expansion 
during first part of suction stroke  

   (၁၃-၃၀)     suction valve       discharge valve    ႔                                           
Suction stroke      piston             ႔                        suction valve               evaporator    
refrigerant vapor                     ႔                       (piston)                 ႔      
                 suction valve              Compression stroke              Cylinder           
refrigerant vapor          discharge pipe                                    discharge valve               
refrigerant vapor      condenser      ႔                   

   
Suction Stroke Compression Stroke Clearance area 

    ၁၃-၃၁ C = Clearance area ; S = Stroke ;  R = Re-expansion 
 

   (၁၃-၃၀-d                                 gas                  cycle                 -
                     -                                                     ႔         Cylinder pressure 
    suction pressure                           suction valve                         
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  -                       ႔      clearance volume         ႔                     piston     
        ႔                                                            suction pressure     
                   Valve          piston                      compressor                (loss)                 

 
    ၁၃-၃၂                     reciprocating compressor                                  

  Intake valve                                                                     
           intake valve             refrigerant vapor                     ႔                        
(piston)                     ႔                 ႔                      intake valve          
           refrigerant                                                   ႔            
           refrigerant                                                                discharge valve 
                                                                 Discharge valve                     
         (high pressure) refrigerant                                                       ႔          
        ႔                            refrigeration cycle                                

 
 

    ၁၃-၃၃ Theoretical process     ၁၃-၃၄ Actual pressure/volume diagram 

    (၁၃-၃၈)     single acting reciprocating compressor                                    
                     crank             connecting rod                                          section 
valve       discharge valve                            (၂)    ၊ (၃)    ၊ (၄)        ႔      (၆)               
reciprocating compressor                    

                              ႔                                                 
           refrigerant vapor                                            ႔                 crank shaft    
       ႔                                 refrigerant vapor               (compress)      Refrigerant 
           discharge pressure                               discharge valve             hot gas 
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     cylinder                                                                           
               Compression chamber        (internal volume)                                     
refrigerant vapor                    (                   

  
    ၁၃-၃၅                                          vapor compression cycle 

၁၃.၄.၁ Clearance Area 
Clearance area            (piston)       ၌       top dead centre       bottom edge of the 

valve                                    

   (၁၃-၃၇)     compression process     p       –                                         
(area of the diagram)          (compress)                        (work)    ႔               
                  

 
    ၁၃-၃၆ Reciprocating compressor                       

၁၃.၄.၂ Multi- Cylinder Compressors 
Reciprocating compressor                                       (capacity)                 

                  compressor                                  375 mm                        
                                             reciprocating compressor                                 
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                                              175 mm                                        
                reciprocating compressor                                       (၄)    ၊ (၆)     
   ႔      (၈)               compressor                      ႔             

 
 

    ၁၃-၃၇ Reciprocating compressor cycle (R134a) 

 
    ၁၃-၃၈                   multi-cylinder compressor                        

   (၁၃-၃၈)                                                reciprocating compressor       
         Refrigeration capacity 1000 kW(284 RT)                 reciprocating compressor         
                            

      (cylinder)                                                 Compressor body     
                                                              (cylinder)၊        (pistons)၊ 
connecting rod        ႔                                                             
          compressor                                               

၁၃.၄.၅ Cooling and Protection 
                 (compression process)                                                  

        discharge temperature                    Discharge temperature                    (oil) 
   ႔      refrigerant                 (decomposition)                        Refrigerant gas         
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     (                                   ၊ compressor                      ႔           
                                 reciprocating compressor                                     ႔ 
                                                   (manufacturer)  compressor               
      fan                               

 
              (     -             ၊               (   -              ၊                   

      (cooled)                          oil cooler                                                  
                discharge temperature                          Mass flow rate                    
compressor               (overheating                       -                              mass flow 
rate                 compressor             (overheating                   

Mass flow rate                         system               (oil)                        
                                                               (adequate oil return)                 
                                           liquid refrigerant      compressor          ႔          
                    (lubricant)           (viscosity)                   ႔                                  
                 Compressor          (life)                    Compressor                    
                                                      

Compressor                                                   ၊                       
(insufficient oil pressure)                    compressor           ႔                             ႔ 
                temperature protection       oil protection           Hermetic       semi hermetic motor 
          (type)         temperature sensor                      (winding)                   
                         (motor protection)                   Temperature       electric current           
                         internal line break protector                      compressor        (၁၃-၃ )     
              

 

                     (applications)      compressor 
         ႔ refrigerant         (                         
       (                                   compressor     
      ႔                                             ႔     
           air conditioner           defrost cycle          
                                    preventative system 
control                      

    ၁၃-၃  Line break protector located at the meeting point of the motor windings 

Refrigeration system                             suction temperature       suction pressure 
   ႔             operating condition                             ႔        discharge pressure               
                                      ႔      compressor                                       torque     
                                            (commercial)                       (industrial application)      

           (Ammonia)        ႔    refrigerant                                (ammonia)  
discharge temperature                         cylinder head                                       
                                      (Ammonia)       ႔    refrigerant                     water-
cooled cylinder head                                 
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unloaded start bypass ၊  suction pressure regulation       start device                             
           (start up)                                                                        Open 
compressor          pulldown power      allowance 25%                                             
           

Open compressor                                     ၂၅%    ႔                                
              ႔                                              rated output   ၈၀%    ႔               
             efficiency            Running current          power factor               

 
    ၁၃-၄၀ Volumetric losses 

၁၃.၆ Compressor Efficiency 
      ႔     compressor         (compress)          gas                              

          displacement volume                       R -                                   (၁၃-
၄၀)                            (other losses)                  Volumetric efficiency(VE)           
compressor           (flow rate)                                                              

 

 
    ၁၃-၄၁ Compressor               ႔  Volumetric Efficiency(VE) characteristics                    

 
    ၁၃-၄၂ Power losses 
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    (inlet or suction)       (pressure P1       temperature T1)    reference point       
             Enclosed                    motor loss                                                  
             

   (၁၃-၄၁)                            ႔             Volumetric Efficiency(VE)     
           (pressure ratio)                                Reciprocating compressor            -
                                                            

 
                                  compressor                                ႔                 

                                                                   
(၁) 10% motor loss         efficiency     90%    ႔                motor loss                 ) 
(၂) 10% friction losses       
(၃)  10% flow and heat transfer losses    ႔           

      ႔     70%             Isentropic Efficiency(IE)                       compressor 
                   (၁၃-၄၂)            IE                        
 

                      (  )   
                             

                       
 

                      (  )   
                      

                  
 

 
    ၁၃-၄၃ Compressor               ႔  IE characteristics                   

   
    ၁၃-၄၄ Double acting ammonia compressor and steam engine (၁၈၇၇       ) 

Compression   energy efficiency     ideal adiabatic compression process             
           Isentropic power input     mass flow rate (m)           P1       T1           P2 
   ႔                                                                 (၁၃-၄၂)               
                                    ႔                                      isentropic power input 
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၁၃.၇ Reciprocating Chiller 
Compressor         configuration                               
  (၁) Hermetic  
  (၂) Semi-hermetic       
  (၃)  Direct drive    ႔      open drive    ႔          

 Hermetic compressor      motor       compressor         (enclosure)                  
              seal                         ႔        compressor       morfor    ႔                   
                                   ၊                                                                  
      Hermetic compressor                             compressor                 

 Semi hermetic compressor                       compressor                (enclosure)         
                  seal             Seal                                                    
                                          

 Reciprocating compressor                                             ၊                     
                                     ႔          Cooling capacity                        reciprocating 
compressor                                           Control                    Air cooled       water 
cooled configuration                             

Table 13-1 reciprocating compressor                                       
 Advantages Disadvantages 

Open type (1) Dismantling and inspection are 
possible. 

(1) Dimensions of units are larger than that of 
other compressors having the same horsepower. 

(2)Revolving speed is variable. 
(2) Shaft seal is necessary and there is 
possibility of gas leakage. 

(3)Engine drive is possible.   
Semi-

hermetic 
type 

(1) Dismantling and inspection are 
possible. 

(1) Revolving speed is fixed 

(2) No gas leaks from shaft seal. (2) Motor is free from any moisture or dust. 
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.  
(4) Running noise is smaller than 
that of the open type. 

 

Hermetic 
type 

(1) Compact and light. (1) Dismantling is impossible when damaged. A 
whole compressor should be replaced. 

(2) No gas leaks. (2) Motor is free from moisture or dust. 
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.  
(4) Running noise is low.  

 Low Cost ၊ Simple Maintenance Frequent maintenance ၊ high maintenance cost 
Compact Limited capacity/size  

Many oving parts ၊  
Limited pressure differential 

Efficient unloading Discrete unloading 
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                                                                         compressor        
                               reciprocating compressor                                 (moving part)         
                                               Reciprocating chiller                            
                                                                                                       
           Cooling load 200 RT                 reciprocating chiller                                   
            reciprocating chiller                                                    ၊                   
(first cost)                        chiller                                           

 Reciprocating compressor       cooling capacity range     1RT    200 RT (3.5 kW    700 kW) 
                Refrigerant HCFC-22 ၊ HFC-134A ၊ HFC-404A ၊ HFC-407A       HFC-407C    ႔    comfort 
      process air conditioning                        R-717(ammonia)                 (industrial 
application)                       

 Single stage reciprocating compressor                                compression ratio       
         Reciprocating compressor       compression ratio 1    6                        
volumetric efficiency     0.92    0.65                    Compression ratio 4    6              
           isentropic efficiency    ႔      compressor efficiency     0.83    0.75            
         

 
    ၁၃-၄၅ Air-cooled reciprocating DX cooler         

၁၃.၇.၁ Types of Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems 
Reciprocating vapor compression ၊ refrigeration system                                          
Air-Cooled Reciprocating DX Cooler 
    (၁၃-၄၅)     air-cooled ၊ reciprocating DX cooler                        DX system      

direct-expansion coil     evapora             HCFC-22       HFC-134a         (primary) 
refrigerant                    Air-cooled condenser       reciprocating compressor(s) 
              condensing unit                     Condensing unit                   
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Supermarket                        (industrial applications)     DX coil                        
      (refrigerated display cases)                                                       
(food processing and food storage facilities)                     Heat transfer 
               DX coil          ႔       fan                        DX system         
reciprocating compressor    ႔      scroll compressor                            

Air-Cooled Reciprocating Chiller 
 Air-cooled reciprocating chiller          evaporator       direct-expansion shell-and-tube 

liquid cooler ၊ air-cooled condenser ၊ reciprocating compressor(s) ၊          compoment 
           control    ႔                         air-cooled reciprocating chiller              (၁၃-
၄၆)                    HCFC-22       HFC-134a    ႔                         refrigerant 
               Shell-and-tube liquid cooler               tube             refrigerant      
                      ႔   (evaporates)     Chiller                          (steel sheets)          
                corrosion-resistant paint              

 
    ၁၃-၄၆ Air-cooled reciprocating chiller 

 
    ၁၃-၄၇ Liquid overfeed reciprocating refrigeration system. 

            air-cooled reciprocating chiller          air-cooled condenser coil         
                                   Subcooling coil                             condensing coil 
    liquid accumulator                           Air-cooled reciprocating chiller                 
                   (rooftop)    ႔                                           

AHRI Standard 550/590-2011    air-cooled reciprocating chiller            centrifugal chiller 
       ႔  rating                                                                                     
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             air-cooled reciprocating chiller                        Air conditioning system           250 
tons(879 kW)                                air-cooled reciprocating chiller                         
           

 

YAEP--- Reciprocating Chiller 
 R22 & R407C are available 
 York Reciprocating compressor 
 DX evaporator 
 Cooling Capacity: 60-450 TR 
 COP: 2.8 – 3.2 

    ၁၃-၄၈ Air-cooled reciprocating chiller 

  
    ၁၃-၄  Semi hermetic reciprocating compressor 

  
    ၁၃-၅၀ Air cooled reciprocating chiller     ၁၃-၅၁ Electrical panel 

၁၃.၇.၂ Liquid Overfeed Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems 
 Liquid overfeed reciprocating refrigeration system          liquid overfeed cooler         
evaporator                       (၁၃-၄၇)     liquid overfeed reciprocating system          
              Ammonia(R-717)       HCFC-22    ႔    refrigerant                    Refrigerant      
               refrigerant pump                               Evaporating rate              
                    evaporator         (flow rate)                     

            evaporating pressure           expansion valve   throttle             
Evaporator   tube             liquid refrigerant         vapor         ႔                   low-pressure 
receiver                       Dry-expansion evaporator                     Liquid overfeed 
system     water-cooled condenser                                    

Liquid overfeed refrigeration system                                                         
             heat-transfer coefficient                                         refrigerant flow control 
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                 ႔          Liquid overfeed refrigeration system         industrial refrigeration၊ 
                                 (food storage)                        ၊        (ice storage system) 
                         

 
    ၁၃-၅၂ Actural and ideal reciprocating vapor compression refrigeration cycle on p-h diagram 

၁၃.၇.၃ Real Cycle of a Single-Stage Reciprocating Refrigeration System 
Reciprocating refrigeration system                       pipelines ၊ valves ၊ compressor 

passages ၊ evaporator       condenser                                         actual refrigeration cycle 
    ideal cycle                      ႔     compression process       expansion process    ႔    
isentropic process                

   (၁၃-၅၂)     single-stage reciprocating vapor compression refrigeration   real cycle     p-h 
                            Actual refrigeration cycle                                 ideal cycle     
                             

၁၃.၈ Reciprocating Refrigeration System Oil Lubrication 
                                                                                    ႔               
               (fluid film)                                                                           
                                 refrigerant                         (oil)                             
            ၊ valve       valve plate         ႔           (oil)    oil seal                        
Refrigeration system          mineral       synthetic oil         lubrication                       

 
 Chiller                             (oil)                (solid)    ၊        (wax)        ႔         
                                        (chermically stable)                        (viscosity)          

 HCFC-22                          (oil-miscible)                 compressor          ႔ 
refrigerant-oil mixture                              HFC       HFC blend         mineral oil      
                         polyolester-based synthetic oil             (lubrication oil)               
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ASHRAE handbook 1994    HCFC-22       halogenated refrigerant                  reciprocating 
compressor          Saybolt Seconds Universal(SSU) viscosity     (၁၅၀)    (၃၀၀)                 
Kinematic viscosity     ft2/sec (92, 900 mm2/sec)     4.3 x 105 SSU                 

        (medium)               (large) reciprocating compressor          positive displacement 
vane    ႔      gear oil pump                         (oil)                             -                  
                      (oil passage)               main bearing                  crankshaft      ႔        
(oil)                ႔        Crankshaft                                (cylinder wall)       piston pin 
                                    Crankshaft                       ႔(oil pump)                  
     (strainer)     oil sump                       Oil sump          ႔(oil pump)   suction intake       
                

 
            reciprocating compressor                                    (splash lubrication)    
                       crankshaft       connecting rod                                               
(bearingsurface)၊           (cylinder wall)                                      (moving parts)        ႔ 
                Crankcase                                                        (splash 
lubrication)                                                                           (bearing 
clearance)                                                     

 Refrigerant                                  evaporator       condenser    ႔              oil      
                                      (oil)        compressor         suction vapor                
crank case      ႔        ႔         

၁၃.၈.၁ Strainers ၊ Lubrication and Crankcase Heater 
 Compressor          ႔                gas                                         
           system                                                Suction strainer    ႔      trap      
                                                    

          compressor                    (lubricating oil circuit)     strainer    ႔      
filter                            ႔                   compressor          ႔                  

Semi-hermetic       open compressor                    (oil level)                    sight 
glass                     C                                            refrigerant                 
                              refrigerant        (pressure)၊         (temperature)        
refrigerant                                           refrigerant                            
crankcases heater                

၁၃.  Capacity Control of Reciprocating Compressors 
            setpoint                           evaporator                       refrigerant 

gas               control                    Refrigerant     ႔              refrigerant                 
          Refrigerant                                   control          Expansion valve     chiller 

 Crankcase           refrigerant            suction pressure                          ႔(oil 
pump)                      (pressure lift)    suction pressure       discharge pressure    ႔  
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capacity     control              refrigerant             control          Expansion valve     throttling 
                 system                     Compressor     discharge pressure setpoint     
                      refrigerant                                    

      ႔                          load                    refrigeration system         
                           compressor          capacity reduction device                          
                        (speed control)                                    ႔     VSD       ႔     
inverter drive                              

   (၁၃-၅၂)                                                                                      
solenoid valve     de-                        (၁၃-၅၁)     suction                    capacity 
                            

Reciprocating compressor          refrigerant         (flow rate)       capacity                
                              suction valve              ၊ compressor         refrigerant gas 
bypassing    ႔            compressor             ႔ refrigerant gas         bypassing    ႔           

Suction valve                      compressor                      suction valve         
                        ,                                             (compression)                       
               refrigerant         (flow rate)                    

Reciprocating compressor       cooling capacity     control                                         
 (၁) Cycling (on/off)      (with or without multiple compressors) 

 (၂) Cylinder unloader      

 (၃)  Hot gas bypass            

 (၄) Speed control         ႔          

 
    ၁၃-၅၀ Multiple compressors cycling (on/off)       

၁၃. .၁ Cycling (on/off) With or Without Multiple Compressors 
Compressor                       chiller          compressor                (off           

                                      -                             chiller      capacity control         
               ႔                  (25%–50%–75%–100%)                                    (four-
cylinder) compressor                     ႔                 (25%–50%–75%–100%)               
                    (four-cylinder) compressor                   chiller      capacity control         
     (၈)               

 

 Reciprocating chiller             compressor                    ႔             
               capacity control                   ႔             
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Compressor         on/off       cycling                                             
                                ႔                     compressor                                  ၊ 
                                                         ႔                                     ႔          
                                                 ၊ compressor                                      ႔ 
                                                                               ႔                 
reciprocating chiller          chilled water temperature               (fluctuation                    

Unloader                (piston)              (compress)               suction valve      , 
                           Hermetic compressor                                                    
                  unload                              unloading         cycling           energy 
efficiency                  

 
    ၁၃-၅၁ Unloader valve               ၁၃-၅၂ Unloader valve            

 
    ၁၃-၅၃ Cylinder unloader                             capacity 

၁၃. .၂ Cylinder unloader      

Suction valve                 
                  (multi-cylinder) compressor          suction valve                       

swept volume                              compression                                 capacity     
                  

Plunger                          (gas pressure)              Plunger                 
                       (spring)                 Solenoid valve                        needle 
valve             (upper port)           Unloading plunger chamber     discharge pressure port 
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           discharge pressure                       Discharge       suction pressure             
                        ႔                   suction port     val                                      
unloaded cylinder              ႔ suction vapour                         

Cylinder Unloaders 
Cooling capacity 10 tons [35 kW]                    reciprocating compressor          cylinder 

unloader                                                           cylinder                     
                          cylinder unloader                       

      (cylinder)          ႔                gas                ႔    unloader valve              
                        Cooling load                  electronic controller    solenoid valve     
                 (signal)              Solenoid valve     compressor discharge                    
(pressurized) refrigerant vapor         unloader valve        ႔                              (divert) 
                   unloader valve              cylinder          ႔                refrigerant vapor 
           ႔          

       (piston)           ႔        ၊         ႔                     (cylinder)         
                              (compression)             Load               solenoid valve         
     (signal)                            (pressurized) refrigerant vapor      unloader valve        
      (cylinder)          ႔                    

Suction valve                                 mechanisms     cylinder unloader           
          Suction valve                                  (compression)                               
cylinder unloader                           (compressed) refrigerant         suction       ႔       (        
                     

Suction temperature            compressor   capacity                                    
                  suction pres                                        refrigerant                   
          (denser) compression cycle                                                                   
capacity                       

        ,              (Valve-Lifting Method) 
        ,              (valve-lifting method)     ring plate valve                        

Ring plate suction valve         crown                  ,                                                
            (lubricating oil)    solenoid valve                                                     (multi-
cylinder machines)         (cylinder)           unload                           (capacity)              
                     ႔       (cylinder)         unload                 compressor                 
                                 starting current                     Compressor                    
           (fully loaded)                      (oil pressure)                    

                      cylinder head   inlet       outlet port         bypass                  
valve                             ႔      cylinder head                                         
variable clearance pocket                     Compressor                              bypass 
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၁၃. .၃ Hot gas bypass      
            discharge                     (high pressure) hot gas          condenser      ႔ 

           suction       ႔                                        solenoid valve         
refrigerant flow                        ႔      bypass                       Pressure differential    ႔      
“    ”                       evaporator          ႔                refrigerant gas flow                    
        

Hot gas bypass         low suction pressure             capacity control              
                      ႔                unloading stage    ႔                    hot gas  bypass         
                 Hot gas bypass                   cooling load                                        
                                               unload                             ႔             ႔ 
               cooling load             hot gas bypass                                         
comfort air conditioning           hot gas bypass                            

၁၃. .၄ Speed Control      
Two speed electric motor    ႔      inverter                                                  

                                                                                                        
                                   (speed)                          (oil pressure)                 
       system                                 

၁၃. .၅ Return Water Control       Leaving Water Control 

 
 

    ၁၃-၅၄ Return chilled water control     ၁၃-၅၅ Leaving chilled water control 

၁၃.၁၀ Reciprocating Compressor Startup Sequence 
Tabel 13-1 Reciprocating Compressor Startup Sequence 
0 Seconds 
 Start initiated with unit switch 
 2 minute timer timed out 
 Anti-recycle timer timed out 
 Compressor starts 
 Anti-recycle timer starts again 
4 Seconds 
 Motor current >14% and < 115% 
30 Seconds 
 Oil pressure => 20 psid 
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 Suction pressure > 50% of cutout 
60 Seconds 
 Compressor loads first step 
90 Seconds 
 Second compressor starts  
120 Seconds 
 Compressor loads next step 
180 Seconds 
 Compressor Loads next stage 
240 Seconds 
 Suction pressure > cut out  
 Oil pressure > 25 psid 

Compressor                                   ၊            ၊ configuration        ႔             
                                        (timing)      operating parameter                              
                         

၁၃.၁၁ Reciprocating Refrigeration Systems Testing Standards 
Engineering testing                    standard                          
Ratings 
 ASHRAE Standard 23 
 ARI Standard 520 
U.L. 60 Hz Approval testing 
 Housing burst test 
 Low side 720 psig 
 High side 2250 psig 
 U.L. standard 465 rain test 
 U.L. Max continuous current test 

   -End – 
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Chapter-14 Screw Compressors and Chillers 

၁၄.၁ Screw Compressors 
၁                screw compressor                                  screw                    

                                                                                            Screw 
compressor             Dr Willis Carrier                                  ႔     

       chiller                   reciprocating chiller           screw chiller              
         Screw compressor          reciprocating compressor                  (performance) 
                  efficiency                ၊                                                                    
        Screw compressor                                      compressor                      

Screw compressor         positive displacement compressor                 Refrigeration 
                 single screw        twin screw  compressor                                             
Reciprocating compressor                                −35°C                        screw compressor 
                               −40°C    −50°C                            15 HP screw compressor     
                     

Refrigeration              screw compressor                                           
                                 
 (၁)              (performance)       efficiency                
 (၂)                                              
 (၃)                       ၊            (costs)            
 (၄)                             (moving parts)                        
 (၅)         (vibration)                 
 (၆)  Refrigerant           (loss)              ႔          

Screw compressor         reciprocating compressor                                                
       (moving parts)                                            (reliability)                    
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    ၁၄-၁ Screw compressor open motor     ၁၄-၂ Screw compressor semi-hermetic motor 

Industrial refrigeration                  process chiller          ၊ high-temperature screw 
compressor                                               Oil separator       oil reservoir    ႔           
                                                                             ၊                           
                                                  50    140 HP                 screw compressor         
                           Screw compressor         R-134a ၊ R-407C       R-22                              
R-404A ၊ R-507A    ႔    special application                        

 

 

    ၁၄-၃ Screw compressor (York YS model) 

၁၄.၁.၁ Single Screw Compressors 
Single screw       multiple screw                      Single screw      main rotor            

             gate rotor                 Gate rotor     main rotor shaft                         
           gate rotor               screw                                   refrigerant         
                                 ႔                                       refrigerant             
        Gate rotor                        screw                                               Single screw  
compressor                                      (bearing)        centrifugal economizer           

  
    ၁၄-၄ Single screw      ၁၄-၅ Gate rotor             semihermetic single screw compressor 

Economizer      intermediate pressure chamber           Cen                           
                    flash gas         pressure chamber          ႔                        efficiency 
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Single screw compressor          slide valve                                                  
             ႔                                                                                    
                               Single screw                                    slide valve        
                              part-load energy performance                

 

 

    ၁၄-၆ Gate rotor                  single screw     ၁၄-  Gate rotor                  single screw 

   (၁၄-၆)              single screw compressor      screw                    ဏၭ         
                                (star gear or gate rotor)        ႔           Star gear     star rotor 
   ႔      gate rotor                 

Screw                  ဏၭ  (geometry)                                                        
                                            rotor                   (၁၁)                     ဏၭ          ႔ 
             (၁၄- )       (၁၄- )                      screw                         ဏၭ              
          screw                                    ဏၭ             screw                   Screw 
compressor                                                  (oil circuit)                       
       

 
    ၁၄-  Gate rotor                 semihermetic single screw  compressor 
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Suction Compression Discharge 

    ၁၄-၉ Gate rotor              single screw compressor ၏ sequence of compression  

 
    ၁၄-၁၀ Gate rotor                  single screw ၏ balanced radial forces and balanced axial forces 

၁၄.၁.၂ Twin Screw Compressors 

 
    ၁၄-၁၁ Twin screw  compressor 

Twin screw               multiple screw compressor                                
             compressor                 Twin screw         double helical rotary screw compressor 
                Male       female                            helically grooved rotor                  
Male screw    ႔      female screw                                                               (driven) 
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    ၁၄-၁၂ Twin screw compressor 

 
                          Intake Compression      Discharge 

    ၁၄-၁၃ Twin screw compressor compression process 
Compressor ၏        (suction side)     male rotor       female rotor                

       ႔ gas                     Rotor                               screw                 gas 
                    Rotor                             screw                                  
                                  ႔                     gas         rotor ၏                       

Twin screw                                      rotor ၏      (discharge)                   
        slide valve           Slide valve     gas           compressor ၏ suction       ႔        ႔ 
                 bypass                Twin screw  compressor      helically grooved rotors (a pair of 
inter-meshing screws)           gear pump       ႔                 

 Male screw                                 compressor                Suction    ႔      
discharge valve                                        (gear teeth and cylinder wall)         compression 
chamber          ႔ gas                         Helical movement                                  gas 
        rotor                            Oil flooding                   (lubricatin        
                          refrigerant gas                     seal                                

၁၄.၂ Screw Chillers 
Screw chiller                  subsystem                 

 (၁) Screw Compressor ( ) Hydraulic System 
 (၂) Driving Motor & Power Supply System ( )  Lubrication System 
 (၃)  Oil Reservoir & Oil Separation System   
 (၄) Oil Cooling & Filtering System   
 (၅) Microprocessor Control Panel and Control System   
 (၆)  Suction and Discharge Valves and Strainer   
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Table 14- screw compressor ၏              (advantages)                      (disadvantages) 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Long maintenance intervals  High initial cost 
Available in large capacity  Factory-level service requirements 
Slide valve with infinite control  Inefficient unloading 
Few moving parts Large package size 

 Screw compressor         positive displacement compressor                 Refrigerant vopor 
              (compress)          “Helical”     ဏၭ    rotor                                      
(intermesh)        rotor               (interlobe space)၌          (closing off)                            
                               refrigerant                        Rotor               
                refrigerant              (interlobe space)       ၌                                
         (interlobe space)၏       (volume)                                              
       Rotor ၏               ႔                               refrigerant                    

Single configuration       twin contiguration                      

( ) Single screw  compressor      main screw rotor       gate rotor          ႔                       
Main screw rotor                   (electric moto                         

( ) Twin screw  compressor                                                 male rotor       female 
rotor               (enclosure)            ၌                                               
           ႔          ႔      (counter rotating)     Rotor                                   
rotor                                    Twin screw  compressor         control                
                Operating efficiency         suction pressure                                  Air 
cooled       water cooled                          Refrigeration capacity 750RT                

                            ၊                           (moving port)                      ၊           
                                 ၊                ႔                                   cooling 
copacity              reciprocating compressor       centrifugal compressor                       
          ၊                   ၊               (simplicity)၊                                           ၊                      
   ႔                                                                     ၊                           
                                                                 

    
    ၁၄-၁၄ Screw chiller     ၁၄-၁၅ Screw chiller 

 Screw compressor         unload                                                              
                                             lift                                                        
                      Screw chiller         cooling load           reciprocating chiller         
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                Cooling load                screw chiller         centrifugal chiller              
             

၁၄.၃ Rotary Compressor (Helical-Rotary Compressor)              

 Screw type compressor                            helical rotor                          
                               compressor cylinder                     Compressor         
          external drive                               Hermetic type                           
 Rotor         shaft                              “male screw”                    “femal 
screw”          Male screw rotor                               L                    Femal screw 
rotor     male screw                             I                                         rotor        
                       
 Rotary compressor                                           Blade         shaft                       
rotating blade                               blade                                Suction line             
                                 blade ၏                                        Blade           
                                                      exhaust port    ႔                             

                (low side)                      compressor          ႔                     Intake 
stroke                                             ႔      exhaust stroke                           
                                  ႔        compressor ၏                             

 Impeller(roller)                           Blade                             ၏ 
                             ႔                 blade                                                 
                                                                 exhaust port           compressor ၏ 
              (high pressure side)      ႔         ႔                        (during compressoion)        
            ႔                           constant volume machine                  

   
    ၁၄-၁၆ Helical-rotary screw     ၁၄-၁  Helical-rotary screw 

  
    ၁၄-၁  Screw compressor and screw chiller 

                     compressor                industrial plant                              
                  compressor        rotar       vane                                (repair)              
                                                      Screw compressor                       
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                                              Rotary compressor ၏                              
                                          (compress                                  (pulsation)               
   ႔          

  
    ၁၄-၁၉ Slide valve unloading mechanism     ၁၄-၂၀ Lift valve unloading mechanism 

 
    ၁၄-၂၁ 23XRV screw comporessor (Variable Speed Drive) twin screw           

 Rotaty                                                       ၏                                      
                            “ ”  honning၊ lapping        ႔                                 intake       
exhaust                            model                                      Hermetic c                   
                                                       

 Rotating blade compressor    ႔     blade                                blade                (cast-
iron) ၊     (steel) ၊           (aluminum) ၊        (carbon)        ႔                     Compressor 
၏             blade ၏                                  ႔                             Blade         
                                                                                       ႔                  

၁၄.၃ Screw Chiller Refrigerant Circuit 

၁၄.၄ Screw Compressor              
Screw compressor                ႔(gear pump)                              ႔(gas)        

        ႔(pump)                             swept volume                          clearance volume        
rotor                                      rotor profile                    Inlet valve       outlet valve 
                                    
    (၁၄-၂၅)                 ႔ refrigerant                                                 
                                                 rotor ၏                   rotor                  
               rotor                        Rotor ၏ helix                                  reciprocating 
compressor       ႔                                                              
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    ၁၄-၂၂ Screw compressor                

A - Compressor interlobe spaces being filled 
B - Beginning of compression 
C - Full compression of trapped vapor 
D - Beginning of discharge of compressed vapor 
E - Compressed vapor fully discharged from interlobe spaces  

 

        (inlet port)               (outlet port)                      
                         helix pitch                                 (inlet port) 
   ႔      gas port     solid               stroke                     stroke       
                                      inlet    ႔      outlet valve            

   (၁၄-၂၃)     screw compressor rotor                             rotor     
                            rotor     female rot                    shaft 
                                        meshing rotor                   (၁၄-၁၆)             
shaft                    profile        screw                      Meshing rotor 
        casing       ၌                                              

    ၁၄-၂၃ Twin screw compressor rotors  

  
    ၁၄-၂၄ Screw compressor ၏        ၏                  
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    ၁၄-၂၅ Water-cooled screw chiller 

 
    ၁၄-၂၆ Screw chiller refrigerant circuit  

Groove                               gas                            (shaft)           
        (inlet port)      screw      (profile)                         gas                     
        male rotor               pocket ၏                         gas                         
              rotor                                (exhaust port)                                   
               gas                   Rotor                           lobe                                  
          Male rotor                           female rotor                    

      (lubrication)                                                                         
        (l                ၊         (cooling)                                            barrel 
                   (inject         Discharge gas                                              
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                                  ၊    ႔        lubrication circuit          ႔                         
           lubrication                  (၁၂)                             

 
    ၁၄-၂  Refrigerant flow schematic (without optional flash economizer) 

Volumetric Efficiency 

 
    ၁၄-၂  Diagram of overcompression and undercompression 

 
    ၁၄-၂၉ Compressor ၏ overcompression       undercompression  
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Screw compressor          clearance volume                volumetric efficiency loss         

Reciprocating compressor     ၌                  re-expansion                volumetric efficiency loss 
        Suction       ႔ refrigerant                                      volumetric loss          
            Sealing                                           refrigerant                           
                               refrigerant                       volumetric loss             
Compressor          ႔           gas     ၏                                 volumetric efficiency      
                 

 
Screw compressor                  built-in volume ratio             ႔                 

        Built-in volume ratio                                 ႔                               
                ႔                                   

Gas                   (discharge port)   ႔                  condenser pressure     
               ၌ compressor            ႔              Condenser pressure                  screw 
         ႔                         

 
Screw compressor                      (over-compression)                           (under-

compression)    ႔        efficiency                                          -                      
              (discharge port)                      compression pocket          ႔ gas      
                                                        (discharge port)၏                          
                                                                                                 screw 
compressor ၏ volume ratio                                        

  
    ၁၄-၃၀ Full load      side valve               ၁၄-၃၁ Minimum load      side valve            

၁၄.၅ Capacity Control 
 Screw compressor         capacity control                                         
 (၁) Slide Valve (၃)  Inlet (suction) throttling       
 (၂) Poppet valve (၄) Motor speed    ႔          

           (pressure ratio)         volumetric                                     ႔     
s                            volumetric loss     reciprocating compressor                      
volumetric loss               

                                                 (leakage loss)     tip speed                  
                        compressor     ၏ efficiency                                         
                                  

Built-in volume ratio       working pressure ratio    ႔                    screw compressor    
                    (absorbed power)                                   (၄-၁ )           
                                         (over compression losses)                                
                      (under compression loss)                    
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 Screw compressor                        slide-valve unloading           control capacity 
                     screw chiller                   poppet-valve unloading           inlet throttling 
                       Rotary screw compressor         positive displacement compressor      
                                                       compressor      ႔                refrigerant gas 
   ဏ                       

 
    ၁၄-၃၂ Screw compressor part-load performance curves for various capacity-control methods 

  
    ၁၄-၃၃ Closed slide valve     ၁၄-၃၄ Open slide valve 

Modulating control                           (flow rate)    control       capacity control 
              Slide valve          ႔                        screw compressor ၏ capacity     control      
          Slide valve     compressor ၏ suction side             refrigerant             (flow rate)               
          Slide valve     rotor bore                      (sliding action)                                   
                              compressor ၏                  (discharge)                Compressor 
         ႔ load                   discharge gas                        slide valve             
         

Capacity     control                                                                            
                     (adjust         “axial discharge port”     full-load efficiency                 
part load performance                                

   (၁၄-၃၀)          (၁၄-၃၁)    ႔    twin screw compressor        ၏ c                              
         Slide valve     oil pressure                             

Screw compressor          sliding block    ႔      sliding valve                  Sliding valve 
    barrel wall                                        gas            suction       ႔                 Part 
load             volume ratio                                                  
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    ၁၄-၃၅ Closed slide valve and open slide valve 

  
    ၁၄-၃၆ Screw compressor and slide valve mechanism 

Screw compressor     ၏  capacity     control                                      (method)         
        Single screw                sliding valve                            sliding valve      lifting 
valve                                Maximum capacity  ၏ 10%                         control 
               

  
    ၁၄-၃  Diagram of slide valve unloading     ၁၄-၃  Photograph of slide valve 

၁၄.၅.၁ Slide Valve 
Helical-rotary compressor          slide valve                                           

Slide valve ၏             (position)           compressor                               refrigerant 
vapor      (volume)    ဏ                                   (compression)               rotor ၏ 
     (length)    slide valve ၏             (position)                            ႔        slide valve 
၏             (position)                                                     refrigerant vapor       
(volume)    ဏ                           cooling load    ဏ                     

    (၁၄-၃၃)     full load        ၌ side valve                               (၁၄-၃၄)     part load 
       ၌ side valve                              
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၁၄.၅.၂ VSD Controls 
Carrier       York     ဏ    ႔                         screw chiller                       

         Carrier     ဏ                               water-cooled screw chiller      Variable 
Speed Drive (VSD)                  screw compressor               York     ဏ                 
                                                           air cooled screw chiller           

 

  
    ၁၄-၃၉ Oil seal (YS screw chiller) 

၁၄.၆ Oil System 
                      (oil separation)၊            (cooling)         ႔        (filtering)        ႔        

screw compressor     ၏                                      external oil cooler          liquid 
injection                   

Screw compressor chiller        oil system                                              
                          
 (၁) Liquid injection (၃)  Water or glycol cooling 
 (၂) Thermosiphon (၄) Direct cooling 

                                 screw compressor          oil circuit                     
(built-in)                  (၁၄-၄၀)               connection            suction gas               
                    compressor                                           multi-stage separator 
         ႔                ႔      discharge connection                  

   (၁၄-၄၀)    screw compressor      ၏                                Oil injection      
                        rotor                      rotor                           ႔    ႔            ႔     
                                                               ႔        refrigerant      
                                                           bearing                                   

 
    ၁၄-၄၀ Semi-hermetic screw compressor with built-in oil separation  

Screw compressor           efficient           capacity control             VFD              
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    ၁၄-၄၁ Screw chiller oil circuit 

 
    ၁၄-၄၂ Diagram of liquid-injection cooling system (oil cooling) 
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    ၁၄-၄၂ Diagram of thermosiphon cooling system (oil cooling) 

 
    ၁၄-၄၄ Diagram of direct-contact cooling (oil cooling) 

၁၄.  Power Up to Starting 

 
    ၁၄-၄၅ Trane RTHD screw chiller - power up to starting compressor 
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၁၄. .၁ Trane RTHD screw chiller Power Up to Starting 
                   (power up)           compressor           (starting)             

                                      diagram          Compressor           (starting)       
                                                             
 (၁) No motor restart inhibit 
 (၂) Evaporator and condenser water flowing 
 (၃)  Power up start delay setpoint set to 0 minutes 
 (၄) Adjustable stop to start Timer set to 5 seconds 
 (၅) Need to cool 

The above conditions would allow for a minimum power up to starting compressor time of 95 seconds. 

၁၄. .၂ Stopped to Starting 

 
    ၁၄-၄၆       ႔         (stopped)                    (starting)                          

      ႔         (stopped)                    (starting)                          
 (၁) No motor restart inhibit 
 (၂) Evaporator and Condenser Water flowing 
 (၃)  Power up Start Delay Timer has expired 
 (၄) Adjustable Stop to Start Timer has expired 
 (၅) Need to cool 

                                          ႔ (၆၀)          Compressor           (start)           
 

၁၄. .၃ Normal Shutdown to Stopped 
Chiller                       ႔     (normal shutdown)                              ႔     (abnormal 
shutdown)                                                 ႔(normal shutdown)                     
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    ၁၄-၄                            ႔(normal shutdown)                               

 
    ၁၄-၄               screw chiller        ၏ evaporator data      
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    ၁၄-၄၉              screw chiller        ၏ condenser data      

 
    ၁၄-၅၀              screw chiller        ၏ compressor data      

၁၄.  23XRV Water Cooled Screw Comporessor (VSD) 

 
    ၁၄-၅၁                     screw chiller (23XRV) component locations 
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    ၁၄-၅၂ 23XRV screw comporessor        ၌         compoment      

 
    ၁၄-၅၃ 23XRV screw comporessor        ၌         compoment      

 
    ၁၄-၅၄ 23XRV screw comporessor        ၌         compoment      
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    ၁၄-၅၅ 23XRV screw comporessor     sensor                   (location) 

၁၄.၉ Air Cooled VSD Screw Chillers 

  
    ၁၄-၅၆  Air cooled VSD screw chiller     ၁၄-၅   Air cooled VSD screw chiller 

 
    ၁၄-၅  Air cooled rotary screw chiller piping schematic 

- End-  
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Chapter-15 Centrifugal Compressors and Chillers 

၁၅.၁ Dynamic Compressors 
Centrifugal compressor         dynamic compressor                           Centrifugal 

compressor                                            gas ၏ velocity    ႔      centrifugal force              
                         ႔                  pump                  Suction gas         rotor ၏      
        ၌                 (eye)          ႔               (axial direction)                
          blade             tangent direction                      

                   gas      ႔                      (energy)    gas ၏      (velocity)      
         (density)                             (density)    working condition          
                                   Centrifugal compressor        ၏ design performance     
rotor ၏ tip speed                              (density)           gas                      tip 
speed     300 m/s                                                           (speed)                 
          single-stage chiller ၏ impeller          (diameter)            (2 m)          2 m (6 ft) 
impeller                                             tip speed            impeller           
                   (shaft)                 ႇ                                                 (shaft) 
                 ႇ                   Air-conditioning                            single-stage centrifugal 
compressor ၏ rotor speed     10,000 rev/min    ႔           

Gas                           ႔                                            -                   
(compress)                  (shaft)                       impeller                           
                                         compression                  

          (ammonia)    refrigerant                        (၇)    (seven compression stages) 
       centrifugal compressor                        T                                                
                                                                                                  
         centrifugal compressor ၏  capacity                            Semi-hermetic 
compressor     ၏ capacity     7,000 kW(2,000RT)          open drive compressor ၏ capacity     
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21,000 kW                   Main bearing           lubrication                              (oil free) 
     compressor                     Centrifugal compressor                              refrigerant 
    R134a                      

  
    ၁၅-၁ Model YMC² Magnetic Centrifugal     ၁၅-၂ Model YK  Single Centrifugal Compressor 

  
    ၁၅-၃ Model YD (Dual Centrifugal Compressor)     ၁၅-၄ Model CYK (Compound Compressor) 

Centrifugal compressor     ၏ pumping characteristic     positive displacement compressor 
                     Centrifugal compressor                                                        
                 gas                 ႕                         (reverse flow)               Centrifugal 
compressor     ၏ performance     condensing condition                    Head pressure 
          capacity                        Coefficient of Performance(COP)                                   
                efficiency       rated capacity                      

Capacity     blade     ၏       (angle)                         (pressure)       
                                                                                                        
impeller                                                                           ႔                         
                                                                                          Condenser 
system                                                         

                centrifugal chiller                   ႔                                             Full 
flow ၏ 10–15%                      Variable Speed Drive                                  centrifugal 
chiller      ၏ efficiency                 V                                       centrifugal 
compressor        (၁၅-၅)                    

 Centrifugal compressor                    refrigerating                             Compressor 
        ႕        circular path               (compress)             ႔                       ႕    
compressor             ၏              ႔          Radial blade (impeller)                  
(centrifugal force         blade               ႕                ႕                                 
       Steam trubine    ႔      gas trubine engine                      ႔                
                                                                                               main 
bearing                                       compressor ၏                              

    (၁၅-၁၂)     two stage centrifugal compressor                                      Motor     stage 
                                                                                    impeller 
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                        ႕                 impeller      ၏                                        
  ႇ                         ႔ impeller                                                                  

    (၁၅-၅)                        ႔                                     hermetic centrifugal 
compressor                          Compressor ၏ stator                                 Rotor 
   ႔      impeller     compressor shaft      key                            Key                 
                          gas velocity                                                      
       ႔ trapping pocket           

၁၅.၂ Centrifugal Compressors 
            chiller                                                flow                            

         positive displacement compressor          Centrifugal compressor                         350 
   kW–20 MW range (100RT    5,600RT) capacity                  centrifugal chiller                      
                    Centrifugal compressor                   multistage refrigeration system      
                  R-123   R-22       R-134a                     centrifugal compressor           
          Multistage centrifugal compressor         cast iron       cast steel casings    ႔                    
Compressor              (discharge pressure)    40 bar    ႔           

          (ammonia)    refrigerant                       centrifugal compressor      
   ႔                                                                                           
               single stage   multistage   open   semi-hermetic    ႔      hermetic                
                      Centrifugal compressor                        compression ratio per impeller     
   ႔                                                              multistage                                 
Centrifugal compressor ၏ operating principle     centrifugal pump                 

 

Labelled 3 - showing inlet guide vanes 

Labelled 4 - moveable wall diffuser 

 

 

 

    ၁၅-၅ Centrifugal compressor with variable geometry, showing inlet guide vanes and moveable wall 
diffuser (Carrier) 

            refrigeration system           pressure ratio                               operate with 
adiabatic compression efficiency     80%                 Reciprocating   scroll    ႔      screw 
compressor       positive displacement compressor                                  centrifugal 
compressor     rotational speed(rpm)       tip speed                                              
                                  

Centrifugal compressor         dynamic compression                       Rotating 
mechanical element       flowing fluid                 angular momentum                             
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(exchange           Centrifugal pump       ႔    centrifugal compressor                                    
             impeller           Refrigerant                   impeller          ႔        (axial 
direction)                                                            (radial        ) higher velocity 
                   Refrigerant ၏                                        dynamic pressure     
impeller                               static pressure         ႔                    

Impeller                       centrifugal compressor         single stagecompressor    
                     ႔                            impeller               centrifugal compressor         multi 
stage compressor              Muilit stage compressor              impeller             discharge 
gas               impeller          ႔ suction gas                    Multiple stage centrifugal 
         economizer                      Liquid line (intermediate pressures)    flash gas         
               stage          ႔                      energy efficiency                       

Reciprocating compressor           ႔    centrifugal compressor         open   semi hermetic   
hermetic                         Open centrifugal compressor                    casing              
                            casing          ႔ seal                         Hermetic centrifugal 
compressor     ၏              compressor    ႔    housing            ၌                        
(winding)              refrigerant            ႔        

Compressor                discharge pressure     impeller ၏ tip velocity                  
                           (pressure)            impeller          (diameter                        
                                             Compression stage           impeller          (diameter) 
                         ႕                             impeller          (diameter)    
                 gear drive                       ႕                               impeller    ႔      
multiple stage                                impeller       multiple stage                                  
          Gear drive                  high speed                              impeller              
                                                                                           
               Direct drive machine                                    (moving part)               
bearing                                                      

Industrial refrigeration          multistage centrifugal compressor                      
Centrifugal chiller                         (high flow)                         (variable volume)          
          (constant head)                                         

Table 15-1 Centrifugal compressor     reciprocating       screw compressor    ႔                             

 
Centrifugal Screw Reciprocating 

Classification Aerodynamic Positive Displacement Positive Displacement 
Comp. Head Constant Variable Variable 
Volume Variable Variable Constant 
Flow High Medium Low 
Motion Rotating Rotating Reciprocating 
Capacity Control Continuously Continuously Step Control 

Centrifugal chiller          centrifugal compressor   evaporator    ႔      liquid cooler   
condenser   throttling device   piping connection       control    ႔                ႕    centrifugal chiller 
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          purge unit       flashing cooler(economizer)   ႔                     Centrifugal compressor 
     turbomachine                  Velocity pressure    static pressure    ႔                     total head 
lift                                                 impeller                               
single-stage   two-stage       three-stage compressor                         

                   
                  

                
 

 

Single-stage centrifugal compressor        ၏ compression ratio     (၄)            
         Impeller                   (series)                  compression ratio     (၄)                 
                 Evaporating temperature 40°F(4.4°C)       condensing temperature 100°F (37.8°C) 
                  HCFC-123(R123)                    single-stage centrifugal compressor        ၏ 
compression ratio                   Two-stage    ႔      three-stage centrifugal compressor         
single-stage centrifugal compressor         total head lift                     refrigeration system ၏ 
COP                     

  
    ၁၅-၆ Centrifugal chiller              

  
    ၁၅-၇ Carrier centrifugal chiller     ၁၅-၈ Flooded evaporator cut-away 

Refrigerant         ႔(Vapor)         inlet vane                first-stage impeller          ႔ 
             Impeller         ႔(vapor)              (compress)     second-stage impeller      ႔ 
diffuser                           Second-stage impeller       ၌              (compress)              
               refrigerant     ႔(vapor)     volute       ၌               Refrigerant             
           ၏                                velocity pressure    static pressure         ႔ 
                  Evaporating pressure    condensing pressure    ႔                        
compressor                                                                 

Second-stage impeller ၏                     hot gas discharge velocity     saturated 
vapor ၏ acoustic velocity                                          (atmospheric pressure       
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         80°F (26.7°C)             HCFC-123 ၏ acoustic velocity                                 
HCFC-22 ၏ acoustic velocity                                  

Centrifugal compressor     ၌               peripheral velocity       rotating speed (from 1800 
to 50,000 rpm)                    Centrifugal chiller     ၏ refrigeration capacity        100 tons (350 
kW)    10,000 tons(35,000 kW)                           centrifugal chiller                     
                          Centrifugal chiller         turbomachine                    positive 
displacement chiller                                     (higher volume flow)                  

Centrifugal chiller                        (design cond                              (operating) 
isentropic efficiency               0.83    ႔                  Part-load             0.6    ႔     
                    Centrifugal chiller     ၏ volumetric efficiency     1.0                   

Centrifugal chiller         inlet vane                               (stepless) capacity control 
           Inlet vane                                    Inlet Guide Vane(IGV)                      
D                                    centrifugal chiller                              (engine drive) 
centrifugal chiller                   (speed)                                                              
                                electric chiller                                          speed     
                           ႕    centrifugal chiller          Variable Speed Drive(VSD)       Inlet Guide 
Vane(IGV)                         

 

Evergreen chiller components 
1. VFD or starter 
2.  Semi-hermetic motor 
3. Compressor 
4.  Refrigerant distribution 
5.  Oil pump/lubrication system  
6.  Condenser 
7.  Cooler 
8.  Refrigerant transfer compressor 
9.  Inlet guide vanes 
10. Relief valves 

    ၁၅-၉ 19XR Evergreen Carrier centrifugal chiller         ႕               

 
 

    ၁၅-၁၀ Carrier 19XR centrifugalhermetic compressor 
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    ၁၅-၁၁ Two-stage centrifugal compressor         

Refrigeration capacity 1200 tons (4220 kW)              centrifugal chiller          hermetic 
           compressor                                              centrifugal chiller          open 
type compressor                         

 
    ၁၅-၁၂ ( ) Three stage refrigerant flow                             ၁၅-၁၂ ( ) Two stage refrigerant flow 

 
    ၁၅-၁၃ ( ) Three stage P-H diagram                  ၁၅-၁၃ ( ) Two stage refrigerant flow P-H diagram 

Centrifugal chiller          head lift                                                               
                                                                              ႇ                            
Direct-drive compressor                                impeller                            
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                         -                                 compressor                  peripheral 
velocity           impeller diameter                                 D     -                     
                  (energy loss)         Compressor                   ၏ 2%    3%                         

 
၁၅.၂.၁ Centrifugal Compressor Theory 

Centrifugal compressor         aerodynamic               ႔      turbine                   
           Centrifugal compressor         scroll   reciprocating   screw       positive displacement 
compressor                                   Gas           ႔ kinetic energy                     pressure 
energy         ႔                         Centrifugal compressor     ၏ lift characteristics       
                   (flow rate)                                                    ႔                  
            

Centrifugal compressor     ၏                                                                
                             ႔                              ႔    ႔                            ႔                 
angular momentum                                   (molecular weight)            (length of the 
string) (wheel diameter                 )       rotational speed (rpm)   ႔        angular momentum 
                       

Compressor                     lift     tip speed                               Table 15-2      
centrifugal compressor     ၌              (common) refrigerant      ၏                  
              Lift     chilled water temperature  condenser water temperature       approach 
temperature    ႔                    Chiller              lift                              
Tip speed     4%    ႔                    Tip speed                      Tip speed 650 fps         
                 imperller                                       imperller                    
                         

 
Table 15-2 Refrigerant Properties 

Refrigerant HCFC 123 HFC 134a HCFC 22 
Condenser pressure - psig @ 100°F 6.10 124.1 195.9 
Evaporator pressure - psig @ 40°F (Inches of Mercury) 
Vacuum) 

(18.1) 35.0 68.5 
Net refrigerant effect -BTU/lb  66.0 68.0 73 
Refrigerant circulated- lbs/min./ton 3.08 3.00 2.78 
Gas flow - cfm/ton 18.15 3.17 1.83 
Head - BTU/lb  7.73 8.34 9.0 
Tip Speed- ft./sec. 656 682 707 
Ozone Depletion Potential - ODP 0.02 0.00 0.05 

 Centrifugal compressor                                                          -          
                                central air conditioning system     ၏ water-cooled chiller          
                         

Chiller           cooling                            compressor                 
refrigerant             (cfm)                                    chiller           cooling  
capacity     compressor                 refrigerant                                      
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  Table 15-3                    refrigerant     ၏                           HFC-134a     
              1 RT           3 cfm            HCFC-123               1 RT           17 cfm 
                               HFC-134a ၏           (density)                             

Centrifugal compressor     ၏               design parameter          refrigerant gas ၏ 
impeller inlet velocity     Mach 1                                        Mach number 0.9          ႔     
                                 1000 ton chiller     refrigerant             ႔၏ design parameter         
               

Table 15-3 Compressor design parameters 
Refrigerant HFC 134a HCFC 22 HCFC 123 

Chiller size (tons) 1000 1000 1000 
Compressor Gas Flow Rate (cfm/ton) 2.68 1.74 17.08 
Compressor Gas Flow Rate (cfm) 2680 1,740 17,080 
Tip Speed (fps) 653 678 629 
Wheel Speed (rpm) 11,884 19,464 3550 @60hz 
Wheel diameter (in) 12.6 8 40.6 
Acoustic Velocity @ 50°F (fps) 484 535 417 
Minimum. Inlet Diameter. (in) 4.6 3.5 13.0 

HCFC-123                 centrifugal compressor                                   (direct-
coupled)        Compressor speed           3550              Direct-drive ၏              
gearbox                              Variable Frequency Drive(VFD)                               tip speed 
                                                       tip speed              wheel diameter          
၄၀.၆(40.6 inches)            

HFC-134a    ႔      HCFC-22                  centrifugal compressor                   (gear 
box)                                    compressor (5 inch diameter wheels)                   
30,000 rpm    ႔               Impeller                          (stress)    tip speed              
(square)                              Rpm                                wheel                    
                      stress                  wheel                                        stress 
          

HCFC-123           wheel diameter                                                Wheel 
diameter                            two stage    ႔      three stage compressor               
             (၁၅-၁၂)     two-stage compressor        ၏           (cut away)                     
compressor efficiency                     refrigerant economizer                              (၁၅-
၁၂)     economizer           two-stage compressor        ၏ P-H diagram                    

၁၅.၂.၂ Centrifugal Chiller                
Centrifugal chiller ၏                      (main components)                  configuration 

                                        
(၁) Single-stage    ႔      multistage 
(၂) Air-cooled   water-cooled    ႔      double-bundle condenser 
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(၃)  Open   semi-hermetic    ႔      hermetic 
(၄) Direct-drive    ႔      gear-drive 
(၅) Inlet guide vane    ႔      variable-speed drive       capacity control           
                              centrifugal compressor          peripheral velocity                  
                            centrifugal machine                                      
                               Refrigeration capacity 100RT    10,000RT (315kW    31,560 kW)         
                            

၁၅.၃ System Components 

၁၅.၃.၁ Evaporator 
Flooded shell-and-tube evaporator                              (compact size)      heat-

                                           ႔        centrifugal chiller                                   

၁၅.၃.၂ Condenser 
Condensing pressure                  capacity control                       ႔        horizontal shell-

and-tube type condenser         centrifugal chiller                                                         
             air-cooled centrifugal chiller                     

၁၅.၃.၃ Vessel Pass Arrangements 
 Pass             tube           water velocity                    Velocity                     

tube           water side heat transfer                    Velocity                     Log Mean 
Temperature Difference(LMTD)               Chiller efficiency               Fluid ၏       
        (pressure drop)                

 

Laminar flow                    Reynolds number 7500 
                                      Reynolds number 
                                                            
               Reynolds number 7500                tube 
          fluid velocity     3 fps                    Fluid 
velocity                  tube       ၌                 
          Tube                         fluid velocity      3 
fps    12 fps                        

    ၁၅-၁၄ Pass arrangement 

၁၅.၃.၄ Flash Cooler 
Flash cooler         economizer                              Refrigeration effect           

      liquid refrigerant     saturated condition                           intermediate pressure 
     refrigerant      ႕    flash               refrigeration effect                  Two-stage compressor 
         single-stage flash cooler                       Three-stage compressor       two-stage 
flash cooler                          (၁၅-၁၂)                   
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၁၅.၃.၅ Orifice Plates or Float Valves 
Centrifugal chiller          refrigerant            control         orifice plates (arranged in series) 

   ႔      float valve         throttling device                           (၁၅-၁၅)                     
(multiple) orifice         throttling device                                       Condenser       ၌ 
            liquid refrigerant ၏                liquid cooler          ႔            refrigerant         
control           

    -                                 orifice plate           liquid pressure                     
Liquid refrigerant         orifice plate                                           (pressure drop) 
         Orifice plate                         liquid ၏ saturated pressure                      
      orifice plate     refrigerant flow                                                    refrigerant 
flow     control                  (၁၅-၁၆)     variable orifice               centrifugal chiller            
              

Refrigeration load               condensing pressure                  evaporatin           
                     centrifugal chiller ၏ condenser       evaporator       ၌ refrigerant     
                                Condensing pressure           hydrostatic head                
condenser       ၌                          ႔                                       Orifice plate 
               fluid pressure     liquid refrigerant ၏ saturated pressure                   f        
            liquid       vapor               second orifice plate                          ႔        refrigerant 
၏         (flow rate)               Orifice plate     throttling device                                   
            (moving part)                                (reliable)                     

၁၅.၃.၆ Variable Orifice 
Variable orifice                          Chiller                                             

                     performamce                    Liquid            modulating valve         
                                                                 control               Refrigerant      
                        sensor                     condenser       ၌                      
                            

  
    ၁၅-၁၅ Orifice plates     ၁၅-၁၆ YK centrifugal chiller compressor variable orifice 

၁၅.၃.၇ Purge Unit 
Refrigeration system          none condensable gas                 ႕(moisture)                

            purge unit                      Non condensable gas           (air)             
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     ႔(moisture)                     ႔(moisture)       refrigerant                            
                   (harmful acids)             ႔                        Non condensable gas         
condenser       ၌                       ႔        condensing temp                                         
(power consumption)                 System efficiency                                       (power 
consumption)                           (purge)                

Purge unit                          
(၁) Refrigerant pressure              (atmospheric pressure)                low pressure 

refrigerant refrigeration system            purge unit                             

(၂) Suction pressure              (atmospheric pressure)             refrigeration system 
           purge unit                            

(၃)  Refrigeration system                  ႕                                                         
evacuate              ႔      purging             ႔                               Purge unit     
refrigeration system         optimum efficiency                                               
          

Purge unit                                                                            
                                    

Purge                (Connecting Point) 
Air cooled condenser    ႔      evaporative condenser system –     ၌ receiver     

                           purge connection     receiver        (top)                Receiver 
                                  purge connection     air cooled    ႔      evaporative condenser 
    ၏ liquid        (top)               Water cooled condenser system          purge connection 
    water cooled condenser ၏                     Receiver              purge connection     
receiver        (top)              liquid inlet                          

 
    ၁၅-၁၇ Centrifugal chiller             purge unit                        
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        (evaporating temperature) 40°F(4.4°C)     HCFC-123 ၏ saturated pressure     5.8 
psia(40 kPa abs)                         (atmospheric pressure)                (air)      carbon 
dioxide       non condensable gas      evaporator          ႔                     Condenser     
centrifugal chiller ၏                                                                        non 
condensable gas         condenser ၏        (upper part)                         

Non condensable gas                          evaporator       condenser      refrigerant 
        (flow)                                                                    Condenser                
                                                                                                         
                                  

         ႔၏                60%                               refrigerant   ၌ non 
condensable gas                            compressor ၏                       (power consumption) 
2.6%   ႔                                 purge               purge unit                        Non 
condensable gas      chiller                                         purge                   

၁၉၉၅               purge unit                     Purge unit      DX coil           purge tank   
condensing unit   vacuum pump       filter dryer    ႔          Purge tank                           
refrigerant ၏                                       Condensing unit     DX coil               
    ႔            Vacuum pump     non condensable gas         purge             Filter dryer     
           ႔(moisture)                 (dirt)                              

Condenser ၏           (upper part)                 non condensable gas         purge 
tank (low-temperature          -                    ၌                            tank          ႔ 
           DX coil                    refrigerant     ႔                    ႔                   
              tank ၏                        Refrigerant                            ႔(moisture) 
                                                Non condensable gas                   refrigerant 
                          tank                             Non condensable gas         purge 
vacuum pump                   (atmosphere)     ႔            Purge vacuum pump            
                              Chiller               ၌     purge unit                      

Purge unit ၏ efficiency                                                                       
                         purge unit                   purge              refrigerant 0.0049 lb 
                                               ၏ refrigerant                                              
                                                           Efficiency                air purge unit     
              refrigerant                                                                   HCFC chiller 
                                                 HFC chiller                                            
(၅)        ႔ purge          Drum pressure                        purge          

Purge         (Methods) 
Manual purge                                    Refrigerant                                     

                        non condensable gases         refrigerant                            
                                                                                                 
Thermal drum refrigerated purge                                                      compressor 
type purge                           Refrigerant                        (recovery)             double 
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drum purge unit                  Low temperature refrigeration system          double drum purge 
unit                  
Purge unit              

Refrigerant       non condensable gas    ႔    thermal drum          ႔                       
refrigerant vapor                 ႔                  system         ႔                   Drum       ၌ 
non condensable gas                                                                         ႔ 
             pressure regulating valve               non condensable gas              (atmosphere) 
         ႔                        ႔(moisture)        refrigerant vapor                   ႔           
                                                  

   
    ၁၅-၁၈ ( ) Imperller                                           (c) Inlet guide vane 

၁၅.၄ Water Cooled Centrifugal Chiller              
   (၁၅-၁၂)     three-stage  hermetic   direct-drive compressor    ႔                      

water-cooled centrifugal chiller                              

HCFC-123 chiller                (flow process)                            Liquid cooler    
vapor refrigerant     compressor                
(၁) Vapor refrigerant         first-stage impeller       inlet vane                             
(၂) First-stage impeller          hot gas       flash cooler    flashed vapor    ႔        -       

                 
(၃)      mixture     second-stage impeller          ႔               
(၄) Second-stage impeller    hot gas         high-pressure (first-stage) flash cooler    flashed 

vapor                        
(၅)     mixture     third-stage impeller          ႔              
(၆)   Third-stage impeller              (discharged)     hot gas      water-cooled condenser 

         ႔                   
(၇) Hot gas     superheated            saturated            ႔       (desuperheated)          

Condenser       ၌          (condense              subcooled            ႔                 
(၈) Liquid refrigerant             hermetic motor                                 

(၉) Liquid refrigerant            multiple-orifice throttling device           high-pressure flash 
cooler          ႔              Refrigerant             second-stage impeller    
           hot gas                        

(၁၀) High-pressure flash cooler               liquid refrigerant            multiple-orifice 
throttling device           low-pressure flash cooler          ႔              Refrigerant 
            first-stage impeller               hot gas                        

(၁၁)  Low-pressure flash cooler               liquid refrigerant            multiple-orifice 
throttling device           evaporator          ႔              
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(၁၂) Evaporator       ၌ liquid refrigerant                                ႔(vapor)        ႔ 
                 refrigeration effect    ႔                                  

၁၅.၅ Performance Rating Conditions 
Centrifugal chiller        ၏ cooling capacity                                         

        ARI Standard 550/590-98          (rate)           

Evaporator               chiller water temperature 
 100 percent load : 44°F (6.7°C)  
 0 percent load  : 44°F (6.7°C)  
 
Table 15-4 

Chilled water flowrate: : 2.4 gpm/ton (0.43 L/s kW) 
 

 

Percent load 
 Weighting of part- 

load, percent 
 Water-cooled 
ECWT, °F (°C) 

 Air-cooled EDB, 
°F (°C) 

Condenser EWB, 
°F (°C) 

100 1 85 (29.4) 95 (35.0) 75 (23.9) 

75 42 75 (23.9) 80 (26.7) 68.75 (20.4) 

50 45 65 (18.3) 65 (18.3) 62.5 (17.0) 

25 12 65 (18.3) 55 (12.8) 56.25 (13.5) 
 
Condenser water flow rate 3.0 gpm/ton (0.054 L/s per kW) 
Fouling factor in evaporator: water side 0.0001 h ft2 °F/Btu (0.000018 m2 C/W), air side 0 
Fouling factor in condenser: water side 0.00025 h ft2 °F/Btu (0.000044 m2 C/W), air side 0 

Integrated Part Load Value (IPLV)     the centrifugal chiller ၏ standard rating condition         
                                              

       
 

    

 
  

    

 
  

    

 
  

    

 

 

where A, B, C, D = kW/ton or COP at 100, 75, 50, and 25 percent load, respectively.  

      centrifugal chiller ၏                    operating condition     standard rating 
condition                                                                  ႔                        

( )  Chilled water leaving temperature     40°F(4.4°C)        50°F(10°C)                 chilled 
water leaving temperature      1°F           ႇ                                                        
cooling capacity                               1°F                                               1.5 
percent             cooling capacity                            

( ) Entering condenser water temperature     80°F(26.7°C)   90°F(32.2°C)                  
entering condenser water temperature 1°F          ႇ                              0.6 percent             
                                                              1°F                                    
                                    cooling capacity  1.0 percent                       

( ) H                                    cooling capacity 150tons(527kW)    2000tons(7032kW) 
                        water-cooled centrifugal chiller                                           
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Cooling capacity 150tons(527kW)    10,000 tons(35,160 kW)                         open 
                           water-cooled centrifugal chiller                                 
           

(ဃ) 
 

Hermetic compressor                                                                       
         motor cooling system                           

Open compressor                      bearing seal         refrigerant                     
                              ႔     liquid refrigerant 2%    4%    ႔                        
                 ႔                                                                                   
                             

Chiller        ၏ average part-load efficiency                    IPLV                         
AHRI    average part-load efficiency                    Standard 550/590-98                    
Chiller                       ႔                                        multi chiller operation     
   ႔                      ႔     multi chiller operation     single-chiller operation                   

 
    ၁၅-၁၉( )FIGURE 13.10 Compressor map of a single-stage centrifugal compressor: 

(a) constant speed, inlet vane modulation;  

၁၅.၆ Centrifugal Compressor Performance Map 
Centrifugal compressor     ၏ performance                    compressor performance map 

                                             “compressor map”           Centrifugal fan          
                 fan curve                Compressor map      volume flow   specific work    ႔      
power input   efficiency   surge region       opening of the inlet vane        ႔            
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Volume flow       system head    ႔                    curve     “compressor performance curve” 
          Compressor curve                          Centrifugal compressor                        
                                                                                 

၁၅.၆.၁ Centrifugal Compressor Map at Variable Speed 
Variable Speed Drive                       single-stage centrifugal compressor ၏ compressor 

map        (၁၅-၁၉ )                    
                         

(၁) Variable speed chiller          compressor curve         105%  100%  80%        
         (rotating speed)             ၏ performance curver                Constant speed 
chiller          inlet vane opening(%)           performance curver                

(၂) Head    ႔      lift                              (region)                                   
                     

Load Ratio 
 

                   
           

           

 

 
    ၁၅-၁၉( ) Compressor map of a single-stage centrifugal compressor: (b) variable speed 
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1 - Vr = f (Q) 
2 - Vt = f (D, RPM) 
3 - V = Resultant 
4 - RPM 
5 - D 
6 – Q 

                         

 

    ၁၅-၂၀ Radial velocity component (Vr)       Tangential velocity component (Vt) 

  
    ၁၅-၂၁ Impeller     ၁၅-၂၂ Impeller assembly 

၁၅.၆.၁ Velocity components 
Compressor               gas ၏ velocity      radial velocity component (Vr)       tangential 

velocity component(Vt)     velocity component                  

(၁) Radial velocity component (Vr) 
 Radial velocity component (Vr)     refrigerant gas flow (Q)                              Radial 

velocity component (Vr)        refrigerant gas         (flow)                  
(၂) Tangential velocity component (Vt) 

 Tangential velocity component (Vt)     impeller          (diameter D)             
(rotational speed –rpm)    ႔                   Centrifugal chiller ၏  lift     tangential velocity 
component (Vt)                              Tangential velocity component (Vt)        
centrifugal chiller ၏                        

Radial velocity component (Vr)       tangential velocity component (Vt)    ႔                     
resultant vector (V)          Resultant vector (V)    impeller tip                                   
                tip speed    ႔                             

Resultant vector (V)    volute        static pressure         ႔                   kinetic energy 
                                                             compressor             Vt               Vr     
cooling load                           Chiller unloading                 evaporator       condenser 
         pressurediff                         Inlet guide vane                              “    ”       
              cooling load    ႔             G                          Vr                
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၁၅.၇ Surge of Centrifugal Compressor 
Centrifugal compressor     ၏                     “     ”                    Volumetric flow 

                                                                       “surge”                               
head       flow                                               Centrifugal compressor     ၌ part load     
                   ႔                 surge                             S                     
compressor       ၌ refrigerant            ႕                                                        
      (noise)          (vibration)          (heat)                          

                  surge                            Surge                electrical current     
                                       Refrigerant         (flow)                          electrical current 
                           Surge                        “               ”           machine 
gurgles                                ႔                 compressor                                      
                              Inci                             electrical current                           
                          

Surge           centrifugal compressor    ႔      centrifugal fan                       
             discharge pressure                                                                       
                ႔         Compressor ၏ curve            pressure flow characteristics                
                                     (pressure)       flow                                              
             

  
    ၁၅-၂၃ Centrifugal compressor head (lift)     ၁၅-၂၄ Impeller drive assembly 

 
    ၁၅-၂၅ Compressor surge. 
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    ၁၅-၂၆ Centrifugal compressor head (lift)     ၁၅-၂၇ Cooling        “    ” 

Suction pressure       discharge pressure            (difference)    “head”           Head 
    lift                              Head     refrigerant ၏ aerodynamic                          
                   

Pressure lift                                                                                 
   (၁၅-၂၅)                      variable-speed centrifugal compressor     ၌ zero slope             
curve          surge                                    compressor speed(n) versus refrigeration 
load (Qref                     pressure lift       volume flow      minimum speed              
                                  surge                   

 

1 - Load Line 
2 - Surge Line 
3 - A 
4 - B 
5 - 40% 
6 - 90° Vanes 
7 - 100% 
8 - Compressor Head 
9 - Refrigerant Gas Flow 

    ၁၅-၂၈ Typical single-stage compressor performance curve 

၁၅.၇.၁ Two-Stage Compressors Surge Less and Later 
         head             two-stage compressor ၏          (diameter)    single stage 

compressor ၏          (diameter)              Component Vt     stage                     
Single stage compressor       two-stage compressor                    Vr               ႔        two-stage 
compressor      unloading capability                               two-stage compressor     single 
stage compressor                                                                                       

Load              surge         ႔၏         (intersection point B)    surge                       
Single-stage compressor              (intersection point B)                                
                                                      Two-stage compressor                         
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1 - Load Line 
2 - Surge Line 
3 - A 
4 - B 
5 - 20% 
6 - 90° 
7 - 80° 
8 - 70° Vanes 
9 - 100% 
10 - Compressor Head 
11 - Refrigerant Gas Flow     ၁၅-၂၉ Typical two-stage compressor performance curve 

Three-stage centrifugal compressor ၌                         (surging region)    two-stage 
   ႔      single-stage centrifugal compressor    ႔၏                         (surging region)    
              Inlet guide vane               control           single-stage centrifugal compressor ၏ 
                        (surging region)            -                                          
(surging region)                                  variable-speed compressor     inlet guide vane 
              control          single-stage centrifugal compressor                              Two-
stage    ႔      single-stage centrifugal compressor     three-stage centrifugal compressor          
                    

                       compressor ၏                 (components)                  Centrifugal 
compressor                                    (surging region)                                   

၁၅.၇.၂ Prevention of Surge 
                                 load               entering condenser water temperature     

                                               System                                                 
                                  
 (၁)                        (high discharge pressure) 

 (၂)                        (low suction pressure) 

 (၃)              (   ’                          ) 

 (၄)                          (high suction temperature) 

 (၅)                   (Hot gas valve will not work) 

 (၆)  Low suction trap        

 (၇)                                       (Bearing damage because of thrust)    ႔          

၁၅.၇.၃ Rotating stall and Surge of Centrifugal Chillers 
Rotating stall     aerodynamic disturbance                  (flow)                        

          (load                    flow                    )    ႔      he                     
                         (temperature lift                he                                  )            
                                         R                               impeller    ႔      diffuser 
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      ၌                              (reverse flow              S                     condenser       
evaporator pressure gauge                                                        
Surge 

Surge              refrigerant                       (reverse flow                          
condenser          refrigerant      compressor          ႔                   evaporator          ႔ 
                                            (reverse flow         condenser pressure                
E                                    Head pressure                refrigerant                        
                         condenser pressure                    evaporator pressure                
   ႔                       (reverse flow)                                                                        
                    
Rotating stall                   
(၁) Impeller stall 
(၂) Vane-diffuser stall       
(၃)  Vane less-diffuser stall    ႔          
                                 centrifugal chiller         stall    ႔      surge              
( ) Flow 
( ) The head temperature 
( )  Compressor geometry 
(ဃ) Position of PRV       
( ) Impeller tip speed    ႕         

၁၅.၇.၄ Impeller and Vane-diffuser stall 
Operating point (flow       head)     surge point                   impeller stalls       vane diffuser 

s                      Flow    ႔      head                                        s                   

၁၅.၇.၅ Vane less-diffuser stall 
                  (surge point)                            vane less-diffuser stall 

                 ႕ centrifugal chiller                                   -                           
                          
         -                                          
( )  Head    ႔                                               stall               
( )                lift    ႔               lift                    stall                
Surge tips  
 Load                 entering condenser water temperature                                        ႔        

compressor                  (power consumption)                                                    

၁၅.၇.၇ Compressor Surge and Stall 
   (၁၅-၃၀)     compressor        ၏ curve                   Fan curve       ႔                 

(left)    compressor ၏ unstable                    Operation point                 (left)     
               refrigerant                               cooling effect                           
         Shaft                                         (work)        (heat)                         
compressor                          
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    ၁၅-၃၀ Compressor performance map 

Compressor            ႔          refrigerant                 ႔                               ၌ 
surge                       ႔           ႔                                                              
                 ႕   ႔                               ႔             stall                                  
                   compressor shaft ၏ thrust bearing             ႔                
             (reverses loads)                         

 
    ၁၅-၃၁ Compressor movable diffuser geometry 

 Load                          lift               surge                                        
condenser water supply temperature                       chilled water supply temperature            
               ႔        temperature lift                                     

Centrifugal chiller                part load             surge                  (၁၅-၃၁)     
impeller    refrigerant gas                                   Full capacity      impeller       volute 
                 (gap)                     Chiller capacity                   refrigerant         (flow 
rate)                     Refrigerant     impeller                 tip speed                     
   ႔     refrigerant                  discharge                                                    
                             moveable discharge geometry                        Moveable diffuser     
          refrigerant         (flow rate)                 discharge                                      
                             

၁၅.၈ Capacity Control of Centrifugal Chillers 
Centrifugal compressor      ၏ capacity                        control               Inlet Guide 

Vane(IGV)    ႔      prerotation vanes (PRV)                                Impeller           
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         adjustable vane                                      refrigerant                   
                                                

             impeller ၏                                       Impeller ၏               
                     inlet guide vane        ႔                                   Low-pressure side 
(evaporator)    refrigerant         high-pressure side (condenser)      ႔                               
pressure differential (lift)                  Lift     impeller ၏ speed                   Lift 
                   evaporator                condenser                                      Lift            
                  impeller                                 Impeller                                 
                                     capacity                         inlet guide vanes                  
                impeller                           ႔                  inlet guide vanes                  
         Variable                              centrifugal compressor         water temperature reset 
                  energy efficient              part-load performance                

VSD       inlet guide vane         control          centrifugal compressor          refrigerant 
        (flow rate)                              Refrigerant         (flow rate                 inlet vane         
                                         (speed)                     centrifugal compressor          
                        

Danfoss                 Turborcor compressor      magnetic bearing                    
variable                                                                                          
                                                 (magnetic field)                                
Bearing                              (frictionless         compressor ၏ efficiency                   
                              (maintenance)                                heat transfer efficiency 
               

            Hot Gas ByP                                       compressor           ႔    
compressor               hot gas         suction       ႔        ႔                                           
Hot Gas By                                part-load                             (energy saving) 
                            turndown                                                                       
                                  ႔                   

Head control                                         suction damper    ႔      suction valve  
         Suction valve     artificial head               Artificial head           head             
               suction valve                       Head                                 Refrigeration 
                 suction valve control                     

Centrifugal compressor          refrigerant              (volume flow)    modulating 
               c                                  

Centrifugal compressor     ၏ refrigerant gas flow     adjustable inlet guide vanes   preswirl 
   ႔      prerotation vanes                                 actuator            inlet guide vane                 
                          Vane         axial shaft                                    Vane           
                             gas      impeller          ႔                            
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Axial shaft               vane                   Vane                          impeller 
         ႔                gas     ၏                                     Inlet vane            
                 (fully open)     gas         impeller          ႔ (၉၀)                                  
Inlet vane               impeller          ႔                                          impeller 
               ႔                ႔             “        ”                     Inlet vane 
                          (flow rate)               Centrifugal compressor      refrigerant flow 
          inlet vane              ႔      “          ”                  refrigerant flow               

Centrifugal compressor          operation            (stable)                              
(minimum volumetric rate flow)                Compressor                              envelope 
                           volumetric flow rate 40%    60%                    Surge              
               hot gas bypass                   Capacity control                 speed control 
                          Variable frequency drive                            (motor speed)            
            control capacity               Variable frequency drive     speed control                     
efficiency                       

 

Difference Between Centrifugal Compressors and Centrifugal Fans 
Part-load operation      centrifugal compressor     ၏ capacity     control                 

                               
(၁) Inlet guide vane                           
(၂) Compressor          (speed)                    variable speed drive                        

(၃)  Inlet guide vane       variable speed control                                             

(၄)                       (gas-turbine-driven)                  centrifugal chiller                   ႔ 
(steam)         ႔               (speed)                          

Hot-gas bypass                            (energy saving)                                 
            comfort cooling system                                                            

Centrifugal compressor       centrifugal fan    ႔    centrifugal turbomachinery                
Part-load operation      inlet vane           variable-speed drive        ႔                               
          Centrifugal chiller          refrigerant effect         evaporating pressure    condensing 
pressure                                 lift                           Refrigerant flow ၏ 
friction       dynamic lo                                     (pressure drop)    system head ၏ 
                                  Part-load operation      refrigerant volume flow                  
     system head                                   Part-load operation      system head     
                             condensing pressure       evaporating pressure                      
Condensing pressure     entering condenser water temperature                    Water-cooled 
condenser                       entering condenser water temperature                  (outdoor wet-
bulb temperature)                     

 Compressor speed     refrigerant                                      Refrigerant             
capacity                                 ႔     pressure (lift)    compressor ၏                        
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၁၅.၈.၁ Required System Head at Part-Load Operation 
Part-load operation      refrigerant volume flow                    condensing       

evaporating surface area                                     ႔        condensing temperature 
               evaporating temperature                                  cooling load           
                              (outdoor wet-bulb temperature)                                (၁၅-
၃၂)        

၁၅.၈.၂ Capacity Control Using Inlet Vanes 
Inlet vane         impeller   (inlet)                   pivoted movable vanes      

              (၁၅-၁၈)     inlet guide vane       ၏                     Three-stage centrigugal chiller 
     impeller                 chiller performance                inlet vane                  Impeller       
      inlet vane                     Vane                                          vane            
                             

Inlet guide vane                        vapor refrigerant     ၏ volume flow                   
Fluid ၏ absolute velocity    tangential component                   (p                         

 
Load ratio                    compression efficiency                        Load ratio 

                       compression efficiency                Head lift       vapor refrigerant          
                     shaft power                    

Single-stage centrifugal compressor          inlet vane              capacity control          
                                       

(၁) Entering condenser water temperature                                           load ratio     
0.12    ႔                   operating curve     surge line                    

(၂) Load ratio 0.1              condenser water temperature 2.5°F                     Load ratio 
0.5      compression efficiency     50 percent                   

၁၅.၈.၃ Inlet Guide Vane (Pre-Rotation Vane) 
Inlet Guide Vane(IGV)    Pre-Rotation Vane (PRV)                          Constant speed 

motor                             Partial load operation                    (saving energy)           
Inlet guide vane     impeller ၏   (suction inlet)                   Inlet guide vane     control 
panel                                 (automatic control          

Inlet Guide Vane(IGV)၏                                         
(၁) Inlet Guide Vane(IGV)၏                        ႔                                   refrigerant gas      

                               impeller wheel                           

(၂) Partial load operation      inlet guide vane                                Impeller          ႔ 
               suction gas ၏                                  refrigerant gas ၏        

                (opening angle               compression efficiency          
           (inlet)၌        refrigerant vapor                                     radial entry    
     (deviate)                          
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(velocity) specific volume            (pressure)                

(၃)  Centrifugal impeller ၏                          centrifugal chiller ၏ capacity       performance 
               

(၄) Inlet guide vane ၏       (angle)                       cooling load                   operating 
condition                                 

          inlet guide vane         compressor     surge            capacity     10%     
                    Centrifugal compressor ၏ turn down ratio     compressor ၏ performance curve   
“                    ”                      Mach number                     

Inlet guide vane     variable speed control            hot gas bypass         ႔           
                   

၁၅.၈.၄Capacity Control by Variable Speed 
Centrifugal chiller          variable speed drive                  centrifugal compressor ၏ 

rotating speed               Rotating speed                lower head       volume flow       
performance curve                    
(၁) Load ratio     0.5    ႔          variable speed control          centrifugal compressor ၏ 

compression efficiency     75 percent                  

(၂) Entering condenser water temperature     design                                load ratio 
    0.27    ႔                   operating curve     surge line                   

 
Compressor speed                         curve         map         ႔                   

Centrifugal compressor     surge line ၏               partial load point                          
Speed control           compressor curve        ႕     (shifting                     new head       
volume                                                  

Compressor ၏ speed                                  head                  head                       
   ႔                        flow     surge point                  surge               Surge line 
                                   (surge point)                                                         

Variable speed control                      driver                   steam turbine   gas turbine   
inverter motor       gas engine    ႔          

၁၅.၈.၅ Comparison Between Inlet Vanes and Variable Speed 
Inlet vane modulation                                        (initial cost)               

          Load ratio           throttling device       ႔                   

Centrifugal compressor                              (speed)            compressor 
curve                            (speed)   ႔                     compressor curve           
                     (speed)                         compressor curve                    compressor     
             

   ႔                               (speed)            compressor curve              
surge point                           (speed)                         compressor curve                    
surge point                  surge point                                                    
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 Dynamic losses       friction losses           
                variable-speed compressor       
                                          efficiency 
        Single-stage centrifugal compressor 
         inlet vane                               
surge region     variable-speed compressor 
                                single-stage 
centrifugal compressor          inlet vane     
      capacity control           variable-speed 
    surge                       Load ratio 0.3 
             surge               Two  stage 
   ႔      three stage centrifugal compressor 
         surge                          

Variable-speed drive compressor     ၏ 
                     constant-speed compressor 
    10%   15 %                (၁၅-၃၃)     inlet 
vanes and variable-speed compressor       
constant speed centrifugal compressor    ႔    
                        

    ၁၅-၃၃ Comparison between constant-speed and variable-speed centrifugal chiller.  

၁၅.၉ Oil System 

 
    ၁၅-၃၄ Centrifugal compressor        ၏ oil lubrication system                   diagram       

               
Centrifugal compressor                                    screw compressor      

                                      (၁၅-၃၄)     centrifugal compressor        ၏ oil lubrication 
system                   diagram                                 water cooled   refrigerant cooled   air 
cooled                                                                (industrial)                          three-
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way valve               dual oil cooler                   Main oil pump     shaf               
          compressor full speed    ႔                                         auxiliary oil            
            

၁၅.၁၀ Functional Controls and Optimizing Controls 
Chiller control      safety control   diagnostic       optimizing control    ႔            

Functional control                              
(၁) Chilled water leaving temperature     control            

(၂) Air purge                                             control           

(၃)  Oil pressure   low-temperature freezing protection at the evaporator   high condensing 
temperature control  motor overheating       time delaying       safety                    
                   control           

(၄) Condenser water flow   chilled water flow   electric current       refrigerant chilled water 
temperatures and pressures        ႔၏ status                                       control 
                   

၁၅.၁၁.၁ Chilled Water Leaving Temperature Control 
Centrifugal chiller          chilled water leaving temperature control                        

Continuous modulation control              Evaporator ၏       chilled water           temperature 
sensor               Controller     inlet guide vane                                 compressor 
motor ၏                                                control              

 
Chilled water leaving temperature setpoint                                           

                                 “reset”                     Outdoor temperature                  
               load ratio                             chilled water leaving temperature     
                               (reset                   Chilled water return temperature    load ratio 
                    Chilled water return temperature            load ratio                 

Temperature reset                                    outdoor temperature     80°F(26.7°C) 
                         reset                    80°F(26.7°C)                          
temperature reset           1°F(0.56°C)              chilled water supply temperature     0.3°F 
(0.17°C)                  Outdoor temperature 50°F                            temperature 
reset               

၁၅.၁၁.၂ Condenser Water Temperature Control 
Centrifugal chiller       cooling tower                                           (power 

consumption)          condenser waterentering temperature                                       

Centrifugal chiller ၏ capacity           refrigerant volumetric flow                     
   ႔        inlet guide vane                    ႔                           ႇ           Capacity 
          inlet guide vane                   ႔                                                         
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           Condenser water temperature                                    Outdoor wet-bulb 
temperature                                     [BAS] 

၁၅.၁၂ Sequence of Operation of a Typical Centrifugal Chiller 
                                                                          chiller         
                                                                            chiller                     
(၂၄)                                  chiller              chilled water                           

              centrifugal chiller                                          (sequence of 
operations)                         

(၁) Chiller       ၌ chilled water                                chilled water flow sensor 
              Chilled water pump                         chilled water flow sensor   
                     (activated)    chiller                   

(၂) Chiller       ၌ condenser water                                condenser water flow 
sensor               Condenser water pump                         condenser water 
flow sensor                        (activated)    chiller                 Condenser water 
pump       cooling tower fan     interlock              

(၃)  Chiller                    control panel    oil pump            signal             Oil 
pressure                pressure sensor               Oil pressure              chiller 
            

(၄) Short-cycling protection timer                                                      

(၅) Inlet guide vane                                ႔(command                               chiller 
                 

(၆)  Oil pressure                                              ႔ (၂၀)   ႔      compressor motor 
starter                  ႔(command)          

(၇)                                       “          ”                                       
                                 compressor           ႔(shuts down)         ႔(command) 
                      reset                                                          

(၈) “          ”                current limit   condenser high-pressure limit       evaporator low-
temperature cutout         ႔၏                                                         
                                                       inlet vane                 
             Surge              head relief relay                                 (၁၅)      
             surge             compressor           ႔(shuts down)         ႔(command  
        

(၉)         chiller           ႔    signal                           “                      ”         
                     Inlet guide vane                        ႔      variable-speed drive 
                                    Oil pump           (၁၀)        ႔                      
Compressor           ႔(shuts down)                    (၁၀)                  oil pump 
      ႔                
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၁၅.၁၃ System Balance at Full Load 
               (design condition)     evaporator ၏              compressor     

             compressor                                       liquid refrigerant         evaporator 
      ၌     ႔   (vaporized)          Suction vapor ၏           (density)                     
evaporating pressure                           mass flow rate                    Compressor   
          mass flow rate     evaporator        ၌ refrigerant     ႔   (vaporized)    mass flow rate 
                

                    compressor capacity     evaporator                     evaporator 
         evaporized refrigerant         liquid refrigerant vaporized                        Evaporating 
pressure       temperature                         centrifugal compressor ၏ suction vapor flow rate 
    evaporator           vaporized refrigerant ၏ mass flow rate                                     

               (design condition)     condenser ၏              compressor     
             condenser       ၌ compressor                                      hot gas           
        ႔                        Condensing pressure       temperature                                
                   condenser water entering temperature                              Log-mean 
temperature                    condensing capacity                     Mass flow rate of hot gas 
condensed in the condenser       centrifugal compressordischarge                                  
   ႔                   

                    compressorcapacity    condenser                     condenser 
         ႔ condensed                                   hot gas     ၀                   Condensing 
pressure       temperature                        ႔        log-mean temperature                
condenser capacity                       ႔   head lift                         Centrifugal compressor 
              hot gas     ၏ volume flow rate                         

၁၅.၁၃.၁ Evaporating and Condensing Temperatures at Part-Load Operation 
                                        evaporator ၏ heat-transfer surface area       

evaporating temperature                     Condenser ၏ heat-transfer surface area        
condensing temperature                                    condenser ၏ heat-transfer surface area 
       temperature lift                    [Box] 
 
Evaporator 

Evaporator     building    heat                     heat exchanger               
Evaporator       ၌ refrigerant     building    heat                                                 
                                 ႔         ႔                  Flooded type evaporator      falling 
film type evaporator                      Flooded type evaporator                                    
Flooded type evaporator     tube           ၌ chilled water             shell         refrigerant      
           

 
Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram (Chapter 2 or 3 to send) 
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Pressure-Enthalpy (P-H) diagram     refrigeration cycle                        
                   Refrigeration process                                                          
                  

Three Stage Centrifugal Chiller 

 
 

    ၁၅-၁၈( ) Three stage compressor     ၁၅-၁၈( ) Three stage refrigerant flow 

  
    ၁၅-၂၃ Impeller     ၁၅- ၂၄ Impeller 

 
YKEP Refrigerant Flow-Thru Cross-Section Diagram (Flooded Evaporator) 

Legend  
High pressure vapor A 
High pressure liquid refrigerant B 
Low pressure vapor  C 
Low pressure liquid refrigerant D 
Intermediate pressure vapor  E 
Intermediate pressure liquid refrigerant F 

 
    ၁၅- 19XRV Dynaglide Transmission Assembly 
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    ၁၅-၃၅ Refrigerant Flow-Thru Cross-Section Diagram (Flooded Evaporator) 

  
    ၁၅-၃၆ 
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၁၅.၁၄Typical 19XR Components 

 

 
 
 

 
    ၁၅-၃၇ 
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    ၁၅-၃၈ Hermetic Centrifugal Liquid Chillers (Model 19XR,XRV) Refrigerant Motor Cooling and Oil 
Cooling Cycles 
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    ၁၅-၃၉ Hermetic Centrifugal Liquid Chillers (Model 19XR,XRV)  Lubrication System 
 

 
    ၁၅-၄၀ Hermetic Centrifugal Liquid Chillers (Model 19XR,XRV)                    

 
    ၁၅-၄၁ 19XR controls       sensor                       
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    ၁၅-၄၂ Figure 4.29 Centrifugal compressor with variable high-speed DC drive and magnetic 
bearings 
(Danfoss) 

 

    ၁၅-၄၃ hermetic centrifugal single-stage chiller        ၏ refrigeration cycle  
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      (၁၅-၄၄)    Magnetic bearing     
                                     (oil-
free) compression              lubrication 
system           York                      
                                             
Magne                                         
                                         
                                               
                       

    ၁၅-၄၄ YMC2 model chiller 
Subcooling for Centrifugal Chillers 
R22 and R134a    ႔ ၏sub-cooling                                    

 
Sub-cooling           condenser       ၌ refrigerant             saturation temperature     

                               Refrigerant saturation temperature                                 
refrigerant                           

Condenser saturation temperature           entering condenser water temperature               
                 maximum sub-cooling available                        

Maximum sub-cooling available = condenser saturation 
temperature 

- entering condenser water 
temperature 

Subcooling                            S                             (value)        
                                    Centrifugal chiller     ၌ subcooling                   
(degrees of subcooling)    2°F     8°F                     Subcooling                  (degrees of 
subcooling)    condenser water flow rate  flow direction  chiller load       pass arrangement    ႔ 
                    Subcooling                  (degrees of subcooling)                 
                                             Operating condition                     subcooling  
                (degrees of subcooling                        

  
    ၁၅-၄၅ Compressor map_GS 

Condenser water flow rate                            (temperature difference) 
                  ႔        condenser water flow rate           -                  
               Condenser water flow rate           -                                 
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    ၁၅-၄၆ 
 

  
   (၁၅-၄၇) 
Journal Bearings in Centrifugal Compressors 

   (၁၅-၄၈) 
Centrifugal compressors shaft seal 

 

 

   (၁၅-၄၉) 
Thrust Bearings in Centrifugal Compressors 
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   (၁၅-၅၀) 
Figure 23–62 Oil-free centrifugal compressor with variable-frequency drive (VFD), onboard 
digital electronic controls, and magnetically levitated bearings. Courtesy Danfoss Torbocor 
Compressors, Inc. 

 
MAGNETIC BEARINGS LEVITATE THE ROTOR SHAFT 

   (၁၅-၅၁)Figure 23–63 (A) Rotor shaft, centrifugal impellers, and magnetically levitated bearings.     
(B) Rotor shaft shown cushioned on magetically levitated bearings. (A) and (B) Courtesy Danfoss 
Torbocor Compressors, Inc. 

၁၅.၁၅ Turbo Compressors 
Refrigeration             turbo compressor         centrifugal compressor           

              efficiency                tip speed                ႇ                          
discharge pressure                      impeller                 compression pre       
                              Air conditioning and water chilling system                         

 
   (၁၅-၅၂)Figure 23–62 Oil-free centrifugal compressor with variablefrequency drive (VFD), 
onboard digital electronic controls, and magnetically levitated bearings. Courtesy Danfoss 
Torbocor Compressors, Inc. 
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    ၁၅-၅၃ Centrifugal chiller     ၁၅-၅၄ Centrifugal compound chiller 
 

 
    ၁၅-၅၅ Carrier 19XR Centrifugal Hermetic Compressor 

 
    ၁၅-၅၆ YK centrifugal chiller 
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    ၁၅-၅၇ YK centrifugal chiller compressor 

 
    ၁၅-၅၈ YK centrifugal chiller compressor 
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    ၁၅-၅၉ YK centrifugal chiller compressor 

 
 

 
    ၁၅-၆၀ YK centrifugal chiller compressor 
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    ၇- Semi-Hermetic Motor     ၇- Inlet guide vane 
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GEARS 
 

IMPELLER 
 

 
surge is the high discharge pressure, which is a fault condition. Because of nature of compression 
process, the flow through the compressor can become unstable if the compressor is required to 
produce a pressure rise in excess of its design limit. Typically the faults are: 
(၁) Excessive fouling of the condenser, 
(၂) A partial failure of the condenser coolant flow, 
(၃)  Or accumulation of a non condensable gas in the condenser 
 
To prevent surge from occurring, internal hot gas bypass may be used to allow capacity to be reduced 
while maintaining sufficient gas flow through the compressor. Alternatively, a variable frequency drive 
option could be considered to vary compressor speed in relation to control capacity. Generally, speed 
control improves efficiency over inlet vane control down to about 55% of rated capacity; while inlet 
vane control is more efficient below 55% of rated capacity. 
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Chapter-16 Scroll Compressors and Chillers 

ACMV       HVAC      scroll ၊ single blade (fixed vane) ၊ rotating vane       screw (helical-rotary) 
      rotary compressor                                                 single blade       rotating 
vane compressor                        Efficiency               ၊     -                                   
operating characteristics               ႔                            chiller (400 tons capacity    ) 
         reciprocating compressor          scroll compressor                          
                 

   
    ၁၆-၁Scroll compressor     ၁၆-                       scroll compressor            

၁၆.၁ Rotary Compressors 
Rotary compressor                  configuration                  ႔               

 (၁) Rolling piston (၃)  Screw       
 ( ) Rotating vane (၄) Scroll    ႔           

Rotary motion    ႔                                                                       rotary 
compressor                   Rotor                                                          
(cylinder)      rotor                   (suction port)            gas                     Rotor 
                gas                                                      (discharge port)    

 



                                               ႔ 
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                        gas                  Rotary compressor         domestic refrigeration          
                     

  
    ၁၆-၃ Fixed scroll        orbitingscroll     ၁၆-၄Scrollmechanism 

 
    ၁၆-၅Scroll compressor       refrigeration circuit 

၁၆.  Scroll Compressor 
Scroll mechanism                                                        ၁၉၀၅            

                                                                                                             
                                                        Scroll compressor         reciprocating 
compressor          ႔    refrigerant vapor         pocket                                      
                                                             

Scroll compressor       screw compressor                                   Scroll       screw 
     built in volume ratio              Isentropic Efficiency(IE) curve                             
Clearance volume                re-expansion loss                                compression 
pocket         sealing                     Screwc      rotor       casing               seal          scroll 
                                              scroll                                           
             seal                                                          velocity                     
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                      velocity                    scroll compressor           contacting seal     
                            

   ႔               (suction port)                                         ႔                
                      (direct path)                                                              Heat 
transfer loss                  (၁၆-၇)                                   compressor           
               Volumetric Efficiency (VE) characteristic               

  
    ၁၆-၆ Typical IE characteristics for various 

compressor types 
    ၁၆-၇ Typical VE characteristics for various 

compressor types 
                   displacementvolume                         scroll compressor         

screw compressor                         ၊                                                          
                                                    

   (၁၆-၁၀)     scroll compressor ၏ gas compression process                   Scroll 
Compressor                 hermetic            (type)                        Air-conditioning 
                  reciprocating            hermetic compressor                                   
           ႔                   scroll compressor                                                 

 
 

    ၁၆-၈Scroll compressor 
Scroll compressor         positive displacement machine                             

                                              refrigerant gas                           scroll compressor 
          Scroll                                                                       
              scroll     “orbiting”                     scroll     “fixed scroll”                     
scroll ၏                                       (offset circular path)              

   offset circular path                              scroll                 compression pocket 
                                 suction gas         pocket                        
                  pocket                ႔                                                 
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discharge port    ႔                                         Compression process                
                                     

Scroll ၏               (outer portion)     suction process                      (inner portion) 
     discharge process                                ႔                                       
             scroll compressor                                ႔          

                                                suction valve            discharge valve 
                             Compressor           ႔(switched off)                     ႔  
                    (running backwards)               check valve     discharge port ၏             
                              

  
A: Cutaway diagram of a scroll compressor B: Scrollmechanism             

    ၁၆-၉Basic compression representation of a scroll compressor        ၏ compression            

 
    ၁၆-၁၀ Scroll gas compression process (Emerson Climate Technologies) 

Scroll compressor ၏ volumetric curve                        (                      cooling 
capacity                                                                                         
                                    (reliability)                

Scroll compressor     l                            ၊                        (unloaded starting) 
                          ၊                 fault                                                         
Compression process          ႔                                          ႔     bearing       thrust 
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surface                                                                  drive bearing    
                                 (shaft)                                                         
                ႔                   ႔          

 

 

 
    ၁၆-၁၁ Scroll gas compressor and scrollmechanism  

Variable Speed Drive(VSD)           scroll compressor     c                                 
                                             scroll                                                    
Scroll                                                        capacity                              
                                                                                                 
                 (high-pressure side)   gas                                                           
             Cooling capacity               scroll                         ႔                              

                                               axial movement                                      
(fixed)scroll                                  Controller                                            
      hydraulic piston     control          Control cycle          ၏                 ႔( ၀)   ႔         
Loaded period     cooling load                                     Cycle time           
                                            ႔                                                 

Refrigeration             ႔                          (low-temperature)                              
screw compressor                     discharge port                              pressure ratio 
                 ႔        lower temperature application                        

Reciprocating compressor                           discharge valve                         
                 (under compression)                            Capacity                    efficiency 
                    economizer                        

Reciprocating compressor          scroll                       (commercial application)         
                                                                             scroll compressor         
                                                                            Scroll              (dual 
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scroll) compressor                        Scroll                     idling                            
capacity         ႔                    

၁၆.၃ Scroll Compressor            

 
    ၁၆-၁  A  N              “  x  ”              orbitins scroll 

   (၁၆-၁ )                      scroll compressor      stationary (fixed)            orbiting 
scroll                Scroll                                   (mated face-to-face)     Refrigerant vapor 
                  (leakage)                    scroll       ၏                   (fine layer of oil       
                seal                     

                          scroll     stationary scroll   ႔      fixed                
refrigerant gas                        (discharge port)                      Discharge port     
                                                    scroll     electric motor ၏           
                      orbiting scroll    ႔      driven scroll                 ၏                      
eccentric motion    ႔      orbiting motion                                        (rotating) 
         Crankcase heater       suction-line accumulator                             

 
 

    ၁၆-၁၃ Scrollmechanism             

 
 

    ၁၆-၁၄ Orbiting scroll       stationary scroll    ႔ interaction                     c                      
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၁၆.၄              
Compression cycle                                 (crankshaft)              ႔           

            
(၁) Scrolls orbit ၏                                 gas                      

( ) Orbiting motion                                     (open passage)             (sealed off)၊ 
gas         scroll ၏            ႔         ႔              

(၃)  Gas                  pocket ၏                                                          
(၄) Pocket ၏        ႔    ႔                di                               stationary scroll     

         gas                   
(၅)       ႔     gas                              (passage) (၆)                                      

                                        ႔             
Intake Phase ၊ Compression Phase       Discharge Phase 

 
    ၁၆-၁၅ Intake phase၊ compression phase      discharge phase  

Scroll compressor     intake phase၊ compression phase      discharge phase       phase                
              Phase                                  (shaft)                            
Intake Phase 

                                                 (shaft)                       
scroll ၏                  (edge)                   ၏ refrigerant vapor      scroll                 
                                                        (edge)                           ႔     
pocket        refrigerant                      

Compression Phase 
                                                    Pocket             ၏           

                                            refrigerant vapor     ၏                      
                                                 ႔              

Discharge Phase 
                    discharge                   Scroll ၏                            

               discharge port                            refrigerant                        
                   pocket ၏                                            refrigerant vapor 
        scroll                                      
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Intake ၊compression       dischargephase    ႔                                               
(passage)                                                         (passage)          compression       
discharge                                                                               

 
    ၁၆-၁၆ Scroll Operation                                                            ႔     
                                                     

 
    ၁၆-၁ Scroll compressor 

၁၆.၅ Two-Step Capacity Control for Scroll Compressors 
                                       scroll compressor      two-step capacity control           

Rated capacity ၏ 67%    ႔      100%                         Scroll compressor           Direct 
Current(DC) solenoid      first compression pocket          bypass port    ႔      vent                  
Direct Current(DC) solenoid           (conditioned space) thermostat    control             Direct 
Current(DC) solenoid     bypass port    ႔      vent              ၊                            control 
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         Bypass port    ႔      vent                  compressed gas      suction pocket      ႔ 
               

         bypass port    ႔      vent                effective displacement     67%    ႔ 
                                (blocked or closed)        effective displacement     100% 
   ႔                 ဤ                                             scroll compressor ၏ unloading       
loading                                        

                                                    high-ef                        Two-step 
scroll compressor         -                    ၊    -                               
                                                                                                     
                  

၁၆.၆ Scroll Compressor ၏               Advantages 
Scroll compressor                              Compressor          ႔ liquid refrigerant ၊ 

      (oil) ၊                 (small solid particles)        ႔                   scroll         
      ႔                                (“      ”                                                   
              

Liquid refrigerant                           scroll                                
               gas      suction       ႔                           ႔                liquid refrigerant      
                                                  liquid refrigerant                           

Pocket    gas                                                                seal             “Flank 
       ”                                      efficiency                   ၊      (up-and-down) 
sealing    “ x   ”                    Scroll compressor                   axial seal                
            Scroll-tip seal     reciprocating compressor                    piston ring ၏                  
                 Tip seal              (mating) scroll               gas                     
               

Scroll compressor          reed valve                               valve losses             
Discharge gas      re-expansion                    high capacity       high-compression-ratio 
           Scroll compressor          suction port       discharge port    ႔၏               
        compressor                                                          suction gas       discharge gas 
                                                              suction gas ၏          (density  
           mass flow rate                     Scroll compressor                 (gas-pulsation noises) 
              (vibration)                        

Scroll compressor                                         (high-pressure side)   gas      
                 (low-pressure side)   ႔                      discharge chamber      check valve 
          Compressor                                           (pressure difference         check 
valve                     

Scroll compressor                                  stationary scroll       orbiting scroll 
         ႔                  reciprocating compressor                                                  
(၁၅)     ႔             



                                               ႔ 
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Scroll compressor      reciprocating compressor                        energy efficiency 
           ၊             (reliability)                                (quieter operation)   ႔          
                                                         

(၁) Reciprocating compressor                      gasre-expansion                                   
volumetric losse              

( ) Scroll compressor          reed valve                               valve loss             
Reciprocating compressor          reed valve                              valve loss 
             

(၃)  Suction gas       discharge gas                             heat-transfer loss           
(၄)         (mating) scroll                        centrifugal force     leak-free contact       

continuous compression                    
(၅) Radial movement         high-stress                                        (mating) scroll 

surface                                  (contact force)                ႔        compressor 
             ႔ liquid refrigerant                                     

(၆)  Scroll compressor          reed valve                  valve noise             Gas-pulsation 
         ၊       (noises)                         (vibration)             ႔                  
          

  
    ၁၆-၁၇( ) Air cooled scroll chiller     ၁၆-၁၇( )Water cooled scroll chiller 

 
 

 
    ၁၆-၁၈ Sliding vane compression     ၁၆-၁၉ Rolling piston compression 

၁၆.၇ Sliding and Rotary Vane Compressor 
A                                   eccentric rotor       sliding vane                       

                                 vane compressor          blade (၈)      ႔      (၈)                 
Inlet valve       outlet valve                                           blade         outer shell 
                         Blade                                       (injection of lubricating oil         
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Rotary vane Compressur          clearance volume         Blade     ၏                  
              (stress)                 ႔                                         (discharge 
pressure)                             compound cycle          first stage                             
     Refrigerant compression                           

Compressor         discharge valve          Cooling capacity 15 kW                       
          (domestic appliances) ၊ packaged air-conditioner                                   rotary vane 
compressor                         

Single-vane (rotary)       mult-ivane     vane compressor                      Rotary compressor 
  eccentric rotor              blade                                              Gas         
          (intake port)                             (intake port)                      cavitiy     
            Rotor                      cavitiy                                           

                 (domestic refrigerators ၊ freezers)       air conditioner                    
                                     compression ratios     7:1                     system           
                     (ammonia) system          vane compressor                         (၁၆-၁၈)     
rotary vane compressor      ၏                                 

Rotary vane compressor                                         
(၁)          (simple)           (compact)                                                            

                                                                                      

( ) Compression ratio                              (single-stage compression)                       
Energy efficiency                                                                               

(၃)                     (low-rotation speed                      (high-compression ratio)                    
                                                 (direct axial coupling)           Gear    ႔      
         transmission                                                                  
                 (energy dissipation)          

(၄)                                                        (vibration)                                 
(wear)                                    ႔                F                                

(၅) Cycle temperature                                                                          
                    (leakage)          Cooling                                         

(၆)                      (maintenance)                                                          
                                                 

   

    ၁၆- ၀ Rotary vane compressor with the vanes spring loaded against each other. 
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Chapter-17 Chilled Water System Configurations 

၁၇.၁ Chilled Water Plant Basics 
Chilled water plant                                       (functional parts)      ၾ      

 (၁) Chilled water                  chiller      
 (၂) Air Handling Units(AHU) ၊ Fan Coil Units(FCU) ၊ CRAC units 
 (၃) Chilled water distribution pumps and pipes  
 (၄) Condenser water pumps, pipes, and cooling towers        
 (၅) Controls (operation of the mechanical components together as a system)    ႔           

၁၇.၁.၁ Chilled Water Temperatures 
Comfort cooling system                    chilled water supply temperature     3.3°C (38°F) 

   6.7°C (44°F)                                                   ၾ      chilled water temperature 
                      ၾ       
(၁) Chilled water temperature             ၾ      chilled water         (flow)                      

(၂) Chilled water temperature             ၾ                             (lower supply air temperature)      
                    (air flow rate)                      Air side                                 

(၃)  Chilled water temperature             ၾ      chilled water coil ၌      ႔              
(dehumidification)               

(၄) Chilled water temperature             ၾ      chilled water distribution system ၏ capacity          
            

(၅)           system          chilled water temperature                           ၾ      chiller     ၏ 
efficiency              Chilled water temperature          ၾ      chiller ၏                   (energy 
consumption)             Chilled water flow rate                           ႔                          
(energy                   system          ၏                                       

(၆) Chilled water temperature              system                       ၌ condensation (sweating) 
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                    insulation                                          Chilled water              
34°F(1.1°C)                                            chiller                           
    (sophisticated) evaporator                chiller control         (method)                        

၁၇.၁.၂ Effect of Chilled Water Temperature  
Chiller             leaving chilled water temperature                  refrigerant 

temperature       pressure                                              ႔    leaving chilled water 
                                refrigerant temperature       pressure                        ႔ ၾ      
leaving chilled water                            compressor work                           Chiller 
            ၏                  (energy consumption)    system          ၏                              
                Leaving chilled water temperature                       ၾ      chiller                         
                  pump                                                    ၾ             chilled water 
temperature                                 (flow rate)                  ၾ                

၁၇.၁.၃ Effect of Chilled Water Flow Rate 
Evaporator     heat exchanger              ၾ      chilled water                               

                               Chilled water         (flow rate)        ၾ             (water velocity) 
                              (erosion)၊         (vibration) ၊          (noise)        ႔                            
(flow rate)                  heat transfer efficiency              ၾ      chiller performance         
        (flow rate)        ၾ                                         ႔ ၾ                              
                             (minimum flow)                                         

၁၇.၁.၄ Condenser Water Temperature 
                            chiller                enteri                               

                                                Design temperature                                       
(lowest allowable temperature)                                                            chiller 
                              condenser water temperature       ၌                    

၁၇.၁.၅ Effect of Condenser Water Temperature 
Chiller             entering                                           refrigerant temperature 

      pressure    ႔                    Entering condenser water temperature            refrigerant 
        (temperature)            (pressure)          ၾ      compressor ၏                  (power 
consumption)               Entering                                            ၾ                        
(power consumption)                    Chiller                 system          ၏                   
(energy consumption)                            Entering                             
                ၾ      chiller  efficiency               

၁၇.၁.၇ Effect of Condenser Water Flow Rate 
Condenser     heat exchanger              ၾ                (water flow rate)          

                  (flow)            ၾ             (water velocity)                                (erosion)၊ 
        (vibration) ၊          (noise)        ႔                          (flow rate)               ၾ      
heat transfer efficiency              Chiller performance               Chiller                      
       (startup conditions)        condenser water flow                       ႔            
(specific range of limits)                                  
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           ၾ        water velocity               condenser tube            ၌        
         (water hardness)               F                             (water hardness)          
      tube           ၌                        velocity     3.51 ft/s (1.07 m/s)                    

၁၇.၁.၈ Chilled Water and Condenser Water Flow Rates 
Chilled water       condenser water         (flow rate)                       ၾ      chilled water 

system        (installation)                  (operation)                               

AHRI 550/590                     flow rate                             
• 2.4 gpm/ton [0.043 liter per second/kW] for evaporator water flow rate 
• 3.0 gpm/ton [0.054 lps/kW] for condenser water flow rate 

       flow rate                            (temperature difference) 10°F(5.5°C)            
        Compressor efficiency            condenser                    (temperature difference) 
    9.1°F(5.1°C)     10°F(5.6°C)                 

၁၇.၂ Single Chiller System 
Chiller configuration             single chiller system                                       

                                    Chiller plant               chiller                      
       ၾ                                              

 
 

    ၁၇-၁ Chiller        ၏ condenser water loop       chilled water loop 

( ) Chiller                      ၾ      chiller ၏                                    chilled water 
system                                 ႔ ၾ      system                        (break down) 
                     ႔ single chiller system          computer center     ၊ data center     ၊           ၊ 
                                                   ႔              (break down)                       
        (application)           multiple chillers system                      Multiple chillers 
system                     ႔                             standby chiller                       
Standby chiller         “           h     ”                Standby chiller                  
             chiller                                   (break down)           ႔                
                                                ၾ          chiller          ၾ       

( ) Chiller                      ၾ      load                   chiller                             
          Centrifugal compressor         full load capacity ၏ 30%                   
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    - chiller plant           500RT chiller (၄)                    install capacity     2,000RT 

(500RT x 4)           Peak load            500RT chiller (၃)                        running capacity     
1,500RT (500RT x 3)             ႔ ၾ      capacity to load ratio      0.75(1,500RT/2,000RT)          

၁၇.၂.၁ Single Chiller System Advantages and Disadvantages 

Table 17-1 advantages and disadvantages of single chiller system 
             (Advantages)                 (Disadvantages) 

– Lower first cost – Inefficient at low load conditions 
– Simple system for installation and control – Lack of back-up and redundancy 

၁၇.၃ Multiple Chiller System 

 
    ၁၇-၂ Chiller configuration                         

                      chiller                    ၾ      system reliability                  ႔     
           chiller                        ၾ      efficiency                                            Chiller 
water cooled plant           chillers ၊ cooling towers ၊ chilled water pumps ၊ condenser water pumps ၊ 
piping ၊ accessories controls        ႔     chiller                                        

Multiple chiller system configuration                     series configuration       parallel 
configuration                       Parallel configuration                    ႔            Chilled water 
plant     ၏ 95%     parallel configuration          ၾ       

Chiller             ၊ chiller               ၊ consultant                       (contractor)     
         chiller                     AHRI Standard 550/590-2011             ၾ      Reference 
    ၾ      AHRI                                                                     AHRI 550/590-
2011     “performance rating of water chilling packages using the vapor compression cycle” 
         AHRI 550/590-2011            (comply)     chiller                                 ၊  
            chiller                                

Chilled water plant                         chiller        ၏            capacity     
“installed capacity”           Peak load                          chiller                capacity 
    “running capacity”            Running capacity          “                  ”                
“capacity to load ratio”          
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Chiller ၏ parameter                                       (standard)                 
    ၾ      chiller               ၏ efficiency (k            ၊                             Integrated Part 
Load Value (IPLV)       Non-standard Part Load Value (NPLV)    ႔                         

 
Chiller                maximum capacity    ႔                                                

(             )                Part load                 (            )                ႔ ၾ      
chiller manufacturer               part load operating performance                                     
Intergrated Part Load Value (IPLV)       Non-standard Part Load Value (NPLV)     (၂)              

၁၇.၄ Parallel Chillers System 
Table 17-2 advantages and disadvantages of parallel chillers system 

             (Advantages)                 (Disadvantages) 
– More efficient at low load conditions – Increased first cost 

– Provides back-up and/or redundancy – More difficult to control effectively, especially with different 
size chillers (should have computerized system) 

 – More equipment to maintain 

 
 h                                                                                  
 (၁) Primary only system 
 (၂) Primary - Secondary system       
 (၃)                             ႔             

၁၇.၅ P       O    S       
P        h                                                      “primary only system”    

           P                                                      
 
 h                              h                                          ၾ       h      

                                                               h                     “ h            
    ”                            h                                 ႔                  ႔         
S          h                                   h                      h                        
         ႔                  ႔                          secondary chill                          
        

AHRI 550/590-2011     performance         (standard)                               
Chiller                       (construction)                      (installation)                 ႔      
 S   E          15  “S               M  h                    ”                           

R22    ႔      R134a                 chiller     ၏ condenser       evaporator    ႔    15 
psig                      (pressure)                     ၾ      pressure vessel       
                     Pressure vessel         ASME(American Society of Mechanical Engineering) 
၏ boiler and pressure vessel code            (comply)               Chiller                
Underwriter Laboratory (UL) standard 465            (comply)               
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    ၁၇-၄           ၁၇-၅                       chiller                
                                                      ၁၇-၆      
         h                                 h                            
      ႔                                         h                 
             h                   ၁         ႔       ၂           
                     

    ၁၇-၆               h                                      ch      
                        Dedicated pump                 ႔ 
                        h                       chiller               
                        

    ၁၇-၃ Primary  only circuit  

  
    ၁၇-၄ Common header system     ၁၇-၅ One to one    ႔      dedicated system 

 
    ၁၇-၆ Primary only system with common header 

၁၇.၅.၁ Primary Only System with Common Header  
      ၁၇-၆)     primary  only system                   Primary                                
 h                                                      h                              seconadry chilled 
water                                             h                                                   ၁၇-
၆)                      production loop(primary ch                               c      h            
   ႔                                       h                         ႔          h                 
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 h                                                ၾ                       chiller                   

           h                             ႔                               ၾ       ႔   ၾ                
         ႔                                                                                     
                        h                                               h         h                 
                                      ႔      constant f                                          
(a                     h                                     ၊  h            ၌                      
 h                                                    ႔                                     ၾ      
 h                                      h            ၌                                       

 
    ၁၇-၇( ) Schematic of the constant-flow rate primary system. 

Primary chilled water pump          h                                 ႔            
        ႔                     h                 h                                              
S          h                                   h                      h                          
         ႔                  ႔                                     h                           
                   

P                         h                                      h               ႔               
            chille                  ၊          (size ၊                                            

              h                                                           h        
 h                                    primary chilled water pump               co     h      
         ႔                               pump                 ၾ                    h            
       h                        h               ႔                            

                 h                       h                    ႔                      
 h               ႔            ၾ       h                                               h         h      
                                            

 h                              ၊                ၊                              
                  ႔                 ၾ                   (amount chilled water flow rate)            
      evaporator               pressure drop)   ႔          ၾ     
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                      complexity)             ႔                                         chiller       
                  ႔                                    ႔        ၾ       h                                
 ၾ      ႔            ႔      h                common h                    ႔                      h      
         ႔           ၾ       h                                              h         h                 
                               ႔                             ႔      const                       
                   

 
    ၁၇-၇( ) Primary only system with one to one configuration with two way valve 

       h                         ႔    ၏                                                    
 h       ၁         ႔       ၂                            h                                                 
                                 ႔                         h                           (chilled water 
flow rate)    ၂      ၅        h                                                              
               ႔                      ၾ                               speed)   ႔                       
        

 
    ၁၇-၈ Primary only system with dedicated pump 
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                                     ႔                                        h             
              chilled water flow rate)                                     h               ၾ      ႔ 
           

 h          ၏                        leaving chilled water temperature setpoint                  
                              h                             h      ၏                 h            
                              h                            h                               
         ၊              s                              instability)                  

၁၇.၅.၂ Primary Only System with Dedicated Pump 
   (၁၇-၈)            ၏                                                      (office 

                                                        200RT AHU                         
         ၏ design load     600 TR (100 tons of refrigeration each floor)           
�             AHU                       AHU        ၏ capacity     1             ၾ      

                        600RT            Chiller                        Chiller        ၏ 
capacity                   ၾ      total installed capacity                    

� 200 tons capacity chiller (၃)        chilled water supply (CHWS) temperature 44°F             
           

� Chiller                 Δ   12°F)               (flow rate) 400 GPM ( 4 Δ  x         h              ) 
                           AHU ၏ cooling coil                 Δ   12°F)               (flow rate) 200 
GPM ( 4 Δ  x 1                                                                           

� Dedicated pump                                                   

၁၇.၅.၃ Primary-Only System ၏                                     
           (disadvantage) (၂)         chiller staging                                      bypass 

control                     ႔          
(၁) Chiller                       plant     ၊ chiller                         plant            base load 

               plant          chiller staging                                                 
           ၾ      bypass                                 

(၂)                   control system                                                                 plant 
         primary-secondary system                                                 Fail-safe 
operation                                    primary-secondary system         
                                         

Table 17-2 advantages and disadvantages of primary-only systems 
                              

Secondary pump                      ၾ      
                      

                                             

P                                               h                                                
                       ႔    ၏                                   

   ႔                                             
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၁၇.၆ Primary - Secondary System  
    ၁၇-၇)      h                      h                                 ႔               

P        h                     “production pump”           Primary chilled water                  
“production circuit/loop”            

S          h                     “distrubution pump”           Secondary chilled water 
                 “distrubution circuit/loop”           

Primary- secondary pumping system           chilled water system     circuit           ႔      
loop                                        circuit           ႔      loop        ၾ                     ၌ 
neutral bridge (de-coupler)                      

(၁) Primary circuit           chilled water                             Primary pump         
constant volume ၊ low head pump          ၾ                                                    
Chiller            primary pump         one to one configuration    ႔      common header      (၂)      
                 

(၂) Secondary circuit           chilled water distribution                  Secondary circuit ၏ 
                    pumps ၊ Fan Coil Units (FCU)၊ Air Handling Units (AHU)       control valves 
      terminal unit          ၾ      Secondary pump         constant speed    ႔      variable 
speed pump          ၾ      Secondary circuit          ၏              (pressure drop) 
                            pump         ၾ       

(၃) De-coupler          primary loop       secondary loop                             common pipe 
                  primary loop       secondary loop     hydraulic                       Primary-
secondary pumping ၏         ၊                 ႔         (primary       secondary)     
                                                                                              
                                

၁၇.၆.၁ Dedicated Pump and Manifold Pump (Common Header) 
    ၁၇-၁              -                                                  Primary-secondary 

                          h                                            seconadry chilled water circuit 
(distribution loop) c                               h                                  

Primary chilled wa                 dedicated pump                   ၊               
        h                       ၂                        

    ၁၇-၉-       primary chilled water              production loop (primary chilled water 
circuit/                                                   Dedicated pump            h      
                       ႔                ႔                              M                    h       
                          h                                                          h                
                           

   ႔     secondary chilled water pump     dedicated pump           ၾ            h      
                             ႔         ၾ       
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   ၁၇-၉( ) Primary secondary with manifolded pumps ( )Primary secondary with dedicated pumps 

   (၁၇-၉)    primary - secondary                   ႔                       ၏             
                                       common h                                           
    ၾ                                               ၾ       

 
    ၁၇-၉(    “D        ”                       variable secondary flow) system 

    ၁၇-၉- )    chilled              ၌                                 h                       
                         secondary circuit                h                                                   
                                        priamry chilled water                flow               
                                    secondary chilled water                                       
                                     P                     secondary circuit                                      
                                                            h                          ၾ      
                                                                         ၏               chilled water 
flow rate)                                                       ႔ ၾ                  ၌              ၏ 
              chilled water flow rate)                                    ၊                
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၁၇.၆.၂ Dedicated Pumps at Production Loop or Primary Chilled Water Circuit/Loop 
Pro                       h                          ၌ “              ”                       

 h          ၏                 ၊                ၊                                                   
      ၊                                          h                          evaporator pre           
   ၾ       ႔                                  chiller                                      ၾ      
dedicated pump                                            h                              

P                   h                                                     (constant flow of 
water                             - 5         ၅     h             ၏ stand     h             
              (standard chilled water flow rate)     1,200 GPM (500R  x  .4 PM             

   ႔                                                                                          
       two-way modulating valve        h                                                         ႔ ၾ      
           h                                                          h                              
                           S     D       SD     ႔      Variable Frequency Dirve (VFD)              
            

Primary chilled water pump (production pump                                  h               ႔ 
        ႔                                ႔              ႔ ၾ               h                         ၏ 
              pressure loss)              ၾ           h                               ႔ 
                                h                             

Primary chilled wa                             h                                                    
       -                           P      -                          production loop (load 
side)                                         x                                 loa                     
                 

 
    ၁၇-၁  Production loop       distribution loop               

  
    ၁၇-၁၁ Dedicated pumps at production loop 

(primary chilled water circuit/loop) 
    ၁၇-၁၂ M                             ႔      

Common header at production loop 
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H                                      production 
(chiller) loop       distribution (AHU/FCU) loop             
control                

Primary secondary pumping arrangement      
pump               (၂)              Production               
distribution           ႔                 AHU/FCU      ႔ 
              pump (၂)                           Pump 
(၂)     ၏                           ၾ      

Production pump    ႔      primary pump     
chiller       production side              (pressure drop) 
                  Distribution pump         
distribution system       AHU/FCU    ႔၏               
(pressure drop)                     

    ၁၇-၁၃ Decoupled arrangement 

Chiller                            (minimum flow rate)                         bypass            
bypass valve                           

၁၇.၆.၃ Bypass Line    ႔      Decouple Line sizing 
Primary–secondary        variable-primary-flow system (decoupled system)          bypass line 

                        Bypass line                        chiller ၏                  (flow rate)     
10%    15%                                VPF system      bypass line                        chiller 
၏                                                

 

               (pressure loss)                         bypass 
line                      water velocity                        
                     x                                bypass line 
                                                               
bypass line                          (၁ )    ႔            Bypass 
valve                                                               
              

    ၁၇-၁၄ Decoupled system supply tee 

 Bypass Valve 
 Maintain a minimum chilled water flow rate through the chillers 

 Differential pressure measurement across each chiller evaporator  
 Flow meter preferred 

 Modulates open to maintain the minimum flow through operating chiller(s). 
 Bypass valve is normally open, but closed unless Min flow breeched  
 Pipe and valve sized for Min flow of operating chillers 
 High Rangeability (100:1 preferred) 
 PSID Ratings for Static, Dynamic, And Close Off = Shut Off Head of Pumps 
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 Linear Proportion (Flow to Valve Position) Characteristic preferred 
 Fast Acting Actuator 
 Locate in Plant around chillers/pumps (preferrred) 

 Energy saving 

၁၇.၆.၄ Bypass Control Problems 
Bypass control                  (complex      ၾ                                           

ၾ                 Chiller                                  flow                                Magnetic 
flow meter                                                  Magnetic flow meter         
                flow meter                            

( )       (accuracy)                 Elbow           valve                                  
          Signal transmitter          flow meter              calibration                     

( )  Valve                 ၾ                     (differential pressure across the valve)           
             ႔    ၾ      b                                       control loop tuning           
   ႔                                        Pump                                     
                     

                  chiller                                       (minimum flow rate)    chiller 
       ၏ design flow rate       (half)                System     low load       
             ၌ differential pressure         ၾ      bypass valve                              
         chiller                                                                  
Control loop              tune                  

                    chiller                   control loop         tuning                 
                   ႔      plant          pressure independent control valve                          
Pressure independent control valve                                                          
(constant differential pressure)                           

( )         (flow)                   ၊                                bypass control           control 
system             control                                - AHU                                 
      ႔     ၊ AHU                                                       bypass control   
            control                             

(ဃ)                  (complex) control system                                                
       ႔          Bypass system                              (nuisance) chiller trip              
          Manual reset                            reset                 (operator)          
      ၾ                 ႔       (out of service)       ၾ                            

                                                  hydraulically decouple            ၾ      
production              distribution           ႔             (flow rate)                   Pumping system 
                                                                    ၾ       
 ( )   Bypass piping 
 ( )    No-flow static head (from the building water column)       
 ( )    Water    ႔           
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D       h                      ႔                   chiller         (number of operating 
chillers                 ၾ              (flow)    ႔                                                

D                       bypass pipe        restriction                    Bypass piping ၌ 
                                                (zero pressure loss)            ႔                   
                      bypass piping                       ႔           (restrictions)           
                                 - check valve                      

၁၇.၆.၅ Production Loop/Circuit    ႔      Primary Loop/Circuit 

 

 
Production loop       distribution loop     
       (independent           Conventional 
chilled water temperature controller       
                             

          ၊        ၊          ၊ 
                             chiller       
                                (simplest) 
                  ႔ ၾ      chiller                  
           leaving chilled water             
                       

         system temperature rise 
                                      

    ၁၇-၁၅ Production loop 

 
Distribution pump    ႔      secondary pump         supply header water                         

distribution piping           AHU/FCU           ႔         ႔                     terminal unit        
                      chiller water header    ႔                  

Distribution system                                    (၁၇-၁၆)     cooling coil      
          distribution system                                           Cooling coil            valve              
flow control            configuration      flow control valve     three way valve           
     ၾ                                              ၾ               Two-way modulating valve         
              Load                ၾ                                Chiller         f                   
               ႔                    

                              system             -                            pump       
                            (energy consumption)                               Decoupled system 
            variable speed drive distribution pump               ၾ       

Decoupled system                    chiller                  chilled water temperature 
           ၾ                   chiller                                                      
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Variable flow system          pump         load                                       ႔     

   ႔ ၾ                                                        ၾ      over pumping                    
   ႔                         (pumping energy)                       Return water temperature          
                       AHU ၊ FCU    ႔                        (return water temperature)              
     ၾ             chilled water                        cooling coil          ႔                 
        ၾ                

      ႔        ၌                                                 ၾ                 chilled 
water return                                                                                         
system      part load condition ၌ return water             design temperature                       
Counter flow cooling coil                     coil               chilled water                             

 

၁၇.၆.၆ Secondary Loop Flow Control 
                   ၏                                                          P       

                                                                                           configuration      
    ၾ      

Variable                      terminal equipment          two-way automati                
                             Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)                        ၊              
                                                    farthest point or last control valve and terminal 
     ၌                                                                            

 
P                       primary variable flow design             ႔                                  

                           two way                              h   -                             ႔၏ 
                                                                                              
                                                                                                 
       ႔                                                                       S      
             set point                                   SD                                        
 h                                               P           ၏                   - h                     
                                           V D                                                       

AHU ၊ FCU ၊ CRAC unit       terminal equipment                              
(simultaneously) peak load                                                       load     peak 
load            (sum of the peaks load)                        ႔                                 
 ၾ                                ၾ      chiller ၊ pump       pipe          (sizes)           
               

Return water                                                          ၏                    
chiller      ၏ efficiency                    Return water                                  system 
configuration                                           

Primary/secondary system                                                             
                                     P                                                         
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 h                              ၾ          HVAC Controls and Building Automation Systems            
                                                                                    

Pressure D            S                      

                     ၌                     h              h                             
     (minimum pressure                 ၾ                                                       
                           

                     

S                                           pressure differential                   D ၏ 
                           sensor                              signal             System demand 
               ႔                                                         ၾ      control valve     
         open                                                   system pressure difference)           
        ၾ      pump speed                                                    

 
Consta  -                                    flow constant                                    

                       ႔                     h                                      ၾ      Three way 
valve          bypass port           ၾ      terminal heat transfer device     ၊           FCU              
                                                                            

Constan                                 terminal heat exchange device (AHU/FCU)      ၾ   ၌ 
                                            ၾ                                                    
              

              ၏                                                 supply temperature set point 
                   S                    ၾ                            temperature difference       
    ၾ                          flow                                                                   
                        installation cost                      

   ႔                                 heat  x h                                  ၾ      
                                                                                                       
 ၾ                            (temperature difference                                                 

 

Part                                                                                 
                               Distribution syste                           distribution flow 
                                                                                          
    ၾ          Δ                              

 h                       ၏                          pump                                    
                                                                                                System 
efficienc                     
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    ၁၇-၁၆ Constant flow primary/secondary chilled water system  

Variable flow distrib                       Δ                                                  

 
         (၁၇-၁၆)    constant primary and constant variable system      ၏             

Constant speed primary pumps              constant speed secondary pumps                  

  
    ၁၇-၁၇ Distribution loop and bypass pipe     ၁၇-၁၈ VSD control       pump curve 

Seconadry chilled water p                            supply tee     h                AHU/ 
FCU/CRAC unit       load terminal          ႔         ႔              AHU/FCU/CRAC u              
                 ႔                        h                         ႔               

 

P      -                                         modulating two-way                    
                     S   E  ES   S          .1–1     S        . .4.1                     
        -                                                           SD    D                    
            

Primary chilled water p          seconadry chilled water pump    ႔၏                           
     h       ႔      ၾ          ၾ             primary chilled water p    ၏ h        primary 
chilled water c       ၏ friction                                    s                    seconadry chilled 
water p    ၏ h        seconadry chilled water c       ၏ friction                           (       
            ၾ               

Primary chilled water pump ၏                         h      ၏                            
         Seconadry chilled water pump ၏                                    ၏            
            ၏                             
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S          h                             -                                 S                        

     ၏               (pressure difference between the supply and return water piping)            
va                                                                                variable sp          
       ႔                                                     differenti                       Variable 
Speed Drive  SD                                              

  
    ၁၇-၁၉( )        ႔        h         

                                  high 
raise)                                   

    ၁၇-၁၉( )        ႔                          
                            ႔              

                                                

 
        distribution                                           -                     

                                                         ႔            ႔                           
                                 ႔               multiple distribution pump configuration)                
                 

    -    ၁၇-၁၉- )                      East building (A) ၊                B                
                   ႔                               ၊  B               ႔                                   

S          h                    ၏               chilled water flow rat       
                   ၏ cooling                                          ၏ cooling      
                                                     ႔ ၾ                 h                    ၏ 
               h                                                                             

Seconadry  h                     Variable S     D       SD     ႔      Variable 
Frequency Drive (VFD)                            SD     part l       ႔                      ၌ 
           speed (chilled w                                     ၾ                        energy saving) 
           

                  ၏ cooling                                   ႔၏    -way control       
                              Cooling                h                                     two-
way control valve                                                   ႔ ၾ                            
                                                             differential pressure)            
seconadry chilled water pump (distribution pump  ၏           speed)                            
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         ႔                                                 ၾ              x                   
                            ႔                                                                   
                                                               

               

          primary circuit (supply f           secondary circuit (demand f        ႔               
                                                                            P                        
                                      ႔                                        h                      
                       ၾ                                                                
                           ၾ                                                       

 
    ၁၇-၂  Secondary flow (1200 GPM        primary flow (800 GPM)    ႔               

၁၇.၆.၇ Secondary (Demand) Flow       Primary (Supply) Flow    ႔               
Secondary flow (1200 GPM       primary flow (1200 GPM     ႔                            ၁၇-

၂                                                

    (၁၇-၂ )                           building cooling                                 (chilled 
water flow rate)     1     PM           

 Primary circuit (productio              1           4    PM              ၃                ၾ      
                h                       1     PM           

    ႔ ၾ      p                                                                           ႔         
    ၾ                        ၌ chilled water                             

၁၇.၆.၈ Secondary (Supply) Flow     Primary (Demand) Flow                      
Secondary flow (1200 GPM     primary flow (800 GPM                                   ၁၇-

၂၁)                                              
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    ၁၇-၂၁ Secondary circuit (demand) 1200 GPM > Primary circuit (supply) 800 GPM 

 
    ၁၇-၂၂ Secondary circuit (demand) 600 GPM < Primary circuit (supply) 800 GPM  

 Secondary              b                                        chilled water flow rate)    
1,     PM          

 P                                       1           400  PM        pump (၂)                  
 ၾ                     h                            PM          

    ႔ ၾ                                                                                 4   GPM 
(1200GPM - 800GPM)                ႔ ၾ                                                               
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400 GPM                                                          ႔                

 

၁၇.၆.၉ Secondary (Supply) Flow     Primary (Demand) Flow                      
Secondary flow (600 GPM     primary flow (800 GPM                                    

၁၇-၂၂                                                

 P                        ၏                 h                               PM          

 Secondary circuit (de      ၏              (chilled water flow rate)          PM          

    ႔ ၾ                                                                                     GPM 
(800-600)                ႔ ၾ                                                                     GPM 
    secondary circuit (demand)     ႔               

 

၁၇.၆.၁  Primary-secondary system ၏               
Primary-secondary system ၏                  
(၁) Evaporator       ၌                          (constant flow through evaporator) 

Primary-secondary system          s                                  chiller ၏ evaporator 
      ၌                                          ႔     (inadvertent shutdown)           
                  Chiller evaporator       ၌          (freezing)                  Load          
            l                                               Primary flow     system flow     
                          decouple               ႔ primary loop    chilled water             
            

(၂) Primary-secondary system         control                       Chiller controls packages 
                  staging sequence                  Chiller                         load 
                                            

S                                  chilled water flow(1200)                             
         chilled water flow       PM                      ၾ                            h            
                        ႔                                                               ႔ 
                    

                          h                 h                                         ၾ      
 h                                                    h                               
                                                           

S                                   chilled water flow       PM                     
                 chilled water flow (800 GPM)                 ၾ                          h      
                              ႔                                                                 ႔ 
                    

                    h                        h                                        ၾ      
 h               ႔                 h                                                     h      
                                             D                                h                 
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(၃) Primary-secondary system                              ၊                                  ႔ ၾ      
                                          system၊                         system၊ 
                                  ၾ                                           

(၄)  Total dynamic head     independent loop                               ႔               ၏        
                         

၁၇.၆.၁၁ Primary/Secondary System     ၏                (Disadvantages) 
Primary-secondary system ၏                                            
(၁)     Δ  s                          
 Primary-secondary system          evaporator           chiller water flow rate              flow rate 

                            ႔ ၾ            ႔                           (actual flow)             flow 
                                ႔ ၾ      load                         chilled water return 
temperature            

C                             secondary pump VSD         pump speed                 
    ၾ                                         Primary loop                      chilled water supply 
     decouple           ႔      bypass                  return water                                  ႔ 
             ၾ      return water temperature                  system efficiency                        

(၂)                                           (Capital investment) 
                                            

(၃)                      (Higher operating and energy costs) 
 Primary-secondary system          constant speed       variable speed pump              

            Primary loop     constant flow         ၾ      off-peak load                 
                              Pump                     ၾ                                         
             

(၄                          (Requires more plant space) 
 Primary pump       secondary pump                               ၾ                   

                                                                                     
                                                

  
     ၁၇-၂၃ Primary secondary System     ၁၇-၂၄ Variable Primary Flow (VFP) system 
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Table 17-4 primary-secondary chilled water system ၏                                     
                              

Chiller flow       load flow                 
    ၾ                         ႔                         

                                 

                    (temperature differential) 
         system                                   

                       equipment      
           

Thermal storage system                          
           

                  (sophisticated) control system 
                 

Water side economizer                         

 
    ၁၇-၂၅ Variable primary chilled water plant 

၁၇.၇ Variable Flow Primary  
(၁) ၂                                          chiller        variable flow                        
(၂)                                 (Simplifies system design) 
(၃)                               (minimum flow)                       modulating control valve     

          Bypass                     
(၄)          (parallel)    ႔             (series)                                          (System can be 

parallel or series design) 
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Summary on Variable Primary Flow (VPF)                                              
Chillers 
 

 Size equally with same WPDs (best) 
 Respect Min/Max Flows through chillers 
 Set Pump VSD Ramp function to about 10%/min (600 sec 0 to Max Speed) 
 Use Modulating Valves (preferred) on chiller evaporator headered pumping 
 Use 2 Position Valves (1 min stroke) on chiller evaporator dedicated pumping 

Pumps  VSD Controllers 
 Headered Pumping Arrangement (preferred) 
 Dedicated Pumping OK (over-size pumps) 

2 Way Valves 
 

 Select for Static, Dynamic, Close-off ratings (PSID) equal to pump SOH (plus fill 
pressure) 

 Range-ability 100 to 200:1 
 If Bypass – fast acting, linear proportion 
 If Coils –                                “O -O  ”                    1 -15 min 

intervals) 

Controls 
 

 Set-point far out in index circuit (lower the value, the better the pump energy) 
 Set Ramp function in VSD Controller (10%/min average) 
 Run 1 more pump than chillers (when headered) 
 Chillers On by common Supply Temp, Load, Amps, Adj Flow (Adj for Low Delta T) 
 Chillers Off by Amps, Load, Adj Flow (Adj for Low Delta T) 
 Over-pump Chillers to combat Low Delta T and get Max Cap out of chillers 
 Bypass controlled by Min flow (preferred) or Min WPD of largest chiller (locate in 

plant for best energy, but can go anywhere in system) 

၁၇.၇.၁ Variable Primary Flow Only (VPF) Advantages 
 (၁) Lower Capital Cost Installed (vs Primary/Secondary) 
 (၂) No secondary pumps/piping/valves/electrical to buy and install 
 (၃)  Fewer piping and electrical connections – less field labor 
 (၄) No large Common pipe, but smaller Bypass pipe/valve/flow meter/controls 
 (၅) Lower CHW Pumping Energy 
 (၆)  Potential Savings, may reduce pump horsepower and initial cost.  
 (၇) Reference ARTI (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology Institute) 
 (၈) Estimated energy savings of 3 to 8 percent 
 (၉) Estimating initial cost saving of 4 to 8 percent 
 (၁ ) Estimating life cycling saving cost 3 to 5 percent 
 (၁၁)  Smaller Footprint (vs Primary/Secondary) 
 (၁၂)  More space available or better access to the other equipment 
 (၁၃) Higher Reliability 
 (၁၄) Fewer mechanical components 
 (၁၅) Any pump can serve any chiller 
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 (၁၆) Lower Capital Cost Installed (vs Primary/Secondary) 
 (၁၇) No secondary pumps/piping/valves/electrical to buy and install 
 (၁၈) Fewer piping and electrical connections – less field labor 

၁၇.၇.၂ Variable Primary Flow Only (VPF) Disadvantages 
 (၁) Potentially higher PSID rated 2-Way valves in system 

 (၂) Requires more robust (complex and calibrated) control system 

 (၃)  Requires coordinated control of chillers, isolation valves, and pumps in sequencing 

 (၄) Potentially longer commissioning time and start-up (ref ASHRAE Taylor article) 

 (၅) Requires greater operator sophistication 

 (၆)  Sudden flow variation through the chiller 

 (၇) More of an issue when additional machines are staged on 

 (၈) More complexity with bypass control 

၁၇.၈ Condenser Water Circuit 

 

 
    ၁၇-၂၆ Condenser water pump piping options 

             ႔            condenser water piping arrangement              
Option A   Dedicate a pump for each condenser    (၁၇-၂၆-A) 

Option B Provide a common header at the pump discharge and two-way automatic isolation valves for 
each condenser    (၁၇-၂၆-B)       

Option C Provide a common header with normally closed (NC) manual isolation valves in the header 
between pumps    (၁၇-၂၆-C)    ႔          

                       h                                                                   
                                             ႔ ၾ                              h                       
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Option A -              (Advantages) 
(၁) Chiller                        condenser              (pressure drop)          ၾ     

Option A      head           pump                                ၾ                              
          option B                              Option B                 condenser pressure 
drop             pump        ၏ head                             Pressure drop          
chiller           balancing valve                          

(၂)                    control               Chiller                    pump                           
Chiller       ႔          pump                     ႔                     ၾ             chiller 
          refrigerant         pump down                   ၾ                

(၃) Pump                 ၾ                   chiller             trip               Pump                  
    pump                    chiller                       Option B                  pump         
          ၾ      chiller                                                                chiller      
                           ၊                                           

 
Option B -              (Advantages) 
(၁) Redundancy               Option A      pump                           h                

                  Option B      chiller                         ႔                            

(၂) Option B             ႔(standby pump)                            Option A             ႔ 
(standby pump)                                                 ႔(standby pump)        
            Option B                               

(၃)  Isolation valve         condenser pump              chiller                                     

(၄) Water side economizer                       Water side economizer                 
       (cold weather)                     

 (၅) Option C     headered pump         manual isolation valve                                         
Option A                                                     Capacity          chiller      
                                    Option A     standby pump                             
Chiller            pump                                                                  

(၆)  Option A                                     Chiller       pump                   (one to one) 
          ၾ      manual isolation valve                      Option C      Option B     
                        Head pressure control       standby pump                             
Option B                                              

၁၇.၈.၁ Refrigerant Head Pressure Control 
Chiller        ၌ minimum refrigerant head (lift)                                           

Screw chiller           evaporator       condenser  ၾ                   minimum refrigerant head 
         Hermetic centrifugal chiller ၊ magnetic bearing chiller                            ၾ      
minimum refrigerant head                       ၾ     (၂)      ၾ      refrigerant head pressure 
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Chiller                          cooling tower basin                                  
                   chiller                    ၾ   start-up head                                   Low 
head pressure safeties          ၾ                         Head pressure control       cold starts 
           chiller           (manufacturer)                           

Water side economizer                             minimum refrigerant head                
Head pressure control                                                      cooling tower water 
temperature           ၾ                                                 head pressure                    
            

၁၇.၈.၂     h                                       ၾ                     
Minimum Flow Rates  

Cooling tower          ႔                         fill            ႔              (uniformly 
distribute)                          Fill                                                             
                                  (minimum flow rate)                                             
                              (minimum flow rate)                           fill                     
         ႔                      ႔                  (dry surface)              ႔         (heat reject     
                            ႔                                    ႔          ၾ    fill                    
                               

 
    ၁၇-၂၇ Cooling tower cell isolation options 

 Option A (left) No isolation valve 
 Option B (center) Auto-isolation valves on supply only  
 Option C (right) Auto-isolation valves on supply and suction 
Option A 
 Option A     efficient                                     Cell                        SD       

                                Fan ၏          (speed)                       ၾ                        
                               cooling tower                      25%                       
                                                        ၾ                                    

Option B 
 Option B      automatic isolation valve         supply line                    Cell     ၏ 

basin level                     equalizer                   Duty (peak heat rejection)     
            equilizer                                        - tower cell (၃)                 
                                 cell (၂)                     Suction            automatic 
isolation valve                             ၾ      cell                                           
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       equalizer        cell                                                            
equalizer      ၏                       (undersized) supply cell                (overflow) 
                                                ) cell      make up water valve             
                            Overflow pipe             make up water          ႔  ၾ             
                          ႔ ၾ      equalizer                                      
                               

Option C 
 Option C ၌ automatic isolation valve         supply       suction line                         

                                              Automatic valve                         
equalizer                                                                           Valve      
               ၊             ၊                                        ၾ                 Cooling tower 
                                                      Option C                    
                                            equalizer                                          
                             

၁၇.၉ Low Delta – T Syndrome 
Chiller        ၏ capacity     flow rate       chilled water temperature difference (entering 

and leaving)    ႔၏                            

                                              

Constant-flow system          peak design condition                       (flow rate)    system 
                    ∆T (difference between the chiller supply and return)     load (BTU/hr)           
                   Air-conditioning             (applications)                                             
1%    ႔                                          (operational hours)       ၏ 99%     part load 
                  

Three-way valve                        ၾ      chilled water bypass             Bypass 
                        chilled water return temperature                operating temperature 
differential  Δ                            (phenomenon)     “          –           ”    
           HVAC industry      low Δ        ၾ      chiller                       (rated) 
capacity                          

 

၁၇.၉.၁ Low Delta-   Δ   Syndrome ၏               
Constant flow system          low Δ                     ၾ      ႔                  

             - chiller             design return water temperature 55°F               return water 
temperature     52°F                            h                    loading     percentage (%       
           

Chiller         chilled water leaving temperature       control               Cooling load     
chilled water supply temperature ၊ chilled water return temperature       chilled water flow    ႔      
            ၾ      chilled water return temperature                                  ၾ      chiller ၏ loading 
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         [
           

           
]      

Where: CHL (%): Percent chiller loading  
 CWRTR: Real chilled water return temperature  
 CWSTD: Design chilled water supply temperature  
 CWRTD: Design chilled water return temperature  

    h         Δ  Design = 55- 45   1 °      Δ  Actual = 52 – 45 = 7°F: 

        [
     

     
]          

                    chiller    rated capacity ၏ 70%                 ၾ                 
         chiller                                    Chiller                   pump           cooling 
tower                           ၾ                                   

၁၇.၉.၂ Chiller Performance                                   
                                                                      centrifugal chiller     ၏ 

performance                                                              
(၁)  h                                                
 Evaporator              l                           chilled water leaving temperature      reset 

                                   (relative humidity )    65%                                   

(၂) Condenser water entering temperature                                 
 Chiller manufacturer                                                      

(၃) Fouling factor  
 Condensing surface  fouling factor     0.00025 h ft2 °F/Btu (0.000044 m2 °C/W)             

        fouling factor                 ၊ tube cleaning           ၊ outdoor air     contamination 
                      brush cleaning system                     ႔                   

(၄) Evaporator ၏ surface area      condenser ၏ surface area                      ၊ 
                                                   condenser       evaporator                   

      chiller efficiency                                         (manufacturers) centrifugal chiller 
    evaporator       condenser                                  ၾ     ၾ      compressor       
            evaporator       condenser                                   ႔ ၾ                       
minimum performance                   evaporator ၊ condenser       compressor    ႔    
               

၁၇.၁  Series Chiller System 
Chiller                   (series)                     mixing problem                       

                               

Chiller               ၏ flow rate       system flow    ႔     ၾ                      chiller         
       ၏ evaporator          ႔ flow rate (၂)    ႔                                          (series) 
chiller          single pass    ႔      double pass                   ၾ      Chiller efficiency 
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    ၁၇-၂၈ Series chillers 

     ၾ             upstream chiller                      (warmer temperatures) return 
water                             ၾ                                            (pipe in series) 
       ၾ      chiller                          (pressure drop)                     ႔ ၾ      total system 
pressure loss               Low flow system          chiller                        (series)             
                                   ၾ      System                    (temperature difference)     16°F 
[9°C]                                   (pressure loss)               

၁၇.၁ .၁ Advantages and Disadvantages of Series Chillers 
Table 17-5 advantages and disadvantages of series chillers 

Advantages Disadvantages 
– Easier to control with simple control systems –  Increased pumping requirements for chilled 

water 
– Effective with different size chillers – Chillers may not be interchangeable 
– Utilize one stand-by pump  
– Good for large temperature differential systems  
 

   (၁၇-၂၈)       (၁၇-၂၉)                      multiple chiller                      (series) 
                   ႔     chiller (၂)                  (series)                  
(၁) Chilled water coil                           (higher temperature rise)                      (lower water flow 

rate)                        
(၂)           (series)              chiller         ၏              (pressure drop)            

pump head             
(၃)  Part-load operation                control                                      

(၄) Multiple-chiller plant                       parallel                                   

၁၇.၁ .၂ Series Counter Flow 
Series counter flow             energy                                                    

Downstream machine     40°F [4.4°C] chilled water             Upstream machine     50°F 
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[10°C] chilled water              Downstream machine           ႔ 85°F [29.4°C] condenser water 
               Upstream machine          ႔ condenser water                   5°    5°         
               Condenser water                                (pumping costs)       
                       

                 ၾ      chiller          ၌ lift                             Chilled water       
condenser water flow direction    ႔       ႔                ၾ      series-counter flow                 
          

Single large chiller         duplex machine                         Evaporator       
condenser water circuit         duplex ၏                  Efficiency                   ၾ             
compressor       refrigerant circuit                                       ၾ               System reliability 
                

 

 
    ၁၇-၂၉ Series counter flow chillers 

၁၇.၁၁ Chiller Staging 
Multiple chiller plant          chiller                           ၊       ႔     (staging the chillers, on 

or off)                                                
(၁) Primary loop    chilled water flow rate     secondary loop                   

(၂) System load                                     chiller(s) staging                

(၃)  Chiller            chilled water pump     ၊ condenser water pump            cooling tower     ၏ 
                                                                 

Chilled water system                     cooling load                  chilled water flow rate 
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Where:  
•   :            B   h  ……    h                
• D      :                                  . 4          
• S :                                                   1   
• S :                 h                    h      1 B     -°F)  
• Δ :  h                                       . .                - T supply water] in °F  

                    fluid                                                         
                (water flow rate) density       specific gravity                                       
                       

              
        

            
 

 
HVAC                                                                                             

              
     

          
 OR               

  

      
 

(1 ton of refrigeration = Heat extraction rate of 12000 BTU/hr) 
 

     - chilled water system           ၏ chilled water flow rate     6,000 GPM          
Chilled water supply temperature     42°F          return temperature     54°F           cooling 
capacity     refrigeration ton                  

GPM = 6,000  Δ                           12 °F (54°F – 42°F) 

Supply water temperature = 42°F  LF     4  Δ     4 1       PM      

Return water temperature = 54°F   

              
  

      
 

 

                                        
   

(
  
  

)
  

    

(
  

   
)
 

     

 
              

               design load                chiller               temperature range (Δ )      
                Chilled water pump     ၏ flow rate     chiller     ၏ flow rate                 

 
 

Chiller ၏ output capacity                            return water temperature 
         Cooling load demand            return water temperature               
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    ၁၇-၃  Chilled water plant                                   ၁၇-၃၁ Chilled water plant with common header 

 
    ၁၇-၃၂ Chilled water plant with common header (header pumps)  

 
    ၁၇-၃၃ Chilled water plant (dedicated pumps) 

-End- 
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Chapter-18 Chillers Performance Rating 

၈.၁ Chiller Efficiency  
Central air conditioning system      chiller                 (energy)                       

equipment          ၾ                                                                            
            ၅၀          ACMV system                                                            
(energy consumption)     chiller plant   efficiency                      

Chiller                       compressor                 condenser                     
                          Condenser                           ႔                                  
      air cooled chiller                                      ႔                                       water 
cooled chiller                                compressor               chiller                  
                   Centrifugal compressor              refrigerant           (compression)       
centrifugal chiller           (    - water cooled centrifugal chiller) 

Chiller                                    chiller                                             
chiller efficiency             (cooling) 1 unit        (produce)                                 
                                        

English IP system       chiller efficiency                      

 
SI metric system       chiller efficiency                                                 

 
                                                                                       

                                                                            

 

kW/ RT = kW input / Tons of refrigeration (RT) 

COP  = kW refrigeration / kW input 
kW refrigeration effect = RT x 3.517 
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Chiller                maximum capacity    ႔      full load capacity                   

                         part load                                              ႔ ၾ      chiller          
  (manufacturer)              part load operating performance                             

Chiller efficiency         chiller                            (energy consumed)       
            refrigeration effect                    Absorption chiller         fuel consumption 
                                     ၾ                            (electric motor driven) chiller 
                                                       ၾ       

Chiller          efficiency     0.9                             chiller    1 Refgeration 
Ton                              (၀.၉)        (0.9 kW)                                     

၁၈.၁.၁ kW/RT 
kW/RT           chiller          1 Refrigeration Ton (12,000 Btu)                       

                             (electrical kW)                                                  
         chiller plant            Refrigeration Ton                 electrical                      
            ႔ ၾ      kW/RT               chiller    ႔      chiller plant                      
          

Chiller kW/RT       chilled water plant kW/RT                      Chiller kW/RT     chiller 
                          Chilled water plant kW/RT     plant                           
chilled water plant    ႔      system      chiller       chilled water pump       condenser water pump 
      cooling tower    ႔  kW/RT            

၁၈.၁.၂ Coefficient of Performance - COP 
Coefficient of Performance (COP)            (unit less) parameter          refrigerant     

            system       efficiency                                     Coefficient of Performance 
(COP)                    (useful energy)                           (energy applied)           
                     

COP     cooling efficiency    ႔      heating efficiency                                  Heat 
pump     cooling mode            heating mode                          ၾ      heat pump 
     COP                        

Heat pump   cooling mode       cooling efficiency     rate of heat removal     
compressor    ႔             rate of energy input                                                     
Heat pump   heating       rate of heat delivered     compressor    ႔             rate of energy 
input                                                     

                                                                                                  

                          (   )  
              (     )

                                 (     ) 
 

COP heat p         

Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) = Cooling capacity (Btu/ h) / Electric power unit (W) 
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Cooling Cycle 
Heat pump          cooling                            60000 Btu/h                        

(                    )         (total input) 9 kW                         

            (     )           (  )        

Heating Cycle  
Heat pump          heating                            50000 Btu/h                        

(                   )         (total input) 7 kW                         

            (     )          (  )       
 
Table 18-1 
                                COPs 
Refrigerators for cutting and preparation rooms 2.6–3.0 
Refrigerators for meat, deli dairy 2.3–2.6 
Refrigerators for Frozen foods 1.2–1.5 
Refrigerators for ice cream 1.0–1.2 

Freezer        COP     meat refrigerator COP            ႔              ႔ ၾ      freezer 
                                      ႔                                                        
           freezer    COP                      (frozen food)                                   
meat refrigerator   COP                ႔ ၾ      Freezer                                           
                          (frozen food)                       refrigerator                          

၁၈.၁.၃ Energy efficiency Ratio (EER) 
Refrigerator            air conditioner       performance     Energy Efficiency Rating            

                                 1W                                   (cooled space)           
                      ႔                                         ႔                       Btu       
            

               air conditioner unit       EER     (၈)   (၁၂)                   ႔    COP 
    2.3   3.5                Trane                       reciprocating variable-speed compressor 
           heat pump     heating mode   COP     3.3          air conditioning mode   COP     
5.0 (EER of 16.9            

 
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER)     unitary air-conditioning            heat pump systems        

cooling efficiency                                EER            Btu/           Energy Efficiency 
Ratio (EER)     heat pump       cooling efficiency                           EER             
                                

                         (    )  
                            (     )

                 ( ) 
 

         

Refrigeration temperature         EER    ႔      COP                        ႔ ၾ      
                                        refrigerator       air conditioning                           
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Air conditioner            ႔      heat pump            cooling           10000 Btu/h 
                            (                    )                  1000 W                              
EER                   

      (           )   (      )       

၁၈.၂ Integrated port load value (IPLV)       Non standard port load Value (NPLV) 
Integrated port load value (IPLV)       Non standard port load Value (NPLV)     (၂)             

IPLV           ARI standard rating condition      chiller efficiency        ႔                    
         Chiller                   (geographic locations)                      (building 
types)                  (operating-hour)   ႔                          -                             

NPLV           non-standard rating conditions      chiller efficiency    ႔                    
         IPLV                        Part-load operation of an average, single-chiller installation 
                                         -                              

IPLV               (equations)              (procedure)    water-chilling product       part-
load performance                 (single number)                                   Chiller 
             average part-load efficiency                                                   
   ႔     chiller efficiency       system efficiency    ႔                   actual weather data   building 
load characteristics   operational hours   economizer capabilities       pumps       cooling towers      
   ႔                   (energy draw)   ႔                   (comprehensive analysis)                     
          

Integrated port load value (IPLV)       Non standard port load Value (NPLV)    ႔              
Integrated Part-Load Value (IPLV) Non-Standard Part-Load Value (NPLV) 
Weighted-average load curves Weighted-average load curves 
Based on an .average. single-chiller installation Based on an .average. single-chiller installation 
Standard operating conditions Non-standard operating conditions 

Chiller       efficiency     l                           ႔ ၾ      chiller                     
                            full load (100% of rated capacity)                ၾ                 
              Part load condition (90%   80%   70%     )   efficiency                           
        Chiller                       technical data                                          
               

% of  Loading Chiller A efficiency Chiller B efficiency 
100% Loading 0.55 kW/ RT 0.54 kW/ RT 
70% Loading 0.65 kw/ RT 0.61 kw/ RT 

                      chiller plant     100% loading                        
                                70% loading                      chiller B                       Chilled 
water pump   condenser water pump       cooling tower    ႔  efficiency    ႔     ၾ            
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                               actual cooling load profile                           ILPV 
rating              chiller performance                     ILPV     chiller                           
       (common operating condition)                                                     

 
Where   A = kW/RT  at 100% Load 
  B = kW/RT at   75% Load 
  C = kW/RT at   50% Load 
  D = kW/RT at   25% Load 

IPLV                                              Actual loading                         ၾ      
chiller                            ႔     ၍ တြက္ခ်က္ျခင္းျဖစ္သည္။  
Table 18-2 

Chiller Loading (%) Operation Hour (%) 
100% Loading 17% of operation Hours 
75% Loading 39% of operation Hours 
50% Loading 33% of operation Hours 
25% Loading 11% of operation Hour 

 

Table 18-3 IPLV Rating Conditions (ARI Standard 550/590-98)  

Rating point 
Percent of 
full load 

Weighing 
factor (%) 

Water-cooled condenser water 
temperature (°F) 

Air-cooled entering air 
temperature (°F) 

A 100 1 85 95 
B 75 42 75 80 
C 50 45 65 65 
D 25 12 65 55 

 
Chiller Technology Improvements 

 
    ၁၈-၁ ARI    ႔      AHRI condition                                           

၁၈.၃ Performance Characteristics and Efficiency Ratings 

၁၈. ၃.၁ Performance Issues 
Chiller          operational characteristics       energy performance                  

                                    (design conditions)                    maximum capacity 

IPLV =  1 / [ (0.17 / A) + (0.39 / B) + (0.33 / C) + (0.11 / D) ] 
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                                                                           part-load operation 
characteristics                    ႔           

                                                         
 ၁  Compressor          
 ၂  Chiller                            pressure drops) 
 ၃           oil pump   c             ႔                    (heat gains) 
 ၄  Over compression                    under compression              
 ၅  Motor Efficiency  
 ၆   Refrigerant economizer                     
 ၇  Evaporators       condenser    ႔  heat transfer surface area  
 ၈  Fouling   tube enhancement   velocity of fluid       tube heat transfer coefficients       

                          
 ၉  Refrigerant  

၁၈.၄ Chiller Efficiency Ratings 
Peak design condition water chiller        efficiency     Coefficient of Performance (COP) 

          COP     operating condition      rate of heat removal       rate of energy input    ႔  
                                                      

     
                             

                                    
 

 
COP               energy efficiency                     ASHRAE Standard 90.1- 20047 

and Title 24-20058      water chiller       minimum energy efficiency standard             
            

kW/RT               energy efficiency                       Chiller standard rating     
AHRI                                                                American 
Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Standards 550/590 (vapor-compression chillers)       560 (absorption 
chillers)    ႔     rating condition                       

 
    ၁၈-၂ ASH A  COP 
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Table 18-4 
Leaving Chilled Water Temperature 44°F 
Evaporator Water Flow Rate 2.4 gpm/ton 
Entering Condenser Water Temperature 85°F 
Condenser Water Flow Rate (Electric) 3.0 gpm/ton 
Condenser Water Flow Rate (Absorber) 3.6 gpm/ton (single stage) 
 4.5 gpm/ton (two stage) 
Ambient Air (for air-cooled) 95°F 
Fouling Factors 0.00010 h-ft²-F/Btu  
(Evaporator) 

0.00010 h-ft²-F/Btu (Evaporator) 
0.00025 h-ft2-F/Btu (Condenser) 

              energy efficiency rating     In             -                           
IPLV                 (single-number                           part-load COP    ႔      kW/ton          
          Equipment   part-load efficiency                                 (various load 
capacities)                   (weighted)                               

Equipment   COP     100%   75%   50%       25% load                                 
(weighted percentage of operational hours)       c                                        
Weighted average           single part-load efficiency number                                 
                 Condenser water relief           condenser water entering             100% load 
                   50% load                    Condenser water relief             weather       
cooling load         (correlation)                                                      
    ၾ      cooling load                                   Cooling load 10%                 
         4°F                           part load efficiency                              

        standard                                                        ၌ 
Nonstandard Part-Load Value(NPLV)                 Leaving chilled water          44°F     
                 42°F                 100%   75%   50%       25% load                     stand       
                                     

IPLV       NPLV    ႔                   (individual chiller)  energy perfo                 
          AHRI           ႔                            chiller       80% multiple chiller plant 
                  Multiple chiller plant                 chiller         single chiller system              
chiller         loading             Chiller refrigerant       performance rating    ႔                  
                                                                          ၾ      
performance rating                            

Table 18-5 

Chiller type Evaporator flow rate Condenser flow rate Rating Standard 

Reciprocating 2.4 gpm/ton 
[0.043 L/s/kW] 

 
 

3.0 gpm/ton 
[0.054 L/s/kW] 

 
 

ARI 
550/590–1998 

 

Scroll 
Helical-rotary 
Centrifugal 
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Water leaving evaporator = 44°F [6.7°C] 
Water entering condenser = 85°F [29.4°C] 

၁၈.၅ Flow Rates and Temperatures 
                               

                                

Q  = load, Btu/hr [W] 
Flow rate = water flow rate through the chiller, gpm [L/s] 

Δ  = temperature difference (leaving minus entering) through the chiller, ºF [°C] 
Realize that 500 [4,184]                               ႔                                       

Product of density, specific heat, and a conversion factor    ႔                             
Density of water = 8.33 lb/gal [1.0 kg/L] 
Specific heat of water = 1.0 Btu/lb°F [4,184 J/kg°K] 

                                              
                                   

၁၈.၆ AHRI conditions Vs Low-flow conditions 
Chiller         AHRI                         (conditions)                        

                                                                                        AHRI 
                          chilled water flow                                                 
                                 

  
    ၁၈- ARI conditions     ၁၈- Low-flow conditions 

Evaporator flow rate 2.4 gpm/ton Evaporator flow rate 1.5 gpm/ton 
[0.043 L/s/kW] [0.027 L/s/kW] 

Condenser flow rate 3.0 gpm/ton Condenser flow rate 2.0 gpm/ton 
[0.054 L/s/kW] [0.036 L/s/kW] 

 chilled water is cooled 57°F [13.9°C]    41°F [5°C]               ∆T            .     
         water flow rate 2.4 gpm/ton [0.043 L/s/kW]     1.5 gpm/ton [0.027 L/s/kW]     
           
Chille water         (flow rate)                  ၾ                                           
(၁) Pipe   pump   valve       cooling tower    ႔                      ၾ                       

                 
(၂)                     pump       cooling tower fan    ႔ ၾ                           

                
 
ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1.1999 
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Energy Standard 
_ Building design and materials 
_ Minimum equipment efficiencies 
_ HVAC system design 

 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)       

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America(IESNA)    ႔                            
ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1–1999          Energy Standard for Buildings, Except Low-Rise 
Residential Buildings                                      

Buildings except low-rise residential buildings                                              
          water chillers       chilled-water systems                 specific requirement                 

Table 18-6 Minimum Water Chiller Efficiency Requirements from ASHRAE/IESNA 

Chiller type Capacity 
Minimum efficiency* 

Peak load COP IPLV (kW/ton) 
Reciprocating, air-
cooled 

all capacities 2.8 COP 1.256 

Reciprocating, 
water-cooled 

all capacities 4.2 COP 0.756 

helical-
rotary(Screw), scroll 

< 150 tons [528 kW] 4.45 COP 0.781 

  150 to 300 tons [528 to 1,056 kW] 4.9 COP 0.710 
  > 300 tons [1,056 1W] 5.5 COP 0.628 
centrifugal < 150 tons [528 kW] 5.0 COP 0.703 
  150 to 300 tons [528 to 1,056 kW] 5.55 COP 0.634 
  > 300 tons [1,056 1W] 6.1 COP 0.576 
* as of October 29, 2001   

 
ARI Standard 550/590–       test procedure                            ၂၀၀၁                  
                                       
( ) Design Efficiency (kW/TR or COP)     peak load       peak head (design ECWT or ECAT)      

                                                                 (simultaneous occurrence          
                                       1%   ႔            

( ) Off-Design Efficiency (kW/RT or COP)     design        (loads/heads)              
                                                                     99%   ႔          

(ဂ)  Non-standard Part Load Value (NPLV)                  Weighted Efficiency (kW/RT         
         Four specific job conditions (              b    “              -      ”.           
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(ဃ) Integrated Part Load Value (IPLV)     NPLV   Weighted Efficiency       formula               
   ႔                           standard ARI condition                         NPLV     
                                                 catalog                     rating      
          

( ) Non-standard Part Load Value (NPLV)     five specific condition                           
weighted efficiencies (kW/RT)    ႔                                   (design conditions)      
                                (off-design conditions)                               100% 
                     

COP = 0.293 EER  EER=3.413 COP 
kW/Ton = 12 / EER  EER=12 / (kW/Ton) 
kW/Ton =3.516 / COP COP=3.516 / (kW/Ton) 

Energy efficiency - kW/ton, COP and EER 
kW/Ton = 12/EER 
kW/Ton = 12/(COP x 3.412) 
COP = EER/3.412 
COP = 12/(kW/RT)/3.412 
EER = 12/kW per Ton 
EER = COP x 3.412 
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Chapter-19 Design Processes and Chillers Selection 

Chilled water plant                                                                 Chilled 
water plant                                                       chiller water plant                               
                              

၁၉.၁ New Plant Design 
New Plant Design Considerations 
 � Determine requirements 
 � Design process 
 � After construction considerations 

၁၉.၁.၁ Determine Requirements 
Capacity required Operating profile 
 – Current load  – Hours per day 
 – Potential future loads  – Days per week 
 – Redundancy requirement  – Continuous loads 
 – Provisions for special loads  – Load diversity 

၁၉.၁.၂ Design Process 
( ) Chiller sizing 
( ) Chiller Performance 
(ဂ) Cooling sources 
(ဃ) Operating temperatures 
( ) Cooling tower selection 
( ) Basic plant layout 
( ) Schematic design of possible options 
 
( ) Chiller sizing 
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 � Benefits of different size chillers 
  Fewer total operating hours 
  More operation above 50% load 
 � Depends on load profile 
 � Use of different size chillers may eliminate need for pony chiller 
 � Variable speed chillers provide improved part load performance and minimum capacity 
( ) Chiller Performance Ratings 
 � American Refrigeration Institute Standard 550/590-98 
 � Standard conditions 
  – Full load 
  – Chilled water temperatures - 54°F to 44°F 
  – Condenser water temperatures - 85°F to 95°F 
 � Efficiency rating - kW/Ton 
 � Part load efficiency 
  Integrated Part Load Value (IPLV) 

A = kW/ton at 100% load 
B = kW/ton at 75% load 
C = kW/ton at 50% load 
D = kW/ton at 25% load 

 � Standard temperature conditions 
 � Weighted average of kW/ton at various loads 
  –Non-standard Part Load Value (NPLV) 
 � Specific application temperatures 
 � Same weighting as IPLV 
 � ARI Standard 550-98 
  IPLV = 1/(0.01/A + 0.42/B + 0.45/C + 0.12/D) 
(ဂ) Cooling Sources 
 � Use of different fuel sources provides flexibility and reliability 
 � Types to be considered depend on several factors 
  – Utility rates and structure 
  – Load profile 
  – Air quality considerations 
  – Maintenance considerations 
 � Economizer cycle 
  – Air-side generally most effective 
  – Water-side use 
 � Building configuration does not allow air-side 
 � Cooling for special load requirements 
 � Climatic considerations 
(ဃ) Operating Temperatures 
 � Chilled water supply temperature 
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  – Lower supply temperature 
 � Reduced air flow requirements 
 � Improved dehumidification 
 � Increased chiller operating cost versus reduced fan operating costs, especially with a VAV 

system 
 � Chilled water ΔT 
  – Higher ΔT means reduced pipe size and pumping requirement, increased coil size, 

and reduced fan energy 
  – Optimum temperature depends on amount of piping in system 
 � Condenser water supply temperature 
  – Lower supply temperature improves chiller efficiency 
  – Approach temperature can be 6 – 10 ºF above design wet bulb 
  – Use 0.4% design temperature data 
 � Condenser water ΔT 
  – Normal 10ºF works well in most cases 
  –  Larger ΔT common with absorption chillers due to higher load and should be 

considered for large systems or when the cooling tower is remote from the chiller 
plant 

  – Reduced chiller efficiency versus smaller pipes and reduced pumping horsepower 
( ) Cooling Tower Selection 
 � Selection should be based on required water flow, optimum approach temperature and ΔT 
 � Allowance for potential tenant equipment load 
 � Selection should based on water-side economizer conditions if that is part of system 
 � Increasing size of the cooling tower is generally the least expensive way to improve the 

efficiency and provide some safety margin in the system 
 � Use of variable speed drive on the fan motor minimizes any operating cost penalty 
( ) Determine Basic Plant Layout 
 � Select system that will best fit needs of project 
 � For simpler systems, parallel system with different size chillers is probably best choice 
 � Systems with different occupancy schedules or load requirements need more complex system 
  – Primary-secondary plant offers most flexibility 
  – Variable primary flow works with new electric chillers with less complexity than a 

primarysecondary system 
 � Large chilled water ΔT 
  – Series plant 
  – Primary-secondary with primary flow greater than secondary flow 
  
( ) Schematic design of possible options 
 � Analyze options 
  – Opinion of probable costs 
  – Operating cost estimates 
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 � Screening measures 
 � Energy simulation 
  – Life cycle costs 
 � Complete design of chosen option 
  – Peer review 
  – Operator review 
  – Determine sequence of operations 
 � After construction activities 
  – Commissioning 
  – Training 

၁၉.၂ Chiller                        (Chiller Sizing)  
                             centralized air con system   chiller plant room      

chiller                           selection                                                    
                              

                                          (office building           air con               
                   (၃၀၀၅၀)                      Chilled water pump           cooling tower fan 
        Variable Speed Drive(VSD)                                                            air 
con system                                              

Monday to Friday : 9:00 am to 6:00 pm 
Saturday  : 9:00 am to 11:00 pm 
                      (location)                  (orientation)                      

                       thermal simulation analysis    building cooling load pro ile                    

 
    ၁၉-၁ Building load profile 

       daily building load pro ile                           building cooling load 
         ႔      ႔  pro ile                              (၁၄)     ႔         (၃)       ႔            
           building cooling load                          1280 T                   ၁၄     ႔    
“design day”                 

           chiller         ႔      chiller water system     building cooling load           
1280 T           stand by chiller                                                               chiller plant 
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room                    capacity     building cooling load                  Standby chiller         
               

               design day             cooling load(RT)                            
        Peak load      T     ၁၀၀%                    

 
              simulated  building load pro ile             building cooling load     

      T          

၁၉.၂.၁ Chiller Plant Design Consideration    ႔      Chiller Selection 
Chiller plant design consideration    ႔      chiller selection                  ႔             

                                                           ႔                               

Peak load      T                         chiller          (size)                
450 Refrigeration Ton - water cooled centrifugal chiller (၃              RT       standby chiller          
650 water - Refrigeration Ton cooled centrifugal chiller (၂)             RT       standby chiller          
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650RT chiller       450 T chiller    ႔              chiller combination                         
                    T Chiller     ၄                             RT chiller           ၃)       
                         T Chiller     ၄                 chiller water supply & Return   condenser 
water supply &  eturn  ၄                   lectrical            ၄      control &               
(၄                          

            cost)                             RT chiller                                     
                   RT chiller  ၃                                    RT chiller  ၄        
                                                                                   ႔         
RT chiller  ၄                       brea down               T                    0RT(450RT x 3) 
               RT chiller  ၃                      brea down           1300RT                   

          
Peak cooling load      T            RT chiller                                      RT chiller 

            “running capacity”                                                             ႔      
ser icing                                                                    RT chiller               
                                               RT chiller            “standby chiller”           
650RT chiller                      T     “installed capacity”           

  
Chiller size                              chiller plant room   efficiency (full load       part load)     
                     

၁၉.၂.၂ Chiller selection – Chiller Sizing (Chiller                         
                  centralized air con system                        chiller        

                           air con    ဂ                                                 
                                               chiller                                          
                                                                          

Chiller              chiller                                                             
                                                                                             
                                                                                  cooling load 
                                chiller                                                    (energy 
consumption                                chiller water system                              
                 (unstable operation        chiller                                                      
                 

                                                 chiller                        
                                                     chiller                             
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                                            ႔      energy audit                   
        chiller                                                                  
               (   ႔      cooling load thermal simulation                                
        chiller                                    

၁၉.၃                                             chiller                         

၁၉.၃.၁ Chiller Plant Retrofit Considerations 
Don’t  imply  eplace; 
Re-engineer 
Chiller Plant Retrofit Considerations 
 � Basic process should follow same steps as outlined above 
 � Additional considerations 
  – Engineer and contractor should have experience with this type of project 
 
Chiller Plant Retrofit Considerations 
 � Additional considerations 
  – Engineer needs to familiarize himself with existing plant 
 � Record drawings 
 � Operator interview 
 � Observation of plant 
Chiller Plant Retrofit Considerations 
  – Constructability should be considered during design phase 
 � Operator review 
 � Contractor review 
  – Coordination critical during construction phase 
  
   
   
   

                                   chiller                               chiller 
                                                              chiller                   
               (one to one replacement                                                       
            chiller                                                                          
electrical power cable           brea er                                                                     
         

                                               building cooling load               
                            chiller     size         energy audit                Energy audit         
                         chiller                 size                   
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    ၁၉-            energy audit             load profile (Tonnage Vs Time) 

                                           chiller plant          energy audit 
                              ဂ         graphical presentation                                          
(၁၄)              building cooling load    ႔      chilled water cooling load tonnage          
                     (၂၄)                       plant room                                           
                ႔    (weekday) (၂              - ၁၀                                      
           ဂ    (wee end            

              weekdays cooling load       weekend cooling load    ႔                 
            (၁၉- )                        cooling load pro ile              ႔     office building       ႔ 
                        ႔       ႔    (၁)                   building cooling load     
                  ႕              ႔                                          ဂ                 
                  chiller                                                      building cooling load 
     ႔                         weekend load                                       chiller              
                                              

Chiller                                    cooling load pro ile                        
             

၁၉.၃.၂ Peak Load    ႔       Maximum Load 
Peak load cooling load    ႔      maximum cooling load                           

           cooling load                              ႔            (      ၃၀                        
cooling load     peak load cooling load               

၁၉.၃.၃ Off Peak Load  
Off peak load           peak load cooling load    ႔      maximum cooling load               

                                        cooling load         Off peak load              Off peak load 
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                                                                        ႔                     
           Off peak load                        

၁၉.၃.၄ Night load 
                    cooling load     “night load”                    Server room       computer 

room       data center                     cooling load         night load                 

၁၉.၃.၅ Weekend load 
           ဂ    ( ee end     ႔                cooling load         weekend load           

                            

 
    ၁၉-            energy audit             load profile       histogram (Tonnage Vs Occurrence) 

Cooling load                       load profile graph     cooling load                    
                                           load profile graph                              
                                           ႔          load profile graph     histogram ဂ              
            cooling load                                                                
histogram ဂ      peak load     Refrigeration Ton(RT)                                        
           %          Off peak load     Refrigeration Ton(RT)                                      
           %          Night load     Refrigeration Ton(RT)                                       
  %                   ႔ cooling load                                                                
        chiller selection (                                                      

Chiller selection          air con    ဂ                        chiller                     
(chiller manu acturer            chiller       capcity range                                             chiller 
manu acturer         Original Equipment Manufacturer(OEM                             
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၁၉.၄ Water Cooled Chiller                   
                                 (           cooling tower                     

                    chiller   capacity         T               water cooled chiller     
                         Water cooled chiller      centrifugal compressor    ႔      screw compressor 
                      Chiller capacity     T            centrifugal compressor                     
         

Chiller              company (chiller manu acturer                            T        T 
chiller                                        T    500RT chiller     common size        
                  ႕    chiller              Company    ႔    1000RT chiller                             
         

 ea  cooling load    –    tons             chiller plant          rotary compressor chillers 
                                      ႔        reciprocating compressor       scroll compressor 
            T chilled water plant                                  ea  cooling load    –    tons 
           reciprocating compressor chiller             ႔                                      tons     
            rotary compressor                                     tons               centrifugal 
compressor                                 

၁၉.၅ Chiller Efficiency  
Chiller       efficiency(    T      chiller   % load                                

    T           chiller             - Refrigeration Ton(12,000 Btu)                                
electrical                                                             chiller            Refrigeration 
Ton                 electrical                              ႔              T              chiller     
efficient                  

Chiller              % load              chiller efficiency                     ႔          
chiller                     % load     80% load    100% load                                    
70% load    80% load     chiller         sweet sport efficiency (            efficiency                  
                 

                       part load efficiency         Trane                600RT water 
cooled centrifugal chiller                    Model     CenTraVac chiller CT -            
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Cooling Load              Chiller                         
Cooling load  ro ile                                      chiller                          

                             T chiller                                               

 
                          cooling load                                450RT chiller 

                                        

  Time Cooling Load (RT)  Chiller Selection  Chillers Loading  
Night load  00:00 to 06:00  Below 400RT  1 no of 450RT chiller  89% 
Off peak load  06:00 to 08:30  400RT to 800RT  2 no of 450RT chiller  above 65%  
peak load  08:30 to 20:30  800 RT 1200RT  3 no of 450RT chiller  89% 
Off peak load  20:30 to 00:00  400RT to 800RT  2 no of 450RT chiller  above 65%  

Peak load             450RT chiller                                ႔               
con iguration                      450RT chiller (၄)                                   con iguration 
   ႔ N+1 redundancy                                                chiller         (၁      
   ႔     (၁                                                             number of running 
equipment at any time          Peak load            chiller     cooling load              
                    chiller (၁)        stand by chiller                       chiller                        
                                                         (maintenance shutdown or schedule 
shutdow                                   stand by chiller                               

   ႔        maximunum running capacity      350RT (450RT chiller                    installed 
capacity      800RT(450RT chiller                    ႔          standby capacity         T          
max peak load           T          450RT chiller                          T                       T 
                                ႔                                ႕   (future e pension        
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                chiller                                                                 capacity 
                ႔                                   

           -max cooling load       T                           400RT chiller          
   ႔          RT chiller         (     T                   standby chiller                      
                Chiller                (same size                    cooling load                        
                        chiller                                         

(၁) Load vs. Capacity 
 Chiller             ႔                                                             

၂၅%              (cost o  designing   chiller                                  installing the 
chiller                       ၅%                              energy e penses        
                               maintenance cost     ႔          

(၂) Compressor Type 
  ea  cooling load    –    tons             chiller plant          rotary compressor 

chillers                                       ႔        reciprocating compressor       scroll 
compressor             T chilled water plant                                  ea  
cooling load    –    tons           reciprocating compressor chiller             ႔               
                       tons               rotary compressor         
                            tons               centrifugal compressor         
                        

(၃) Condensing Medium 
  ea  cooling load    –    tons             chiller plant          water-cooled system 

                                          air-cooled                          tons 
              water-cooled system                     

(၄)                   chiller                  (Symmetrical Chiller Capacity) 
 Chilled water plant                     chiller                                    

   ႔        plant     control                               spare part                 
                       
 
Peak cooling load o      tons       minimum cooling load 100 tons                        
           T chiller  ၄                          Peak cooling load o      tons           T 
chiller  ၃                          minimum cooling load 100 tons          RT chiller 
 ၁         40% load                             con iguration           

(၅)                   chiller                  (Asymmetrical Chiller Capacity) 

 multichiller system          chiller                                                    
                                                                 chiller      
                                 system                                   T chiller  ၂           
150  T chiller  ၂                              
Peak cooling load o      tons           T chiller  ၁           150  T chiller  ၁                
           minimum cooling load 100 tons           T chiller  ၁           % load       
                  Chiller                            con iguration             ႔     
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install capacity          T           

၁၉. ၆ Water Coled Centrifugal Chiller   Tech Data       
Centralized air con system                              chiller                  Centralized air 

con system                           chiller                       

Chiller         electric dri en       heat(thermal) driven chiller     (၂)                       
( )        ႔             heat rejection method            chiller           ၂                        

Air cooled chiller -                        ႔                            chiller     air 
cooled chiller            
Water cooled Chiller-    condenser water                        ႔                
            chiller     water cooled chiller            

( ) Chiller                        compressor                                  

York brand   water cooled centrifugal chiller                         techanical speci icaiton 
                               Part load rating with constant entering condenser water temperature 
                         data               

 
Model 
  odel           H  C                     ဂ                                chiller 

         Chiller                       or    chiller model                            

Refrigerant (lb 134a) 
              re rigerant                                  chiller                   

re rigerant          (၃၃၈၅                 

Rated capacity(TR) 
                      chiller                  cooling capacity          e rigeration Ton 

          ated capacity                                                             
                                 capacity             Refrigeration Ton  T             tu       
           e rigeration Ton    ႔       tu               energy                      (1 lb)    
                   ႔                                         energy             T  
           

INPUT POWER 
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               chiller                            electric dri en  chiller                    
power     363              

Voltage/Hz 
                     ႔            olt  C           frequency        Hz            

ORIFICE(VARY) Valve  
 3 
ISOLATION VALVE 
 Isolation valve                

FLA 
  ull load  mpere             ull load                                                   mpere      

    mp           

MIN CIR AMPS  
      H       chiller                   compressor                                

                        ႔                         electric current                    
                                                      current     inrush current            

SSS SIZE 
 Solid State starter  Siize :                                electric drive) chiller            

                                  compressor                                starter  
            olid  tate starter         o t starter                           chiller             
        olid  tate starter  model       L  -             

FULL LOAD(kW/TR): 
    per  e rigeration Ton    ႔      kW per Ton Refrigeration = 0.519           energy 

efficiency                                                            (၁)Refrigeration Ton 
                       electrical power)                                           ull load       
                      ၁  e rigeration Ton            .                            - 
      chiller             ၁   e rigeration Ton            .                              
    chiller     energy efficiency                          electrical power)                 
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Load vs. Capacity ............................................................................................................. 12 

Compressor Type ............................................................................................................. 12 

 
 

Chiller sizing and configuration 
 Chillers installed in new installations are often oversized as load is estimated base on assumptions 

 An audit is necessary as replacing chillers one to one may lead to another oversized chiller. The 

building load could also change with time 

 Operating efficiency depends on load & % of time on each part load 

 Therefore, chiller capacity need to match load profile 
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Chapter-20 Efficiency and Energy Saving 

၂၀.၁ Chiller Efficiencies 
Air cooled reciprocating compressor chiller                                 .      .         

                Peak               .       .                                            capacity 
                 ambient air temperature)                                                
                                                         Air cooled               rated cap          
                                                                                                
                                                                      Water cooled rotary chiller 
      peak load efficiency      .       .  kW/ton (COP of 7.0–5.0)                

၂၀.၁.၁ Chiller                                     
 ( )                        ႔                                                        

                                      
 ( )                 
 (ဂ)  Part load                           (poor part-load performance)  
 (ဃ)                                 ႔                    (poor/outdated control systems)       
 ( )                                         (low efficiency equipment)    ႔           

၂၀.၁.၂                                      (Potential Energy Efficiency Measures) 
                                                                                           

                                                                                              
                                                                                                  
                         ႔                                                                       
                                                  

 ( ) Suctio                                                                                      
 ( ) Suction p                                  
 (ဂ)  Head pressure                
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 (ဃ) H                                                        
 ( ) Single stage                    two stage system                                         
 ( ) Co                                                                          
 ( ) Refrigeration system            ႔                                                       

   ႔          

Condenser                                                   
 (၁) Evaporative condenser capacity                           

 (၂) Air cooled c                                                                          
 (၃) Evaporative condenser fans                                   ႔           

                                                             
 (၁) Control evaporator defrost based on demand       
 (၂) Control evaporator fans with VSD    ႔          

Table 20-1 effect of suction temperature on cycle efficiency 
Suction Temperature                    Increasing)                      (Decreasing) 
Compressor work                                            
Refrigerating effect                                           
COP                                           

 
Table 20-2 effect of condensing temperature on cycle efficiency 
Condensing Temperature                    Increasing)                       Decreasing) 
Compressor work                                           
Refrigerating effect                                           
COP                                           

                                                       ႔                                       
                    (internal)                                     
 ( ) Refrigerant  ( ) Oil  
 ( ) Capacity controls ( ) Oil return system  
 (ဂ)  Metering device  (ဇ) Motor       
 (ဃ) High approach temperature  (  ) Transducers                      

center    ႔          ( ) Non-condensable gases  

                    chiller performance                                                            
(external)                     ႔                           
 ( ) Water pumps  ( ) Cooling load  
 ( ) Cooling tower  ( ) Electrical  
 (ဂ)  Valves  ( ) Control operation       
 (ဃ) Terminal unit  (ဇ) Flow control     ႔         

C                                               refrigerant                             
                     refrigerant                                  overcharge) 
     Chiller         refrigerant                                     undercharge) 
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  ဂ                   refrigerant                                      ႔                    
(contamination) 

Efficiency                           ၄      
 (၁) Suction and discharge pressures 
 (၂) Capacity control           method) 
 (၃)  Speed        
 (၄)                 refrigerant              ႔           

Suction Pressure 
                           ဇ              suction pressure                              ႔ 

                ဇ                                                                                   
                        Suction pressure                            specific volume(ft3     
                  chiller   c                             

(၁) Screw compressor                                                                               
                                    

(၂) Reciprocating compressor                                                                              
     

(၃)  Centrifugal compressor         s                                                           
                                                              

                                                           control setting                        
        cooling capacity                    M                                                                 

Discharge Pressure 
                                                                                        

           refrigerant          (discharge temperature)                   ႔    (reject heat)     
                                      ႔      condensing temperature 15°                       (        
5                       ႔                          Compressor                   27%             Discharge 
pres          refrigeration system                                                   water 
                                         Discharge gas                                                        
                       Condenser   fouling                                    heat transfer)         
                               chiller efficiency                         

 (၁)                           lubricant cooling system                             
                                                                                             

 (၂)                                                                                          

 (၃)                                  inter-stage cooling               system pressure/ 
temperature                                     

Compression Ratio 
                         c                                                 Chiller   

c                            Compression ratio                       specific volume (ft3     
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 (၁) Reciprocating compressor                                              

 (၂)                                                                                        
                                                                                        

 (၃)  Centrifugal com              compression ratio                             ႔      
discharge pressure                                  ႔                               

Water chiller                                           r                                       
                                                    compressor                                 
                                                                                     ႔        
efficiency                                     loadi             efficiency                     

Positive di                               lift                                                
          positive displacement                                                            lift 
                                                                                                       
                                                       speed control                                     
                                                                                     maximum energy 
reduction)                                                                                                 
                             speed)                                                  energy consumption) 
                                

               (high compression ratio)                            cooling load               
                    lift                           variable speed screw chiller          
                                                               hot and humid climate)          
              outdoor air temperatures                                             cooling load 
                                                          %                                85°F 
entering                                             variable s                                 constant 
centrifugal chiller                                   

Table 20-3                                                          

 
Method Potential Saving (Energy) 

(၁) Use of electronic expansion valves 20% 
(၂) VSD on motors 20% 
(၃)  VSD on evaporator and condenser vans 2–3% of total refrigeration costs 
(၄) Evaporator pressure regulators 2.5% greater compressor capacity for each 

degree of saturated suction temperature 
(၅) Evaporator pressure regulators 2% for each degree increase in saturated 

suction temperature 
(၆)  Reduced temperature lift 3–4% improvement for 1°C reduction 
(၇) Conversion from liquid injection 

oil cooling to external oil coolers 
Over 3% 

(၈) Refrigeration system replacement if 
older than 10 years 

Up to 30–40% 

(၉) Refrigerant selection 3–10% 
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Rotary compressor chiller                                                       energy 
consumption)                       ၂၀-၁                       chiller          efficient         
                40%       80% load                                        G                       
                                                                                                
cooler       condenser    ႔                                       chiller efficiency                           

 
    ၂၀-၁ Typical rotary compressor part load performance 

        -                         chilled water supply temperature    ႔                       
        Chilled water supply temperature          AHRI s                                  
                                     Chilled water supply temperature           i           
                     

Table 20-4 Rotary chiller input power as a function of chilled water supply temperature 
Leaving chilled water temperature (°F) Compressor input power (approx. % change) 

41°F +7% 
42°F +5% 
43°F +2% 
44°F 0% 
45°F -2% 
46°F -6% 
47°F -8% 
48°F -12% 
49°F -16% 

Electric drive rotary chiller                                   sin                       
                  ႔                                ႔      multiple single compressor               
chiller                ႔              

Dual compressor chiller          compressor                 c             rated capacity   
50%          Design load                      compressor                               Load     
                           compressor                               compressor                       
          ဤ configuration                                    15% of full load (30% of 5    
                         chiller                                                                 
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Negative pressure chiller         positive pressure chiller          efficiency            
Negative pressure c              eak load efficiency      .                                Positive 
                                      0.55 kW/ton    ႔                Positive pressure chiller         
                                                                                 

Negative pressure chiller                         first cost      positive pressure machine 
                     
TABLE 20-5 chiller efficiency and estimated energy cost 

Electrical input 
(kW/ton) 

Heat input 
(Mbh/ton) 

Cost* 
($/ton-hr) 

COP Application/compressor type 

— 18.5 0.114 0.67 Single stage absorption 
— 14.1 0.087 0.85 Two stage absorption 
— 12.0 0.074 1.0 Direct-fired absorption 
 12.0 0.074 1.0 Engine-drive reciprocating 
 7.5 0.046 1.6 Engine-drive screw 
 6.3 0.039 1.9 Engine-drive centrifugal 

1.2 — 0.086 2.9 Air-cooled pos disp 
1.0 — 0.072 3.5 Air-cooled rotary 
0.8 — 0.058 4.4 Water-cooled rotary 
0.7 — 0.500 5.0 Water-cooled rotary 
0.6 — 0.043 5.8 Water-cooled rotary 
0.5 — 0.036 7.0 Water-cooled rotary 
0.4  0.029 8.8 Water-cooled rotary 

* Based on year 2000 U.S. average commercial energy costs: Electricity, $0.072/kWh; Natural Gas, 
$0.616/therm (100,000 Btu). 
 

၂၀.၂ Single Stage Chiller 
Optimum efficiency                                         maintenance)     ဂ                 

                  Part load efficiency                                                         

I                                   stress)     tip speed                square)      
          Rotational speed     impeller                       ဇ                               
                    Centrifugal compressor       impeller       ဇ                   fundamental 
parameter                 impeller          (diameter)       impeller tip                       
Impeller          (diameter)                             volume flo                         
HCFC-123                    negative pressure machine               flow rate)                     
           impeller           diameter)              

Refrigerant line                   (pressure drop)                                     
                           pressure drop                                                                
                     HFC-134a                  positive pressure machine                              
                               impeller       gas line                      HCFC-123           
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                        (gas flow rate in cfm per ton ) HFC-134a      ၆     ႔             AHRI 
standard    one refrigeration ton              HCFC-123 gas flow rate 18.1 cfm (8.54 l/sec)  
           HFC-134a                   3.2 cfm (1.5 l/se                          

Wheel eye diam                   major factor          Wheel eye diameter     
        overall impeller          (diameter)                     ဇ               C                     
  ဇ                                   tip speed            requirement)                        
                 pressure difference)    ႔                            centrifugal impeller         
              "tip speed                    Tip speed                             (velocity of the 
"tip" of the impeller)          

Refrigerants     -             -            tip speed            700 ft/sec (204 to 213 
                       Impeller angular velocity (rpm)                                         
           gas flow rate              negative pressure impeller         positive pressure machine 
                              

D              tip speed    ႔                                                        

    
[         (    )        ]

        (   )
 

    
[         (   )       ]

        (  )
 

                     speed)                     impeller             rpm)               
                     Impeller          tip speed                                    stress)     
           

Impeller  shaft          rotational       torsional load                                         
Impeller                        shaft                                                sha      ႔        
                          bearing)  ဇ                                                    ဇ      (bearing 
design)                    
 (၁) Load per unit of bearing area 
 (၂) Relative velocity of the two bearing surfaces 
 (၃)  B                        
 (၄) Viscosity of the lubricating oil    ႔          

Bearing surface velocity     inner bearing surface                ႔                      

၂၀.၃ Low Delta T                                 (Major Causes) 
 (၁) Dirty coils 
 (၂) Controls calibration 
 (၃)  Leaky 2 way v             
 (၄) 3 Way valves at end of i                ႔          

၂၀.၃.၁ Chilled Water – Low Delta T Syndrome 
Chilled water                                                                  l               

            Plant            ဇ                                          chilled water return 
temperature                                                         
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L                                         
(၁)            control v                                          
                      (oversized) coil    ႔                            (undersized) coil      

                           (occupant comfort)                   Chilled water temperature       
design temperature                                        

(၂) Cooling coil                           (dirty coils) 
 Coil   overall heat transfer capacity                        control system    two-way control valve 

                                     ႔        chilled water                                return 
water temperature                 

(၃) Cooling coil   laminar coil               
 Cooling coil   l                              overall heat transfer capacity                 

(၄)   ဇ                                                ႔               (mismatched design condition) 
 System component           ဇ                                                              

                                        Chilled water          cooling coil       ႔                

(၅) Three-way control valve                          
 Three-way control valve                          part  load          b                       

chilled water  coil           ႔             return water temperature              

(၆)                supply air temperature setpoint                 
 Supply air temperature setpoint       ဇ                                 control                   

return water temperature                           

(၇) System differential pressure     valve shut-off                  
 Control valve         over ride                 (open         coil          ႔                          

chilled water                     system flow            return water temperature              
           

(၈) Coil piping configuration              
 Cooling coil   water       air  counter                  ဇ                  Control flow            

cooling coil   heat transfer efficiency                         ႔        chilled water return 
temperature                  

(၉) Chilled water supply                          (mixing)  
 Primary-secondary system        part load condition             primary loop         

                       secondary loop                                         
    chilled water supply              chilled water return       ႔ bypass           ႔      de-
coupler                                          

                                                                 build              
                   Chilled water plant operator                                    ႔     chilled water 
pumping scheme       design  configuration    ႔   ow                                        
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Table 20-6 
                                                               

Improper set point of supply air Check set points regularly, lock set points when possible 
Use of 3-way valves    ’       -way valves 
Improper coil selection Select coil delta T same as chiller delta T 
Improper control valve selection Select valve with correct Cv 
Improper control valve selection Select actuator for positive shut off of valve 
No control valve interlock Interlock control valve to close when AHU is shut off 
Improperly piped coils Pipe coils in counter flow arrangement 
Improper tertiary connection and 
control 

Design connection and controls to maintain proper delta T 

L                                                                         university 
campus)       chilled wate                  3,000-ton electric motor driven centrifugal chiller      
                ဇ      chi                                                 chilled water return 
temperature     54°F                            Flow rate)                                    
               plant     cooling load 6,000 tons                                 building     
AHU                                        chilled water return temperature     50°F             
               Consta                                 chiller                                    
6,000 gpm               R                                                      capacity     
                                                      ႔                        (directly proportional)        
Return water temperature                    chiller                                             

         (  )   
              (  )

               
 

 
Chiller                   rated capacity                  [one-third] (4°F/12.0°F)      ႔            

                               ႔           0                 2,000 tons                          
   ႔                                                                      CHWR             
                                                                                               
                            

၂၀.၄ Energy Efficiency 
Refrigeration system          energy efficiency                               ၇)             

         
 ၁  System Lift                   
 Refrigeration system          “    ”     suction pressure       discharge pres        ႔              

         Suction                            ႔                                            lift 
                           c                                           

 ၂   Part Load Performance                             
 System                                           condenser    ႔                       full capacity 

                                         Capacity control                                  
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 ၃  Equipment                                              (Upgrading) 
              condenser                                                               ႔      

             efficiency             ဇ                    configuration             ႔                 

 ၄   System Design                                          

 Refrigeration system            ဇ                                                                
                            heat recovery                                                feature) 
                                    

 ၅                                                 

                                                    Insulation                                            
         (doors                                              lighting system                   ႔      
                                                                             

 ၆  Commissioning 

 Commissioning                          inspection)                review)       set                      
                                                                              ဇ                          
(design intent                                         original specifi                              
                performance                                                 ႔          

 ၇  Operation and Maintenance (O&M) 
                                                                                       

 
    ၂၀-၁ Leaving chilled water temperature (LCHWT)                                                         

Reducing Lift 
 Li                                                     
 ၁  S                                                                               
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 ၂  Discharge                                                        

 ၃    Suction                               ႔      disch                                 BHP/RT (brake 
horsepower per refrigeration ton)                                  

 
    ၂၀-၂ Entering Condenser water temperature (ECWT)                                                       

 
Raising Suction Pressure                                               (Barriers) 

                    ႔      equipment                                                           
                                                                                    Suction press    
                       refrigerant flow            velocity            oil separator            
               Scr                                                                                
                                                ႔     s                                       capacity 
            overall efficiency                          compressor               horsepower         
                      overload)                          u                   current limiting        
                         S                                           oil separator    performance       
                                                 

Reducing Discharge Pressure 
“                  ”     “                   ”    ႔      “          ure”                

           C                           condenser    ႔                                         
                                                          

Reducing Condensing Pressure  
  System                                                                                   

                                                                                                          ဇ       
(၁)       pressure                                                                                  

                reciprocating compressor                             

(၂) Condensing pressure                    compressor                                                 
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(၃)  Condensing pressure                                                            ဂ                   
        

Effect of Reducing Discharge 
Refrigeration system       condensing temperatur                                efficiency 1%    

2%                                                                                        
pressure ratio                    

Minimum Condensing Pressure versus Approach 
“Minimum allowable condens            ”       “        ”                                   

                                                                         common misconception  
                   

Reducing Condenser Approach 
Condenser approach                                  condensing                                

                        Condenser capacity                    Energy consumptio            
            Outdoor condition                                             outdoor temperature)    
       (season)               geographical location)                         

Refrigeration system     minimum allowable condensing pressure set                        
                           condensing temperature     ambient wet bul                         
                               condenser capacity                                        Wet bulb 
temperature       condensing pressure                    compressor                                 
                   

System                                minimum allowable) condensing pressure                 
     condenser capacity                           pressure)                    Condenser system 
                                  ႔                                            ႔        condenser       
                                                      

 
                       condenser                        perform         

              Design rating                                                 saturated condensing 
te                           -                                                      ဇ                 
                                   ႔                      ဇ                                           

                                              under perform                            
(၁) Condenser                                                 spacing)              proximity to 

steam    ႔                                              

(၂)                                                pressure drop                                      
                  surface area)               r                    non-cond                            

(၃)                       maintenance)                     - tube        scaling               r           

                                                                                              
   ႔                                                                surface area)            
condenser                                     
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         non-condensable gas                            spray                                         
             belt slippage)          water pressure                       drift elim                ႔ 
           ႔          

Reducing Minimum Condensing Pressure 
R                                                                                               

           minimum allowable) condensing pressure          Compressor limitat      liquid transfer 
issues       defrost                                 minimum allowable pressure      
                          

                                                                                 
(outdoor air temperature)                                                                      
                      condensing                            Refrigeration system                           
                         psig    90 psig                                                             
                                               

၂၀.၅                                          
၂၀.၅.၁ Chilled Water Reset 

                 AHRI s                                                   .             
 .                                                                                                  
                                    chilled wat                            .                        

   ႔                 ႔     cloudy days                 ႔                  ႔                          
            ႔          chill                                  .                                 ႔ 
                 chilled water leaving temperature set point      .                                    
                                                                                                                
                                       chille    evaporator                                       
                                    refrigerant                                                     
                                                                                 com              
work                     

                    rule of thumb) chilled water l                        .                      
                   2%                  energy saving)                                        

chiller                                                                 

                                            chilled water leaving temperature set      
                     “chilled water temperature reset”                             (manually)       
              BAS system                                     

    - Tran                     ECV6E 56 (                                                     
                                           . °C          
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Table 20-7 
Chilled Water Set Point 6.7°C 
Leaving Chilled Water 6.7°C 
Entering Chilled Water 10.1 
Laving Condenser Water 28.4°C 
Entering Condenser Water 30.7°C 
Active Control Set Point 100% 
Evaporator refrigerant Pressure 254.2Kpa 
Condenser refrigerant Pressure 681.2Kpa 
Saturated refrigerant Temperature 5.0°C 
Condenser refrigerant Temperature 31.7°C 
Evaporator Approach Temperature 1.6°C 
Condenser Approach Temperature 1°C 

C                               leaving chilled water  temperature)  .                      
           .                                                                  chilled water s      
                      

                           . °C           refrigerant                   . °C    ႔         
                              refrigerant                             5.0°C          leaving 
chilled water  6.7°C        heat)     refrigerant      ႔            transfer)                    Eva        
        r                           .             HFC 134a Refrige                     evaporator 
refrigerant                 .                

                                                                                  
                    evaporator refrigerant                                 ႔                           
                                     leaving chilled water temperature set               
                  evaporator pressure (kPa)                               C                         
                             ႔                         energy saving)               

၂၀.၅.၂ Chiller                     Refrigerant                        
                                                                                   

          )                                                                        
charge)                                                                 500 RT c                      
                                                                                           
                                              chiller                                 

              refrigerant                    refrigerant              (over charged) 
                       rated efficiency                                          work input        
           (           refrigerant         compress             )         refrigeration output 
                              Head pressure                                       (energy 
consumption)                    
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၂၀.၅.၃ Refrigerant            (Leak)                        
Chiller              refrigerant              (leak)                   Positive suction pressure 

chiller           chiller   suction (condenser)       discharge (evaporator) pressure                    
         (atmospheric pressure)                                             (atmospheric)    
                   positive pressure                          Chiller   suction pressure                      
   ႔                                chiller                     refrigerant                         
     R134a          chiller     positive suction                           Positive suction pressure 
chiller     chiller          refrigerant                  ႔                          (leak)      
            

Chiller           refrigerant                   (leak                    refrigerant          
                         (rated) cooling capacity                         ႔                  
                chiller                                   - 300RT chiller                      
                  250RT cooling capacity                          280RT building load            
               300RT chiller                                                             

R123                 chiller          negative suction                                     (l     
                         (air)        chiller          ႔               refrigerant                   
       Chiller                   ႔      non condensable                       efficiency       capacity 
                

 
    ၂၀-၃ Reduce lift 

၂၀.၅.၄ Supply Temperature                     
                                                                                  evaporating 

temperature                refrigeration efficiency                      6°C chilled water supply 
temperature                  10°C                  10%    ႔                                  
                                  chiller efficiency                     fan coil unit       distribution 
system       terminal unit                                                    

 
 

Chiller                refrigerant                                               
                                    ႔                             
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(၁)             efficient heat exchanger                      

(၂) Chilled water    ႔      supply air volume flow rate                                               
                                   ႔                           pump       fan                     
           Pump       fan                               pipe       duct                    
                                   

(၃)  Evaporator          ႔ chilled water         (flow)                          ႔                        
                                                                                          
               ႔                                                                              
          

 
    ၂၀-၄ ASHREAE                      annual average chiller plant efficiency (kW/RT) 

၂၀.၆ Efficiency                               
( ) Low-temperature             (application)     two stage refrigeration     single stage          

                                       (food processing)                              
(storage)                       ammonia     efficient                                

( ) Stamped-steel fan blade         efficient            

(ဂ)  Evaporator                       axial fan         centrifugal fan                        
            

(ဃ)               (constant speed                  evaporator fan                      ႔               
              (constant speed                                                                       

( )                ammonia evaporator         recirculated    ႔      flooded evaporator      
            

( ) Solenoid       pressure regulator            valve                                      system 
efficiency                 

 
-End- 
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Chapter - 21 Servicing and Maintenance 

              chilled water plant                equipmen                                    
                                                                 (procedures)                   (documentation)  
                 (check list)                                                                      
      ႔                                                                                                        
   ၍      ႕                (procedures)  form       troubleshooting procedure                              
             ႔                              

၂၁.၁ Pressure Testing 
System                                                    ႔                                              

“Pressure Test”                   System                                                     ၍ 
                                refrigerant      system          ႔                                       
            

Discharge service valve       suction service valve    ႔        (mid position)                
system          ႔               (compressed)                      ႔                   50 psi    ႔         
                    ႔      stop valve                 system pressure                

 

   ႔      stop valve                            
(၁၂)       ႔                           system 
pressure                             pressure 
                       (pressure)                       
system                                   (leak) 
                                                  
                               (compressed air)    
                                 ႔                     
                 

    ၂၁-၁ Trouble shooting of charge conditions 
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                     ႔            ၍                                                       (guidelines 
for nitrogen pressure testing) 

 ( ) R-22                     system                                                            
 ( ) R-134a                     system                                                            
 ( ) R- R-123                     system                                                           

၂၁.၂ Vacuum Drawing    ႔      System Evacuation 
                     ၍                           (leak)                          refrigerant 

                           Chiller      ႔ refrigerant               chiller                            ႔     
                 ႔                                                      ႔                 “        o ” 
                  

   (၂၁-၂)                      evacuation                                   2 torr    ႔      2 
mmHg    ႔                                                              vacuum pump              
      System          vacuum     2 torr    ႔                   stop valve         ၍ vacuum pump     
      ႔                        Vacuum pressure                               system                
     ႔              ၍     ႔                                                          ႔     
             vacuum                   2 torr    ႔               vacuum                ၍ stop 
valve                    vacuum pressure                                      (l                 
         2 torr    ႔   vacuum pressure                   system                        ႔      
           ႔                               

    ၍ 2 torr    ႔                  vacuum pump         dilution method         ၍        
                            system          ႔ refrigerant        ႔                     ႔           (၃၀)   ႔ 
system                         vacuum                           (၃)                          system 
                       ႔             ႕                                   Vacuum pump    vacuum 
                                        refrigerant        ႔                                        
           ႔                               (dilute             )          

 
    ၂၁-၂ System               ႔                 (dehydration) 

 

System               ႔                (dehydration)           Wet Bulb          (temperature) 
32°F              ႔           (pressure) 5mm Hg / 5000 microns                                  
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၂၁.၃ System          ႔ Refrigerant                   (Methods of Charging) 
Refrigerant                                 

 ၁                                charging by weight) 
                                                                                        

                                           

 ၂                                                      (charging by superheat)  
 Fixed o                                               ႔                                           

                                        

 ၃     - oo                                            (charging by sub-cooled) 
 Thermal expansion                                                    ႔                  

                                 - oo                             

၂၁.၃.၁ Superheat Method  
                                                  (charging by superheat)        fixed orifice 

              system                                         
 (A) Measure entering  dry bulb temperature of evaporator 

 (B) Measure entering dry bulb temperature at condenser 

 (C) Using charging table to determine recommended superheat (within + 5°F of chart reading) 

 (D) Calculate the actual superheat 
 (E) If actual superheat is greater than recommended superheat, charge must be added. 

 (F) If actual superheat is less than the recommended value, charge must be removed 

Superheat Charging Chart 

 
    ၂၁-၃ Superheat charging chart 

၂၁.၃.၂ Subcooling Method  
   - oo                                            (charging by sub-cooled)        thermal 

expansion valve               system                          
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 (A) Measure liquid line operating pressure. Convert the pressure into saturation 

temperature using PT chart. 
 (B) Measure actual liquid line temperature. 
 (C) Calculate the subcooling and compare with equipment manual desired subcooling 

(tolerance of 2-3 °C). 
 (D) If subcooling is too low- insufficient charge. 
 (E) If subcooling is too high- overcharged. 

 

 
    ၂၁-၄ Measure subcooling     ၂၁-၅ Charging by superheat method 

System                                                                                  
system          ႔ refrigerant                                                     ႔         
               (vapor charging)                                  (liquid charging)   ၍                        

၂၁.၃.၃ ( )     ႔                        (Vapor Charging) 
System          ႔ refrigerant         ႔                                          system  

                                  refrigerant                                  vapor charging         
         Vapor charging            compressor ၏ suction                          ႔         
              refrigerant        ႔၏      (specific volume)                             ႔        
   ႔                                                                                 

   (၂၁-၆)                         o                            Evacuate               
refrigerant                         service valve                          valve                   ၍ 
       ႔                ႔                                                             refrigerant        ႔ 
                 ႔                                            ႔       ႔                          
               service valve    ႔             

      ႔        ႔         refrigerant       ၏                              ႔      suction service 
valve                             ႔    ႕          compressor                    Refrigerant        
valve                                                    ႔                          valve     suction 
pressure 30 psi                  ၍                  ႔      refrigerant                         
                 ၍                         gas      system      ႔                          valve     
                       suction service valve                                         ႔                             
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Refrigerant                  ႔                               ႔           o                     
                                              ႔                                        ၍ 
                                                 

 
    ၂၁-၆                     refrigerant                (charging from low side) 

                    refrigerant                (charging from low side) 
(၁) Stop the compressor. 

(၂) Know the refrigerant in the system, and get the correct refrigerant to be charged. 

(၃)  Attach the refrigerant cylinder or canister to the center      o      o   o                      
set. 

(၄)                      o            o  o                   o ,                                
regulator. (Do     o      o   ose the regulators after purging) 

(၅) Attach  o  o                      o   o               ,  o          o                o          
conditioning unit. Make sure that the protective cap of the service valve is taken out. 

(၆)  O         o  o                   o          . 

(၇) Throttle the                               o .              w                                        
condensing pressure of the refrigerant. 

(၈) Operate the air conditioning unit. 

(၉) C o                         o  w                         ow                     s the design 
operating pressure. 

(၁၀) The charge should be adequate once the design pressure on the low side is reached, but it is 
good to check the superheat, and make sure that the sight glass is clear. 

(၁၁)  Stop the air conditioning unit if the subcooling is inadequate. Repeat steps (7) to (10) until the 
charging is adequate 

၂၁.၃.၄ ( )                            (Liquid Charging) 
System          ႔ refrigerant                                                         

           ႔                                                    (charging time)             
                               (high pressure side)    liquid charging valve                          
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   (၂၁-၇)                                                                   liquid charging valve       
              valve                          purge                        liquid charging valve       
              ႔      refrigerant                        ၍                         
                   

Liquid receiver outlet valve                   compressor                       ႔      liquid 
charging valve                    refrigerant           valve                        refrigerant           
              

Refrigerant       ၏                                                system          ႔         
       refrigerant                                   refrigerant                                       
liquid charging valve              charging valve    ႔             liquid receiver outlet valve     
                       system                                

 
    ၂၁-၇                     refrigerant               ( charging from high side) 

                    refrigerant               ( charging from high side) 
Capillary tube                    system           ဤ                              

(၁) Stop the compressor. 

(၂) Know the refrigerant in the system, and get the correct refrigerant to be charged. 

(၃)  Attach the refrigerant cylinder or canister to the center      o     hose of the pressure gauge  
set. 

(၄)                      o                                o ,                                       o . 
Do     o      o   o              o                . 

(၅) A                              o   o      gauge set, to the liquid line service valve of the air 
conditioning unit. Make sure that the protective cap of the service valve is taken out. 

(၆)  O                             o          . 

(၇)    o                                       o . 

(၈) Close                       o  w        pressure in the high pressure side reaches the design 
operating pressure. 
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(၉) Operate the air conditioning unit. 

(၁၀) Check the subcooling, and make sure that the sight glass is clear. 

(၁၁)  Stop the air conditioning unit if the subcooling is inadequate. Repeat steps (7) to (10) until the 
charging is adequate. 

Table 21-1 subcooling temperature and refrigerant charge 
Subcooling (5-8 ˚   Status 

Low Insufficient charge 
High Overcharge 

Superheat and Subcooling 
Table 21-2 superheat and subcooling temperature and refrigerant charge 

System Problem Superheat Subcooling Conditions 
Over-charged Low Low Inadequate air flow 
Under-charged High Low Insufficient charge 
 High High Blockage in circuit 
 Low High Overcharge 

၂၁.၃.၅ ( )                ၍ Refrigerant               (Charging by Weight) 

 
    ၂၁-၈                ၍ refrigerant               (charging by weight) 

This method is used to charge refrigerant to an evacuated, or newly assembled, and moisture 
removed air conditioning unit. The steps, 
(၁) Stop the compressor, 

(၂) Know the refrigerant to be handled by the system, and get the correct refrigerant to be charged. 

(၃)  A                               o            o                 o      o   o               gauge 
set. 

(၄) Purge the line by throttling      o  o                   o ,                                
       o . Do     o      o   o              o                . 
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(၅) A       o  o                      o   o               ,  o          o          valve of the air 
conditioning unit. Make sure that the protective cap of the service valve is taken out. 

(၆)  Put the cylinder on weighing scale, OR get adequate number of refrigerant canisters to charge 
the system. 

(၇) O         o  o            regulator slightly. 

(၈)    o                                       o . 

(၉) Operate the air conditioning unit. 

(၁၀)   o                         o  w         o        o    o                        o           . 

(၁၁)  Check the superheat, operating pressure, and make sure that the sight glass is clear. 

၂၁.၃.၆ Trouble-Shooting of Charge Conditions 

 
    ၂၁-၉ Troubleshooting of charge conditions 

System                      refrigerant                                      
                              
(၁)       o    o                             o     °F   . °   o                        

recommendation, OR 

(၂) The amount of refrigerant subcooling      o     °F   . °   o                        
recommendation, OR 

(၃)  The sight glass after (or on) the filter dryer is clear after charging. 

(၄) Presence of bubbles means that there is no adequate charging 

Evacuation              system          ႔ refrigerant                       tube freezing 
              cooler                    ႔       o   o                             

 
( ) R-22                     system                     60 psig    ႔                          

(charge liquid @ 60psig) 

( ) R-134a                     system                     30 psig    ႔           
                

(charge liquid @ 30 psig) 

( ) R-123                     system                     18psig    ႔           
               (charge liquid @ 30 psig) 
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၂၁.၃.၇ System          Refrigerant                   

 

System         refrigerant      super 
                                  system 
                     ၍ refrigerant         system 
                                        
                                     
           

           refrigerant              
                      ၍                 

    ၂၁-၁၀ Removing refrigerant from the system  

Discharge service valve                               discharge service valve              
                                      purge            

   ႔                     refrigerant               (connect)          valve                   
   ႔       o      o             discharge service                ႔    ႕                       
compressor                      refrigerant        ႔        condenser    ႔                   ၍ 
       refrigerant                 ႔    ႔      ႔(condensation)                                    ႔ 
                                                              system          refrigerant                   
                        

  
    ၂၁-၁၁ Halide leak detector     ၂၁-၁၂ Soap bubble test 

၂၁.၃.၈                       (Leak Detection) 
System                                                                           system              

            refrigerant        ႔                                                                  (leak 
protection)                      (leakage)                                          

( )                             (Soap Bubble Test) 
             refrigerant                                                                    

                                                            ႔                                          
    ၍                                         

( ) Halide Leak Detector  
Feron            refrigerant                                                     (၂၁-၁၁)     halide leak 

detector                   Halide Burner           gas                                  ႔            ၍ 
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       ႕                                          air tube                            Air tube     
                                                     burner                                              
           ၏  Air tube        Feron gas                                                ႔                 
gas                                               ႔                                                            
       ႔                                              Detector                         ႔         0.01%    ႔ 
                     

(၁)                   ႔                    
                   (test paper)                                                             

                      ၍              test paper                    ၄                       
                           (ammonia)        ႔           ႔                ႔                 

(၂)    ႔       ႔                   
    ႔           ႕၍                                                  ႔           ႔                    

           ႔                       ႔                                 ၄      ႔       ႕      
                ႔                               ၍                                

(၃) Litmus                        (litmus paper test)        
                                        Alkali                         ႔        litmus      

             ၍                                             ႔                             
                           ႔                          ၍                                         
   ႕               ႔                                 ႔                                 

( ) Electronic detector 
Refrigerant                ႔                                 (decomposition)             

                             ionization                                                             ၍ 
         refrigerant                                       ႔          ambient air                 ႔  
         ႔                                        ႔         o     o               o             
electronic detector                               

၂၁.၄ Chiller Commissioning 
   Chilled water system                                              ၂                              
            ၁              oo      o                                       (satisfy imposed cooling load) 
               oo      o                                           w                 

                              ow                            supply water flow                   
                                                         

            ၂                                              (minimize the cost of cooling) 
 Chilled water temperature                                             cooling load         

                                                             o              

Condenser w                                                                                w     
                                                                                                         
                      ႔                                                “             o      o    ”         
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                                            w                                                     
                                               ၏                                        ႔              
                     o    o                                                                                  
                                                                                                          
                                   chil    w                               

                 chilled water flow                           ow     ±5%    ႔           
         Chilled water pump                                                                   
 (၁) Check pump installation, including mountings, vibration isolators and connectors, and 

piping specialties (valves, strainer, pressure gauges, thermometers, etc.). 

 (၂) Check pump shaft and coupling alignment. 

 (၃)  Lubricate pump shaft bearings as required by the manufacturer. 

 (၄) Lubricate motor shaft bearings as required by the manufacturer. 

 (၅) Turn shaft by hand to make sure the pump and motor turn freely. 

 (၆)  “B   ”      o o  o             o    o     o    o         o . 

၂၁.၄.၁ Chiller Pre-Commissioning Check Procedure 
Pre-commissioning checks           commissioning                                           

                                              

၂၁.၄.၂ Pre-Commissioning Checks 
Chiller                                                                                 

 
Chiller                                                                                          
 (A) Check the surroundings for safety before start of work  

 (B) Inspect the unit for shipping or installation damage.  

 (C) Chiller is properly installed and leveled  

 (D) Vibration Isolators or Pads properly installed  

 (E) Evaporator and Condenser water piping is complete  

 (F) Water piping is supported properly and there is no strain on the water boxes  

 (G) Strainers are clean and installed in both evaporator and condenser water circuits prior 
to water supply to chiller  

 (H) Water connections arranged to match design specifications  

 (I) Relief piping is complete and meets local building codes  

 (J) Electrical wiring and Field control wiring modifications are complete per field wiring 
specifications  
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၂၁.၅ Chiller Testing and Commissioning 
Chiller            t            o      o                                                 

 (A) Pressure Testing of the chiller to ensure chiller is leak-free  

 (B) Vacuum Testing of the chiller to ensure the chiller is sufficiently dehydrated  

 (C) Charging of compressor oil to correct level as per factory requirements  

 (D) Charging of refrigerant to correct level as per factory requirements  

 (E) Meggar testing of Chiller compressor motor  

 (F) Checking of chiller control wirings and safety cut-out before power turn on  

 (G) Power on the chiller to heat up the compressor oil for minimum 1 day before start up 

 (H) Checking and configuration of chiller program settings  

 (I) Start up chiller  

 (J) Allow the compressor to run a short time, being ready to stop it immediately if any 
unusual noise or adverse conditions develop.  

 (K) Check and record the operating parameters.  

၂၁.၅.၁ Commissioning Procedure 
(A) Chiller Physical  / Isolator Spring Check (G) Motor Rotation and Coupling Check 

(B) Pressure Testing (H) Safety Control Testing 

(C) System Dehydration (I) Oil Charging / PRV Check 

(D) Refrigerant Charge (J) Water Flow Check 

(E) Motor Megger (K) Test Run Chiller and Current Calibration 

(F) Starter Sequence Check   

                  ၢ            (Megging Motor Windings) 

 
    ၂၁-၁၃                   ၢ            (meggering motor windings) 

 Megohm meter    ႔      megger meter             ၍ phases to phase       phase to ground 
resistance                                             (reading)                                        
        ၍                           
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Insulation Vs Temperature 
(၁) Insulation resistance              (right of curve)                                           

         

(၂) Insulation resistance               (left of curve)                                           
(acceptable readings)    ႔                           

(၃)                             megger reading                  insulation               
(deterioration)    ႔           ႔(moisture)               ႔                              (oil and dirt 
contamination)                     

Starter Sequence Check 
 (A) Check interfacing control between chiller and starter panel 

 (B) Check contactors are in free action (Tapping @ 57% min) 

 (C) Ensure safety interlocking and activate starter for free play 

 (D) Apply power to starter and chiller control panel. Check voltage supply. 

 (E)                    o     o            o                 o o                

 (F) Record the voltage  before and after the transition time 

 
    ၂၁-၁၄ Minimum insulation resistance vs temperature graph 

 
                (Oil Charging) 
Oil charging procedure 
 (A) Immerse to suction connection of the oil pump in the new oil drum. 

 (B) Connect the pump discharge connection to the oil charging valve. 
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 (C) Ensure air is removed from the oil pump. Pump the lines with oil and prevent air from 
being pumped into the system. 

 (D) Manual run the oil pump and check the oil level.  

 
Refrigeration  o      o                      (Oil types) 
York        chiller                                           (oil types)                             
 For YK R-22 System Yo   ‘F  O   

 For YK R-134a System  Yo   ‘K  O   

 For YT R-123 System  Yo   ‘   o   

 For YT R-11 System  Yo   ‘   O   

 
PRV                (Checking) 
 (A) Dismantle the linkage between the PRV and vane motor. 

 (B) Manually push fully open and close back the PRV. 

 (C) With PRV in fully close position, connect back the linkage. 

 (D) Manually operate the PRV via the chiller control panel 

Safety Control                      (Testing) 
 (A) Low Water Temperature Cutout (E) Low Pressure Cutout  

 (B) High Pressure Cutout Switch (F) Motor Current 

 (C) Low Oil Pressure  (G) High Oil Temperature 

 (D) Flow Switch (H) High Discharge Temperature 

၂၁.၆ Start Up Report 
                                                     start up                                  

                                                 report                                         
                               service tec                                                 (start 
up)                                                         “factory start-up”           Start up report 
                                                         Testing and commissioning           
           chiller                           (checklist                    

                                             (general installation checklist) 
 (A) Test and balance completed (CHW and CDW flows within 25 to þ10% of design) 

 (B) Observe no visible water or oil leaks. 

 (C) Observe no unusual noise or vibration. 

 (D) Chilled water piping insulation in good condition. 

 (E) Pressure gauges, thermometers installed and operable. 

 (F) Confirm that O & M manuals are onsite. 

 (G) Confirm that training provided for operating staff. 
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Functional performance                                           checklist) 
(A) Confirm that the factory start-up and tests were completed and the chiller is ready to be placed 

into service. 

(B) Determine entering CHW temperature and compare to design. 

(C) Determine leaving CHW temperature is within 18F of setpoint. 

(D) Compute CHW range and compare to design. 

 
                        electric drive) c                 
 (A) Determine that the chiller FLA is within 5% of design. 

 (B) Test volts, phase-to-phase. 

 (C) Compute voltage imbalance and determine that the maximum of a-b-c¬average/average 
is less than 2%. 

 
Water cooled c                 
 (A) Confirm that the cooling tower has been commissioned (see Sec. 15.1) 

 (B) Determine the entering CDW temperature and confirm that it is within 18F of setpoint. 

 (C) Determine leaving CDW temperature and compare to design. 

 (D) Determine CDW temperature range and compare to design. 

 
Air cooled chiller           
 (A) Determine ambient air temperature. 

 (B) Determine chiller head pressure and compare to rated value. 

 
Operations and Control 
 (A) Confirm that chiller appears to meet load. 

 (B) Confirm that chiller operates without alarm conditions or safety shutdowns. 

 (C) Confirm that chiller start sequence operates properly. 

 (D) Confirm that multi-chiller staging sequence operates properly. 

၂၁.၇ Maintenance Requirements for Chillers (Regularly Scheduled Maintenance) 
Periodic checks are specific tests that are performed annually (or more frequently) to evaluate 

some aspect of the chiller performance and include the following: 
(A) Leak testing (via the pressure method). 

(B) Purge operation (low pressure systems). 

(C) System dryness. 

(D) Lubricant level. 

(E) Lubricant filter pressure drop. 
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(F) Refrigerant quantity or level. 

(G) Water flow rates. (Adjust the pumps to provide design flow and measuring the pressure drop 
   o           o   o       o       .  o                    o                          o 
determine if internal scaling is occurring.) 

(H) Expansion valve operation (for reciprocating compressor systems). 

၂၁.၇.၁ Recommended Chiller Monitoring Points 
Table 21-3 recommended chiller-monitoring points as per ASHRAE Standard 147 

Chilled Water (or 
other secondary 

coolant) 

Flow  

Condenser Water 

Flow  

Inlet Pressure  Inlet Pressure 

Inlet Temperature   Inlet Temperature 

Outlet Pressure  Outlet Pressure 

Outlet Temperature  Outlet Temperature 

Evaporator  
Refrigerant Pressure 

Condenser 
Refrigerant Pressure 

Refrigerant Temp.  Refrigerant Temperature 

Oil  

Level  

 Refrigerant  

Level  

Pressure  Compressor Discharge Temp. 

Temperature Compressor Suction Temp. 

Vibration Levels  PPM Refrigerant Monitor Level 

Purge 
Exhaust Time 

Logs 
Date and Time Data 

Discharge Count  Signature of Reviewer 

Ambient 
Temperatures  

Dry Bulb  Ambient 
Temperatures  

Amps Per Phase 

Wet Bulb  Volts Per Phase 

  
    ၂၁-၁၅ Centrifugal chiller overhaul     ၂၁-၁၆ Rotary screw chiller overhaul 
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၂၁.၇.၂ Periodic Maintenance Chiller Log 
Periodic Maintenance Chiller Log 

Main Tab 
Run Time 

15 min 30 min 1 hr 
Chiller Mode       
Evap Ent/Lvg Water Temp       
Cond Ent/Lvg Water Temp       
Active Chilled Water Setpoint (°F)       
Average Line Current (%RLA)       
Active Current Limit Setpoint (%RLA)       
Software Type       
Software Version       

Evaporator 
Evap Entering Water Temperature (°F)       
Evap Leaving Water Temperature (°F)       
Evap Sat Refrigerant Temp (°F)       
Evap Refrigerant Pressure (psia)       
Evap Approach Temp (°F)       
Evap Water Flow Switch Status       
Expansion Valve Position (%)       
Expansion Valve Position Steps       
Evap Rfgt Liquid Level (in)       

Condenser 
Cond Entering Water Temperature (°F)       
Cond Leaving Water Temperature (°F)       
Cond Sat Refrigerant Temp (°F)       
Cond Refrigerant Pressure (psia)       
Cond Approach Temp (°F)       
Cond Water Flow Switch Status       
Cond Head Pressure Ctrl Command (%)       

Compressor 
Compressor Starts       
Compressor Run Time       
System Refrigerant Diff Pressure (psid)       
Oil Pressure (psia)       
Compressor Refrigerant Discharge Temp (°F)       
Discharge Superheat (°F)       
% RLA L1 L2 L3 (%)       
Amps L1 L2 L3 (Amps)       
Volts AB BC CA       
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၂၁.၇.၃ Maintenance Requirements for YK Chiller 
Y                                                                                         
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၂၁.၇.၄Maintenance Requirements for YT Chiller 
Y                                                                                        
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၂၁.၇.၅ Maintenance Requirements for YR Chiller 
Y               o         w                             
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၂၁.၇.၆ Maintenance Requirements for YS Chiller 
Y               o         w                              
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၂၁.၇.၇ Maintenance Schedule 
          Y    YK                                                              

maintenance schedule                    
Table 21-4 maintenance schedule 

Maintenance Hours of Operation 
  

50
00

 

10
00

0 

15
00

0 

20
00

0 

25
00

0 

30
00

0 

35
00

0 

40
00

0 

45
00

0 

50
00

0 

Change Compressor Oil x x x x x x x x x x 
Change Oil Filter Elements x x x x x x x x x x 
Change Dehydrator Filter Driers x x x x x x x x x x 
Oil Analysis x x x x x x x x x x 
Condenser Tubes Cleaning x x x x x x x x x x 

Thrust Bearing and Proximity Sensor         x         x 

Replacement of Shaft Seal         x         x 
Revarnish of Motor Stator Windings & 
Bearings 

      x         x   

Pressure Test         x         x 
Eddy Current Testing of Condenser 
Tubes 

        x         x 

Inspection/Cleaning Cooler Tubes         x         x 

Inspection/Overhaul of Compressor                   x 
Vibration Analysis x x x x x x x x x x 

၂၁.၇.၈ Tube Cleaning 

  
    ၂၁-၁၇ Tube cleaning     ၂၁-၁၈ Tube cleaning 

၂၁.၇.၉ Annual Shutdown 
  Scope of work for annual shutdown and condenser tube cleaning 
 (၁) To dismantle and replace oil filter, filter driers and O ring. 

 (၂) To drain out old compressor oil and recharge with new oil. 

 (၃)  To megger the compressor motor windings. 
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 (၄) To check and tighten control wires. 

 (၅) To drain out water from condenser. 

 (၆)  To remove condenser water box cover (non piping end). 

 (၇) To clean the tubes by using nylon brushes. 

 (၈) To paint with anti rust paint at the internal surface of the water box. 

 (၉) To replace water box gasket. 

 (၁၀) To fix back the cover and fill in water. 

 (၁၁)  Re-commission the chiller. 

၂၁.၈ Long Term Maintenance 
(၁)                              ၅                    Eddy current (electro-                          

                                          ၂         ႔       ၃                                    Tube      
              crack)      tube                 (thinning)                                                  
          

(၂)  o      o        rotating component          ၅                                         o                   
 ၅               centrifugal compressor        impeller    ႔          w  o      o          o o        
          o   o                                                                              
                         sea             gasket                       

(၃)   Component                                                                                      
                             

(၄)                        engine-drive) vapor compression cycle chiller                                
                                            electric-drive) chiller                                          
                                                                                                        
                                   ၍                                                      

၂၁.၉ Overhaul           
          overhaul                                     (scope of work)                       
 ၁  To deliver transfer unit to site 

 ၂  To transfer the refrigerant out from the chiller to the recovery unit. 

 ၃   To isolate the chiller power supply. 

 ၄  To disconnect Compressor Motor power cable 

 ၅  To erect the hoisting framework and equipments. 

 ၆   To hoist down the Compressor Motor from the chiller mounting and send to workshop for 
overhaul  

 ၇  To hoist down the Compressor to plant room floor level 

 ၈  To dismantle the Compressor for inspection, overhaul and replace the overhaul parts. 

 ၉  To assemble back the Compressor and check all the tolerance base on spec. 
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 ၁၀  Installed the Compressor back on to the chiller after overhaul 

 ၁၁   To deliver the Compressor Motor from workshop to site after Compressor Motor overhaul 

 ၁၂   Install the Compressor Motor onto the chiller 

 ၁၃  Re-connect the Compressor Motor cable 

 ၁၄  To flush, clean the oil pump and oil line with nitrogen 

 ၁၅  To flush the entire system with nitrogen 

 ၁၆   To pressure test the chiller with nitrogen gas to 150 psig and perform leak check and hold the 
pressure for overnight to ensure system tightness. 

 ၁၇  To vacuum the system to requirement standard 

 ၁၈  To charge in refrigerant into the system. 

 ၁၉  To replace the Compressor oils and all the filters 

 ၂၀  To dismantle the Condenser and Cooler water box 

 ၂၁  To perform Condenser and Cooler tubes cleaning 

 ၂၂  To flush clean the Condenser and Cooler tubes with water 

 ၂၃   To perform Eddy Current Test to determine the Condenser and Cooler tubes wall thickness 

 ၂၄  To cover the Condenser and Cooler water box 

 ၂၅   o      ‘ON   ow           o                              o      o  o   

 ၂၆   To re-commission the chiller. 

၂၁.၁၀ Troubleshooting 

၂၁.၁၀.၁ Detecting and Correcting Problems 
R          o         - o     o                    ႕                                         ႔         

                                                              o                                       
(possible causes)                            (corrective measures)                    ႆ          
            (troubleshooting)                          test procedure)                       

Table 21-5 
Trouble Possible Cause Corrective Measure 

High condensing 
pressure. 

Inlet water warm. Purge air from condenser 
Air on non-condensable gas in 
system. 

Increase quantity of condensing 
water. 

Insufficient water flowing through 
condenser. 

Increase quantity of water. 

Condenser tubes clogged or scaled. Clean condenser water tubes. 
Too much liquid in receiver, 
condenser tubes submerged in liquid 
refrigerant. 

Draw off liquid into service cylinder. 

Low condensing 
pressure. 

Too much water flowing through 
condenser. 

Reduce quantity of water. 
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Water too cold.  Reduce quantity of water. 

Liquid refrigerant flooding back from 
evaporator. 

Change expansion valve 
adjustment, examine fastening of 
thermal bulb. 

Leaky discharge valve. 
Remove head, examine valves. 
Replace any found defective. 

Frosting or sweating 
of a liquid line. 

Refrigerant line restriction. 
Check for partially closed stop 
valve, or stuck solenoid valve. 

System low on refrigerant. Check for leaks, add refrigerant. 
High suction 
pressure. 

Overfeeding of expansion valve. 
Regulate expansion valve, check 
bulb attachment. 

Compressor 
crankcase sweating 

Leaky suction valve. 
Remove head, examine valve and 
replace if worn. 

Low suction pressure. 

Restricted liquid line and expansion 
valve or suction screens. 

Rump down, remove, examine and 
clean screens, 

Insufficient refrigerant in system. Check for refrigerant storage. 

Too much oil circulating in system.  
Check for too much oil in 
circulation. Remove oil. 

Improper adjustment of expansion 
valves 

Adjust valve to give more flow. 

Expansion valve power element 
dead or weak  

Replace expansion valve power 
element. 

Compressor short 
cycles on low- 
pressure control. 

Low refrigerant charge. 
Locate and repair leaks. Charge 
refrigerant. 

Thermal expansion valve not feeding 
properly. 

Adjust, repair or replace thermal 
expansion valve. 

a.     Dirty strainers. a.     Clean strainers. 
b.    Moisture frozen in orifice or 
orifice plugged with dirt. 

b.    Remove moisture or dirt (use 
system dehydrator). 

c.     Power element dead or weak c.     Replace power element. 
Water flow through evaporators 
restricted or stopped. Evaporator 
coils plugged, dirty, or clogged with 
frost. 

Remove restriction. Check water 
flow. Clean coils or tubes. 

Defective low-pressure control 
switch. 

Repair or replace low-pressure 
control switch. 

Compressor runs 
continuously. 

Shortage of refrigerant.  Repair leak and recharge system. 
Leaking discharge valves.  Replace discharge valves. 

Compressor short 
cycles on high- 

Insufficient water flowing through 
condenser, clogged condenser. 

Determine if water has been turned 
off. Check for scaled or fouled 
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pressure control 
switch. 

condenser. 
Defective high-pressure control 
switch.  

Repair or replace high-pressure 
control switch. 

Compressor will not 
run.   

Seized compressor. Repair or replace compressor. 
Cut-in point of low-pressure control 
switch too high.  

Set L. P. control switch to cut-in at 
correct pressure. 

High-pressure control switch does 
not cut-in. 

Check discharge pressure and reset 
P. H. control switch. 

1 .Defective switch. 1. Repair or replace switch.  
2. Electric power cut off.  2. Check power supply. 
3. Service or disconnect switch 
open. 

3.Close switches. 

4. Fuses blown. 
4. Test fuses and renew if 
necessary. 

5. Over-load relays tripped. 
5. Re-set relays and find cause of 
overload. 

  
6. Check voltage (should be within 
10 percent of nameplate rating). 

6. Low voltage. 7. Repair or replace motor. 

  

8. Close switch manually to test 
power supply. If OK, check control 
circuit including temperature and 
pressure controls. 

7. Electrical motor in trouble. 
9. Check oil level in crankcase. 
Check oil pump pressure. 

8. Trouble in starting switch or 
control circuit. 

  

9. Compressor motor stopped by oil 
pressure differential switch. 

  

Decreased capacity 
of the compressor. 

High vapor superheat. Adjust or replace expansion valve. 

Sudden loss of oil 
from crankcase. 

Liquid refrigerant slugging back to 
compressor crank case. 

Adjust or replace expansion valve. 

Capacity reduction 
system falls to unload 
cylinders. 

Hand operating stem of capacity 
control valve not turned to 
automatic position. 

Set hand operating stem to 
automatic position. 

Compressor 
continues to operate 
at full or partial load. 

Pressure regulating valve not 
opening. 

Adjust or repair pressure regulating 
valve. 
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Capacity reduction 
system fails to load 
cylinders.  

Broken or leaking oil tube between 
pump and power element. 

Repair leak. 

Low discharge 
pressure with high 
suction pressure. 

Discharge relief valve leaking back 
to the suction side. 

Replace relief valve. 

Compressor 
continues to operate 
unloaded. 

Pressure regulating valve not 
closing. 

Adjust or repair pressure regulating 
valve. 

Compressor oil 
brownish in color 

Copper plating caused by moisture 
in the system. 

Change filter drier, or dehydrator. 

Compressor oil gray 
or metallic. 

Compressor bearing wear or piston 
scoring. 

Replace or overhaul compressor. 

 Compressor oil black 
Carbonization resulting from air in 
the system. 

Remove air from system. 

၂၁.၁၀.၂ Trouble Diagnosis Chart 
Table 21-6 trouble diagnosis chart 

Trouble Diagnosis Chart 
Symptom  Conditioning may be cause by  Correction  

High head 
pressure 

1. Air or noncondensable gas in 
system 

1. Purge air from condenser 

2. Inlet warm water 
2. Increase quantity of condensing 
water 

3. Insufficient water flowing through 
condenser  

3. Increase quantity of water 

4. Condenser clogged or scaled up  4. Clean condenser tubes 
5. Too much liquid in receiver, 
condenser tubes submerged in liquid 
refrigerant  

5. Draw off liquid into service drum  

Low head pressure 

1. Too much water flowing through 
condenser 

1. Reduce quantity of water 

2. Water too cold, unthrottled 2. Reduce quantity of water 
3. Loose thermal bulb 3. Check and tighten thermal bulb 

4. Leaky discharge valve  
4. Remove head, examine valve 
diaphragm; replace if found defective  

High Suction 
pressure 

1. Overfeeding of expansion valve 
1. Regulate expansion valve; check 
bulb attachment 
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2. Leaky suction or discharge valve 
2. Remove head, examine valve disks; 
replace if worn 

3. Hand bypass open or, if in use in 
place of expansion valve, open too 
much  

3. Check hand bypass valve  

Low suction 
pressure 

1. Restricted liquid line and 
expansion valve or suction screens 

1. Pump down, remove, examine, and 
clean screens 

2. Insufficient gas in system 2. Check for gas shortage 
3. Moisture in system, causing 
freezing of expansion valve 

3. Wrap hot cloths around expansion 
valve and cycle through dehydrator 

4. Too much oil circulating in system 
4. Check for too much oil in 
circulation; remove oil 

5. Improper adjustment of expansion 
valves 

5. Adjust valves to give greater flow 

6. 1/4-inch or more frost on 
evaporator coils  

6. Defrost  

Compressor short 
cycles (on high-
pressure cutout)  

1. Insufficient water flowing through 
condenser, clogged condenser cutout 

1. Determine if water has been 
secured; check for scaled or fouled 
condenser 

2. High-pressure cutout incorrectly 
set 

2. Check setting of high-pressure 
cutout 

3. System overcharged with 
refrigerant  

3. High-pressure cutout may be 
tripping as a result of insufficient 
condenser capacity because tubes are 
submerged  

Compressor short 
cycles (on low-
pressure cutout)  

1. Coils in refrigerators clogged with 
frost 

1. Defrost coils 

2. Liquid, suction, or expansion valve 
screens clogged 

2. Pump down and clean screen 

3. Thermal bulb on expansion valve 
has lost charge  

3. Detach thermal bulb from suction 
line and hold in palm of one hand with 
the other hand gripping the suction 
line; if flooding through is observed, 
bulb has not lost its charge; if no 
flooding through is noticed, replace 
expansion valve  

Compressor runs 
continuously 

1. Shortage of refrigerants 
1. Test refrigerant; if short of liquid, 
add amount necessary; test for leaks 

2. Discharge valve leaks badly  
2. Remove head of compressor, and 
repair or replace valves  
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Compressor noisy 

1. Vibration because not bolted to 
foundation rigidly 

1. Bolt down rigidly 

2. Too much oil in circulation, 
causing hydraulic knock 

2. Check oil level 

3. Slugging due to flooding back of 
refrigerant 

3. Expansion valve open too wide, 
close; thermal bulb incorrectly placed 
or loose, check 

4. Wear of parts such as piston pins, 
bearings, etc. 

4. Determine location of cause; repair 
or replace compressor 

5. Flywheel loose  5. Check key, tighten flywheel nut  

Compressor will 
not start 

1. Overload tripped, fuses blown 
1. Reset overload, replace fuses and 
examine for cause of condition 

2. Switch out 2. Throw in switch 

3. No charge of liquid in system 
operated by low-pressure control 

3. With no liquid in system, there is 
insufficient pressure to throw in low-
pressure control; recharge system 
with liquid; stop leaks 

4. Dirt or foreign matter on control 
points of either high- or low-pressure 
cutouts  

4. Check and clean points  

Head gasket leaks 
1. Head bolts stretched, or washers 
crushed 

1. Examine gaskets, replace if 
necessary; tighten head bolts; replace 
washers  

Cylinders and 
crankcase 
sweating  

1. Too much oil in circulation; too 
much refrigerant in circulation 

1. Examine for conditions of 
refrigerant and oil charge; correct 
anything wrong 

2. Hand bypass valve open or, if in 
use in place of expansion valve, open 
too much  

2. Check hand bypass valve  

 
-End- 
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Chapter-22 Water Treatment 

 
Condenser       chiller                    (boiler)                                                  

            (chemical treatment                                                                   
                                                 (scale)                                              
                                                                                 “            ” 
                                                                                   Cooling tower       
                     (atmosphere)                ႔                                           
Cooling tower                                                                                  
                   "Legionnaires' disease"                               

Chilled water system                                           (atmosphere)            ႔ 
            ႔                                                                                         
           Air conditioning system           water treatment                                

                             centralized air conditioning system                           
Centralized air conditioning system                    refrigeration ton (၃၀၀     (၁၀၀၀        
                 Centralized air conditioning system          air cooled chiller    ႔      water cooled  
chiller                        (water)    heat transfer media                    AHU    ႔      FCU       
chiller evaporator                             chilled water circuit/loop            

C                                                                                 
                       Ch                                                                        
                                                                        ႔                               
                                                                  ႔            o             
                                                       C                                         
          ႔                             ၌                                                 
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၂၂.၁ Closed Loop Chiller Water System  
Closed loop chiller water system                                                             

                                 chilled water                     ႔      blowdown         
                                                                                         
         

       ႔                                                                      closed loop chiller 
water system                               abrasive particles)                              
                                  chiller       pump                                equipment            
piping system                         Equipment                (breakdown)              
                                                                                   unscheduled 
shutdowns)                                                                                              
                    ႔        heat transfer performance                                          
                                                                              

၂၂.၁.၁ Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Fouling  
Table 22-1 heat transfer coefficient vs. fouling 

Scale thickness (Inches) Overall heat transfer coefficient 
(BTU/ft2/°F) 

Loss in heat transfer (%) 

0.000 92.77 0 
0.012 63.10 31.98% 
0.024 47.81 48.46% 

0.036(0.91mm) 38.49 58.51% 
0.048 32.20 62.00% 
0.060 27.69 70.00% 

0.0625 (1/16 inch) 26.89 71.00% 

                        ႔                                                                 
            ႔                        “fouling”                                              
            ႔                                         scale)          overall heat transfer coefficient 
(BTU/ft2/°F)                             

 
Table 22-1                                                                   ႔      

                                                           overall heat transfer coefficient 
(BTU/ft2              BTU/ft2/°F                BTU/ft2/°F                ၁                  
       heat                                 ၁                                                         
          BTU                                                                                 
                                                                     BTU                      

Closed loop chiller water system                            water quality)            
control limit                                       

                                                                heat transfer loss             
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Table 22-2 water quality control limit 
 Conductivity (micro S) pH Turbidity (TFU) Iron (PPM) 

Control Limit <2,500 8 to 11 <20 <3 ppm 

                                                                                  
                             pH                   ၁၁                                          
      (acid)                         alkaline)                          Closed l                  
                                       ၁၀                                 ၁၀            
                                   

   ႔           p                                                                   
                                                                                       ႔               
                                                                                        
                                                                                             
                                                                    

 

Closed loop chil                        turbidity)    20 TFU 
                                       turbidity)         
                                TFU                
                                         t                       ၅   
 ၅၀         ၅၀၀     ႔                                                 ၅  
                               

    ၂၂-၁ Turbidity(FTU)             

                            Iron             ႔                                           ႔ 
                                     ႂ                             

 

  
    ၂၂-၂                       

   
    ၂၂-၃                              
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၂၂ ၂ O    Loop Condenser Water System 
Open loop                                                                                   

                                                                                 scale formation)  
                                                        ႔          

၂၂ ၂ ၁                 
                            mineral content                     scale formation)     

         Calciu        Sodium                                                            
                                     ႔                                                                       
                                                                                                
                               heat exchange                                                   
                                 (scale formation)                                           
                                                                                                     
                                           ႔                                                water 
treatment system                      Cooling tower water                                       

၂၂ ၂ ၂ I                
                            Calcium)                Sodium)                                

               corrosion)                  O                                 O                        
      ႔                        ႔                            corrosion)                                 
(corrosion                                                                      C                   
          water tre                          

၂၂ ၂ ၃         
                                   heat transfer                                           

                                                                                   ႔                  heat 
                          performance)                  ႔                                 
                                                                                               
                                                                         heat 
trans                                                                  

                                     sand                                                     
                                                                                plate heat 
excha                                                                                                       
           ႔                                fluid velocity                     turbulence      
                                         

 

Shell and tube                                                                       heat 
transfer surface)                                                             fl             
                 ႔                                                                       
                                                                                            
                                                                                   
                       ႔                                             
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၂၂ ၂ ၄ Biological Fouling 
                                      ႔                                                  

         cooling tower      ႕      chiller      ႕   ႔                                                
                                                                               ႔                     
                                      ႔             ႔                         stagnant water)    
             bacteria)                        prot        ႔                          

                                                                                            
                                        biological film)                                          
                                      “biological fouling”                Biologi                
                                                                                                         
                             -                                                   ႔                                
                                              (microorganisms                     ႔                            
                                                                                ႔                              
                                             Water trea                                        
                                                                            ႔             

၂၂ ၂ ၅ Microbiological Controls 
                                                                                                 

                                guide line)                                       guide line)         
                                                                                       testing method) 
                                              

Table 22-3 microbiological control limit and test frequency 

 
Microbiological Analysis Frequency Control Criteria 

1 Standard Plate Count(SPC) Monthly <               L 
2 Legionalla Pneumophilla Once every 3 months Negative detection 
3 Sulfate Reducing Bacteria Once every 6 months Negative detection 
4 Denitrifying Bacteria Once every 6 months Negative detection 
5 Pseudomonas Once every 6 months < 500 CFU/mL 

                                                       international standards        
                

 
                       condenser               1mL                     bacteria) 

                                        Legionella Pneumophila           legionellosis    ႔      
L                                        Legionella Pneumophila bacteria                   
                                                

                                                                                   
                             -                                          (The total 
number of bacteria in a specified amount of water.) 
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Sulfate reducing b                                                                  ႔       ႔          
                            condenser wa                       1 mL)      Pseudomonas 
Bacteria                                     

၂၂ ၂ ၆ Corrosion Rate Controls 
Table 22-4 corrosion rate controls 

 
Corrosion Rate Analysis  Test Method Control Criteria 

1 Mild Steel 
 

< 1 mpy 
2 Copper 

 
< 0.1 mpy 

               ႔                                                                              
                                                               black ste      ႔                                   
                               

၂၂ ၂   Water Quality Parameter Controls 
Table 22-5 water quality controls parameter  

 Water Quality Analysis Test Method Control Criteria 
1 pH Value Field Test Kit & Laboratory method APHA 3120B Between 7 to 8.8 

2 Total Dissolved Solid  Field Test Kit & Laboratory method APHA 3120B < 3000 ppm 

3 Iron (Fe) Field Test Kit & Laboratory method APHA 3120B < 1.00 mg/L 

4 Copper (Cu) Laboratory method APHA 3120B <0.50 mg/L 

5 Zinc (Zn) Laboratory method APHA 3120B <2 mg/L 

6 Chloride Laboratory method APHA 3120B < 500 ppm Cl 

7 Total Hardness Laboratory method APHA 3120B <800 ppm 

                                                                          Condenser water 
   pH v                                                                                   
                                                                     ႔                      
                                                                                                        
                                     

                                                                ppm                  
                                                                                             
PPM                                                                                           
                                          (၃၀၀၀)                    

                                                                                     ႔          
              ႔          [Iron(Fe)]                                                        
              ႔          [Iron(Fe)]                                       Condenser water 
                                                                   ႔                           ႔            
[Copper(Cu)]                               C                                           ႔  
          Copper(Cu)]                                         
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                                                                                  ႔           
                ႔            Zinc                                                                   
        ႔            Zinc                                                            
                                shopping center)                                                    
                        ႔                                                      Wa                      
                                                    quality)                                   
                                                                                ႔                     
                                                    ႔             

 

၂၂.၂.             (Cost) 
                                        application)                                        

                                                                   i                      Approch 
                         ႔                s                                                       
Stainless s                                                                                   

၂၂ ၃ Water Treatment for Chilled Water 
Chilled water system        “closed recirculating water”                                  

Closed system                                     (advantage)        

(၁) Closed system                         (leakage)                                      ႔                     
                          ႔                      make-up water                          
                                                            

(၂) Closed system          ႔                                                                           
closed system                                                                         
                  

(၃) Closed system                                        (corrosion problem)          
                                                                   ႔                             
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Closed system          co                                      oxygen pitting   galvanic 
action       crevice attack    ႔                                               “shot feed” method    
        chemical treatment                                

Closed system                                  (chemicals)                                 
          Chilled water system                                                             
                   molybdate corrosion inhibitor                            200–300 ppm 
molybdate                                               

၂၂ ၄ Chemical Treatment and Cleaning 
Cooling tower                                                          Cooling tower             

                                          L           ’         ]                 Cooling tower 
                                                              200 ton cooling tower                
(၁၀၀                                                        (၆၀၀)   ႔                                  
          ႔                                               ႔                                   calcium 
carbonate                                                                   Condenser tube 
                                                                                 

Cooling tower                    ႔                                                               
Cooling tower           water treatment system                    

(၁) Blowdown 
  Water treatment program မ်ား၌ ရိွသင့္ရိွထိုက္ေသာ Cycle of Concentration(COC) ကို 

သတ္မွတ္ေလ့ရိွသည္။ Concentration ျမင့္သည့္ condenser water မ်ားကုိ ေဖာက္ထုတ္ၿပီး ေရအသစ္ကုိ 
ထပ္ျဖည့္ျခင္းျဖင့္ ပုံမွန္ ရိွသင့္        ေသာ concentration level သုိ႔ေရာက္ေအာင္ ျပဳလုပ္ႏိုင္သည္။ ထိုသို႔ 
ေဖာက္ထုတ္ျခင္း ကုိ “bleed o  ”    ႔     “b       ”  လုပ္သည္ဟု ေခၚသည္။ ေဖာက္ထုတ္သည့္ 
ေရကုိ “               ”  ဟုေခၚသည္။ 

 ေပ်ာ္ဝင္ေနသည့္ ဓာတ္သတၱဳမ်ား ပါဝင္မႈမ်ားျခင္း(high concentration)ကုိ ေရေစးျခင္း 
(                  ဟုလည္း ေျပာဆုိေလ့ရွိသည္။ ေရေစးျခင္း(hardness)ကုိ တုိင္းသည့္      (unit) 
သည္ ppm ျဖစ္သည္။  

             Cycle of concentration ဆုိသည္မွာ condenser water အတြင္း၌                
            (dissolved solid) မ်ား၏ ပမာဏကုိ               (make up water)၏ ပမာဏႏွင့္ 
စားထားျခင္း ျဖစ္သည္။ 

                         
                                                     

                            
 

Blown down                   ပမာဏမွာ 

            
                

       
 

         BD = Blown down flow                                      Cycles = cycle of concentration 

Cycle of concentration သည္ အမ်ားအားျဖင့္ (၅) မွ (၁၀) အတြင္း ျဖစ္သည္။ Blowdown 
rate     total flow rate   0.5    1.0%                  
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(၂) Scale Prevention 
 pH (acid levels)                                                             pH (acid 

levels)                   acids   inorganic phosphates        ႔                  
(၃) Corrosion Control 
              carbon dioxide (carbonic acid)  low pH   high dissolved solid    ႔        

                              ႔                                                     
                                Blowdown                                              

(၄) Biological growth 
 Slime            (algae)                       (chlorine)    ႔                        (chlorine 

compound)                                                                                 
                                 

(၅) Foam and Scum 
 Organic material                                         (foam)                         

   ႔                                                   

Cooling tower           treatment                                              Cooling 
water          ႔ ozone (O3)                   

Ozone                                                                       
                                                                      Ozone      ႂကြင္းက်န္ရစ္ပါက ပုိက္မ်ား၊ 
သံထည္ပစၥည္းမ်ား အလြယ္တကူ သံေခ်းတက္ႏိုင္သည့္                                                    
(non-chemical) treatment                          Non-chemical treatment                         
(electromagnetism)              dissolved solid                           biological growth               
                          

၂၂ ၅ Makeup Water 
Cooling tower မွ ေရဆုံးရံႈးမႈ(water loss)ျဖစ္ေပၚရသည့္ အေၾကာင္းမ်ားမွာ  
 (၁) Evaporation loss  
 (၂) Drift loss ႏွင့္ 
 (၃)  Blown down loss     ႔      bleed off loss တုိ႔ေၾကာင့္ ျဖစ္သည္။ 

ထုိအခ်က္     ခ်က္လုံးကုိ ေသခ်ာစြာ တြက္ခ်က္ႏုိင္မွသာ make up water system ကုိေသခ်ာစြာ ဒီဇုိင္း 
ျပဳလုပ္ႏုိင္မည္ ျဖစ္သည္။ 

Condenser water system သည္ open system ျဖစ္           condenser water မ်ား ေရေငြ႔ပ်ံျခင္း 
(evaporation)ျဖစ္ေပၚသည္။ ထို႔ေၾကာင့္ ျပန္ျဖည့္ရန္ေရ(makeup water)လုိအပ္သည္။ Chiller efficiency သည္ 
condenser water အရည္အေသြးေပၚတြင္ မူတည္သည္။ Chemical    ႔      non chemical water treatment 
ကုိ သုံးျခင္းျဖင့္ condenser water ၏ အရည္အေသြး(quality)ကို လက္ခံႏိုင္သည့္ အဆင့္တြင္ ထိန္းထားႏိုင္သည္။ 
သံေခ်း၊ ေၾကးေခ်း တက္ျခင္းမွ ကာကြယ္ရန္၊ ေရညိ  ျဖစ္ျခင္းမွ တားဆီးရန္(prevent scaling) ႏွင့္ chiller ၏ 
condenser tube မ်ား ေခ်းတက္ျခင္း(fouling)မွ ကာကြယ္ရန္ အတြက္ water treatment system လုိအပ္သည္။ 

                     cooling tower                                           evaporation  
drift and blowdown    ႔                                   tower flow rate   ၂%   ႔          Cooling 
tower   condenser water   make up water             Air Conditioning and Mechanical Ventilation (Vol. 
1)                              

-End- 






